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VOLUME XXIV.

First Meeting, '$>th January, 1902.

[anniversary.]

THOMAS CHRISTY, Esq., F.L.S.

IN THE CHAIR.

^^

The following Donations to the Library were announced,
and thanks ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From F. D. Mocatta :—Elements of the Jewish and Muhammadan
Calendars. By the Rev. Sherrard B. Burnaby, M.A., F.R.A.S.

London. 8vo. 1901.

From the Author :—Note sur un Nouveau Document Baby-
lonien. Par A. Boissier. Geneva. 8vo. 1901.

From Hartwig Derenbourg :—La Legende Syriaque de Saint

Alexis, rHomme^de Dieu. Par Arthur Amiaud. Biblio-

theque de PEcole des Uantes Etudes. Paris. 1SS9.

• Muse'e du Louvre Steles de la

XIPDynasde. ParE.Gayet. Parts 1-3. Paris. 1886-1889.
Bibliothequc de VEcole des Hautes Etudes.

[No. CLXXIX.] I
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From the Publishers, Messrs. Methuen and Co.—A Concise

dictionary of Egyi)tian Archaeology, a Hand-Book for

Students and Travellers. By M. Broderick and A. Anderson

Morton. London. 8vo. 1902.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting, on February 12th :—

Henry Swainson Cooper, F.S.A., <.\:c., Yewfield, Hawkshead,

Lancashire.

F. G. Fleay, 27, Dafforne Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.

H. Locherbach, Herzogenrath, Germany.

F. W. Lonnbeck, 52, Nybrogadan, Stockholm, Sweden.

The following Notes were read :

—

Prof. A. H. Sayce (President) :
" The lonians in the Tell el

Amarna Tablets."

Rennarks were made by the Rev. Dr. Lowy and Dr.

Pinches.

Rev. Canon R. B. Girdlestone :
" Notes on the Comparative

Value of the Two Recensions of Ezra."

Remarks were added by Sir H. H. Howorth, Dr. Gaster,

and Dr. Lowy.

Thanks uere returned for these communications.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT

FOR THE YEAR 1901.

In presenting the annual report for the past year, I cannot refrain

from again referring to the severe loss the Society has suffered by the

death, on April the 5th, of Mr. Joseph John Tylor, followed on the

15th of May by that of Mr. Arthur Gates, Vice-President.

When many years ago the Council did me the honour to elect me to the

post I now fill, Mr. Gates was the Honorary Secretary, an office he con-

tinued to hold, to the advantage of the Society, for some years. Always

ready to give every assistance in his power, I felt how great a benefit and

relief it was, in those early days, so soon after the foundation of the

Society, to have a kind friend of great experience to whom 1 could apply

for help in difficulties, and to whom I knew I should not apply in vain.

To his varied knowledge and continued interest we are more indebted

than I can easily express ; this interest in our proceedings, though the

state of his health often prevented his attending the meetings, never

ceased, and only a few days before his death I received a letter from him

asking for information bearing on a scheme he was thinking out for the

advancement of the Society.

I feel that we have lost one of the ablest and most willing of our sup-

porters, and that I have lost one of the kindest of friends.

The number on the roll of Members has, it is true, been fairly

maintained, and it is a pleasure to thank those friends who have so

kindly obtained the names of new Members. There is still, however

much more that might be done, if a dc/etv/nned effort was made in this

direction. There must be many who would be willing, if only they were

asked, to help us to place a greater quantity of material, of a more

varied character, in the hands of scholars and students, and at the same

time gain the opportunity of reading it themselves. I have many times

appealed to the whole body of Members to assist the Society in this

manner ; I again repeat the appeal, in the hope that by doing so year by

year, in the very near future it may produce the desired result.

x A 2
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The Papers read before the Society, and printed in this volume, will

be found not inferior in value and interest to those of former years, and

the best thanks of the Society are due to the many writers who have

thus contributed to the success of our meetings and publications.

In the last report I mentioned that some Papers dealing with subjects

more nearly connected with the Bible had been promised ; several of these

have appeared in the Proceedings during the past year, and the Council

will be glad to receive others on similar subjects.

The scheme of widening the operations of the Society is still under

consideration, but much has been done by the Council, it is only by the

assistance of the Members that it can be fully carried out.

It should be remembered that it is not always necessary to write a

Paper, and that any notes occurring during the study of a subject, could

find a fitting place in the portion of the Proceedings set aside for that

purpose, which is of course open to the Members. I need hardly point

out that such Notes would be a useful addition to our publications, and

be of interest and service to all.

The various Papers and Notes, many of them illustrated, all of

them printed in the volume just completed, are as followsj classed as

usual under their divisions :

—

Arthur E. Weigall :

Egyptian Notes, The Sacerdotal Title Gemat
;

Antiquities in the Museum of the Societe Jersaise :

A Statuette of .Min-Mes, Chief Magician to Rameses II :

A small Porcelain Naos of Bast (January).

F. Ll. Griffith, F.S.A. :

Notes on Demotic Philology, The Khamuas Stories (January).

John W.\rd, F.S.A. :

Notes on his Collection of Scarabs, with plates, continued from

Vol. XXII (January, February).

F. G. Hilton Price, Dir. S. A.

:

Notes upon a rare Figure of Amen-Ra (January).

F. Legge :

The Demons in the Magic Papyri (February).

F. Ll. Griffith, F.S.A.

:

The Chronological value of Egyptian Words found in the Bible

(February).

E. TOWRY Whyte, M.A., F.S.A. :

An Egyptian Painter's Palette of Wood, illustrated (March).

F. Ll. Griffith, F.S.A.

The Eraser Scarabs (March).

Mrs. Grenfell :

Note on Scarab No. 384, in Mr. John Ward's Collection (March).

4
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F. W. Read and A. C. Bryant :

A Mythological Text from Memphis, in the British Museum
illustrated (May).

Percy E. Newberry :

Extracts from my Note Book {continued)—
21. Statue of a Fan-bearer of the Body Guard of Amenhetep III

22. The Site of the Library of Akhenaten
;

23. A Priest of Astarte
;

24. Some Egyptian Antiquities in the Dattari Collection, a ring-

stand of Sebek Hetep III ; A late Middle Kingdom Statuette
;

Pedestal of a Wooden Statuette of the Divine Wife, Neferu.

25. Handle of a model Dagger (?), and a Plaque inscribed with

name of Bak-en-Khensu
;

26. Khems, Vezir of Sekhem-ka-Ra
;

27. The Vezir Seniy (May).

George St. Clair:

Pasht and Sed P^estival (May).

Dr. James Henry Breasted :

The Wady Haifa Stela of Senwosret I (Usertesen), illustrated (May).

Dr. James Henry Breasted :

Varia, Supplementary to Notes published in the Proceedings, Vol.

XXII, pp. 90-94 ; Three Obscure Phrases (May).

Dr. A. Wiedmann :

Egyptian Notes (referring to those of A. E. Weigall in the January

Proceedings) (May).

Wilhelm Spiegelberg :

Contribution to the second Tale of Khamuas (May).

E. TowRY Whyte, M.A., F.S.A. :

Egyptian Gilder's Palette of Wood. Plate (May).

Arthur E. Weigall :

An inscribed Disk of the XXI Ind Dynasty (May).

Prof. Dr. A. Wiedmann :

Bronze Circles and Purification Vessels in Egyptian Temples (June).

Walter L. Nash, F.S.A.

:

The Tomb of Mentuhetep I (?) at Der-el-Bahri, Thebes. Plate

(June).

F. Ll. Griffith, F.S.A. :

A Sale of Land in the reign of Philopator. Plates (June).

Walter L. Nash, F.S.A.

:

The Tomb of Pa-shedu. Plates (November).

Rev. a. J. Delattre, S.J. :

Quelques Lettres Assyriennes (continued from Vol. XXII, Part 8)

(February).

5
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Rev. C. F. I5ikkitt :

The Wisdom of the Chaldeans (February).

Alfred Boissier :

Documents Assyricns relatifs a la Magic (^Larch).

Theophilus G. Pinches :

Assyriological Gleanings, Part H. Plates (May).

Robert Brown, Junr.. F.S.A. :

A Greek Circle of late times showing Euphratean Influence (May).

Rev. a. J. Del.^ttre, S.J. :

Quelques Lettres Assyriennes (continued from page 71) (November).

Rev. W. O. E. Oesterlev :

The Symbolism of the " Pair of Shoes " (January).

Prof. A. H. Savce (^President) :

Notes on :

1. The Hyksos
;

2. The Hittite Inscriptions
;

3. The Arzawa Letters;

4. Kandaules of Lydia (March).

Joseph Offord and E. Gilbert Highton, ALA. :

The " De Duabus Viis," A New Latin Version of the first Six-

Chapters of the " Didache" (March).

Prof. Canon Cheyne :

Notes on Gen. iv, 16 ; Isa. xviii, i ; and Prov. xxx, 15 (March).

>iR Henry H. Howorth, K.C.LE. :

Some Unconventional Views on the Text of the Bible, Part I (Miiy)
;

Part II (November).

Prof. A. H. Sayce {President) :

Greek Ostraka from Egypt (May).

Joseph Offord :

Arza and Aziza ; The Median Calendar ; The Site of Kir of Moab
(May).

A. J. Butler :

The Identity of " Al Mukaukis " of Egypt (June).

E. J. Pilcher :

A Cylinder Seal bearing the Name Gehazi (November).

The Hon. Miss Plunket :

The Chinese Calendar, with some references to that of the Chaldeans.

(December).

A. E. Wek;all :

Some Egyptian Weights in Prof. Petric's collection (December).

Again the Society has to thank Mr. Walter L. Nash, F.S.A., for

having, with great care and trouble, taken the photographs required for

6
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the plates which have appeared from time to time in the Proceediftgs.

And to him also we have been indebted, as in other years, for adding

so much to the completeness of the volumes by compiling the Indexes.

Always ready to help the Society in every way in his power, Mr.

Nash has now added to my personal obligations to him by very

kindly undertaking to help me in the troublesome work of seeing the

Proceedings through the press.

I must again refer to the complete Index of the nine volumes of the

Tra/isactious, prepared by Mr. Nash and presented to the Society.

This, as I have stated in several of the Reports, is quite ready to be

printed, and would be put in hand at once if sufficient subscribers could

be obtained to justify the Council in incurring the expense. It need

hardly be pointed out that our Transactions, full as they are of most

interesting matter, would be of much greater use and value to students

if the nine volumes could be completed by a tenth volume containing an

Index to the whole series.

A little support from the general body of the Members would secure

this publication, and perhaps it is rather a matter of surprise that it is

necessary to ask repeatedly for it.

As already mentioned, the Society is greatly indebted to Prof. E.

Naville for having so kindly undertaken the completion of Sir P. le

Page Renoufs edition of The Book of the Dead. I am pleased to

be able to state that a number of the remaining chapters are now in type,

and the issue of them will be commenced in a future Part of the

Proceedings. It would have been a subject for lasting regret had this

standard edition, the result of the labour of so many years, remained

unfinished.

In connection with two of our distinguished Honorary Members, it

will be of interest to the Members to know that Prof. Maspero and Prof.

Naville have generously consented to act as the Editors of the collected

writings of the late Sir P. le Page Renouf. The work of printing has

commenced and already a large portion of the first volume is in type, so

that it may fairly be expected to appear in the early part of the present

year. The first series will contain the writings connected with Egypt
and Egyptology, to be followed by another series, including the

theological, philosophical, and other contributions to learning : every-

thing written by our late President will be included, as it is the wish of

Lady Renouf to publish a work that shall be a fitting monument to the

memory of so distinguished a scholar.

During the past year the Council have issued the volume containing

an account, with much other valuable information, concerning the unique

fragments of very early Hebrew MSS. of the Bible in the collection of

Dr. Gaster. The beauty and value of the coloured decorations found in

these MSS. cannot be over estimated, and it must be remembered that no

7
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other examples are known to exist. The Council hope that this eftbrt to

bring within their reach a work containing such interesting material, as

well as a series of plates of the decorations coloured after the originals,

will be appreciated by the Members.

The number of kindred Societies with which publications are ex-

changed has been increased. Many donations of books have also been

made by various authors, to whom the best thanks of the Society are

due for thus placing their works within the reach of many to whom
they may be of real service, and others have been purchased by the

Council, but it is to be regretted that the funds at their disposal for this

purpose are not sufficient to make the Library as complete as could be

wished.

A list of many works especially wanted for the use of the Members
has been printed many times at the end of the Proceedings. This list is

necessarily altered from time to time, owing to the kind responses

made by the presentation of some of the books required. It is

sincerely to be hoped, for the benefit of those students who use our

Library, that those Members who have duplicate copies of those works

entered in the list, or others connected with the objects of tlie Society,

will present them, and thus give to students the opportunity and

benefit of using them.

The cost of printing the publications is necessarily very great, and it

surely ought to be unnecessary for me to point out year after year that,

in order that the work may be properly carried out, liberal contributions

are to be desired from the Members.

Much inconvenience, and correspondence which should be unneces-

sary, has been caused by some Members not paying their subscriptions

regularly. I must call attention to the notices issued in the Proceedings

at the end of each year, one of which points out that the subscriptions

are due in advance in January. I need hardly point out that if subscrip-

tions are not paid regularly, difficulty and trouble occurs as to the amount

of money at the disposal of the Council.

The audited Statement ot Receipts and Expenditure for the year

1901 shows that the funds available for that year have been ^^555^. i6j.,

and the expenditure for the same period has been ^516 \i\s. 8d. The
balance carried forward from 1900 was £60 135-. yi., and that from the

year just ended is ^39 \s. ^d.

A vote of thanks to the Council and Officers of the Society for their

services during the past year was unanimously agreed to.
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The following Officers and Council for the current year

were elected :

—

COUNCIL, 1902.

President.

PROF. A. H. SAYCE, LL.D., &c., &c.

Vice-Presidents.

The Most Rev. His Grace The Lord Archbishop of York.

The Most Hon. The Marquess of Northampton.
The Right Hon. Lord Halsbury.
The Right Hon. Lord Amherst of Hackxev.
F. D. Mocatta, F.S.A., &c.

Walter Morrison.

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., D.C.L., M.D., &c.

Alexander Peckover, LL.D., F.S.A.

F. G. Hilton Price, Dir. S.A.

Rev. George Rawlinson, D.D. (Canon of Canterbury),

The Right Rev. S. W. Allen, D.D. (R.C. Bishop of Shrewsbury.

General Sir Charles Warren, G.C.ALG., &c., &c.

Council.

Rev. Charles James Ball, ALA.
Rev. Prof. T. K. Cheyne, D.D.

Thomas Christy, F.L.S.

Dr. M. Gaster.

Dr. J. Hall Gladstone, F.R.S.

F. Ll. Griffith, F.S.A.

Sir H. H. Howorth, K.C.LE.,
F.R.S., &c.

Rev. Albert Lowy, LL.D., &c.

Rev. James Marshall, M.A.
Prof. G. Maspero.

Prof. E. Naville.

J. Pollard.

Edward B. Tylor, D.C.L.

LL.D., F.R.S. , &c.

E. Towry W^hyte, M.A.,
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THE lONIANS IN THE TEL EL-AMARNA TABLETS,

By Prof. A. H. Savce, LL.D., &c., &c.

Dr. Knudtzon has contributed to the Beitriige zur Assyj-iologie, IV,

3, pp. 279-337, a valuable paper of corrections and additions to the

jjublished texts of the Tel el-Arnarna tablets. He has a remarkable

facility in deciphering obliterated or semi-legible characters which

have hitherto baffled and perplexed the Ast-yriologist, and in

suggesting restorations of the text. The new edition of the tablets,

consequently, which he promises to give us will probably contain

copies of the texts as near perfection as possible. But there is one

portion of the paper from which I must entirely dissent. It is that

in which he discusses my discovery of the name of the lonians in

the tablets and gives another interpretation of it. Let us see what

the facts of the case actually are.

In W.A.,* 42, 15-17, we read: na-ad-mi amil-mes x \ Si-ir-ma

u AMIL Yi-i-wa-ana a-na mat ^ii-ri i-na LU-Qi. Dr. Knudtzon

adopts my reading of ^^ as jz ; indeed this reading of the cha-

racter in certain of the Tel el-Amarna tablets, which I was the first

to propose, is now generally accepted. His collation of the original,

moreover, has shown that I was right in reading ma or va where

Winckler had ba : on the other hand, the Zu of the published copy

turns out to be ^u, so that the country referred to will not be Tyre

but Suri (Subarti) or Syria.

It might be thought that as Dr. Knudtzon has now adopted my
reading of the name which follows the second amil " man " he would

agree with me in identifying it with Yavan or " Ionian," which it

represents letter for letter. Indeed it is a closer reproduction of the

(ireek word than the Ya-nia-nu (^Yavanii) o{ \\\fi Behistun inscrip-

tion; still more of the Ya-am-na-a {Yavna) of Sargon. But the

e.xpectation is not fulfilled. Dr. Knudtzon asserts that Rib-Addi, the

writer of the letter, has made a mistake and written the preposition

ana "to "twice. Conseciuently he tianslates the passage: "they

'"' I.e., Winckler and Abel, Thontafelfuiid von El-Aii/ai ?ia{V}Qx\'m, Spemann).

10
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have given the Sirma people and the Yiima man to to the land of

Suri in pledge (?)," where "Yiima" is doubtless an oversight for

•'Yima."* Official letter-writers, however, were not in the habit of

committmg blunders like this, and if they were committed the

mistake was corrected when the letter was read over before being

despatched ; at all events the assumption of a blunder in a text ot

this kind can be admitted only when every other explanation of the

passage fails. Here, on the contrary, there is no need to assume a

blunder at all ; the reading is obvious enough. Yi-i-ma-a-tia har-

monises in form with Sirma or Sirzca, and the long a is required it

it represents a- or no in Greek.

But Dr. Knudtzon supports his argument by bringing forward

what he beliexes are parallel passages in which the same word

( ccurs without a final nasal. One of these is W.A., 98, 9, where we

have, according to Dr. Knudtzon's present reading, i-fia-ati-tsiir

I AMiL Yi-u al sarri, "will one Y'iu-man be able to defend the city ct

the king ? " But on the Doctor's own showing the reading here is

extremely doubtful, and may be amil I\i-wi-u or amil ]SIi-)ii-u. In

any case, even granting that Yi-u is correct, there is no reason for

identifying it with Yi-i-Jiia. Moreover the writer of the letter is not

Rib-Addi but a different person altogether, Abimelech the governor

of Tyre.

Dr. Knudtzon's second instance also comes from a letter of

Abimelech, and is more doubtful even than his first. This is on an

unpublished fragment at Berlin (17 19, 45-48), where the text has

LXXX (?) AMIL , . . and amil ut or yi or fsab . . . , which Dr.

Knudtzon fills up as follows : Yi-i-ma ! On this principle anything

can be made out of anything.

There now remain only two other instances, and as both of these

are in a letter of Rib-Addi (W,A., 52, 21, 22, 39-41), they possess a

certain amount of weight. In the first passage we have : 2/

amil (?)... [gis] narkabati-ka u amil-mes yi-e . . . , and in the

second : ti amil yi-a-ii . . . ina mat Su-ha-ri i-na lu-qi. Here Dr.

Knudtzon supplies u amil \sirma gis] narkabati-ka it amil-mes Yi-e-

[/jia la-ku], and u amil Yi-a /i-[di-fn/], for all which, it need not be

* Dr. Kundtzon has misunderstood my queried translation of the words i/ia

LU-QI and supposed that I read i-na-lu-gi from alAku. This would be an impos-

sible form. Of course, my rendering was really based on the assumption that

LU-QI is a compound ideograph, in which Qi has its usual signification of '

' sending

on a mission."
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said, there is not the shghtest ground. It is all pure conjecture, and

in the case of the second passage yaii-\i?ia\ " myself " would be

quite as plausible a restoration as his yi-a ti-\diiiii'\. Baseless con-

jectures, however, are not the sort of evidence upon which to main-

tain that the text is wrong in the only place in which it is preserved.

We must, therefore, fall back on the reading Yi-i-ma-a-na or

Yi-i-va-a-na, that is to say on the name " Ionian." It is true that

Dr. Knudtzon finds a further argument against it in the word Sirtna

with which it is coupled, since the ideograph of which the latter is

given as the equivalent seems to indicate that it denotes a class of

men rather than a nationality.* But the two words are not in the

same category, as Sirma is preceded by the plural amil-mes " men,"

while the determinative of Yivana is the singular amil. Besides

Sirma is not necessarily the name of a class. It may be the name ot

a tribe who acted as mercenaries or policemen, and so, like the

Mazai in Egypt, could represent a particular body of men. At

any rate the word is neither Assyrian nor Canaanite, so far as we

know, and is therefore more probably a proper name than anything

else.

Dr. Knudtzon's criticism has thus ended only in making it clear

that I was right in finding the name of " Ionian " in the Tel el-

Amarna tablets. His Yiu, Yia and Yieva are all alike questionable

or non-existant. Indeed Yia is the only one for which there is any

evidence at all. If it could be proved to have a real existence I

should be the first to welcome it, for it would be a further confirma-

tion of my identification of Yh-aiia with " Ionian," Sargon tells us

(Khors., 145) that the seven Cypriote kings who paid him tribute

came from "the land of Ya', a district of the land of Yanana, which

is seven days' journey in the middle of the western sea." Yanana

—

not Yatnana, as it has been read in forgetfulness of the fact that

t^y is a as well as at—represents the Greek 'lawa-r, just as Yavna,

which is also used by Sargon (W.A.I. I, 36, 21), is the older

'Ir/f[o]f6>:-, and Ya' will bear the same relation to it that 'I«s bears to

"Inoi/ev. In the time of Sargon the v ox yod had been lost in most ot

the Greek dialects, and Yia would consequently have become la (or

in Assyrian Ya'). That the root of 'la'oi'cj is simply ^y^? is made clear

by the correlative 'la-? ; the final -{v)on is the same suffix as that

* The ideograph is partly obliterated. What remains looks like ligir, the

Semitic •la^iru or " Commandant " (of the body-guard).

12
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which we find in Kata-(v)onia or Lyka-(v)onia, the Arkadian

l.yka[v]6n, and suggests that the name i:; of Asianic and not of

Greek origin. In any case Yia in the Tel el-Amarna tablets,— if it

really exists there—would be the earlier form of the Ya' of Sargon,

and both alike represent the '!«'-? of Greek. The Va' nag^ of Sargon

would rei)resent a Greek '[«'v x'^V^"-

I hope that after this the mention of the " Ionian '' name in the

tablets of Tel el-Amarna will not again be questioned. It will be

observed that it corroborates Dr. \W. Max Miillers reading of the

name in the hieroglyphic records of Ramses II.
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NOTES ON THE COMPARATIVE VALUE OF THE TWO
RECENSIONS OF EZRA.

By the Rev. Canon R. B. Girdlestonk.

In dealing with this problem, the first thing is to secure a firm

chronological basis, then to compare the histoiical outlines given in

Ezra, Esdras A and Josephus, respectively, and, lastly, to discuss

vnnuticp, various readings, &c. I will take it for granted that the

first thing is done by means of Ptolemy's Canon and confirmatory

evidence, and that the second task is before u?. I propose to deal

with it as connected with the reigns of the Persian kings.

I. The reign of Cyrus. The question here is, Who was

" Sheshbazzar, the prince of Judah," to whom the vessels were com-

mitted, and who " brought them up with them of the captivity from

Babylon to Jerusalem" (Ezra i, 8, 11)? In chapter v, 14, we read

that Cyrus had made Sheshbazzar Governor (Chald. Pacha), and

ordered him to take the vessels to the Temple ; "and he came and

laid the foundation of the house of God." The fact that Zerubbabel

heads the list in Ezra ii, 2, the rest being said to go " with " him, is

strongly in favour of his being the appointed leader. If so, his

Persian official title was Tirshatha, his Persian name Sheshbazzar,

and his Hebrew name Zerubbabel. I see no reason for calling this

name Babylonian instead of Hebrew. It probably means " a

stranger in Babylon."

Josephus cites a letter from Cyrus to Tatnai and Shethar-boznai,

in which he calls Zerubbabel the Governor of the Jews (Ant., XI, i, 3)

;

though in chapter 4, section 6, he speaks of Sanabassar (Sheshbazzar)

Governor and President of Syria and Phoenicia, which cannot be

true on any theory.

Edras A (ii, 12) names Sanabassar as Governor of Judea^ and in

chapter vi, 18, mentions this name together with Zerubbabel, and in

verse 27 calls Zerubbabel definitely the Governor of Judea.

14
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With these materials before us I cannot doubt that Zerubbabel

was the Governor ot Judea in the reign of Cyrus, and by his appoint-

ment ; confirmatory evidence may be obtained from Haggai and

Zechariah.

II. Cyrus' successor was Cambvses ; but Ezra and Esdras call

him Artaxerxes, i.e., they assign to a king of the latter name the

events which Josephus assigns to Cambyses. At first sight it seems

uncritical to suppose that Cambyses can be meant by Artaxerxes
;

but it was very common for Persian kings to be known by two

names. Thus : Astyages " had another name among the Greeks "

(Jos., Ant., X, xi, 4) ; Smerdis was called Spendadates by Ctesias,

and Oropastes by Justin : Xerxes I {i.e., Ahasuerus) was also called

Cyrus ; Darius Nothus was also called Cchus ; Artaxerxes II

(Mnemon) was also called Arsaces ; Ochus was also called

Artaxerxes ; Arses was also called Arogus. [See Jahn's Hebreiv

Coinmomvealth, § 55, &c. See also Keil's fair discussion, and his

conclusion that Ez^a ii, 6-23 is episodical. I doubt if our materials

warrant us in drawing any conclusion at present.] I gather from

Ezra iv, 5, 6, that efforts were made from the reign of Cyrus to that

of Darius to frustrate the purpose of the Jews. Also^—even after

the time of Darius—a further effort was made in the reign oi

Xerxes. What this was we are not told, but it may have been con-

current with the animosity of the adversaries in the days of

Haman.

III. Cambyses was succeeded by Darius, son of Hystaspes.

That this is the king referred to, and not Darius Nothus, is clear

from the dates. The leaders who were acting in the reign of Cyrus

are still acting at the beginning of the reign of Darius, which could

not be the case if Darius Nothus was referred to, for in that case

they would all have had to go on living and working from 536 to

423. Moreover, Josephus remarks that the delay in the work was

only one of nine years, which would take from the beginning of the

reign of Cambyses (529) to the second year of Darius Hystaspes

(520) see Ant., XI, ii, 2.

The only material difference between the canonical Ezra on the

one hand and Josephus and Esdras A on the other, is that these

last-named authorities consider that Zerubbabel headed a second ex-

pedition to Jerusalem at the beginning of Darius' reign when the

restrictions were removed, and that it was to this expedition that the

list of names contained in Ezra ii belongs. The list certainly

15
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might have got misplaced ; but we have the ancient testimony of

Nehemiah to the contrary (vii, 5), for he gives the list as that of

those who went up " at the first," and the word so rendered

(n-ltrt^"^!) is a very definite one, and cculd not apply to a second

expedition sixteen years after the first.

The fact that such names as Nehemiah and Mordecai were to be

found in the list of emigrants is not unnatural. The first of these is

derived from the oft-repeated promise that the Lord would comfort

his people {see Isaiah, xl, i), while the latter is a Jewish form of

IMerodach, [Can any serious student imagine that Nehemiah

regarded himself as named in the list he copied out (Neh. vii, 7) ?

or that because he was appointed Tirshatha (Neh. x, i), there-

fore he was referred to under the same official title in the extract

(vii, 65)?]

I do not share Sir H. Howorth's regret that the story of the three

young men, whether in the recension of Esdras or in that of

Josephus, is absent from the canonical Ezra. It is clever, but has an

apocryphal and somewhat unedifying smack about it.

The subject under discussion does not necessitate reference to

the interchange of chronological positions assigned to the three per-

sonages Esther, Ezra, and Nehemiah, in our three authorities, I

would only say there are strong reasons for adhering to the canonical

books as against Esdras A and Josephus.

I should like to add that Sir H. Howorth in an obiter dictum said

that Josephus did not write in Hebrew ; but he himself says that he

did (Wars, Pref., §1). Also no reference was made to the interest-

ing discussion on the two recensions of Ezra by l^r. Streane in his

Age of Maccabees (Eyre and Spottiswoode).

Reply dv Sir Henry H. Howorth.

I feel some hesitation in criticizing Canon Girdlestone's paper,

which is professedly an answer to mine, because I differ toto cado

both in regard to its method and its matter, both of which I cannot

but describe as obsolete. It begins with a reference to the Canon

of Ptolemy as our authority for the history of the Persian kings.

That canon is a very useful help, but we have accumulated many
other sources of information on the subject during the last century,

16
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and Gut.sschmid and Noldeke and Oppert and others have sifted the

question of Persian chronology so carefully, that we have got much

beyond the point where it is safe to lean on or quote any one

authority like the Canon of Ptolemy.

Secondly, Canon Girdlestone argues that some of the Persian

kings bore different names. He does this apparently on the ground

that that fable-writer Ctesias and that very inaccurate person Justin,

more especially the former, give names to some of the Persian

sovereigns which differ from those elsewhere recorded, but such

evidence is assuredly quite worthless. The official names of the

Persian kings are as well known and as well established and as constant

as those of the English sovereigns. We have long and detailed con-

temporary inscriptions of most of them, we also have a great number

of cuneiform tablets dating from their reigns. In all these the names

are written quite uniformly, and completely confirm the statements

of the most reputable Greek historians from Herodotus downwards.

It is purely arbitrary and gratuitous for instance to affirm that a

great sovereign like Cambyses who was known all over the ancient

world by that name, would be called Artaxerxes, or Smerdis be

called Xerxes, etc. It would be as inconsequent as calling Canon

Girdlestone, Canon Cheyne, or the late Bishop Ryle, Bishop Gore.

Thirdly, among the king's names referred to by Canon Girdle-

stone are several which we know are not Persian at all. Astyages

was a Mede and not a Persian. That might pass, but Cyrus and

Cambyses, who were no doubt rulers of Persian, were so by conquest,

and not by inheritance. Cyrus was originally the ruler of the

Elamite district of Anzan, as he tells us himself in his inscriptions,

and I doubt whether he had any Persian blood in him at all, and

whether either his name or that of Cambyses are Persian. No doubt

it became the fashion afterwards to unite the family of Darius

Hystaspis and that of Cyrus by a link a great many generations before,

but this seems quite an artificial proceeding, to give prestige to the

later dynasty, as I have elsewhere shewn was the case when Alfred

was made a descendant of the kings of Wessex instead of the kings

of Kent.

Fourthly, Canon Girdlestone says that Tirshatha was the officia

Persian title of Zerubbabel. This is a most arbitrary and quite

unsupported statement. The two books of Ezra and Esdras A are

agreed that Tirshatha was the official title, not of Zerubbabel, but of

Nehemiah ; hence the reason why so many critics of authority

17 B
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{inter alios Lord Arthur Harvey, wlio was a/most orthodox person)

argued that the Hst in Ezra ch. ii is quite misplaced.

Fifthly, he argues that Zerubbabel's Persian name was Shez-

bazzar, and that his Hebrew name was Zerubbabel. Here again I

cannot understand him. Shezbazzar is not a Persian or Iranian name

at all. It is a purely Semitic name belonging to another family of

human speech altogether from Persian. As to Zerubbabel, it is

Semitic no doubt, but it is entirely different in form from Hebrew

names, and is quite clearly a Babylonian one, meaning "The seed of

Babel." Both Shezbazzar and Zerubbabel are Babylonian names.

In paragraph 3 of Canon Girdlestone's letter he refers to paragraphs

2 and 3 of Chapter I of the nth Book of the Antiquities of Josephus

for some statements about Zerubbabel. These statements and para-

graphs are not contained in the best MSB. of Josephus. They are con-

tained in fact only in one, and are a palpable forgery, as I stated in

my paper. The Canon has evidently not consulted a recent or

critical edition of Josephus.

The contradiction pointed out in paragraph 4 of the Canon's

letter is fully explained in my paper, which he cannot have read

when he wrote his. I show very clearly that the contradictions

in question did not exist in the text of Esdras A as originally

written and as originally quoted by Josephus.

Jahn and Keil are obsolete authorities in these discussions.

Nestle and Driver would be found more profitable reading by the

Canon in regard to the particular question. The latter has com-

pletely disposed of the episodical theory.

In the latter part of paragraph 6 the Canon takes for granted,

quite dogmatically, that the Darius who patronised the building of

the Temple was Darius Hystaspis, for which there is no evidence,

ignoring the very strong case and the evidence to the contrary I

have produced, which he passes by without any reply, and then

goes on to suggest that Haman livud in the time of the same king,

for which there is less evidence still, and w4iich must seem in fact

preposterous to anyone who lias studied the reign of that ruler in

detail.

Having taken for granted that chapter ii of Ezra refers to the

time of Cyrus, in the teeth of all the best critics and of the fact that

Nehemiah is mentioned in it, he proceeds to state again that it

was Darius Hystaspis in whose reign the temple was built, and

then produces what he deems a chronological puzzle. The puzzle

18
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in question is neither in the Bible text nor in my paper, but

is entirely one of Canon Girdlestone's own making. His explana-

tion of it is contravened not only by Esdras A but by the plain

statements of the Canonical Ezra. Let me present him with a
' puzzle in return. From the first of Cyrus to the second of Darius

Hystaspis (upon whom he pins his faith) is 40 years. During all

this time it seems Zerubbabel, according to Canon Girdlestone,

was fast asleep, and we read nothing about him and have no records

of him. At length, when he had reached a patriarchal age, he

began to build the temple, for which he is supposed to have

received a special commission from Cyrus, and in doing so he had

to appeal to the great king to verify his authority and mission,

although he had been Governor of the Jews, Pasha and Nasi

or Royal Prince. Can anything be more ridiculous ?

He says no serious student would argue that " the Nehemiah "

and "the Tirshatha " of Nehemiah vii were the same person as

the Nehemiah the Tirshatta of chapter x of Nehemiah. I can

only say that I know of no serious student who argues the other

way. There is not a tittle of evidence that Tirshatha was a title

applied to anyone but Nehemiah who rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem.

Zerubbabel was called by other titles. Nor do I know of any

evidence for postulating two Nehemiahs except the necessities of an

impossible premise.

I cannot accept the Canon's description of the Story of Darius

and the three young men as having an " unedifying smack." The
phrase is not mine. It is his own. All I can say is it fills a large

place in the homiletic teaching of the Early Fathers and of the

Mediaeval Church, it was in our Prayer Book for 300 years, and
it has stirred the heart of many a man and woman. To me and
others it was a particularly unedifying fatality when those who had
turned their backs on the old Christian Bible, in favour of one
re-edited by the Jews, in direct opposition to the Bible of the early

Christians, which they once esteemed and afterwards reviled,

I.e., the Septuagint, thrust out this story from our Lectionary and
also gave us the revised version of the Old Testament based on
other than Christian tradition, and, in my view, on a sophisticated

text. As to what is edifying opinions may differ. The tale in which
men are reminded that " Magna est Veritas et prsevalet," is surely

more edifying than those of the three children in Daniel, of Jonah
in the whale's belly, and of the sun standing still at Jericho, which
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are still taught to our ingenuous children as in some way or other

bound up with the eternal verities that underlie the Bible, and are

shaking their faith accordingly.

The o/>iter diditni in the penultimate paragraph of the Canon's

letter is amusing (as are all bald unsupported assertions), but it

does not convey much knowledge.

The Canon, I am afraid, has been living in the Biblical science

and exegesis of a century ago. He would do well to turn to what

such men as Nestle and Swete, and Driver and Ginsburg have to

say on the subject that divides us, and to let the Buxtorfs who led

the Reformers so far astray by their theory of verbal inspiration,

and their devotion to the Masoretic text, sleep on in their everlasting

dust.

Lastly, my reference to Josephus was to tlie fact tliat his (]uota-

tions, so far as we know, are invariably from the Septuagint, and

not from the Hebrew text, which latter Lagarde proved for all time

was not composed in its present form till after Josephus' death

The fact of Josephus quoting the Septuagint proves that it was

deemed canonical in his time by the Jews. That he knew Hebrew

as well as Greek is virtually certain, for he was a Temple priest

and a Pharisee. The fact that he did so makes my case much

stronger.

I have gone through every paragraph and statement in the

Canon's remarks, and I am afraid I must close as I began, by the

statement that I entirely disagree with his methods, as I do with

all his facts and arguments.
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THE ICONOGRAPHY OF BES, AND OF PHCENICIAN

BES-HAND SCARABS.

By Alice Grenfell.

" The development of Egypt's culture is not to be

understood without reference to the culture of Libya,

hither Asia, and MykenEe."

—

A. IVicdeiitaim.

" (jli oggetti che svelano il culto dominante sono

gli scarabei."

—

G. Spaiio.

We have adopted from the Italian the useful words " antica " and

"graffito,"' and it would be useful too if we adopted the word
" mo?iutnciiiini" to signify those small anticas which can all go into

a person's pocket, and several into his purse. This class comprises

scarabs ; scaraboids
;

plaques, etc. ; cylinder seals : cone, dome,

gable, thimble-shaped seals, etc. ; figurines of divinities and sacred

animals as well as their symbols and insignia, all classed under the

convenient term " amulets "
; small ornamented pots and vases and

"objets de luxe" generally, sfth as sistra, toilet-trays, pendants,

mirrors, bronze and silver bowls, etc. ; of a later date generally than

the above, coins and tesserae. The extremely small space at the

artist's disposal often makes the designs on " monumentini '' very

difficult of interpretation, because a good deal has to be left out and

only the more important figures and symbols can be expressed. The

necessities of decoration causing doubling or trebling, etc., may also

be a cause of obscurity.

It is interesting to attempt the interpretation of a particular form

of scarab from the iconographic side, rather than from the literary

(which is more usual) and compare it with other " monumentini."

I refer to the rare Bes-hand scarabs which are of steatite, of Phoeni-

cian, or perhaps Carthaginian symbolism, and are found in Lower

Egypt and the Fayoum.

I have only been able to discover seven, having searched
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through some thousands of scarabs, in pubhc and private collections.

These seven Bes-hand-scarabs are in the following places :

—

British Museum
Berlin „

Ashmolean ,,

Lady Meux's Collection

Rev. W. McGregor's Collection

Mr. F. Hilton Price's

Thus six are in England out of seven. Bes, the ox head, the

open hand and a crocodile—replaced by the sacred cartouche in

Mr. Hilton Price's example—are the ingredients figured on these

seven scarabs. We will begin with Bes.

Bes is a particularly puzzling and variable god. His ancient

Egyptian names differ. Eight .separate hieroglyphic names for him (?)

are given by Herr Krall in his monograph on Bes.' The name

which Bes bore in Babylonia, Arabia, Asia Minor, Syria, Phoenicia,

Persia, Cyprus, Rhodes, Etruria, Sardinia, Carthage and the

Crimea is unknown, though he appears in the extant ancient art-

remains of all these places, as well as in the art-remains of ancient

Egypt ; but he is sometimes only imported.

Moderns have also varied his name. They have called him

Bacchus ; Gom ; The Assyrian Hercules ; Typhon ; Typhon-Bes

;

Onouris [Anhur] ; Khons-Kneph ; Hercules Gigon ; Hercules-

Melkarth ; Hercules-Khons ; The Tyrian Hercules ; The
Phoenician Hercules ; Sydyk-Vulcan ; Esmun-^'Esculapius ; a

Kabirus ; a Phoenician Pataikos, etc. It is now agreed to call him

Bes.

It is noteworthy that Bes never appears on Mycencean gems.

He is figured on a vase of yEgean type from Gurob, winged,

bearded, holding two uzats or sacred eyes ; see Prof. Petrie's

Illahicn^ Kahun and Gurob, Plate XVII, 9. There is also a

Besoid figure grasping two birds on an .'Kginetan pendant, figured

in \\\(: Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. XIII, 195.

Besides the uncertainty of Bes' name, there is also uncertainty

as to his provenance, and the origin of his worship. Savants dis-

agree as the source of his cultus.

' /ahtiiiuh dcr A'uiistltist. Saiiiml. des all. A'aisej-k., IX, 1889.
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Dr. S. Birch- thinks Bes comes from Arabia, 1878.

Lanzone-^ considers him of Arabian origin, 1882.

FuRTVVANGLER'* calls Bcs an originally Arabian god, who has

quite the character of the idol of a semi-barbarous people, 188S.

Krall^ makes out Bes to be autochthonous Egyptian, 1889.

Babelon'* also considers him of Egyptian origin, 1889.

I^rexler" sums up others' views, somewhat favourably to Bes'

Arabian origin, 1890.

\Vm. Max Muller^ thinks Bes a Semite god, and a distortion

of the Babylonian " Nimrod " type, 1893.

Friedrich'J thinks him identical with the Tyrian Hercules, and

also adopts Wm. Max Miiller's view, 1894.

Erman^*^ thinks him introduced probably into Egypt from the

incense countries of the Red Sea, 1894.

Von Strausz uxd Tornev^i despises Bes, "who was not

always worshipped "
; he is not from Arabia, for ' bes,' = go, run, is

genuine Egyptian, 1894.

Prof. Wiedemann^^ says that Bes' whole appearance and attire

point rather to an African, and indeed negro coimtry, to the south of

Egypt, as the place from which he sprang, 1897.

SetheI'^ thinks Bes originally a god of subordinate rank, not

native Egyptian, because full face, 1897-99.

Glaser.^^ Bes is non-Egyptian, imported from Punt, perhaps

from To-neter, 1899.

Dr. Hommel.1'^ Bes' worship imported into Egypt from Arabia,

1S99.

Steindorff.^^ Bes' cultus introduced into Egypt in early

times, 1900.

This last utterance of Dr. Steindorff's displays the caution which

is now characteristic of the modern archaeologist.

- Wilkinson's Anc. Egyptians, edition of 1878.

•^ Dizionario di Mitologia Egizia.

^ Roscher's Lexicon, article " Heracles."
•''' See Note l. " Manual of Oriental Antiquities.

'' Roscher's Lexhon, article " Bes." ^ Asien und Europa nach altdg. Denkin.

'•' Kabiren und Keilinschriften. '" Life in Ancient Egypt.

" Der Altdgyptische Gotterglaube. ^^ Religion of the Ancient Egyptians.

^^ Panics Real-Encyclopddie, article " Bes."

'" Punt und die Siidarabischen Reiclie.

^•' Oriental Congress, Rome, reported in Proc. S.B.A., No. CLXVHI,
" Die Bliittzeit des Pharaoneiireichs.
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Various savants. ]\IM. Heuzey, Berger, etc., have suggested with

plausibihty that Bes is connected with, or is the prototype of the

Gorgoneion, Herakles (fig. i), Silenus, Satyrs

Marsyas, Terpon, etc. Bes is also portrayed

(rarely) with feathers to his feet^' (generally on
head rests), recalling the winged feet of Hermes

;

he is also eyed over with eyes^"^ (fig. 11) (as

Argus Panoptes is), recalling the four beasts

of Revelations, "full of eyes before and behind,"

one of the many Egyptian touches in the

Apocalypse. Bes winged is more or less rare,

and is often Phoenician in type ; but a winged

Bes scaraboid (fig. 111) in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, and an equally unique (?)

sealing wax impression of a destroyed scara-

boid (?) in the Bristol Museum (fig. iv), appear

to be Egyptian in type.

The most striking peculiarity of Bes in

Egyptian art is, as has been so often observed,

his full face. The ubiquity of Bes is remarkable.

He is to be found on the fragment from Prof.

VetnesNai/crafis, Vol. H, Plate XXIII, 6; also

at Dakkeh, playing the trigonon,^Vilkinson's Anc.

Egyptians, 1878 edition. Vol. I, 469; on Bes-

headed tribute vases (Rosellini); on the ruins

of pillars of Ouad-Beyt-Naga (Caillard); on

numerous Horus-cippi; on countless faience Bes-

head (fig v) and Bes-figurine amulets ; on various

scarabs, generally steatite (Sardinian scarabs of

green jasper are sometimes profile, see Culte de

Mithra, Lajard, Plate LXIX, 1 1 ; also Bullc-

tino Archeologico Sardo, 1858, Plate IV, 17);
on scaraboids of Bes-headed sphinxes (raie), of

which two are in the Ashmolean Museum, a

blue chalcedony from Beirut (fig. vi), and a

'^ 'itt Asien iind Europa, W. Max Miiller, 310; Lnuhn Mttsnnii, Lcemans,
Plale LX.XIV. 546.

"* Fur Bes' connection with eyes, and tlie sacred ' iizai ' or anuiletic Eye, see
mention made further on.
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camelian from Damanhour (fig. vii), and a third example is in the late

SirCuthbert Peek's collection on a limestone cone (fig. viii); a double

sphinx-body to one Bes head is figured in Dorow and Klaproth's

Antiqiiitcs Egyptienues, No. 1560 (presumably, as it is octagon, it is a

chalcedony cone, according to Sig. E. Soldi, of late Assyrian reigns and

Achasmid epoch) ; on plaques, mirror

handles, kohl-pots, sistrum handles,

boxes and trays ; on an ivory box

of the Xlllth dynasty (Ashmolean)

;

on so-called " castanets," which are

more likely " scratch-backs " (such as

the Chinese use) ; on Persian cylinder-

seals, two of which are figured ia

Lajard's Mithra, Plate XXXII, i, and

54A, 13; the Ashmolean has a cylinder

of the same type from the Lebanon
;

over the doorway of Gjolbaschi-Trysa

Heroon, Lycia, eight times repeated, as

there are eight Pataikoid figures in one

compartment (and two eyes) on the

remarkable pre-historic Nagada cylin-

der belonging to Prof Sayce (fig. ix)

(published in the Society's Proceedifigs,

Nov., 1900) ; on coirs (Gorgoneion

form) ; Cfig. x) on a child's cofifin, etc.

The full face position is shared

by other foreign deities besides Bes,

which have been introduced into

the Egyptian pantheon, namely Set,

Kadesh and Hat-Hor (of Punt?).

It is true that Set is oftener side

face, but he is full face on the coffin,

Leydeii Museum, Vol. Ill, Plate VIII,

M 5. Kadesh is always full face ; three

examples are given xwAsieii und Europa

314. Hat-Hor is always full face, on

pillars, scarabs, etc. The beard of Bes

is usually treated in a non-Egyptian

manner, occasionally m an Assyrian manner ; one amulet in the Ash-

molean has the Egyptian beard-case (fig. xi). Bes is never repre-
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sented with an animal's liead (though his ears are often those of an

animal), so commonly the case with Egyptian deities. He is never

represented as an animal at all, except of the most august type—the

sphinx, and then with a full face, bearded, human head, and this

is an entirely non-Egyptian, rare Asiatic form of

him. In later Syncretic (Roman ?) times, when

there was such a tendency to fuse the deities

into each other, Bes has a Horus-hawk body added

to his human body (fig. xii), and is covered with

sacred eyes, or uzats, as in the pantheistic example

XI- in the British Museum papyrus Sams. 41, referred

to in M. Pleyte's Chapitres Siipplemcntaires du Livre des Marts.

But this may be a copy of a more ancient one. Besides on

Sardinian jasper scarabs, which Prof. Furtwiingler considers to

be Phoenician, and not much before the 6th century B.C., under

strong Greek influence, Bes is also drawn side face (?) in the

temple of ^^'adi-es-Sofra, and on a limestone tray in

the Ashmolean (figured by Krall) of careful work-

r(>'^^, manship with amuletic markings, which give a com-

plete proof of the truth of the theory that the lotus

symbolizes life. There is a peculiarity in Bes side face

steatite scarabs that his nose is not drawn (showing a

strong disinclination to part with his full face), but

merely a straigiit line down the face, so that the

^"- profile is undefined, and hardly a profile at all. Four

side face (?) Bes-hand scarabs are figured here, and one Bes-

hand full face (figs, xiii-xvii), which

last is in the usual akimbo-amulet

attitude, dancing. It is remarkable

that four out of five side face (?)

Bes scarabs, and one full face,

have the ox head. This combina-

• tion of Bes (Ciorgoneion form) and

ox head is also on a coin of Eretria,

already given. Dr. H. Schiifer,

XV. XVI. of Berlin, has kindly drawn my

attention to the curious connection between hand-crocodile

scarabs and the Berlin papyrus published recently by Prof. Erman,

with the magic formula for mother and child, " liber Kugeln

von (lold, Ringen von Amethyst, einem Siegel, einem Krokodil
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und einer Hand." To be strung and put as xA.mulet on the child's

neck.

One can only surmise that the Bes-hand scarab of the

Berlin Museum is without the ox head, because

the cross sign on the hand does instead. This

sign (cestus?) is repeated on a Carthaginian stele

in company with the "Tanit" sign (fig. xviii),

Corpus Jnscriptionuni Seiniticariim, Tab. I^', 536. xvii.

This full face ox head is not in the position of the head of

the fairly common Egyptian carnelian amulet of the ox tied for

sacrifice, or in the position of the particularly common deter-

minative of an ox head as meat (so often found on stel»), which,

being native Egyptian, are shown side-face or three-quaiter face.

This Bes scarab ox head is in the position

of the ox head on Mycenaean gems, and the

ox head^^ on the dagger-handle of king

Aahmes (in whose time so much .4igean

influence flowed into Egypt), and the ox

head on the shield of the Carian-armoured

warrior on the well known vase from

Caere (fig. xix). The full face ox head

is also found with the following sacred

signs, etc.

The double axe of Cretan Zeus, on the Mycenaean gem, figured

in Mycefice, 362, found in the plains of Argos, and

also figured by Prof. Furtwangler, in his Antike Gem-

7>iefi ; also with four double axes, a star of four points,

an X-shaped cross, a gazelle and a snake on a cylinder,

Salaminia, No. 13.4 ; with nine new moons, two

Pataikoids, three open hands, three birds and four
^^^"

gazelle heads on a cylinder, de Clercq Collection, No. 293 : with

caduceus and "Tanit" sign on a terra cotta token from Hadrumetum
;

with disk and (?) on a cone seal figured in the catalogue of the

Cyprus Museum, No. 4528; with hippopotamus, beetle with out-

spread wings, and two ura2i proceeding from the ox's mouth

(fig. xx) on a scarab, Petrie, lUaJuin^ Kahiin and Guroh, Plate

Ein Thd'anischei-'Grahfiind aiis dein Avfan^ des neiien Rekhs. V. Bissing,

1900.
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XXIII, 82 ; on another scarab between two heraldi-

cally-placed lions (fig. xxi), Tell el Ya/iudieh, Plate

XVI, 3 ; on a third in Mr. Fraser's newly published

Catalogue (No. 231) over cartouche. A full face ox

head on a limestone block figured on Plate II,

JJieracofipolis, Quibell, 1900, is a rare example in

Egyptian (?) art. The full face ox head is also

figured in the Theban tomb of Mentu-m-hat~" XXVIth

dynasty. This worthy is represented wearing two

ornaments ; one an ox head full face, the other shaped

as two joined wine-jars, like the determinative for

wme. As Mentu-m-hat also has a very large sealed jar under his

chair, instead of a pet animal which is more usual, we can only sur-

mise that he or his friends took what they considered the necessary

stejjs for his being well provided with beef and wine in the next world.

There is considerable non-Egyptian influence in the ox-head scarabs

just mentioned. The Tell el Yahitdich scarab's heraldically-placed

lions form a north Syrian device ; and animals, especially gazelles

heraldically-placed, are very frequent on north Syrian or "Hittite"

cylinder seals ; the Illahun, Kahun and Gurob scarab is filled up in

its spaces with dots and lines, which is a peculiarity of early vases,

and of Delta scarabs under foreign influence, and particularly

noticeable in the gazelle-scarabs (fig. xxii) (with

branches for filling up) so frequent in the Tell el

Amarna relics. The full face ox head is also common
on the roughly-des'g'ied Cypriote cylinder-seals. It is

XXI

L

.

rarer on "Hittite" cylinders. The following example

(Lajard, Mithra, Plate XXXII, 7) has both ox head and open

hand (fig. xxiii) (evidently with a sacred meaning, emble-

matic or amuletic), and these cylinders show a distinct con-

nexion with hand - scarabs.

Prof. Sayce has a pre-historic

alabaster full face ox head

amulet (fig. xxi\') in his col-

lection, pierced for suspension

through the eyes, and found in

tlie tomb of King !, atTukh,

Nagada. He has kindly allowed me to copy it. It is Libyan (?),

-"' Vol. V ol Mission Arch. Fr. an Caire, 1894. V. Scheil.
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and resembles the Mycenrean type (though of much ruder work) of

the ox head on the gold plate of a casket found in grave V at

Mycen:"e,-^ and also the ox head on the Caere vase. All three heads

have the same fault, that of placing the eyes too near

together and too high up in the face. This seems to

have been a primitive type, and the design on the Crere

vase (7th century B.C., Mr. J. L. Myres) may have

been copied from a much older original. There are

three pre-historic examples of ox head full face amulets
xxiv.

in the Ashmolean Museum, one from Abydos and two from Nagada,

given by Prof. Petrie. The one from Abydos (tomb X 31) is an

important type-specimen showing the origin of the form.

The highest honours are paid to Bes on scarabs and amulets,

and his attributes and insignia are numerous. Bes is :

—

(a) Worshipped by apes (fig. xxv), as the Sacred Hand is

(tig. xxvi), and the Royal Horse (fig. xxvii); also he is imaged

with an ape at his knees, and holding a gazelle, or Syrian goat,

by botli his hands ; see No. 20845, ""• ^he British Museum, a

very extraordinary amuletic (?) figurine of him (fig. xxviii). This

figurine brings Bes into relationship with one particular type of

cyHnder seals (figs, xxix, xxx, xxxi) of which M. de Clercq's

magnificent collection gives nine or more examples. Cullimore's

XXVIII. XXIX.

'^' Schlic)/ia»it''s Exc. Schuchardt,
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Oriental Cylinders gives two, Menant's Glyptiquc Oricntale two

and Mr. C. J. Ball's Light from the East, and Queen's College,

Oxford, one each. I think no one could look at the British

Museum figurine. No. 20845, and this type of cylinder seal, and

not see a very strong resemblance between them. The Pataikoid

figure with the ape on the cylinders, if not Bes himself, must be

at least "a parallel but variant type" of Bes, as Mr. A. J. Evans

says of the Pataecus-like bow-legged figures on the clay cylinder

in the (rhizeh Museum ; see Journal of Hellenic Studies, Oct., 1897.

iMr. Evans also remarks that " the Patoecus-like figures , . . . . point

to a race who had intimate relations with the traditional enemies

of the Pharaohs on the Syrian side." This peculiar sort of Syrian

cylinder seal most curiously confirms his words. [I shall return

to other points in this unique Bes-amulet (?) figurine later.]

{U) Bes has the nefer and the ankh, which are divine and royal

signs (fig. xxxii). (F'or the Ankh. see fig. iii.)

{c) He is called , lord of the two lands, a royal title.

(/) He stands over a crocodile victoriously (fig. xxxiii), as

the king, represented under the figure of a lion (Queen's College,
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Oxford) (fig. xxxiv) or horse (Louvre) (fig. xxxv), on two hand-

scarabs.

((') He stands over hippopotami (fig. xxxvi).

(/) He stands over a gazelle or Syrian goat, (fig. xxxvii) an

animal typifying Syria (?) and most common on cylinder seals.

(,i,'') Ur^ei spring from and at his sides ;
-^

„ „ from his wrists ;
-^

,, ., from his head ;

-^

,, „ from sides and wings ;

~'^

,, ,, from his hands ;
-''

Uroeus springs from his foot, also urcei.
-''

{/i) Bes is winged ; two wings from his sides ;
-^

two from his arms, -^

with two wings ending in gazelle heads ;""

with four wings ;'^i

(/) He is eyed over with uzats.
•^'-

{ordinary eyes ;

^'^

raised spots ;
"'^

flat spots, s-^

" Dorow and Klaproth, Plate XXIII, 1272 : and Ashmolean.
-' Dorow and Klaproth, Plate VII, 389.
-' Collection Panvert de la Chapelle in Louvre.
"'' British Museum Sardinian Scarab, Catalogue, 172.

-'* Ashmolean, fig. iii.

-' Ashmolean, same as ^', urreus, also Louvre figurine, ura;i.

-* Ashmolean Museum, fig. in.
"'•' Bristol Museum, fig. iv.

* Ashmolean sphinx and scaraboid firom Beirut, fig. VI.

^' Annali dell' Institute, 18S3. Ebers, Plate F, 25.

•*'- Papyrus Sams, 41.

•'' Caylus, Vol. IV, Rectteil (TAntiquitcs.

''' Edinburgh Museum Casket, fig. Liii.

"'' British Museum figurine.
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(y) His head-dress is separately represented, as the head-dresses

of the great gods are, and the crowns of Egypt. ^'''

(k) He wears the lock of the young Horus when coalesced with

him. 37

(/) As a pantheistic deity the hawk of Horus is joined to his

human body. •'^^ '^
(m) He is on an aegis .

"^^

(n) He has the sacred cartouche,

amuletic (?) way with him.

(o) Hedrinksoutofakrater or jar bymeans of tubes (fig. xxxviii)

and is represented holding the tubing (fig. xxxix). This peculiar

t^

u
which is used in some

xxxvni. XXXIX.

way of drinking connects him witli North Syrian? (Hittite ?) and

other cylinder seals, of which three are figured in Lajard's Mithra

with divinities drinking out of kraters by means of tubes ; there is

also a cylinder in the Ashmolean Museum (Liddon Collection)

(fig. xl), and another from Ain Tab (fig. xli) with figures similarly

,00 o

drinking.

XL. XI.l.

That this was a Syrian custom in the time of the

XVnith Dynasty we know from the stele of a

Syrian mercenary (Steindorff, Blii/ezcif, p. 58)

drinking from a tube inserted into a large jar

on a stand, the tube being presented him by a

servant, and his wife sitting opposite, Tube-
xLii. xLiii. drinking scarabs are scarce : there is one

in the British Museum (fig. XLii) and one in the Bristol Museum
Caylus, Vol. VII, Plate III, 5.

P. O. Visconli, 1S37.
•"'^ Athanasi Collection.

^'' See Caylus, Lanzone"s Dizioii. Leyden Museum.
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from Tell el Yahudieh (fig. xliii), M. Clermont Ganneau has

kindly given me a reference to a singular passage in AthenKus,

Book XI, Chap. 3, where mention is made of a rhyton, apparently

Bes-shaped. On it the god is represented dancing, and blowing

down an orifice through which liquid comes. This makes a noise,

and was a signal for mirth and jollity.

(/) Bes is represented with female breasts;'*" with teats ^^

(sphinx form), probably to emphasize his kourotrophic side.

{(j) he is accompanied by slain enemies on one side of him,^- or

on one side and above the sacred cartouche ;

'^'' dangling enemies by

a string from his hands. '^^

(r) His shape is particularly variable, showing his prevalence in

time and space down from a very archaic period ; if. the grotesque

examples from the Queen's College Collection given here

(figs. XLIV, XLV, XLVI, XLVIJ).

He has the Osirian flail or whip. ^^

(s) He is doubled; trebled
; (fig. xlviii) ^6 four times repeated

;

eight times on the doorway of Gjolbaschi Trysa Hereon,
Lycia, as has been already noticed.

Of animals on scarabs, etc., the Egyptians double

crocodiles and scorpions generally (when these are without

accompanying figures, etc.) ; scorpions are trebled, see

Quibell, Ramesseuin, Plate XXX, 30 ; ichneumon, rarely

doubled (one is at Leyden Museum) and trebled, very rare, (Ashmo-
lean) ; horse, doubled on a rare scarab, Ashmolean, but non-Egyptian

in type ; lion, doubled, rare, plaque in possession of Mrs. Tuckett, of

""' Edinburgh Museum Casket.

*^ In Ashmolean Museum, and Collection of the late Sir Cuthbert Peek.
'2 Naucratis, II, Plate XVIII, 74.

"•^ Oxley scarab. *' Limestone tray in Ashmolean.
^ Doro-M and Klaproth, Plate XXVIII, 1506.
"'' Trebled on inscribed base of man-headed hedgehog amulet (very rare),

Ashmolean, also see a fish-plaque Naucratis, I, Plate XXXVIII, 157. Two of the

figures have a petticoat, as is also the case in the Tell ]Muqdam scarab.
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Frenchay : urseus, doubled and trebled, very common (doubtless be-

cause their long thin bodies will not otherwise fill up the given space)

;

four and five times repeated uraei are rarer, see Denon's Egypt,

Plate LXXXI, 19 ; there is also an example in the Ashmolean.

Doubling does not count for much in art representation \ it is con-

venient for making things balance, and trebling even small items

fills up the space, for filling up seems to have been essential to

satisfy early art-feeling ; but when it comes to repeating eight times

a figure in one scene or compartment, this makes one think that the

said figure may belong to the class of elemental divinities adored in

sets, as the mysterious Cabeiri, or the Pataikoi, or the Khnumu,

which often have a demiurgic character. Some savants have thought

this Pataikoid variety sidereal, others metallurgic. But there is no

question of the extreme archaic quality of Pataikoids, as the Sayce

cylinder shows. Herodotus mentions in a frequently quoted passage

that the Phoenicians put a Pataikos figure on the prow of their ships,

to frighten savages. It is an interesting question (cohsidering that

an eye is often painted on ancient ships) whether this eye has a

connection with the sacred eye, or uzat. That Herodotus' Pataikos

was Bes seems most likely, and the mysterious divinity mentioned

by Polybius without his name may perhaps be Bes, and Bes

may be the Carthaginian sea-deity whose name is unknown, and

was not mentioned owing to superstition. But all this cannot

be authenticated.

Some have thought the Greek ' Pataikos ' to be connected with

the Egyptian ' Ptah,' the demiurgic Egyptian god par excellence.

Mr. Hilton Price has a blue porcelain amuletic open hand with

"Ptah,"' R written hieroglyphically and alphabetically on it.

This amulet is a link with the Cypriote cylinder (fig. xlix), and

with the Sardinian antique, probably of Carthaginian origin, pre-

.served in a Sardinian MS. of the 15th century (fig. l), where the

cat head in the centre seems to be symbolic of the sun, and

three creative hands appear to have produced the four elements

according to the ancients, earth, air, fire, and

^X/^jY^^ water. The mouflon shows the local character.

i^^^^^^?Sj[\ '"^ return to the Sayce prehistoric cylinder with

the eight Pataikoids. In addition to a seated

woman, and another figure in a separate com-

partment, it has two large eyes. Now the com-
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bination of Bes and the sacred Eye or Uzat is most marked, see

Papyrus Sams 41, already mentioned; an uzat is also usually

placed on the reverse of the

fairly common round faience

Bes-head amulets. These some-

times have fluted edge, like a

half crown. One example from

Queen's College, Oxford (fig. v),

has been given, and there

are two in the Ashmolean,

of which the more perfect

one is drawn (fig li). There

is also one in the British

Museum. A square, fluted at

the edge, Bes-head amulet

with reverse an uzat is in

Leemans, Leyden Museum,

Plate XLiv, 694 ; the por-

celain amulet Bes-figurine (fig. lii) is carrying an uzat in each

hand, as does the winged Bes on the Gurob vase.

The carnelian plaque of Bes (fig. xlvi). Queen's College, Oxford,

also has a Sacred Eye on the reverse. An uzat is conspicuously

placed over a Pantheistic deity on an apotropoeic stele, figured in R.

Museo Borbonico, Vol. X, Tavola XLVIII (1834). Bes covered with

ordinary eyes is figured in Caylus, Plate XVI, already given, and

{^^^

by Lanzone, Dizionario, etc. There also seems to be an ordinary

eye on the gazelle held by Bes B.M. 20845. On an ebony

casket of XVIIIth Dynasty in the Edinburgh Museum there is

a Bes figure with raised spots (fig. liii), and the Bes No. 20845,

British Museum, has flat spots over him, which appear to be

the remains of degenerated eyes. Thus a most remarkable

link is set up between the Sayce prehistoric cylinder and the
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numerous Bes amulets and apotropoeic bas-reliefs, and as Bes (or a

" parallel but variant form of him ") has already appeared on

Syrian (?) cylinders with ape, the conclusion is that he seems to

have originally been connected with a Pataikoid

elemental god, one of a set, and as Lenormant

says, to belong to the " cycle des mythes dans

lesquels les puissances demiurgiques sont enfantees

par la main de la personnification divine de la

nature primordiale du chaos qui va etre organise

par ces puissances." That Bes was also a

great tamer or master of animals is another

proof of his extreme antiquity. The importance

of animals in primitive civilisations is much lost

sight of in modern times ; especially as the fashion of using them

in decorative art has so much given way to vegetable or flower

decoration. The men of the Palaeolithic age always outlined animals

on their reindeer-horns ; they might just as well have outlined their

babies, which one would have thought were more interesting to

them, but they did not, because their imaginations were full of

mighty animal forms, then so abundant and so dangerous.

Prof. Helbig remarks '"that decorative wi-Vz/j in early art are often

supplied by the objects of the cultus," so it is not surprising that a

Pataikoid should very often be found on prehistoric seals, etc., down

even to late times, as the ancients were so conservative. There is a

Pataikoid on a gable seal (fig. liv), and also on a false cylinder seal

V2IIS>'

(fig. Lv), Vjoth in Ashmolean, and on a thimble-shaped cone seal

(Sayce Collection) (fig. i.vi), and on the base of a lion amulet (in

-.6
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Ashmolean) (fig. i.vii), all four from El Kab ; also on a seal

belonging to Sir John Scott (fig. lviii), which he kindly allows me
to publish, obtained from a village near Luxor. There are also in

the Ashmolean three remarkable and rare faience amulets (figs, lix,

Lix^?, Lix/^), not so ancient as the above (?), composed of two feet

standing on crocodiles, etc. (or a serpent is round the feet), and

from the clean way the feet are broken off. there appears never to

have been any figurine to which they belonged. On the base of

each of these feet-amulets is a Pataikoid figure, and on two of them

is an uzat also, (the third, being broken, we cannot be sure of)
;

there are also numerous signs and animals. Comparing these with

the already-mentioned four bow-legged Pataikoids on Libyan clay-

cylinder, and with Bes-like figure, with arms raised, on black steatite

cylinder, reign of Pepi II, 4th millennium B.C., Petrie Collection

{%^t Journal of Hellenic Studies, Oct., 1897), and with the terracotta

\A^b.

cylinder figured by Lajard, Mitlira, etc., Plate XLII, 8, we see how
widespread was this appearance of the Besoid Pataikoid. And
curious minutiae are preserved. For instance, the two enigmatic
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strokes on Sir John Scotl's seal (which may only be, of course, fiUing-

up marks) are exactly repeated on the Etruscan dome seal found

at Chiusi, and now in the gold room of the British Museum (fig. lx).

This dome seal is also akin to cylinders by the

?uimbcr of its fingers (five) a peculiarity mean-

ing increase of power, which is also to be found

on a cylinder belonging to the late Sir Cuthbert

'•^- Peek (fig. LXi), which he kindly allowed me to

reproduce from the rare pamphlet by Mr. Pinches. There is also

an example of a seated figure, with five fingers (enlarged) and a

thumb, drinking from a tube inserted in a large krater (fig. Lxii),

see Lajard's Mithra. Plate XLI, 6. The Louvre Bes-hand Scarab is

another conspicuous example (seven fingers and thumb) (fig. lxiii).

The enlarged hand also occurs on the Mithra cylinder, Plate XLI, 6
;

as it does also on the unique Bes-hand porcelain scarab (four

fingers and no thumb) (fig. lxiv), and an enlarged thumb is found

on a Carthaginian stele (fig, lxv).

The human hand, as being a detachable part of the human body,

had a peculiar fascination for the ancients, and very early passed

into an amulet with apotropaeic force. Professor Petrie has found

hand amulets on a munmiy of the Vth Dynasty at Deshasheh. But
the iconography of the open hand is so large and copious, that it

must be deferred to another ])aper.
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I beg to thank Mr. A. J. Evans, Dr. Budge, Mr. Pinches,

Sir John Scott, Mr. Hilton Price, M. Pierret, the late Sir Cuthbert

Peek, Professor Sayce, the Provost and Fellows of Queen's College,

Oxford, and especially the Librarian, the Rev. E. M. Walker,

Mr. Bell, and others, for their kindness in either allowing me to

publish specimens, or directing my attention to rarities, etc.
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(followixg the order in the text).

An asterisk * is placed against those which are unpublished.
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THE FRAGMENTS OF THE "ASTARTE" PAPYRUS OF
THE AMHERST COLLECTION.

BV WiLHELM SpIEGELEERG.

Among the hieratic papyri, by whose splendid publication Lord

Amherst has again laid Egyptology under great obligations, are

some fragments previously known only from some short notes of

S. Birch.* Now when these fragments are put before us in

facsimiles nearly equal to the origmals, it seems worth while to

examine them again in the light of the progress which Egyptology

has made since the first attempt of the great hieratic scholar.

It would be hopeless to attempt restoring the ensetnble of all the

small fragments which fill Plates XIX-XXI of Mr. Newberry's

edition ; but I think for both dictionary and grammar it is of some

\alue to give so far as possible an accurate transcription of the

existing text, with a few restorations in lacunae where they are nearly

or quite certain. \\'ith this transcription I will endeavour to give an

idea of the story, which is important enough to make one wish some

day to find a conii)lete copy.

Transcription.

Plate XIX.

I, 2, 3.

* Aegypt. Zeitschrift, 1S71, S. 119. ISirch thinks that 1 he papyrus originally

was about 16 feet long and had about eleven lines in each page. But the first

page seems to have had more lines. The date of the manuscript is that of the

Papyrus d'Orbiney, which it resembles remarkably, both in writing and style. So
I venture the date of the XlXth Dynasty and perhajjs that of the reign of

Rameses II, which seems the most probable date for the writing of d'Orbiney.
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Plate XX.

I.

1^ Imi^^* Q

> «!/-5 ^^i'c; iii'S ii J/vs 1:

''':;^'''-i("'7'>("T'i^-'7l

4.° ^a^-^

I

n ^0 '^uk^^^k

<^i

I ^ I

/W\AAA

V

W

1 ijAiJ A/VAAftA \> I A /VAAAAA ":^=IS> \

'^""2J^

^ I A/V^wv r-'^'J

* Kor this construction, appearing also in two other instances in our papyrus

(XX, 2, 5 and 4, 4), see Sethe, ]'erl>iuit, II, § 582, and Ae^. Zcilsclirift, 1891,

p. 121.

t Read

I
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2.
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^^i^s. 10^ A D V .^ c^:> \ 1 /www v^xrs^^.srv^

7.t

cs:

1^:
/VW\AA ^^'^

m

N;-.f'>!.'-'-.i.-i^S!>i^:; AJWWK ^AA/^AA

Plate XXI.

I.

X + I

n /www AA/ww ^^ /]
n \r<c:>\,'<C>SSOV:--y<>;fsV<g-sV<>;iO KSt.<-«iyVjV,5 /-, /WA/w r, .0

I III ia: M. ^^zr^ rv-:<;f:-K7^4^;^,ej;^xii'^N<vi'^^A^^ I MM <:z>

y\, an inlcrjection, introducing sometimes the imperative. Compare

Paheri, V, DuMlCHEN, Flottc, 4. There is a variant Q 1 7\ in a limestone

fragment in the Museum at Karlsruhe.

t 6 does not belong to these fragments. It must be from a papyrus of

accounts.
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Nothing remains of the preceding lines except
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3.

.v//'-\'/<'-Tj"^'/''-:\' r

o

We recognise that 111 these fragments "the tril)ute of the sea,

consisting (XIX, 5) of silver, gold, lapis lazuli . . .
." takes a

leading place. There is some evidence that Astarte had to struggle

for this tribute, and perhaps with the "circle of gods," to which she

belonged as an external member. If I understand anything of the

contents, Rnii'tJ (Termuthis), the goddess of harvest, brought before

the company of those gods the precious " tribute of the sea." But

the sea* had some special! liking for the foreign goddess, Astarte,

and had some reason to inform his favourite goddess of what had

happened. As she arrived

—

" [He] saw Astarte sitting on the sea-shore. He said to her :

From whence; art thou coming, daughter of Ptah, angry and furious

goddess ? Have thy sandals at thy feet been ruined (?), have thy

clothes been torn in thy going and coming § in heaven and earth?"

The answer of Astarte contained probably the reason for her

fury and her miserable condition, and at the same time a request to

the sea to help her against her divine colleagues of P^gypt. The

sea replies evidently with a calming speech, ending :
" What shall I

do against them ? "
||

* For the personification of llie Sea, compare dOibiney, X, 7.

t See below.

X Cf. ihe phrase (^ [J[j ii^^ R>\ ' ' ^'^'^^•'^^'» N<:Jt(igypt- Gram., § 355.
D (2

li For this connexion of tlic two verbs of movement, see Mutter timl Kind (ed.

Frman), I, 5.

§ Remark the use of <*.nOK :it the end of the phrase in order to emphasize

the subject. Cf. -fO-CCOCy 2^e ^.rtOK, Mt. XX, 14 (Stern, A". Gr. §255).
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" And Astarte heard the sea, and she betook herself to go* to

the place where they {i.e., the gods) were t As the old saw

her, they rose before her ; as the young saw her,t they threw

themselves upon their belly. One gave to her her throne, and she

took place.§ One brought to her the [tribute of the sea]."

We do not learn from the other fragments what was the final

decision of the gods. Perhaps there were still long negotiations

among them. If so, the following fragment may be in connection

with it :

—

"The messenger of Ptah went to say those words of Ptah to

Nut. And Nut took (?) the beads (?) which were at her neck. So

she put [them] upon the balance."

I do not claim to have restored the connection between the larger

fragments with certainty, but one result—and an important one—is

beyond every doubt, that Astarte is named here "daughter of Ptah."

This designation is not surprising if we remember that the cult of

the goddess was localised at Memphis. || We learn now that she

was joined to the Memphitic triad of Ptah, Sechmet, and Nefr-dtom,

the last of whom was replaced later by Imhotep, as another child of

Ptah.

What was the subject of this mythological text ? Was it a mere

tale, intended simply for the amusement of the people ? That I

cannot believe. The very material point, the " tributes of the sea,"

round which the story centres, puts me on the track of another

explanation.

The Egyptian did not always write his mythological tales out of

n (^ ^
Concerning the construction and meaning oiflj, cf. (TOrh. VI, ^

u X, 6, XIII, I.

Ill

^ Wt For this construction compare P. Golenischeff, II, 62

"^
^ ^i^ X V 1

"the place where those beams are lying." I take

'/« as demonstrative particle, used like the French li. This meaning of '/« is

preserved, as is known, in eTJULJUL<LT { — nt'i '111).

X For this meaning oi c\ and Srj see Pap. cTOrb., I, i.

§ It is interesting to observe that here the infinitive with hr (later simple

infinitive) has the meaning of the beginning action (contrary to the Pseudoparli-

cipium).

I
See Wiedemann, Herodots zweites Buck, p. 433.
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simple love of fantastic ideas ; sometimes they were directed to

more practical ends. The stories of the Princess of Bachtan, of

the Seven Years' Famine, and many others, tell a tale in order to

ascribe to a god or to his priests some right of possession. It may

have been the same with our tale. Astarte was not an old native

goddess, but an intruder in the Egyptian pantheon ; when she was

received as a member of the Memphitic triad she had no ancient

claims to any land or possessions from which she could live. Her

realm was the sea since old times, and as she had long protected

her own class of the Semitic race, so now she had to protect the

Egyptians passing with their ships over the sea, her great sacred

teinenos. With this idea the Egyptians, on receiving her as goddess,

gave her as a dowry the rule of the sea. Thus Astarte would

become hnt wid wr, " the Lady of the Ocean," like Neit of Sais, in

the famous stela of Nectanebus published by Maspero. It is the

comparison with that text which makes me think that Astarte

obtained as possession a tax, "the tribute of the sea"—perhaps

a tithe, like Neit—of everything imported from the sea. It is easy

now to understand the important role which the sea plays in the

fragments of our story, and to guess the end of our lost tale.

SO
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TWO HEADS OF SMALL STATUES FOUND AT THE
TEMPLE OF MUT AT KARNAK.

By W. L. Nash, F.S.A.

I bought these heads of statues at Luxor four or five years ago.

They were found on the site of the Temple of Mut, but in what

part of the building I do not know.

Fig. I is carved in black basalt, and is 2^ inches high. The
head is represented as completely shaven, and I suppose it to re-

present the head of a priest. The features are very carefully

modelled, and it is a fine example of ancient carving. The style of

carving seems to show Greek influence, and its date may probably

be XXVI dynasty. It bears a striking resemblance to a basalt head

found at Memphis, and now in the Berlin museum, (No. 12500 in

the museum catalogue) where it is described as being of Graeco-

Roman time. It measures 8-| inches in height. A bronze cast of

it was exhibited at the exhibition of Egyptian Art, at the Burlington

Fine Arts Club, in 1895.

The other head. Fig. 2, is made of a very hard blue paste, of

fine texture, and is 2 inches high. It wears the cap of Amen, in

the top of which is a hole into which the feathers of the head-dress

(now missing) fitted. The eyebrows and eyes have been inlaid;

the iniay has dropped out, but the red cement with which it was

held in place still remains. On each side of the face is a curved

groove extending from the lower edge of the cap to the chin, no

doubt representing the straps by which the false beard worn by

kings was suspended. It probably comes from a figure of Amen,
either of the God himself or of a king wearing the attributes of the

God, and may be of the time of the XXII dynasty. A somewhat

similar head is figured in the Misses Benson and Gourley's work
" The Temple of i\Iut in Asher."
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at IJ, Great

Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wednesday, February

1 2th, 1902, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper will be

read :

—

The Rev. W, Shaw-Caldecott : The Senkereh Tablet : the Soss,

the Ell, and the Reed of Babylonia.
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NOTICES,

Subscriptions to the Society become due on the ist of January

each year. Those Members in arrear for the current year are

requested to send the amount, £^\ i^., at once to the Society's

Account at Messrs. Lloyds' Bank, Limited, i6, St. James's Street,

S.AV.

Papers ]:)roposed to be read at the Monthly Meetings must be

sent to the Secretary on or before the loth of the preceding month.

Members having New Members to propose, are requested to send

in the names of the Candidates on or before the loth of the month

preceding the meeting at which the names are to bb submitted to

the Council.

A few complete sets of the publications of the Society can be

obtained by application to the Secretary, W. Harry Rylands, 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

The Library of the Society, at 37, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, W.C, is open to Members on Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday, between the hours of 11 and 4, wlien the Secretary

is in attendance to transact the general business of the Society.

Members are requested to send any corrections or additions they

may wish to have made in the list of Members, in order to secure

the regular delivery of the Proceedings.



PROCEEDINGS

OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

VOLUME XXIV.

Second Meeting, \2th February, 1902.

Sir H. H. HQWORTH, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., &^c., ar-c. (Member of

Council),

IN THE CHAIR.

-^^-

The Chairman referred to the severe loss suffered,

not only by the Society but by learning in general, by
the death of one of the most learned and distinguished,

as well as one of the oldest, of the Honorary Members,

Professor C. P. Tiele, born December, 1830, died on the

nth of January, 1902.
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The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From Rev. W. Shaw-Caldecott :—Die Bab)lonisch-Assyrischen

Liingenmasse nach der Tafel von Senkereh. Von R. Lepsius.

Berlin. 4to. 1877.

From the Author :—Reading Abbey. By Jamieson B. Hurrj-,

M.A., M.D. London. 4to. 1901.

From Madame Menant :—Notice sur la Vie et les Travaux de

Joachim Menant par M. le Due de la Tremoille. Paris. 4to.

V 190 1.

From the Author:—Beginnings of Hebrew Monotheism—The

Ineffable Name. By William F. Warren. Methodist Review.

January, 1902.

From the Author :—Die Unterhaltungslitteratur der alten

Agypter. Von Dr. Alfred Wiedemann. Der Alte Orient.

Vol. III. Part 4. Leipzig. 1902.

From the Author :—Se i Tirreni-Etruschi Immigrassero d' Asia

in Italia per 1' Adriatico Ovvero per il Tirreno. By the Rev,

C. A. de Cara, S.J. Civilta Catiolica. i Febbraio, 1902.

The following were elected Members of the Society, having

been nominated in January :

—

Henry Swainson Cooper, F.S.A., &c., Yewfield, Hawkshead^

Lancashire.

F. G. Fleay, 27, Dafforne Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.

H. Locherbach, Herzogenrath, Germany.

F. W. Lonnbeck, 52, Nybrogadan, Stockholm, Sweden.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at

the next Meeting on March 12th :

—

Mrs. Charles F. Allison, Halcyon Lodge, Cumberland Park,.

Acton.
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Frederick H. Frauklin, Castle Hill House, Oxford.

Rev. William Shaw-Caldecott, Sheen Park, Richmond.

Ernest Sibree, M.A., University College, Bristol.

Rev. E. Sinker, M.A., Senior Chaplain, Missions to Seamen,

Poplar, E.

The following Paper was read :

—

Rev, W. Shaw-Caldecott: "The Senkereh Tablet: The

Soss, the -£//, and the J^eed of Babylonia."

Remarks were added by Dr. Lovvy, Dr. Theo. D. Pinches,

Mr. C. Fox, Miss Ingram, ]\Ir. Caldecott, and the Chairman.
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THE PR.^FECTS OF EGYPT.

II.

By Seymour de Riccl

In the Proceedings of Dec, igoo (XXII, pp. 374-383), I have

published a list of the Prcefects of Egypt, with a considerable number

of references. Since then more papyri, new inscriptions, have been

l)ublished, and my list is no more up to date.

On another side Professor Paul Meyer, in Berlin, and Professor

Arthur Stein, in Vienna, have been kind enough to read carefully

through my first article and to send me their observations. They

have detected in it several errors and omissions, and I am thinking

seriously of publishing anew the whole list of praefects. However,

it will be sufficient, I think, for the present to do so without the

formerly given references, mentioning only the new sources of

information, and also a few recent articles on the subject published

by Paul Meyer and Arthur Stein.*

1. Gaius Cornelius Gallus (30-26 p..c.). Killed himself in

26 B c, according to Dio LIII, 23, 5-7, and Jerome's

Chronicles, year 1990. See Dio Cassius LI, 10 and 1 7, LIII,

23; Inscription Sitzungsher. Berl. Akad., 1896, p. 459.

See Stein, in Pauly-Wissowa Reai-Eiicyclopadie des classi-

schen Altertums IV, 1344.

2. Gaius Petronius (26-25 I'-c). Strabo XYII, i ; Dio Cassius

LIV, 5.

3. Gaius (?) Aei^ius Gallus (25-24 b.c). Strabo XVI, 3 ; XVII
I ; Dio (Cassius LIII, 29.

4. Gaius Pktronius (24-22 r-.c), for the second time. See

Milne, Hist., p. 217.

5. Pur-Lius RuiiRius Barbarus (13-12 n.c). Inscription

Wescher, Bull. dclP Instituto 1866, 44; Inscription

C.I.L. Ill, 6588.

* Professor Meyer's articles are in the Ilermes, Professor Stein's in the

Bciblatt\.<:>\\\'c Jahrcsheftc dcs Oeslcj-reictiisc/teii Arthaologischcn Institutes in Wien.
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6. Gaius Turranius (7-6 b.c). The date of this prcefect has

been much discussed. The only question to be solved is

the date of a Greek inscription from Philae (C.I.Gr. 4923 =
Kaibel, Epigrammata 978.) Rohden and Dessau, Prosopo-

graphia III, 344, say that the copies hesitate between the

fifteenth, twentieth, and twenty-third year of Augustus.

They had doubtless not noticed that the inscription has

been three times published since Franz's edition in the

C.I.Gr., that all three copies are thoroughly reliable, and

that all three give the reading : KT = 23 (Lepsius,

Denkmdler VI, Vol. XII, pi. 88, gr. n. 255; Wescher,

Bull, dell Itistituto, 1866, p. 53; Fnchatein, Epigrammala

graeca In Aegypto reperia, p. 56, n. 28). The 23rd year

of Augustus is B.C. 7-6. The only other text naming

Turranius is a B.M. papyrus (Kenyon II, 164, n. 354,) not

dated.

7. PuDLius OcTAVius (a.d. Sept. i-Febr. 3). Inscription C.I.Gr.,

4715; Inscription, Brugsch, Geogr. Tnschr. I, 137.

8. Marcus Magius Maximus (under Augustus). Philo, Adv.

Flacciim I.

9. Gaius Iulius Aquila (a.d. io-ii). Josephus, Ant. lud.

XIX, 5, 2.

10. Aemilius Rectus (a.d. 14). Suetonius, Tiberius 32; Dio

Cassius LVII, 10.

11. Lucius Seius Strabo (a.d. 15-16). Dio Cassius LVII, 19.

See Borghesi, Oeuvres completes, Vol. X, p. 7,

12. Gaius Galerius (a.d. 20-21). Inscription C.I.Gr. 4711;

Pliny, Nat. Hist. XIX, 3. See Meyer, Hermes XXXII

(1897), p. 210.

13. Vitrasius PoLLio (a.d. 32). See Meyer, l.c.\ Stein, Oesterr.

Jahreshefte III (1900) Beiblatt, Col. 210.

14. Tiberius Iulius Severus (or Iberus) (a.d. 32). Philo, Adv.

Flaccuni i. See Meyer, I.e. ; Dio Cassius LVIII, 19.

15. Aulus Avillius Flaccus (a.d. 32-37 ?). Philo, Adv Flaccum

I ; Inscription C.I.Gr., 4716. See Hermes XXXIII,

1S98, p. 271.
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16. Naevius Sertorius Macro (a.d. 37) was only appointed as

prcefect, and never took office. Dio LIX 10. See

Borghesi, p. 9.

17. (lAius ViTRASius PoLLio (a.d. April, 39-41). Inscription

Cagnat C.R. Acad. Inscriptions 1896, p. 39 (=C.I.L. Ill

14147^). See Stein Oesicrr. Jahreshefte III (1900) Beiblatt^

Col. 210.

18. Lucius Akmilius Rectus (a.d. 41-42). Inscription, Jouguet

B.C.H. XIX (1895), p. 524 and XX (1896) p. 396. See

jNIeyer, I.e., p. 211.

19. Gaius Iulius Postumus (a.d. Aug. 45-47). Inscription

C.I.Gr. 4957. See Meyer, Heerivesen, p. 229.

I may as well publish here the Latin inscription from Alexandria,

now in the Athens Museum, and not yet edited. The squeeze I

give my text from, was kindly sent to me from Rome by M. Paribeni.

Tall, slender letters, difficult to read :

—

arphocra-c-ivlipostvml

praefectiaegYbti lIbert

ivliaefloraeFIliaesvae

'c FECIT "^l

VIXSIT'ANNXl'ETMENSESV

ETCASSIOPVDENTlAMICOSVO

ETRE8TITVTAE80DALIFL0RAE

ViXSIT ANN08 VTTJ

ET8IBIET8P0N8AEC0NIVGI8VAE

My copy is somewhat different from that given by Mommsen
C.I.L. Ill, 14136' (not yet published). The inscription reads

:

Arphocra, G{ai) luli Fostutni Praefecti Aegybti (§ic) libert{us) Iiiliae

Florae filiae suae fecit {quae) vixsit ann(os) xi et menses v et Cassia

Pudenti amico suo et Restitutae sodali Florae {quae') vixsit annos viii

et sihi et sponsae, coniui^i suae. The two last words, deeper cut
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into the stone, do not appear to be of the same hand as the rest

of the inscription, and were probably added later on.

20. Gnaeus Vergilius Capito (a.d. 47 to April 52). Inscription

C.I.L. Ill, 6024; Inscription C.I.Gr. 4956; Oxyrhynchus

papyri I, 38 and 39.

2\. Lucius Lusius Geta (a.d. April 54). Inscription Milne

Hist., p. 58. See Stein, Oesterr. Jahreshefte III (1900)

Beiblatt, Col. 22 ; T. Reinach Rev. et. gr. XIII (1900), p.

132; Borghesi X, p. 12.

22. Tiberius Claudius Balbillus (a.d. 55). Tacitus ^««. XIII,

22; Pliny, A^at. Hist, XIX, 3; Inscription C.I.Gr. 4699;
Inscription C.I.Gr. 4957. See Stein, Oesterr Jahreshefte

III (1900) Beiblntt Col. 209.

2^. [Marcus MettiusJ Modestus (between Nero and Nerva).

Suidas S.V. 'FiTraCppocuO's,

24. Lucius Iulius Vestinus (a.d. 59-July 61). Mentioned in a

new papyrus from Ashmuncn just published by Messrs.

Grenfell and Hunt in their splendid wOrk Amherstpapyri^

Vol. II, to which I will continually refer in these pages.

The name occurs in papyrus t^, line 20 : hia'^ipa^w fV«

Tjyr t77« Twv TOTTWv Cijfiodiai' TpaTTe^dv 771U K\_e\eva66taa^i'

(a.d. 60).

I will also restore his name on a curious inscription in the

Alexandria Museum^ yet unpublished, although shortly described by

Botti, Notice . . . du viusee d'Alexandrie^ p. 168, n. 251 1. The

following copy was kindly sent to me by Mr. J. G. Milne {Alexan-

dria Museutn, n. 107).

EBAZTOZ
TAinxo
AZTHinO
N O Y (read A I O Y ?)

AirYHTOY
YKAIZAPOZ
OY
OY0I KG

Xet e~ I \ o V K I o u i o v

OV I] (TTIVOV CTTCtp-^O O

L . . uc piovo'fKXa uc 10

/Te^afTTOU''/cpjnai'iK

a V r o h: p a 7 o p o V (^ a p /li
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Another restitution could also be proposed.

[«;77(//)T^O I'j Af/V—TOV

[L ;; T/to]i' Kni'ffapos'

^(/iapfi^orOi h:0

Both are exceedingly hypothetic :

—

L. lulius Vestinus is also known by B.G.U. 112 ;
Inscription,

C.I.Gr. 4957 ; Inscription (weight from Koptos) Sayce

/?ev. et. gr. VII (1894), p. 204; Inscription from Talit,

Petrie, IllaJnin, p. 30, PI. XXXII ; Inscription, Botti, Mus.

Alex., p. 146. See Meyer, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 211 ;

XXXIII (1898), p. 271 ; Heerwesen, p. 229.

25. Cafxina Tuscus (a.d. 66). Dio Cassius LXIII, 18: Tacitus,

Ann. XIII, 20 ; Tacitus, Hist. Ill, 38. See Meyer,

Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 211.

26. PoNTicus (a.d. 66). Unpublished Vienna papyrus, a To>ev

iiriKplaewi' of the thirteenth year of Nero (a.d. 66-67),

in wtjich the words eTriKCk.pi^t/ncj'o'i vtto Wovtikou repeatedly

occur. I owe this interesting item of information to the

kindness of Mr. Arthur Stein, to whom a copy of the

papyrus was sent by Mr. Wessely.

27. Tiberius Iulius Alexander (a.d. Sept. 68-July 69). Inscrip-

tion, C.I.Gr. 4957; Tacitus, Hist., I, 11; II, 79;

Suetonius, J'es/^asianus 6
;
Josephus, Beil. lud. II, 15 and

18.

28. Tiberius Iulius Lupus (a.d. 71). Josephus, Bell. lud.

VII, 10; Pliny, Nat. Hist., XIX, 11.

29. Valerius Paulixus (about a.d. 71), direct successor of

Lupus. Josephus, Bell. hid. VII, 10.

30. (iAius Tettius Africanus (a.d. Febr. 82). Inscription,

C.I.L. Ill, 35.

3[. Lucius Laberius Maximus (a.d. June 83).

32. Ursus (about a.d. 84). A new prcefect mentioned only by

an Amherst papyrus (II, 68, lines 39 and 67), where his

cogno7nen Ovpaus is alone quoted. A man bearing the
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same name (Dio Cassius LXVII, 3 and 4 ; see Prosopo-

graphia Imperii Romani III, 491) played a prominent

part during the reign of Domitian, and is said to have been

consul in a.d. 84, though the actual date of his consulate

must fall later if he is the same man as the Ovpao^ of the

new papyrus ; the identification is however doubtful.

Gaius Septimius Vegetus (a.d. 86, Febr. 88). Amherst

papyri II, 68, line 65 (cognomen only). Military Diploma

C.I.L. Ill, p. 856 ; Inscription, Jouguet, B.C.H. XX
(1896) p. 167 ; Suetonius, Domitiamis 4. See Meyer,

Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 212; Waddington, apud

Borghesi X, p. 40, note 3 ; Meyer Heerwesen, p. 229.

Marcus Mettius Rufus (a.d. Oct. 89-May 90) Oxyrhy7iclnis

papyri \, 72 ; Inscription, Petrie, Koptos, pi. XXVII; In-

scription, C.I.L. Ill, 13580 (= Petrie, Kopfos, pi. XXVIII,

Fig. 3). Inscription, Jouguet, B.C.H. XX (1896) p. 245.

See Stein, Oesterr. Jahresheffe II (1899); Beiblatf, Col.

108; Meyer, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 212; Heerivesen,

p. 229.

Titus Petronius Secundus (a.d. March 95). Inscription,

C.I.L. Ill, 37. See Borghesi X, p. 38.

Gaius Pompeius Planta (a.d. 98-Febr. 99). Inscription,

Cagnat, C.R. Acad. Inscriptions, 1896, p. 40 (= C.I.L. Ill,

14147-); B.G.U. 226; Inscription, Baillet, Rev. Arch.

XIII (1889), p. 70; Pliny, Episf. ad T?'aian, 7 and 10

and 9, I. See Meyer, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 212.

Gaius Minicius Italus (about a.d. 103). Inscription, C.I.L.

V, 875 ; Inscription, Botti, Mus. Alex., p. 70 ; B.G.U. 908.

Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt always name him Minucius,

instead of Minicius {Faytim towns, p. 305 ; Amherst II, pp.

70, 71, 242). The reading Mti/i/Ar^o? given by the Fayum
papyrus they refer to, would correspond to a Latin form

Mifiycius, not Minuciiis. The name is therefore probably

badly spelt on the papyrus. See Meyer, I.e., p. 213.

Gaius Vibius Maximus (a.d. Aug. 103-March, 107), Amherst

papyri II, 64 and 65 (Ou/^ios- Md^i/no^) ; Inscription,

Botti, Mus. A/ex., p. 70; Inscription, C.I.L. Ill, 38;

B.G.U., 329. See Meyer, i.e., p. 213.
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39. CJaius Fi.avius Sulpicius Similis (sometimes called ^S^uov,)

A.D. Aug. 107-N0V. 109). Amherst papyri 1\, 64 and 65;

Oxyrhynchus papyri II, 237, Col. IV, VI, VIII; Inscrip-

tion, C.I.L. Ill, 24 (=: Inscription, C.I.Gr. 4713 c);

B.G.U. 140; Fayi'un towns, p. 272, n. 117; Inscription,

C.I.Gr. 4714. See Meyer, ZTd-rw^^ XXXII (1897, p. 218

(date of B.G.U. 140); Borghesi X, p. 42.

Stein has given good reasons {Oesterr. Ja/ireshefte III, 1900;

Beiblatt, Col. 209) to consider the prsefect Flavius Sulpicius

Si.MiLis, named in the Oxyrhynchus papyri, and previously ascribed

to the 23rd year of Commodus, as the same man as the well known

prrefect of Trajan's time, Gaius Sulpicius Similis. This con-

jecture had also been put forward by Prof. Grenfell (see my first

article, No. 58, p. 381).

The new papyrus (Amherst 64) just published by Messrs. Cxren-

fell and Hunt is most important for the chronology of the prsefects

;

it shows conclusively :

—

a. That Vibius Maximus was still praefect in March, 107.

/'. That Sulpicius Similis was already prrefect in August, 107.

c. Minicius Italus was not pricfect in a.d. 108, as generally

supposed.

d. That Meyer's Diosairiis was ai)parently not a pr^efect

(Meyer, ZTtw/zfj- XXXII, 1897, p. 214).

4c. Marcus Rutilius Lupus (a.d. March 114—Jan. 1x7). Amherst

papyri II, 70: tou Kjunta-uv ij-j€fi6uo<< 'Po('TtX[/ot» \\ov~ov:

Eusebius, Hist, ecdes. IV, 2 ; Inscription, C.I.Gr. 4948 ;

B.G.U. 114; Oxyrhynchuspapyri \,x\. 97; Cattauipapyrus
\

]5otti, Rivista Egiziana VI (1894) p. 531. See Meyer,

Jlerims XXXII (1897), p. 216.

Mr. Stein most kindly informs me he has received from Air.

Wessely a copy of an unpublished Vienna papyrus naming M. Rutilius

Lupus as prsefect as early as the month of Phamenoth of the 17th

year of 'JVajan (= Fel)ruary-March 114).

41. QuiNTUs Makcius Turbo Fronto Publicius Severus
- (a.u. 117). Only a titular praefect. Dio Cassius LXIX,

18. See Meyer, I.e., j). 217 ; Borghesi X, p. 45.
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42. QuiNTUS Rammius Martialis (a.d. April, 118). The in

scription published by Botti, bull. soc. arch. Alex. I (1898),

p. 45, (= C.I.L. Ill, 14137^), is not from Bubastis as

wrongly stated by Cagnat, Rev. arch. XXXIII (1898),

p. 436, n. 91, but from Fouah. Here is the text of the

inscription (Botti's copy of a squeeze).

Q- RAMMIO
MARTIALI
PRAEF-AEG
A RVTILIVS -CILO
OPTIO SPECVL
O' M-

Qiiiinto) Rammio Martialipraefiectd) Aeg{ypti)

A(ulus) Rutiliiis Cilo optio speciiliatonim)

o{b) }n(erita),

Rammius Martialis is also mentioned, C.I.Gr. 4713. See

Meyer, I.e., p. 218.

43. Titus Haterius Nepos (a.d. Febr. 121-April 124). Inscrip-

tion, CT.L. Ill, 39; B.G.U. 742; Corpus papyrorum

Raineri 18. See Meyer, I.e., p. 219.

44. Titus Flavius Titianus (a.d. March 126-Aug. 131). Un.

published Louvre papyrus, n. 10361. Inscription, C.I.L.

Ill, 41; Oxyrhynehiis papyri I, n. 34; B.G.U. 420;

B.G.U. 459; Faymn towns, p. 143, n. 32. See Meyer,

I.e., p. 219 ; Heerivesen, pp. 146 and 229.

45. Marcus Petronius Mamertinus (a.d. Nov. 133-Feb. 135).

Inscription, C.I.L. Ill, 41 ; Inscription, C.I.L. Ill, 77 ;

B.G.U. 19; B.G.U. 114. See Borghesi X, p. 48; Meyer,

Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 219; Heerwesen, p. 229.

46. Valerius Eudaemon (a.d. 137-139). Oxyrhynchris papyri \,

n. 40. Is apparently not \.h.Q procurator idiulogu mentioned

in the Cattaui papyrus, Col. IV (Botti, Rivista Egiziana

VI, 1894, ]). 531); Fayiim towns, 257.
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47. Gaius Avidius Heliodorus (a.d. March 139-May 143)-

Inscription, C.I.L. Ill, 6025; Caftai/i papyrus, Co\. IV;

Inscription, Cngnat, C.-R. Acad. Inscriptians 1896, p. 41

(=C.I.L. Ill, i4M7"^); B.G.U. 729; B.G.U. 113; B.G.U.

256 ; B.G.U. 747 ; Inscription, C.I.Gr. Ill, 4955. See

Meyer, Henncs XXXII (1897), p. 220.

48. Lucius Valerius Proculus (a.d. 145-147). Inscription

C.I.L. II, 1970; B.G.U. 288. See Meyer, I.e., p. 222 and

XXXIII (1898), p. 265; Heenveseji, pp. 146 and 229.

Either Proculus or Munatius Felix is mentioned C.I.Gr.

4863, col. Ill (Stein, Hermes XXXII, 1897, p. 665). See

also Stein, Oesterr. Jahreshejte II (1899), Beiblatt, Col. 107.

49. Marcus Petronius Honoratus (a.d. 147 -Jan. 148).

B.G.U. 265; B.M. papyrus, Kenyon II, p. 171, n. 358.

Unpublished Latin tablet on wood in the Bodleian Library,

See Meyer, Henncs XXXII (1897), p. 222.

50. Lucius Munatius Felix (a.d. Sept. 151). Justinus Martyr,

Apolog. I, 29 (= Migne, P.G. VI, Col. 373); Inscription,

Daressy, Recueil de travaux XVl, 1894, p. 44; B.G.U.

161 ; B.G.U. 448 ; B.G.U. 613 ; B.M. papyrus, Kenyon II,

p. 171, n. 358. See Meyer, I.e., p. 223.

51. Dlvarchus (?) (about a.d. 153). A prefect named Af</'n/>xo?

in a passage from Malalas, Chro?iogr. XI, 367 (= Migne

P.G. XCVII, Col. 424) shown to be corrupt by Paul

Meyer, who proposes a striking emendation of it and

identifies the man with Sempronius Liberalis. Arthur

Stein, however, has given good reasons to believe that the

prefect I name Dinarehus merely for sake of convenience,

was not Liberalis but an unknown praifect, his immediate

predecessor (perhaps Munatius Felix ?). See Meyer, I.e.,

pp. 221, 224 and Stein in Pauly-Wissowa's Realencyclopiidie

IV, 2388, 3.

52. Marcus Sempronius Liberalis (a.d. Aug. 1 54-? Oct. 158).

Unpublished Greek inscription from Thel)es (May 156);

B.G.U. 372; B.G.U. 696; B.GU. 447 (= 26); B.G.U.

904. See Meyer, I.e., pp. 221 and 224.
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53. Titus Furius V>ctorinus (about a.d. 160) {= Pfosoj>ogr.

II, 102). Unpublished inscription from Tyre; Ligorian

forgery, C.I.L. VI, i937*=Qruter. 414, 8; Vita Marci

14. See Borghesi X, pp. 57 and 171.

Monsieur Heron de Villefosse will publish the above mentioned

inscription from Tyre in this year's Bulletin de la Societe des Anti-

quaires de France. He has been kind enough to allow me to copy

the text from a squeeze in his possession and to insert it here; large

well cut letters :

—

T-^>OYPIU)l

OYIKTLOP€lNtOI
enAPXioiAirYHTO^
enAPxtompAiTiopio^

<|)OPTOYNAToCC€Pi0|i

An€Ai2/APXITABAAPIO^

€niTPonoc

nPOCOAU)NAA€2ANAPi|

T(^'Ta'f) *t>oup(wt t)viKTwi)cti'itji LTrdfi^^tvi Ai^/vTrToVin

t7rdf})(^UH TTpanuipiov ^opjovva-o's '^epio\_v'\ inreK^evOepo^^

ap-)(^na^{ovyKapio^^'\ eTrnpoTro^ ~poaocwv \K\c^avcpyeia<i^

54. PosTUMUS (a.d. 161). B.G.U. 57 and 388. See Stein, Hermes

XXXII (1897), p. 666.

55. Lucius Volusius Maecianus (a.d. Nov. i6i-March 162).

B.G.U. 613. See Meyer, I.e., p. 227 ; Stein, ibid., p. 664 ;

Meyer, Hermes XXXlII (1898) p. 262 ; Stein, Oesterr.

Jahreshefte II (1899), £eil?latty Col. 107 ; ibid. Ill (1900)

Col. 222.

56. ]\Iarcus Annius SuRiACUS (a.d. April 162-Feb. 163). B.G.U.

198 ; B.G.U. 762 ; Grenfell, Greek papyri II, n. 56.

Inscription, Cagnat, C. R. Acad. Inscr., 1896, p. 41 (=
C.I.L. Ill, 14147*); B.M. Papyrus, Kenyon II, p. 75,
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n. 328. Perhaps also Fayilm tozvns, p. 144, n. t,t, (July

163). See Meyer, Zf., p. 225 ; Stein, ibid., p. 666 ; Meyer,

Herewesen, p. 229.

57. Titus Flavius Titianus (a.d. 164-May 166). Inscription,

C.I.Gr. 4701. See Meyer, I.e., p. 226 and Hermes XXXIII

(1898), p. 272.

58. Marcus Bassaeus Rufus (a.d. 168-169), B.G.U. 903.

Inscription, C.I.L. VI, 1599. See Meyer, /.r., p. 226;

Borghesi X, 57.

59. Gaius Flavius Calvisius Statianus (a.d. i7i(?), or rather

174-Oct. 175), B.G.U. 347 (?). Inscription, Botti, Mus.

Alex., p. loi (= C.I.L. Ill, 12048) ; Dio Cassius LXXI,

28. See Meyer, I.e., p. 226; Stein, ibid., p. 664.

60. Gaius Caecilius Salvianus, a vicepraefect (a.d. April 176),

B.G.U. 327. Geneva papyrus, n. 4 (?) ; B.M. Papyrus,

Kenyon II, p. 173, n. 198. See Meyer I.e., p. 227;

Stein, Oesterr, Jahreshefte III (1900), Beiblatt, Col. 212,

and Arehiv. filr Papyrusforschimg I (1901), p. 447 (see

p. 305); ]Meyer, Heerwese7i, p. 146.

61. Titus Pactumeius Magnus (a.d. Aug. 176-180). Inscrip-

tion, C.I.Gr. 4704. B.G.U. 525. See Meyer I.e., p. 228.

62. Flavius Priscus (a.d. 181), B.G.U. 12. Perhaps also named

B.G.U. 142 and 143. See Meyer, I.e., p. 228.

63. Veturius Macrinus (a.d. June 181-183), B.G.U. 847. Vita

Didii luUani, 7, 5. (See Prosopogr. Ill, 417, Meyer, Berl.

philol. Woehenschr., 1901, col. 245, and Borghesi X, 78.)

It is to this praefect that we must refer the Greek inscrip-

tion from Xois (Gizeh Museum, n. 9288), referred to in

my first article (No. 59 . . . n«;/t^), and recently published

by Mr. Milne in the XXIst volume of the Journal of

Hellenic Studies, p. 275. The following is my copy of a

photo kindly sent by Mr. Milne and completed in several

f)laces with the help of his note book, also for the present

time in my hands :
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[v7r€]PCCpTHP!AC[/cat]
AIAMONHCTOYKYPIOY
HMCONAYTOKPAT[o]P[os]
KASCAPOCIVIAPKOYAY[p^]AlOY
[ko/a/lcoSov] a N T CO [^O N O [v]

C€BACTOY€YC€BO[v9Aca*t]TOY
CY N HAN TOCAYTO[v]plKOY

N£M£C\ANOc/\pe\oyToyno[a6cScoviov?]
CWCIKOCMIOCOKAIAA0AI€YC€ [vapxo^]

rYMNACIAPXOCTHCZOITWNnOA€C0C
AN€e H KATON A N A P I A N TATOYHOA

| € U) C
CAPAn I AOC€ n I AOYC€ I CTOYTO M 6TATO
€H€0OYCAIAOM€NONKAITOAO \n[ov]

ANAACO0€NAAnANH M A[e/c(^] IAO T I M I A C
EnipY€TOYPIOYMAI<PINOY€nAPXOYAirYnTOY
€niCTPATHrOYNTOCAYPHAIOYIACONOC

CTPATHrOYNTOCAPT€MIAU)POY
6TOYC KA €n€l<l> I

A.D. 4th July, 181- .

The letters given as pointed are broken or doublful on the stone.

Missing letters are within brackets. The name Ko/x/uo5ow in line 5 and the

beginning of the name Ovirovpiov MaKpivov in line 15 have been deliberately

erased.

{To be continued.')
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EUSEBIUS AND COPTIC CHURCH HISTORIES.

Ev W. E. Cru.m, M.A.

Enscb'u Historiam Ecdesiasticam aid libnim de Martyribus Palacs-

tinae vidisse euin vix credibile est. So Renaudot, in discussing the

sources of the often cited but seldom read history of the Alex-

andrine church compiled in the latter part of the loth century by

Severus, bishop of Eshmunein.

We have indeed no evidence that Severus understood Greek
;

that would be an improbable accomplishment for an Egyptian

monophysite in so late an age. We may doubt whether he even

used any Arabic translations made directly from the Greek. But

it has long been recognised that his claim to have procured at any

rate Arabic versions of Coptic works Avas authentic. Quatremere

pointed this out in the case of the biography of Isaac,^ the forty-first

patriarch, and G. Kriiger as regards the so-called ' Memoirs of Dios-

corus,'- while Von Lemni has shown-'' that many passages of Severus,

as reproduced by Renaudot's Latin, are practically identical with the

Coptic (S'iadic) of Zoega's ]MS. CLX. There can, therefore, be

little doubt that in the latter MS. we have a copy of one of the

documents drawn upon by Severus, after its translation, made, as he

tells us, by one of the clergy of his nation.

The passages preserved in the extant leaves of this Coptic

volume all relate to epochs posterior to Eusebius, and the question

as to the influence of the Historia Ecclesiastica on Severus did not

therefore come within Von Lemm's enquiries. But it is remarkable

that Renaudot, who was acquainted with Severus's entire work, does

not (so far at least as I have observed) call attention to the obvious

existence of an Eusebian text or paraphrase whence considerable

passages, in the earlier part of the History, are more or less exactly

borrowed. How many debts of this sort Severus owes I cannot

say, for I have not examined his account of all the corresponding

period. Two conspicuous examples, however, are the passage

' RecherchcSy etc., 35. * Monoph. Streitii^keilcii, 16.

3 Man. de VAcad. in,per., XXXVI (1S8S).
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inserted in the biography of Demetrius = H. E., A"I, 4 sqq. (as far

at any rate as 10) and that appended to the life of Maximus = H. E.,

VII, 30 and 32. A good deal of both these excerpts treats, it is

true, of Alexandrian affairs ; but Severus does not omit those of

Jerusalem, Antioch, Laodicea etc, as Eusebius narrates them.

I am not in a position to discuss Renaudot's methods ; we may

look for an estimate of these in Mr. Evetts's forthcoming edition of

Severus. My present object is to draw attention to the hitherto

unnoticed remnants of a Coptic version of the Historia Ecclesiastica.

Versions of that work in the other Christian languages of the East

have long been known ; the absence in Egypt of any but the scanty

remnants here to be described may be due to those external causes

which have deprived us of so much early Coptic Hterature, or pos-

sibly the personal history of the author may have hindered any

wide popularity of his work among the compatriots of Athanasius.

The Coptic texts in question are preserved in the fragments of

one of the finest among the countless parchment volumes that once

adorned the library of the White Monastery.^ They are now in

Paris and bear the numbers "MS. copte 129^4, foil. 92, 96, 97, 98,

144." The leaf is unusually large : 39*5 x 30 cm. (somewhat more

when undamaged), and the number of lines is 40-43 in each column.

Foil. 98, 144 are fragmentary; fol. 96 is paged 319, 320 and the

text of fol. 97 shows that it was pp. 321, 322. The script is of one

of the Sa'idic types most frequent {v. Ciasca, Sacr. Bibl. Eragg.,

tab. XIII, and Hyvernat, Album, pi. XI, 2) and most surely datable;

for two colophons from MSS. in exactly similar hands (Paris, 129^3^

41, and 1313, 38) were written in a.d. 920 -f- ? and 940 respectively,

and were presented in those years to this same monastery.^ In all

material respects therefore our MS. was a companion volume to that

of the Apophtheginata, which came from this same library.

These five leaves, which we shall here call MS. A, stand in their

proper sequence as follows :

—

Fol. 92 = Eusebius, H. E., IV, 7. 2-9.

,, 144= „ V IV, 29. 4, 5.

„ 96 = Archelaus and Manes + II. E., VII, 31, 32. i, 2.

„ 97 = H. E., VII, 32. 3, 30- ^2, 32- 5-9.

,, 98 = Not Eusebius (?'. beloiv).

' V. final colophon at end of following translations.

^ Both these were written by caligraphists at (or from) Touton in the P^ajyum
;

cf. Amelineau in ATot. ct Extr., XXXIV (ii), Quatremere, Reckerckes, 249.
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In the following translations two significant colophons will be

found. That at the end of fol. 144 states that Book IV of the

Church History ends there, i.e., the extent of this book was coin-

cident with that of Eusebius's fourth book. Moreover, a rough

computation, based u]3on the amount of text contained in one of

our leaves and that on a printed page of the H. E., ed. Dindorf ^

(Teubner, 1890), makes it at any rate possible that the MS. A
originally began with the beginning of the H. E.

Before dealing with the other colophon, fol. 98/^, we must return

to the MS. to which we have already referred : Zoega's No. CLX,
to be here called MS. B. The script of this MS. is peculiar

;

Hyvernat, Album, pi. XII, 3, shows a heading from it; but the

letters elsewhere are upright, not sloping. I think it one or two

centuries younger than the script of A. Its language, too, is incor-

rect and so probably late. Von Lemm, in discussing the text, had at

his disposal only the leaves described by Zoega. Besides these,

several more are now available (Paris 131'^. 16, 129^3. 81, 129H. 73,

129^3. 57, Brit. Mus. Or. 3581 B. 36, Paris 129'+. 72) making twenty-

seven leaves in all. This MS. is likewise part of a church history

;

what now remains of it relates principally to the following subjects^

(in this order) : Athanasius and the Arians, the Emperors Julian

and Jovian, Theophilus of Alexandria, the Emperor Valens, Arsenius

and his sister and royal pupils, Tiniotliy Acliirus and Timothy Salo-

phacioliis, Chrysostom afid Eudoxia,^ Pulcheria, Cyril, the Council oj

Chalcedon. The parts here in italics are those contained in the

newly-added leaves. Presumably the MS. also had colophons

closing its main sections, like those in MS. A; at any rate, it had

titles at the opening of each, for Zoega gives (p. 262) that of Book
XI, which, being on p. 67 of the MS., shows that the work was

originally in more than one volume. The highest extant page-

number is 208, on the last leaf (Council of Chalcedon).

I propose to regard these MSS., A and B, either as two copies

of one work, or as two compilations both embodying portions of the

same material. The reasons pointing to a relationship between

them are, firstly, that in the history of Severus we have found

Arabic translations of Coptic passages from both MSS.—of the

Eusebian texts in A and (as Von Lemm demonstrated) of various

' 1'. 322 of the Coptic MS. = about p. 341 in Dind^rf.

- A full analysis of his fragments is given by Zoega, p. 257, {{.

•' This fragment published by Amclineau, Miss, iv, 814.
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passages in B ; and, secondly, that the text of one of B's leaves

(Paris 129^+. 73) appears to end with the very words with which a

leaf of A (Paris 129'+, 98) begins.

Now this same leaf of A has preserved a colophon marking the

end of Book XII of the Church History, and that is followed by

a scribe's note which proves indisputably that the twelfth was the

concluding book of the whole work. The History ended then with

the re-establishment of Timothy Aelurus upon the patriarchal throne,

A.D. 475, having covered—if we accept the propo.sed union of MSS.
A and B—the whole of the Church's history in twelve books, the

earlier of which consisted largely of translations from Eusebius.^

The problem connected with the work is, of course, that of

authorship. To whom can we ascribe such a history? (i) We
cannot, indeed, claim for it an exclusively Egyptian character, for

even these extant fragments narrate events in various parts of the

empire; yet Egyptian affairs appear to be especially familiar and
interesting to the writer. (2) The events with which the work {i.e.,

its twelfth book) ends are, we may suppose, contemporary with the

writer.- (3) The writer is clearly a Monophysite ; cf. his accounts

of Marcian, Chalcedon and the two Timothys.

There is—or was—an ecclesiastical history, the author of which
might sufficiently answer our requirements. The Plerophorias of

John of Maiiima twice quote^ the Ecclesiastical History of Timothy
Aelurus; it is also given am.ong the sources of the Chronicle of

Michael the Great.^ Our present work was composed—assum-
ing its author to have brought the narrative down to his own
day—after Timothy's return from exile, 475, and presumably
before his death, 477, since there is no reference to that

* Zoega's fragments of B show the contents of the pages immediately pre-
ceding Bk. XI ; they treat of Athanasius etc. Not all therefore of the H. E.
was appropriated—not, at least, in its original arrangement of 10 books.

- The words of the colophon MS. A, f. 98/', cannot bear upon the date of the
work itself. "Until this day" cannot, in the mouth of a loth century scribe,
liave any reference to a narrative brought to a close 500 years earlier—unless we
are to suppose the donation to the monastery to have been made in the 5th
•century (Shenoute, its founder, only died 451) and this colophon to have existed
bodily in the older MS. whence ours was copied.

2 Nos. XXXIII, XXXVI {Rev. dePOr. clir.. III). The anecdotal style of
these extracts is quite in keeping with that of our Coptic texts (MS. B).

• So Nau, Rev. de I'Or. chr., I.e. ; but it does not appear in the list of
sources in Chabot's ed., nor in the Karshuni version {v. Nau, Joitni. -J^ '96 ii

.524)-
'

' '
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event. It will be noticed too that, in the list here given of works

composed by Timothy during exile, his Ecclesiastical History does

not figure, presumably because not yet composed. That the writer

of such a work should thus describe his own career does not seem

a final argument against Timothy's authorship, though the doings

of this patriarch might indeed be narrated in a favourable light by

any monophysite writer.

A pertinent objection to the Timothean authorship would be

that Severus, who used the earlier parts of our Coptic work, does

not draw upon it for his account of Timothy himself, of whom
indeed he has hardly a word to tell us. And it may be further

objected that Timothy would have talked of himself with less

restraint than is here the case ; that he would not call himself //7J09

and that he returned from exile too aged and lived too short a time

for the composition of so long a work.

We have, I suppose, to assume that the work, if Timothy's, was

composed in Greek. Fragments of his dogmatic writings are extant

in that language, and those preserved in Syriac are but translations.

Indeed no other language is to be expected in an educated Alexandrine

cleric of that age. Our Coptic text, therefore, would be a translation

and thus certain obscurities and confusions may have their expla-

nation.

This brings us to examine the work of the Coptic translator.

As regards the version of Eusebius, preserved in MS. A, it would

be difficult to s|)eak too badly of it. Not only are all passages

either misrepresented or ignored in which length of the sentences or

unfamiliarity of words might excuse mistakes, but quite simple

clauses are equally ill-treated, phrases entirely omitted and names

exchanged or miswritten where nothing but carelessness seems to

be the cause. For the criticism of the Greek text such a version

can be of scarcely any value. The quality of the non-Eusebian

portions is somewhat higher. Certain of the mistakes indicate, I

think, that MS. A is the product of dictation : el fiij-ri is written where

the original has 0/(0*" rt, ctdioxoi is mistaken for cici/3o\o</^ perhaps

ot'o/iidfTai for wvofiuac and hij-n-ov for TVTTio while for Mfite the scribe

heard inntone, so giving us "eleven" for "fifteen." Further, such

forms as Zogratos for Sokrates, -Tpv^n for -rpccfieiii'), t///<09 for cijfws

are probably due, here as elsewhere, to the same cause.

The remarkable misplacement of If. E., VII, 30. 22, in the midst

of //''. 32, is important as a proof that Severus used this very com-
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pilation ; for in his Arabic rendering^ tliis same misplacement occuis.

But, on the other hand, it is evident that Severus, although probably

a contemporary of the writer of MS. A, did not employ it,- for he

has the mention of Probus, from H. E., VII, 30. 22, which our

Coptic MS. has (no doubt accidentally) omitted.

Something should be said as to the fragmentary account of

Manes here preserved. Severus's version of the Disputatio Archelai

has been several times discussed'^ and is recognized as diverging

considerably from the other extant versions.^ The extent of the

divergence, specially prominent in the account of the benevolent

Marcellus, will be evident when Mr. Evetts's edition is bef(jre us.-*

The present Coptic text shows the form of the legend whence

Severus translated ; but his Arabic stops short with Manes's death,

so omitting what follows in the Coptic, viz.^ H. E., VII, 31. i.

Here and there the Coptic reading seems corrupt, the Arabic

merely simplifying what was unintelligible. What the significance

here of the title 7r«V«s-, applied to Archelaus and Juvenalis, may be

I will leave others to decide.^

The following translations, following Prof. Nestle"s example,

have been made as closely literal as bare intelligibility permitted.

I have translated all the five leaves of MS. A, but only those of

MS, B which relate to Monophysite affairs.

The reader may be reminded that a Coptic translator Dy no means

binds himself to the use of only those Greek words which his

original contains. Many will accordingly be found here besides

those from the text of Eusebius, whose words are even occasionally

replaced by other Greek expressions more or less synonymous. The
incorrect Greek forms are not reproduced here.

Paris 129^4, f. 92 = Eusebius, H. E. IV, 7. 2.

For all whom they could beguile {uTraTuv), excepting (ci^itjTi'') those

' Brit. Mus. Add. 26,100, f. 25a, ni/ra.

- He says that he used the jNISS. of the Nitrian monastery of Macarius and cf

that at Nahya (W. of Cairo), but also those of "the monasteries of the Sa'id."'

This might include the White Monastery.
" Ji.,°^. by Beausobre, Histoire critique, I, 148, later by K. Kessler, Mani

(1889), 125, 142, 16S.

^ A newly-found version is that in Michael's Clironicle, ed. Chabot, iy8, which

much resembles that of Theodore bar Koni (end of 9th century) ; v. Pognon,

•Jnscr. A'Jandaites, 183.

" Many points of interest are ignored in Renaudot's summary.
'' Cf. Harnack in Berlin Sitzitiii^sb., 19OJ, 990.

'' Cj. o/xov 5t ?
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that were without belief in the faith (-(ff-^v) because of the (things) they

did, those they set about turning away from the word of salvation.

[3] Through *the (deeds ?) of this pestilent (Xoi/nos.) man,* Menan-

dros, who was the successor (cuicoxo<i^) of Simon,—he whom we-

have treated of (///., laid down) formerly, whose mouth was like the

mouth of the serpent, as if he had two heads, a power *of the devil

(ci(i(3o\o<)* having entered into him—he set up leaders ("/^x'/7°-') fo'"

two heresies {(tlpetrn), differing one from another : Sardonilon (sic),

a man of Antioch (Ai-ciox(f') by his race (7ei'os), and Basilites, a

man from Rakote (= Alexandria). These he did establish, the one

(/tcj') for Syria ('S.vpia) and (ce) the other for Keme (= Egypt), in a

God-hating doctrine. [4] Nay more,'" Sardonile (sic) uttered lying

words of his teacher Menandros ; whose fashion {ax'i/^'^") lerennaios

his teacher (sif) has displayed^ [7 illegible liiies?^ beyond

(TTapa) measure, himself setting up heresies (aipeni^) and making

(7r\aaff£i}') fables. [5] There was a multitude of men of the

churches (chic\)]m(i) contending (a-/ici'i^cir) for the truth at that time,

reasonable (Xo'jiko^) men, fighting for the wishes of the Apostles'

((iTrufTToXo^) church (cKhXtjaia). For (yap) they are trustworthy in

their writings, which they left for them that came after them, like

places-of-safety, displaying (ci]\oi>i') therein these heresies {ulpc(7t<i),

that we should keep ourselves from them. [6j So have their

writings come down to us through the {MS. their) writers {(tv^j-

rjpa(pev^) of that time, namely Agrippas, a more competent (<a«;'os)

than he being Kastor,'' shaming Basilites after revealing the greatness

of his sorcery [9 li/ies illegible^ . These he termed'^' the

prophets (vrpo^ijTtj'.) and one he named Barkaban, the other he

named Barkob and others, making them for himself they not having

any truth nor (ovr.c) stability ; and calling some among them bar-

barians (l-i(ip8iipouv), for {-Trpoi) a wonder to them that should fall into

their hands *(and) for making their name renowned* (and) teaching

to eat what-is-sacrificed to idols ((uicXor) without hesitation. And
he conjured them' not to keep the faith {Triari^} in the time of the

persecutions (fiwy/nov), bidding those that came to him to pass five

years in silence without speaking, according to the doctrine {ru-/u(i)

* * Not in Greek.

' M.S., 5io)3oAos. - M.S., he. Due to carelessness.

' For ra irKiiara. • For 6 Elpiiraios 5rj\oi, ;rpotrx »//"•"''' • • •

* For 'Ayplinra Kdcrropos ticai'WTaros. '' Takinj; dvofxdcrai for wi'6fj.a(ri?

' For i'iofJLVl'fJi'u'VVS.
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of Pethagoras, [8] and other things, hke to these, teaching men thus,

saying, 'These are the things that Basihtes does.' These (things)

he said whose name we have indicated, tliey being a product of the

heresy {aipefft^) of which we have formerly spoken, when their

deception (TrXai't]) was seen. [9] lerennaios likewise writes :
' There

was in the time (x/jocov) of these another man, Kapr6krat6r,i be

longing to another heresy («//jgo-(s) which is named Gnostikos, being

father to them. And the (heresies) of Simon too he did not hide as

(a".) that one had done, but (aXXa) did rather exhibit them, as scourges

(/KifTTt^-) to them that accepted them, as if they were (?) great

matters, boasting too of their magical doings and having love for

them (///., making them beloved of them), being dream-givers,

cleaving to the daemons (catfiwi'^), and other things of this sort.

But (ce) these he did and he taught that it was needful to do them.

Every shameful thing they did say in their teaching to them that

came to them (AfS. to him or it), doing every filthy thing, so as

(((•(T-e) not [sir ex/>/.]

Fol. 144 = H. E. IV, 29 4.

a little [after this] Severos [took possession of] the

heresy {alp^at'i) of which [we have] formerly spoken became

a cause (^iutio^) we showed (cijXovr) .... therein, whom
they call Severians (2ey///};«j'os), having adopted (//A, having been

in) his name. [5] These do indeed (/«") read in the Law (vofio's)

and the Prophets (Trpotpipys!) and the Gospels {eva^{<ye\tou), but

(oXA«) they interpret {t/i/mivevcu') the holy scriptures ('^ipac^tj) in

accordance with (kutci) their wicked opinions, blaspheming Paul

the Apostle {ci7i-o(tto\o^), rejecting his Epistles (ptt^t-oA//) ; nor (ovrc)

do they accept the Acts (-pa^ii) of the Apostles (ottoo-toXo".)

\End of col. I. Only parts of last six lines of col. 2 reniain\

by the Greeks (eWiji') Moses testimony of

. . . loustinos,'^ showing (lit., persuading) that Moses is old[er]

(? apxaio^) [fol. I', equally impe}fect?\^ oration

(,\o709) dialogue (cutXoyo^) [about] interpretation (sic tp/mji'cia^)

^ The Copts are familiar with forms like TTavTOKpuTwp, Kocr/uLOKpdrwp.

' For iJLaytias ? Otherwise inexplicable.

^ For irapsSpois ricri Saifxaai?

* Cf. Pseudo-Justin, Cohort, ad Graec, IX, XII. This reference does not

appear in any other text that I have seen. It is uncertain whether Eusebius cites

the work at all (<. Harnack, Gesc/i., 106).

" For t'i/j.ap/xti'1].
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[to] Antonios (sic) the king, which is very powerful, [he having

spoken ?] too because that (?) a great [persecution] [Itfrd

of col. I.] [S6]ter, the bishop {c7vi<rKoiTo^) of Rome ('Pavu/)

went to rest :

—

The fourth History {laTwpia) of the holy Church (<KK\>i(Tia). It

is finished, in the peace {ci/)iji'ii) of God. Amen.

Foil. 96, 97 = pp. 319-322.

like these But (ft) [Arche]laos the bishop (eTrtfTKoTros)

said to him, 'If I confound thee according to (kdTci) thy wicked-

ness, thou wilt (still) speak to me, contending for thy heresy

(tii/>c(Ti-).^ But (aWa) stay and I will call to thee the heathen

{cOi'o^) that know not the God of heaven, and I will make

them confound thee from thine own words.' And so he sent

forthwith for a sophist {fro(/)i>ntj^) and lie made them sit down.

The bishop said to them, ' Have ye books of your doctrine (royfia),

(whereof) ye receive one passage (fu/wv), but (re) another ye reject

and do not accept?'- But (ft) they said, ' Not thus. Either (7) we

are of one mind (-/I'dywy) to accept the whole book, or (7) if not, we

do not accept nor (7) touch the book at all.' But he replied, 'This

man proclaims himself, saying, I am the (man) of Christ. He said

to me, 'We, since (vttcici}) we believe (-larcvcn') not on him, do

not venture (toA/uh/) to touch him or to bid touch any of his books.'

But (ce) when the multitude of them that heard saw the impudence

(jo\f^itjf)o^) of hi.s wicked words which he spoke, they prepared to

slay him. But (cc) Archelaos the bishop {c-tmajTru^) permitted them

not, saying, 'Others shall take vengeance on him.' And he sent him

forth from the city (7ro\<v) saying, ' Let them not find thee within

their borders.' But (ce) alter that he had gone forth from that place,

he entered into a town wherein was a kindly priest (-/jca/ivrc/w^) and

with him he dwelt. But (ft) w'hen he had remained about the space

of a month, he began (tj/^x"") to set forth the doctrines (co7//«) of

wickedness {(lenft,]^). But (ft) the priest {vr/xn-jio-ciwv), when he had

heard the new words, said to him, ' I for my part have never heard

these (things). But (aWn) I will send for the Tra-a^'^ Archelaos and

' Arabic :
' If I put thee to shame in the measure of thine own lies, wilt thou

persevere against me in what thou sayest?'

- The Coptic is obscure; probably corrupt. Arabic: 'Are there in your

books words which ye accept and words which ye reject ?'

•* Arabic: ' Archelaos the -V',' without points as usual here when the word... <S
IS foreign.
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will let him hear thee. If he say these words are good, which thou

sayest, then will we too learn them.' When Manes heard these

(things) and the name of the Trava^- Archelaos, he was troubled

[p. 320], knowing the man's might and the wisdom [aocfiia) of God

that was in him. And so he returned to Persia (Jlepai^) and there

too he did iniquities {(jiav\o^) in the great name of the Paraclete

(ir(tp(iK\e70'i). But (^e) the Paraclete himself did justice for His

name ; for (7«/j) he delivered him into the hand of the king of the

Persians (rif/jo-o?) and he flayed him (///., tortured or twisted his

skin) and cast him to the wild-beasts {Otjptov)} because that he had

become the cause (amo^) of the death of his only (^.tovo^jevrji) son
;

and he was guilty of the death of them that kept the prison, who

were slain on his account because that he had escaped from the

prison. For (7"/^) he called himself Mane, whose translation is the

Teacher, according (a.-«t«) to the language of the Persians (Ue/mov)
;

but according to (ce, a.-«t«) the Greeks (e\\)p'), the Madman [H. E.

VII, 31] that is, he who is the devil {camoviov), as those of his

heresy (tupiai^) are devils (cai/.wi'ioi') and in the same way as- those

that fight with God, having become Satan (o-nToras) for a multitude

of men. At times (/<£)') [he declared himself to be] the Paraclete,

at times (cc) one of the twelve Apostles (rt-oo-roAo?). And thus did

Archelaos confound him, saying, ' If thou be the Paraclete, thoa

hast delayed more than three hundred years beyond the Paraclete of

God, he who edifieth the churches'^ ' (cKkXiiaia).

H. E. VII, ^2.

But {cc) in those times Felix (*T'''X'f), the bishop {cttigko-o^^

of Rome ('Pa'/*/;) went to rest and Eutyches {sic) came into

his place. Felix passed five years in the episcopate {einaKo-i])

;

but (ce) Eutechianos {sic) passed ten months. And he went to

rest, having left the throne {epovo?) to Gaios in our time, and

he passed eleven {sic) years^ and ended and there came to his place

Markellianos. [2] But {cc) at this (time) came the great^ persecution

{ctw/ffo'^). But (ce) in Antioch {Arctoxic), after Domnos, Timaios

took the episcopacy {evriaicoTi-ij), Cyril again coming in his place,

Dorotheos the priest {Trpea/Sincpo^) being in Antioch and having the

' Arabic ends the subject here, continuing at once with Eusebius, VH, 32.

^ Mistaking Si'itzov for Tinroj. * C/ I Cor. xiv, 4, 5.

* Mistaking wnfe for nmti.atc. ' Not in Greek.
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word of God and being zealous ((^iXokuXo^) for the holy [p. 321]

words, interpreting {ii>i.iip'ciHn>) many Hebrew (elSpaio^) words ; for

(? eTTctci]) he meditated (/(c\tT«i'^) the scriptures (7/>"0v) with great

knowledge {cTrtaTtj^uj). He was from among the very noble {cii'/cinj^-),

and was well (/cnXa-?) experienced in the training (Trairvuais,) of the

scriptures. But (ft) he was a eunuch by nature {(jivais), very good

in his disposition (t/iotto^^) and much trusted by the king in the

place of the colour-dyers which is in Tyros, who put them under his

charge, he being devoted to the reading of the scriptures (7/j"0'/)

*with great diligence {rj)t\oT7i,via) and being under the light yoke of

the church (ch-kXijan).* But (o<) after Marinos^ (s/c) the bishop

(<7nfTKo~<>^) of Antioch, Tyranos took his bishopric {cwtrrKo-o^).

ji. E. vn, 30. 22.

But (cc) Aulerianos {sic) died, being king of Rome,'"" and there

was (sic) king in his place Karos and Karinos and Noumerianos.

But (^c) these passed three years (as kings) and they died and

Diokletianos took their kingdom. But (ff) this (king) raised

up against us a great persecution (ctwyiio^), beyond {irafxi) all

those that preceded it. And he destroyed the churches {cKK\)j(na)

land burned the sacred books and slew the prophets {Trpocjjip)^^) and

the priests (-iJc<T/ivT</jo^) and the deacons (naKoru^) that fell into his

hand and those that withstood him.f [23] But (Pc) Dionesios was

the bishop (c-taKo-o^) of Rome ; after him Felix ; the destruction of

the churches (rKhXyfTin) having been under them and the ruin of the

holy place.

//. K MI, 32. 5.

But (cc) Zogratos (= Socrates) went to rest in Laodikia and

there took his bishopric (<7ri(rko-o^) Eusebios. But (('<) this

(man) went to (sic)^' Rakote (=Alexandria) ; having had cause

to return to {sic) Rakote on account of Paul and of the

* * Noi in the Greek.

1 1 Neither this nor the end of i5 23 are in the Greek. The Arabic omits 5; 23.

' A wor.] very frequent in Egyptian ascetic literature for the recitation of

scriptural passages.

- Greek : ^Ktv6^piwv.

•' A phrase hard to account for. For rponos, c/. ? tivrpoirii.

* Should be Cyril. Marinus (of Tyre) occurs in VII, 5.

•' ' Six years' and all mention of Trobus omitted. But the Arabic has l>oth.

'' So .Arabic.
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bishops (c-ia-Ko-o?) that had assembled in Syria, that they might

estabhsh the church (ch-h:\/i(Tia) of Antioch, Eusebios also being

there ;^ and a x/"//'" '^^'^s given about him, namely, according as

the words of Dionesios have told us. [6] Anatolios became his

successor (BiaSoxo^), a good {(riuGo^) man and they placed {KudiaTt^^u)

him after (///. over) the good (ayaOoi'), he too being from Rakote

(= Alexandria), (and having) studied (? nc\e7av) the training

(n-ai^cia) of the Greeks (eWyv) as a philosopher (a-9 (pi\o(To(po9) and

resembling the glorious great- of the discipline (Tratcevffiv) of

counting and geometry {^(eiv^iippKi) and astronomy {aarfwvoma) and

the speech of the orators {pijTWj)) and physical {(J^vctikij) science

(OttL'/iia), and having become perfect (TeAc/o?) as an orator {[njTwp), so

that {wmc) he became successor (uacoxo^) in the school of Aris-

todeles, *so that (wcne) he was beloved in Rakote (= Alexandria)

and they begged him to stay with them (or there) in the city (~o\/v)

and teach (ricaaKen') their children.* [7] But (ce) this (man) did

great deeds of might in Rakote (= Alexandria) which commemorate

him in the school of Rakote, until he arrived at the chosen measure

of the church (eKKXtjaia). [8] But (de) they say that, while still (en)

the fire^ was burning in the (parts) that had been destroyed and

(while) they were being slain by hunger, yet (ce) was Anatolios there,

the city (ttoXis:) fighting daily on both sides,* but (ce) the Roman
('Pd'/ny) soldiers—but (ce) he had not yet gone to .Syria and he

remained, fthe Lord watching over him,t and they did not destroy

his dwelling'' (//V. places), he himself glory increase[d?], till

the Roman generals (ffT/j«7//A«T>/s) heard of him cause[d?]

them to cease fighting (7roAc/t6«i^), because of the great hunger that

was in the city (ttoX^s), they having detained Anatolios because of

teaching,'' [? 9] he having requested (ai-cir) the Roman {'Vwfutios)

general (o-T/j«T)/\n7//9) with a large present' {cwpea) and receiving

grace (x"/-"^) from him. And he met Anatolios face to face and (cc)

begged of him that he would make peace (cipijve) with the magnates

* * A very loose paraphrase. So loo § 7, which was apparently not under-

stood and hence simplified. The Arabic has compressed the whole of §g 6, 7 into

a few words.

t t Not in Greek.

' The foregoing clause only vaguely resembles the Greek. The Arabic is

different again, but equally inexact.

- ¥vT toKifj-wTixTuji'? •' n»'po'j mistaken for Trrp.

^ For Qarfpov fiipovs. ^ For tv rols awoKiopKii^vis ovra
'' 'EK5(5('(cr»ca misunderstood ? ^ For ^wpias.
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of Alexandria and would cease fighting (7ro\cucii') with the pojjulace

(t»/hov- = r/y/(o«.).i But (f"r) when the magnates showed themselves

hostile (f/7/j/o's) toward him and wrathful,^ he begged (ancu') of them

the old men and old women and the children, that they might go on

before and be distant from the city (-o.\(s) (saying) 'Is not (/u/) this

a vain thing for you, to slay the weak ? They fight not with you, the

blind and the lame and those whose bodies (fficua) are worn out.

Let them not die of hunger. But (ft) do ye nourish (t/>*<0oi' =
7fte(pcii>) those among tlie men and youths that have strength to work

' [sic ex/>L]

129'-*, f. 73 = pp. 207, 20S.

[He] belonged to the heresy {(u/nffK-) of Nestorios and he

sought to (re-)establish Nestorios by the power of his kingship.-'

For {-/(ip) he promised to do great benefits to the world (oiKov^euij),

such as (icfTTc) to do away with the local custom houses (i-vXtvi'ior)

and not to take customs (?, T<,\a'/'(oj') at any of the ports ; but

(fiWtt) that the ships should come to port everywhere without

hindrance. He said also :
' There shall no jioijOu'i go to any

town to exact (money), but (r/\\«) the local -a^/afjxo^ shall go and

receive its taxes {cijf^iomo}') and give them to the c-TipoTro^ of each

c-a/JXKi.'^ And many other benefits besides did he promise by

words to do ; only (tKn'or) they were to obey him in his wicked

religion (OpijaKeut). He collected together a number of bishops

(i-itjho-o^) to Chalkedon [p. 208], making more than 500 in

number, Dioskoros the archbishop ((i/jxic~iffi^-o~o^) being there and

lobennalios of Jerusalem,'' he that was with Cyril the archbishop at

the synod (o-ccorov) that had been in Ephesos. To him, at his

coming forth from Jerusalem, there gathered the archimandrites

("/-'X''//""''^/"~T') of t^ht: Mount of Olives and those that were round

about Sion and those of the eminent, pneumatophoric (7n'cii/[icno(^opov)

archimandrites that were near them. They said to him, ' Go not to

the synod {mn'oro^), for (-/"/') we have heard that Markianos is a

' Failing to understand the Greek, the translator gives a quite erroneous

paraphrase. The Arabic reduces, from end of § 8 to here, into a few misleading

words.

- The next phrase, dA\' tjv xP'K'Voi's, entirely omitted.
^ Zacharias III, ch. i ; </. Evagrius 11,2.
' I have failed to find any record of iNIarcian's proposals here described.
" Cj. Zach. Ill, ch. 3, and Kriiger's notes.
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Nestoriaii and we would not that thou shouldest meet with him.
There is guile, oh -a-a.^l' But (ce) loubennalios said to them,
'Even if («n') I go, yet will I not suffer (ufexeiu) the faith (TiifTT,.)

and the worship to be betrayed (Trfwcicw/ni) [sic expl\

129M, fol. 73 = p. 117.

.... they knowing that he {i.e., Salofaciolus) Avas orthodox

'

{opeoco^of). But (ce) many took not communion {<rvuayen') with
him in the faith (-,^719); for" (aWa) he sat upon the throne
(Opouos:) of Timotheos the archbishop (apxieTrtffKo-o^) while the
latter was alive. Pshoi, that is Timotheos,^ used to send to

the holy (07(09) Timotheos in the place where he was numerous
gifts^ (cu'pov), confessing {o^io\o'/ct,') (and) saying, 'Thine is

.
the throne {Opovo^) and I am under thee.' But (ce) Timotheos
being in exile {c^wpiffTia), produced 512 commentaries (c^v/co-^s)

written in two books, (wherein) he spoke of many passages (^c0nX«,o,/)

of the scripture (7/>«0v), expounding them excellently {Ka\w%). He
wrote besides concerning the tome {-ro^io^) of Chalkedon, laying

bare its blasphemies and he shewed its heresies {alpeat^) and its

counter-heresies {avTtalpeai^), combatting the false knowledge.-^ He
wrote too of the Song of Songs.« He wrote also [p. 118] about the
Synod {awico'i) of Chalkedon, saying that every one must needs,.

1 V. fol. 98^.

^ MS. aWaje- • so not simply 'but.'

' Thus another is added to the names attributed to Salophaciolus ; and from a

native source. I think it the origin of Joh. Nikiu's 'Ayes' (p. 482) = /vjI_j1
for the late form tjfl^jl (so Paris RIS.'^. Arab. 153 and 305), and of Eutychius's

'Surus'; for the Cotton MS. has (f. i28« = Pococke H, 102) \: ^j^< (sic)

once, [Xlanaios Uaiatos and Pshoi as forms of the same name ; v. Pomialow.ski,
litie . . . Faisia V'elikago (1900) and Egypt Exploration Fund's Reporl, 1900-01',

70) and has other good readings, rejected by Pococke, e.g., /gu.Jl Aelurus,

mstead of ^yj^. ,y 1.,. . Liberatus's 'Asbus,' explained as 'Albus' (hence?

Theophanes' AfwKo's), may be from this misunderstood Coptic form.
^ Similar gifts from Salofaciolus to Aelurus are recorded by Zacharias V, ch. 4.
* Cf. I Tim. vi, 20, and the title of Iren.-eus' work.
" There is no record of any such work by Timothy ; cf. Riedel, Aiislegung des

Hohen Lieds. What here follows must all refer to the Council, the wicked king
being Marcian. An almost contemporary commentary on the Song was that of
Shenoute ; v. Zoega, no. cxciii.
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after seven years,^ know that it was impure and filthy, hke the song

the harlots {iropinj) sing;- it being filthy because (? <-cuij) the

wicked (ttncfitj^) king had dared (toX/i«/') to say regarding the One

and Indivisible, Christ Jesus, that He was of two natures {rj)t>(Ti<)

being now (/tc/') God, now (ft) man ; thinking that he showed

therein great wisdom, knowing not that no nature {({ivaa) can set

bounds to the Creator of (all) natures {(/)uc7(v) ; for it is He that sets

bounds to all, the things in heaven and the things on earth. But

(Be) He is in no wise subservient to [vwoTuaaciv) any nature {(pvaiv)

or (ovri) novelty (?).'' These things did the holy («7/o^) Timotheos

explain, rejecting the Synod [awoco^) of Chalkedon and saying,

' Esaias the prophet [129'-*, f. 9B] did prophecy^ (7r/jo(/itiT(oeii>) of it,

pronouncing it accursed {ur<i9cfia), ere the Son of God came into

the world (a:o<7/iov) and saying, Cry aloud, ye ships of Chalkedon

for your high-place is destroyed, "^ For (7"/') superior to (//V, lord

of) every bishop {c-ifTh-o-/,<) is the holy faith (Tntniv) of Christ

Jesus, the true God/' It did those that subscribed (i-o'/fiu-

cjiciv) the tome (to/ios) of Chalkedon destroy, in that they comi:)elled

(/.aTG^eu') to say that Christ subsisted in (two) natures (///. in

natures, 0y<T<>,). Christ is above every nature and every incli-

nation (rike) and every name that is spoken, not only {ou fiorof) of

them on earth, but («\\n) the others too that are in the heavens
;'

He who is on the right-hand of the greatness that is on high,^ He
who converts the fire and makes it water and the water and makes

it fire. Where is He now? The supremacy (///., lordship) of the

natures (p/.), is it (?) a supremacy, except so far as (ci/hcti) God has

ordained it? For («// 7«/<) in truth, in the Lavv (uofiov) the Lord

did make the fire and the water to work ((ucp^/cti') within the tree

and the plants by means of the hail (x<i\<ifr'Ta sic)^ Neither (ocrc)

was the fire quenched by the water nor (ovcc) was the water con-

' Tliiy work against the Council was composed therefore about 459.
- yiS.,/>jd cSareneiiroprri soof. For the last word I xq'X^S. joof.

* Perhaps read iiirre ' chain,' for brre.

^ Yo\. '/^l) ends e/jo iitiiios jcaEsaias pe , . . (= probably /iTrpo(piiT)ii), while

fol. 98 begins . . . imiiosjcaEsaias irpoipTjTiui.

' Isaiah xxiii, 14. Not preserved in Sa'idic. The Boh. reads Chalcedon, as

here; so too several (jreek MSS. , not all of [hem Egyptian (cf. Holmes- Parsons

in loc. and Swele, Iiilrodiiction, 166).

" Text : pjocis yap iitirKTicoiTOs niiiipc tiricrris cli'.

' Cf. Kph. i, 21, 2::) (the Sa'idic, Jc^^. Zcitschr., 1SS7, loi).

" Heb. i, 3.

' V. Exod. ix, 24.
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sumed by the fire. For all things that He willeth do obey Him
and finish command.

129'+, f. 98^7, col. 2.

Pshoi, that is Timotheos, ruled {ufj^civ) the church {etcKXyjata)

all the days of Leon the king. But (ce) after he died, Basiliskos,

the brother of his wife, became king. He sent at once for

Timotheos and placed {KuOta-)^i.ii) him upon his (episcopal) throne

(dpoi'09). But (ce) Pshoi, in the monastery of the Metanoia.'

After Basilios (sic) had fled from the kingship, there reigned

Zenon. He was a \_Parts of 3 lims\ (fol. /;.)

restablishedj him upon the throne (Opovos) of Rakote (= Alex-

andria). Timotheos he placed over the monasteries - {uoi'ua-itjpiov)

•and Phoi sat peacefully upon the throne {Opuvov) ; for he too was

orthodox 3 (opOoco^o^). But (ce) when he was dead, the whole

dlergy (Ac\/y/jov) and the archimandrites and all the people (cjy^to?) set

(Ka6iaTij/iii) Timotheos (i.e. Aelurus) upon the throne (Opoi'o^).

\yVhat follows is very fraginefiiary and therefore imcertain.^ (Then

did) all divisions become absent from the church {cKKXijata) and it

was again at rest (?), there being no cause of offence {aicuvcuXov) on

any side; but there was peace {etpi^vrj) for all the peoples (\ao^- pi.)

that hated the tome (to^io's) of Chalkedon [I'arls (f it, li/ies.'\

holy, indivisible church (?), through the grace (x"/-"^) and love

toward men of our Lord and God and Saviour (<jtvr)jp) Jesus Christ,

through whom Szc Amen.
I?i an ornajuental frame

:

—The twelfth history {la-ivpui) of the

holy church (cKicXijatu). It is finished, in God's peace {cip,ji>,j).

Amen.
Tlien^ in a somewhat later hand:—And this choice garden

{Koficiptov), and paradise (-apaccKTo^), blossoming from the beginning

' An earlier name for that of Canopiis, whither Theophanes (an. 5967) states

that Salcph. retreated. Cf. Uu Cange, s.z: fjLtrafo'iai, Le Quien, II, 415, Hieron.

Fraef. in Reg. Paclioin. (Migne, 23, 63).

- Or ' T. betook himself to the monasteries.'
•' Eutychius, II, 103, too calls him a Jacobite, owing (so Bright, in Did. Chr.

Biogr., IV, 1033) to his re-insertion of Dioscorus' name in the diptychs. His
relations with Pope Leo would sufficiently prove the inaccuracy. There may be
confusion between these Timothys in J/iss. franc., IV, 630. Cf. Ladeuze,
Etude etc. , 203.
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until this day, through the care of our God-bearing (Oeotpopo^), holy

fathers of the church ( hicXvaia), it did our brother Pirothe (<I>(.\o(?cov)

the son of Pshai, of Psoounhai' . . . ^^uj, atid he presented it to the

vionastery of Shenoute at Atripe.

The scribe was the monk Basil.

^ Cf. Psooun, in the nomc of Achmim (Amelineau, Gcogr., 585); also .s^,^

Miss, franc, iv, 422.

P.S.— It is not unlikely that ' The Histories {larwpia) of the

Church,' which appear in the catalogue of a Theban monastic

library {Rec. xi, 134), should be the work here described. The

catalogue dates from about the year 600.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN OBJECTS IN WOOD AND BONE.

Belonging to E. Towry Whyte, M.A., F.S.A.

The following objects from my own collection are all of wood,

with the exception of the mesh-gauge. A certain amount of interest

attaches to them, as they are not funeral furniture, but were all

made for use either in the household or as toys. The netting

needle, which I obtained from Dr. Petrie after his excavations at

Gurob, is in all respects similar to those at present in use, and

shows that as regards netting by hand there has been no improve-

ment of any importance in the instruments used since the XVIIIth

dynasty at least. It is in wonderfully good condition, and could

still be used perfectly well. In the tip-cat and whip-top we see

that from very early times boys played in much the same way as

they do now. The three instruments connected with weaving flax

are probably all from Kahun ; the two spindles I know are, as I got

them from Dr. Petrie. As regards the stibium case, I have no

information as to whence it came. I obtained it at the Forman sale.

It is also difficult to assign a date to it, but probably it is XVIIIth

—

XlXth dynasty.

The following is the detailed description of the objects :

—

Plate I.

I. Distaff used for spinning. Acacia wood. Length, 8 ins.
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2. A hair-pin, the upper part ornamented with chevrons. From

Gurob, XVIIIth—XlXth Dynasty. Acacia wood. Length,

7^ ins.

3. A spindle with whorl attached. The spindle is of hard wood,

the whorl of sycamore wood. From Kahun. Xllth Dynasty.

Length, 7^ ins.

4. Another spindle and whorl, both made of sycamore wood. 5 ins.

long. Also from Kahun. Xllth Dynasty.

Plate 1 1.

1. A stibium or kohl case, with four compartments or tubes; also

four holes for holding the bodkins for applying the stibium or

kohl to the eyes. On the top there have been four small wooden

pegs, one at each angle (one of which still remains), on which

four circular covers were fastened, one over each compartment,

and so arranged as just to slide past the bodkins ; that this was

so is shown by the difference in the colour of the wood, being

much darker where the covers originally were : an unusual

arrangement. The body of the case is most likely acacia wood,

the top and bottom are a hard wood like rosewood. Height,

3:^ ins. by i|in. square.

2. Upper surface of the stibium case described above, showing the

openings of the four lubes for the kohl, and the holes for the

bodkins.

Plate II L

1. A tip-cat, precisely similar to those used by boys in the present

day. From Kahun. Xllth Dynasty. Acacia wood. Length,

5i ins.

2. A whip-top, roughly made. From Kahun. Xllth Dynasty.

Sycamore w^ood. Height, 2I ins.

3. A mesh-gauge for netting. From Gurob. Bone. Length, 3 ins.

by I in across.

4. A netting needle of hard wood. From Gurob. Length, 9^ ins.
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NOTES FROM EGYPT,

By Professor A. H. SAYCE, LL.D., e^r.

December 29th, 1901.

I
The diggers for sehakh have laid bare the remains of what must

have been a large temple of Seti II, at Eshmunen. The entrance

to it is fairly perfect. On one side the King is represented giving

an image of Truth to Thoth, while on the other he presents incense

to Ra. On the east face of the jiylon is a large and well preserved

stela containing many lines of inscription relating to the festivals of

Thoth. Some of the columns of the temple to the west of the

pylon are still standing, but like the pylon itself the workmanship is

poor and cheap. The treasury of the Pharaoh must have been far

from filled at the time. Fragments of an older temple of the age of

the twelfth dynasty have been employed in the building, and a

large block of limestone with the name and titles of Amen-em-hat is

still standing in one place. On the lower part of it is the figure of

the King offering milk to Khnum.
M. Legrain's excavations at Karnak have disclosed the existence

of a new Usertesen who belonged to the thirteenth dynasty : they

have also brought to light a seated statue of the famous seer Amen-
hotep, son of Pa-Hapi, who figures in Manetho's story of the

Uxodus. The statue is that of an old man, and the inscription

attached to it states that it was executed when Amen-hotep was

already eighty years of age. But he expresses his hope that he may
live to be one hundred and ten.

The Museum at Oiza has acquired (in 1898) a bronze dagger

with a silver handle which was found at Saqquara. On one side of

the handle are the cartouches of a new Hyksos King, " the lord of

the two lands, the good god, Ra-ncb-khopesh (?), the son of the

Sun Apep the life-giver." Here then we have a third Apophis in

addition to the two already known.
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CYLINDER-SEALS IN THE POSSESSION OF

J. OFFORD, ESQ.

Bv Theophilus G. Pinches, LL.D.^ M.R.A.S.

I.

This is a small cylinder of hsematite, -|i of an inch high, and a

fraction over f of an inch in diameter. It is engraved with two

figures, that on the left seemingly front-face, and having the hands

folded on the breast, and that on the right in profile, looking to-

wards the other {i.e., to the left). This latter has the left arm bent

and held against the breast, and the right arm bent, with the hand

raised, suggesting the utterance of a solemn speech. Both wear

robes reaching to the ankles, and the figure in profile is represented

as wearing a horned hat, such as deities and divine attendants are

generally shown with. The hat of the other figure is similar, but

has two points at the top, probably implying an attempt on the part

of the engraver to make a difference on account of this deity being

front-face. The inscription, which is in three lines, reads as follows :

*'*{' "i^liT if^Y ^•^- Nin-sah Nifi-sah

>^T *"TT'^ ""H^ >-aI su-zi-an-na crown of heaven,

fcf >^ 30y >BT K*^!^ g'^ b^^d ur su-du the sceptre of glory holding.

The god Ninsah is stated to be the same as Pap-sukal, the

messenger of Anu, the god of the heavens, and has several names,

each indicating a different phase of his character. As Papsukal, he
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was god sa purusc, " of decisions," and on account of that, Esbar-

anna, the deified " decision of heaven," was his gi/d-dul>a, or (perhaps

better) ^//^/-///w//rt', apparently meaning "ministering bull." Under

the name of Ganga (of which there is a variant Gaga), he was Pap-

sukal as god sa scrfi, perhaps " of the dawn." Gaga is the messenger

of the gods, who announces to Lahma and Lahama (Ann, the god

of the heavens, and his consort), in the story of Bel and the Dragon,

the rebellion of Tiainat.

The first character of the second line, sii, is very doubtful, but

the traces lend themselves to the restoration here proposed. The

group sii-zi is explained as agu, a word having several meanings, the

most probable one in this case being " crown," principally on

account of the similar compound sag-zi, " head-adornment (?)," of

which it is a synonym. A>!!ia is the conniion Akkadian word for

" heaven," and also for Anu, the god of the heavens, whose mes-

senger Ninsah was.

Gis-had is one of the Akkadian words for " sceptre," borrowed

by the Semitic Babylonians under the form of hattu. Ur, the next

character, has many meanings, but the most probable in tliis ca?e

seems to be that contained in the word Imliii, "glory," by which it is

translated. The last character of the three lines is engraved as

^::^y, til, preceded by a "corner-wedge." but as this does not give

any sense, and the surperfluous wedge is difficult to explain, the best

way is to regard the Ji?ial wedge as a mistake of the engraver, and

read the group without it, thus: ^J ^^^ — >^T K^I^' ^"-'^'h ^

meaning of which, kuHu sa hatjj, " to hold, of a sceptre," confirms

this correction.

As is usual in short inscriptions, the sufifixes expressing the

prepositions arc not written. Whether this be due to the desire to

economise space, or to their omission in spoken Akkadian at this

time, is uncertain.

From the in.scription, it is to be surmised, that one of the two

figures is intended for the god Ninsah, but there is no indication as

to which it is. In all probability, that which has the greater claim

to identification with this deity, is the front-face figure, as being the

more important. On the other hand, the figure in profile is not

altogether without its claims, as it may be intended to show Ninsah

announcing something to his divine master, Anu. Neither of them

is provided with a sceptre. The question whether these cylinder-

seals were kept by the engraver in stock, and provided with an
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inscription when a purchaser appeared, or were not commenced
until an order was given, has still to be decided. The former would

account for certain apparent inconsistencies in designs of this nature,

such as the absence of the sceptre referred to in the inscription.

II.

A small cylinder of haematite, a fraction under an inch high and

rather more than y% in diameter. Beginning on the right, we see a

seated figure clothed in a robe which may be goat-skin, the left hand

held against the breast, and the right raised as if in conversation.

This figure is ajjparently that of a female. Before her stands a

female figure with her left hand raised as if in conversation, her right

arm behind her, and bent downwards at a right angle (the conven-

tional attitude of this figure on cylinder-seals), and her hand grasping

the wrist of the figure which follows her, and whom she leads into

the presence of the seated goddess. Both the female figures have

the conventional horned hats (that of the seated goddess exists only

in part on account of a fracture of the stone), and their hair platted

and looped up behind. The divine attendant leading the man
wears a dress of a similar material to that of the seated goddess.

The man, who is apparently intended to represent the owner of the

seal, wears a dress reaching to the feet, the outer portion or mantle

having a fringed edge, and arranged so as to leave the right j:rm,

which is bent at tlie elbow, and has the hand raised, bare. On his

head is a domed hat with seven vertical lines. This headdress,

though unusual, may be intended to represent the thick-brimmed

hat of the period to which the cylinder belongs, or a variant of it.

There would also be little against explaining it as a wig.

Above and in front of the seated goddess is the crescent of the

moon, and between her and the divine attendant a kind of bottle

with a short, broad body, and a longish neck. Between the divine

attendant and the man whom she is introducing is an upright object
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witli a projection in the middle, such as is frequently found in subjects

of this class. Between the beginning and the end of the design on

the cylinder, are two short lines of inscription, as follows :—

;^ ^J I

D.P. Samas {flic siingod),

^ TJ yr D.l'. A-^ {flic inofln-vddcss).

This inscription is written, as is usual on cylinder-seals, vertically,

and has, beneath it, a represeniation of an animd looking to the left,

with an open mouth, a single ear turned back, and a tail curved

upwards and forwards. It is probably intended for a dog.

Designs of this class are of a common occurrence from about

2700 B.C., for a thousand years or possibly more. The stated figure,

if a god, is generally bearded, though this is not exclusively the case.

The presence of the lunar crescent suggests that the deity intended

is the goddess Aa, i.e., the moon as the consort of the sungod,

mentioned in the well-known hymn to the sun, first published by me in

the Transactions ofthe Society ofBiblical ArchiColog\\ Vol. VIII, Pt. 2,

1884 (pp. 167, 168). The Akkadian equivalent of the name of this

goddess is there given as Senirda or (perhaps better) Serida, which,

with Aa, forms one of the twenty names by which she was known.

The workmanship is rough, and some of the details are therefore

not altogether clear. It is not difficult to see, however, that the

figure of the owner of the cylinder (he who is being introduced to

the goddess) is beardless, and probably the head was shaven also

It may, therefore, be conjectured that the cylinder belonged to a

priest of the goddess Aa, and that the absence of hair on the face

was a sign of his ofifice. .

III.

.A. haematite cylinder, i inch and a sixteenth high, by \% in

diameter. The central figure is a deity, apparcntl)' dressed as a
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warrior. He is looking towards the right, has the right arm hanging

down, and holds the left, in the hand of which he grasps a mace,

against his body. He is clothed in a scanty garment, probably a

short mantle, thrown over the left shoulder so as to leave the right

arm and shoulder bare, and wears on his head a hat with a thick

brim, similar to those worn by one of the human heads found at

Lagas (Tel-loh), and by Hammurabi in the bas-relief representing

him. On the right is a female figure with the hands held up in an

attitude of adoration. She wears the usual flounced robe suggestive

of goatskin, a horned hat, and has her hair looped up in the usual

style behind. The figure on the left looks towards the deity in the

centre, and is placed on a higher plane. To all appearance, this

last is engraved in a rougher style, and the costume is different,

being apparently a simple tunic confined at the waist, open in front,

with skirts reaching only to the calves, and rounded off at the

corners. The right arm is bent sharply at the elbow, and the hand

is held against the breast. His left arm is also bent at the elbow,

and he seems to hold up a short sword or mace surmounted by some

emblem in his hand. The features are not indicated, the head

being simply " roughed in," and it is therefore doubtful whether

the two " beads " of which it is formed would have been worked

into the cheek and the forehead, or whether the lower one would

have been made into the face, and the upper into a globular hat.

It is noteworthy that the ends of this object are not flat, as they

ought to be, but are rounded somewhat irregularly. The cylindrical

portion, moreover, is not perfect, a slight flattening being visible

where the left-hand figure is. On looking at this part carefully, one

sees traces of the inscription, which must therefore originally have

consisted of four lines, instead of two, as at present, whilst the

design must have contained two figures instead of three. It is

therefore clear, that at some time after the first owner had departed

to the world beyond, this object fell into the hands of another person

who, wishing to use it himself, had obliterated the name of the first

owner, partly by grinding down the surface, and partly by inserting

the figure on the left. The following is the inscription, as far as it

can be read :

—

^il . . . . ta ta

tt] ^ Jfb- >-4- Ap-pa-ni-ili Appaiii-Ui,

*^\ ^-^ -<44f arad D.P. Rammani servant of Rinunon.
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From this we see that it belonged, apparently, to two persons,

possibly brothers, the name of the first is lost with the exception

of one syllable, namely, . . . . ta . . . . the other being Appani-ili;

and that the latter was the devotee of the god Rammanu or Addu

(Rimmon or Hadad). The name of the patron deity of the first is

lost by the erasure of tlie line which contained it (to make room for

the figure which has been inserted). That the second was not

father of the first is suggested by the fact that there is not enough

room for the character ^"Jl, "son," at the beginning of the third

line, notwithstanding the amount which has been ground away. As

the second name has been left intact, a plausible suggestion would

be, that the man bearing the first name died first, and that, after his

death, his successor erased his name and made use of the cylinder

for himself alone, which is very possible. vSome attempt, however,

has been made to destroy the second name also, but whether this

was done when the additional figure was engraved, or at some

subsequent time, is uncertain.

The date of this cylinder is about 2200 r..c., the time of the

dynasty to which Hammurabi or Amraphel belonged, and this being

the case, it was to be expected that names illustrating that given in

the portion of the inscri[)tion which remains might be found. As a

matter of fact, a similar name—-or, rather, the full form of the same

name—Ana-pani-ili, meaning " to the presence of God," really

occurs, as the father of a man named Rammanu-ellat-zu (or Addu-

ellat-zu), the latter being likewise a worshipper of the god Rimmon.

Appani-ili or Ana-pani-ili are, however, in all probability, not un-

common names, so that there is no proof in this, that the cylinder

here described belonged to the father of Rammanu-ellat-zu, though

it must be acknowledged that such a thing is within the bounds

of possibility.

Naturally such a name as this recalls the well-known Biblical

name of Penuel, or Peniel, the place where Jacob saw God "face to

face." Such a name as that given by Mr. Offord's cylinder and the

tablet (which is of the time of Samsu-iluna), might however be re-

garded as of some importance in determining the meaning of its shorter

Biblical counterpart, or at least illustrating it. The rendering which

I have given for Appani-ili and Ana-pani-ili is " to the presence of

God," but other shades of meaning are also possible. Thus, instead

of translating these names in that way, " at the presence " or " face

of God " are also admissible. The question naturally arises, however,
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what is the verb which is to be understood here ? Is it " Let me go

to the presence of God," or does the name mean that the man

bearing it was "Asked at the presence of God," or, again, may it

mean " Granted at the face " (qy. " by the favour ") " of God " ? It

is impossible to say. In the Phcenician inscriptions, as is well

known, Tanith is called "the face of Baal," and it is not impossible

that, as the deities were often conceived as being much too glorious

for mortal eyes to behold, their divine representative or presence

took their place, as is clearly the case in Gen. xxxii, 24-32, where

he who wrestled with Jacob is at first called a man, though he after-

wards revealed himself as God.

But this is a subject of many explanations, and there is too

much to say about it.

IV.

The last of the four cylinders belonging to Mr. J. Oftbrd is of

light red stone, perhaps marble, -flths of an inch high, and -g-fnds

in diameter, roughly engraved and much worn. The design is very

similar to that on No. 2, consisting of the goddess, the crescent of

the moon, the divine attendant, and the owner being led, by the

attendant, into the presence of the goddess. Instead of the bottle,

however, there is a short staff or stick, with the upper end curved

towards the goddess, between the last-named and the attendant

;

and three scorpions, placed horizontally, in the place occupied by

the inscription in No. 2. It is noteworthy that, at some period,

possibly an ancient one, the cylinder has been broken into two

irregular and differing portions, and joined together again by the

insertion of some hard substance.
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The most interesting variant in this cylinder is the introduction

of the scorpions, which probably have something to do with the

sign of the zodiac bearing that name. It is noteworthy that the two

lower ones look to the left, and have their tails curved upwards,

whilst that at the top looks to the right, and has its tail curved

downwards. They are, therefore, in the same attitude, though they

occupy different positions. What may be the meaning (if any) of

this arrangement, has still to be found out.

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at

37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wednesday,

March 12th, 1902, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper

will be read :

—

The Rev. Dr. Lowv : " A Study of Pre-Massoretic Bible

Texts."
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

Members having duplicate copies^ will confer a favour by presenting them to the

Society.

Alkef, E., Die Chronologic der Biicher der Konige und Paralipomenon im

Einklang mit der Chronologie der Aegypter, Assyrer, Babylonier ui)d Meder.

Amelineau, Histoire du Patriarche Copte Isaac.

Contes de I'Egypte Chretienne.

La Morale Egyptienne quinze siecles avant notre ere.

Amiaud, La Legende Syriaque de Saint Alexis, rhomme de Dieu.

A., AND L. Mechineau, Tableau Compare des Ecritures Babyloniennes

et Assyriennes.

Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. 2 parts.

Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semitischen Religion sgeshichte. Der Gott Israels und

die Gotter der Heiden.

Blass, a. F., Eudoxi ars Astronomica qualis in Charta Aegyptiaca superest.

BOTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847- 1850.

Brugsch-Bey, Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler. Vols.

I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et publics par

H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and the text by Diimichen

of vols. 3 and 4.)

Budge, E. A. Wallis, Litt. D., " The Mummy."
Catalogue of the Egyptian Collection in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Bi;dinger, M., De Colonarium quarundam Phoeniciarum primordiis cum

Hebraeorum exodo conjunctis.

BURCKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Cassel, Paulus, Zophnet Paneach Aegyptische Deutungen.

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. Series I, III. 1862-1873.

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1886.

Tempel Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

Ebers G., Papyrus Ebers.

Erman, Papyrus Westcar.

Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Gayet, E., Steles de la XII dynastie au Musee du Louvre.

Golenischeff, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Vingt-quatre Tablettes Cappadociennes de la Collection de.

Grant-Bey, Dr., The Ancient Egyptian Religion and the Influence it exerted

on the Religions that came in contact with it.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.
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HOMMEL, Dr., Geschichte Babyloniens unci Assyriens. 1892.

Jastrow, M., A Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra " Epic.

Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier.

Jeremias, Tyrus bis zur Zeit Nubukadnezar's, Geschichtliche Skizze mil beson-

derer Beriicksichtigung der Keilschriftlichen Quellen.

Joachim, H., Papyros Ebers, das Alteste Buch iiber Heilkunde.

Johns Hopkins University. Contributions to Assyriology and Comparative

Semitic Philolog)'.

Krebs, F., De Chnemothis nomarchi inscriptione Aegjptiaca commentatio.

Lederer, Die Biblische Zeitrechnung vom Auszuge aus Aegypten bis zuni

Beginne der Babylonische Gefangenschaft mit Beriicksichtigung der Resultate

der Assyriologie und der Aegyptologie.

Ledrain, Les Monuments Egj'ptiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale.

Lefebure, Le Mythe Osirien. 2""^ partie. "Osiris."

Legrain, G., Le Livre des Transformations. Papyrus demotique du Louvre.

Lehmann, Samassumukin Konig von Babylonien 668 v. Chr.
, p. xiv, 173 ;

47 plates.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1S80.

Maruchi, Monumenta Papyracea Aegyptia.

MiJLLEK, D. H., Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabian.

Noordtzig, Israel's verlilijf in Egypte bezien int licht der Egyptische out

dekkingen.

Pognon, Les Inscriptions Babyloniennes du Wadi Brissa.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th Ancient Monarchy.

ROBIOU, Croyances de I'Egypte a I'epoque des Pyramides.

Recherches sur le Calendrier en Egypte et sur la chronologie des Lagides.

Sainte Marie, Mission a Carthage.

Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee. 4
Schaeffer, Commentatione.s de papyro medicinali Lipsiensi.

SCHOUW, Charta papyracea graece scripta Musei Borgiani Velitris.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Strauss and Torney, Der Altiigyptische Gotterglaube.

Virey, p., Quelques Observations sur I'Episode d'Aristee, a propos d'un

Monument Egyptien.

VlSSER, I., Hebreeuwsche Archaeologie. Utrecht, 1891.

Walther, J., Les Decouvertes de Ninive et de Babylone au point de vue

biblique. Lausanne, 1890.

WiLCKEN, M., Actenstiicke aus der Konigl. Bank zu Theben.

Wiltzke, Der Biblische Simson der Agyptische Horus-Ra.
*'

AViNCKLER, Hugo, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna. Vols. I and II.

Textbuch-Keilinschriftliches zum Alten Testament.

Weissleach, F. H., Die Achaemeniden Inschriftcn Zweiter Art.

\Vesseley, C, Die Pariser Papyri des Fundes von 1^1 Fajum.

Zeitsch, der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesellsch., Vol. XX to Vol. XXXII, 1866 to

1878.

ZiMMERN, H., Die Assyriologie als HUlfswissenschaft fur das Studium des Alten

Testaments.
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THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

VOLUME XXIV.

Third Meeting, \2th March, 1902.

Sir H. H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., etc. {Member of Council)

IN THE CHAIR.

The President referred to the great loss literature

has suffered by the death of Prof. AUGUST ElSENLOHR,

which took place at Heidelberg on the 23rd of

February. He was one of our oldest Hon. Members,

and was a frequent contributor to the Society's

Publications in former years.
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The following Present was announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donor :

—

From Capt. H. G. Lyons :—Ministry of Finance. Department

of Direct Taxes. Reassessment of Land Tax. List of

Villages and Hods in Gharbia, Cairo. Fol. 1901.

(Supplement to the Jouriial Official, No. 139, 9 December,

1901.)

The following Candidates were elected Members of the

Society, having been nominated in Februar\' :•—

Mrs. Charles F. Allison, Halcyon Lodge, Cumberland Park,

Acton.

Frederick H. Franklin, Castle Hill House, Oxford.

Rev. William Shaw-Caldecott, Sheen Park, Richmond.

Ernest Sibree, I\LA., University College, Bristol..

Rev. E. Sinker, M.A., Senior Chaplain, Mission to Seamen,

Poplar, E.

The following Candidate was nominated for election at

the next Meeting on May 14th :

—

James Buyers, Brisbane, Queensland.

The following Paper was read, and will appear in the

June No. of the Proceedings

:

—
Rev. Dr. Lowv: "A Study of Pre-Massoretic Bible Texts."

Remarks were added by Dr. Ginsberg, Rev. Canon
Girdlestone, Dr. Gaster, Mr. W. G. Ellis, Mr. Finkclstein,

Rev. S. D. Brovvnjohn, Dr. Lowy, and the President.

Thanks were returned for this communication.
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THE PR.*:FECTS of EGYPT.

II.

By Seymour de Ricci.

( Co7itinued from page 67.^

64. Titus Longaeus Rufus (a.d. 185). Amherst papyri II, 79

and 107 and 108.

The Latin inscription from Alexandria, naming this praefect,

having only been published by Botti in his book Plati de la Ville

d'Alexatidrie a rcpaque ptolcmaiqiie (Alexandria, 1898, 8vo., XII,

and 138 pages), p. 86, I thought it might be useful to give the text in

this article (Botti's copy)

:

t-^longatorvfo
praeF-aeGpraeF-praeT
eminentissimo-viro
t-voconivs-a-f-praeF
leg-ii-tr-fort g

* Read LONGA[E]0.

T{it6) Longato (read Longaeo) Rufo praef(ectd) Aegypti praef{ectd)

praetiprii) oninentissimo viro, T{itus) Voconius A{uli) /{ilius

praef(ediis) Icgi^ionis) II Tr{aiaiiae) Ibrt(is) G{ermanicae\

65. PoMPONius Faustianus (or Faustinianus) (a.d. Jan. 186-

Sept. 187). Oxyrhynchus papyri II, n. 237. B.G.U. 842

(see also B.G.U. 481), Amherst papyri II, n. 79.

I am convinced that he is also named on a Greek inscription

from Alexandria published by W. Hamilton, Aegyptiaca, p. 405, and
from liis book by Letronne, Recherdies, p. 473, Recueil des inscr.
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Vol. I, page 4J4 n. XLVIL and by Franz, C.I.Gr. Ill, p. 330,
n. 4683 ;

also published by Kennedy Bailie, Fasciculus mscrip-
fionum III, p. 147. (See Franz C.I.Gr. Ill, p. 1186); see also
Meyer, Hennes XXXIII (1897), p. 229, and Stein, ilnd., p. 667.
The emperor's name, missing in the seventh and eighth lines, was
restored by Lefronne and Franz as that of Commodus. The
prefect's name is given by Hamilton as—

nOAAANlOY <t>AAYIANOY;
by Bailie as— FIOMAINIOY <t>AAOYIANOY

;

I propose to read—ROMniON lOY <t>AYCTIANOY.

Here is the text of the inscription :

—

AIIHAICOMerAAWCAPAniAl
€NKANC0BU}KAinACITOICe€OIC
ANe0HKENCAPAniWN[o]KAI ICIAtOPOC
AIAYMOYTOYAIAYMOYTU)N€EANTINOOYI€POn
[ot]U)NCYNICITITHKAI€YC€B€IAKAir€NTIANW
KAICAPAniAAITHKAI0€OAtOPAKAI<I)tOKATI

*[L /cr? avTOKparopo't Kaiaapo^ \IapKOv AvprjXiov]

*[Ko/jL/xo8ov €U(T6^ov<; evTvxov'i cre^aarov eveicp n ?]

€ninOM[nU)]NIOY<t>A[Y]CTIANOYEnAPXOYAirYnTOY
Erased.

A/t 'HXm' Me7«'X(i' "^apuTnci tr Kai'w^io kiii Truai to«s- Oeo'i'i uvcOtjKcv

"S-upaTTiivv [o] Kcil 'Iffi'cu'pov A(f:vfiOf rov Atrvfiov Twi' tf (and nOt tf)
Ai'Tii'oov /6/J07r[oj](2i// rrl'i' "lam tJ ko'i Evrrctcta Kdl rci'Ti:n'to kiu 2«/jn-

TTiaci
TJ] K(ii QcoCicpn i,ai. ibwiccni ['V-oy? kt' (?) ainok'/mTofJO^ Kulffiifwi

yidpKou Av(trj\i'oi> Kofijiidcou cixTc^ovv cV7VXoTj<s ac^aarov LTreiCJ) n. (?) tTrl

66. Marcus Aukelius Pai'1riu.s Dionvsius (about a.d. 188).

Dio Cassius LXII, 14. See Meyer, Jlen/ics XXXII
(1897), p. 229.
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The following important inscription (C.I.Gr. 5895= Kaibel 1072

= Marini Arv., 798) is to be seen in the Musco Capitolvio at Rome,

where I had the occasion of copying it in May 1900. Broken

letters are pointed.

MAYPHAIONHAniPION
AIOIMYCION TONKPATICTON
KAI€NAOZOTATON€nAPXONAirYnTO[i;
KAI€nAPXON€Y0€N lACGR I B 1 BA€I Al W[z.

KAIAIArNU)C€C0NTOYC€BACTOY€nAPX[oz;
OXH M ATU) N KA I AOYKH MAPI ONTAX [^ei^ra

KAin€PITHN4>AAMINIAN€niTH \J>eio>v

CYMBOYAONT€TOY C€BACTOY [«a^ ;^et\i

[a/3%] O N A € [yewyc?] etc. . .

67. Lucius Mantenxius Sabinus (a.d. March 193-April 194),

B.G.U. 646. See Meyer I.e. p. 482. Inscription, Borghesi

Oeiivres, Vol. VIII, p. 241, and 7iot Vol. IV, p, 441. It

may be useful to publish here the text of this inscription

(from Alexandria).

Yn€P AIAMONHC TOY KYPIOY
HMCON AYTOKPATOPOC KAICAPOC
AOYKIOY CenXIMlOY C6YHPOC
nePTlNAKOC C€BACTOY KAI €Y
OAOIAC TOY CTOAOY €Y€OAHMHTO
Y€C nAOICON nOP€YTIKU)N KAI HAN
TOY <J>YMOY KAI AA€ZAN
. . . NNIOY TAIOY AIAIOY AYPHAI
OY ANTtpNjOYKAl U)C XPHMATIZEI
...YAHTOY t€ITI MANTENNIOY
CAB€INOY enAPXOY A€rYnTOY

ti B 4)APMOYei KS
* Read C€YHPOY. t Read €111. : Read EB.
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68. Marcus Ulpius Primianus (a.d, 194-Febr. 196). Inscrip-

tion, C.I.1>. Ill, 51. Inscription, C.I.Gr. 4863. See

Meyer, I.e., p. 230.

69. Aemilius Saturninus (A.D.July 197-199 200), B.G.U. 15, II.

See Meyer, /.<:., p. 483.

70. QuiNTUS Maecius Laetus (a.d. 201/202). The Praetwmen

of this prefect is only Icnown from an unpublished

papyrus in a Paris private collection. Mr. Haussoulier

kindly informed me of its existence. Eusebius, Hist.

Eccles. VI, 2. See Meyer, I.e., p. 230 ; Borghesi X, 88.

71. Subatianus Aquila (a.d. 202-Oct. 207). Eusebius, Hist.

Eeeles., VI, 3. B.G.U. 484. Geneva papyrus 16. In-

scription, CLE. Ill, 75. See Meyer, I.e., pp. 230 and 484 ;

Stein, ibid., p. 667 ; Meyer, Heerwesen, p. 146.

72. S (?) (a.d, April 210). Not March 211 as stated in

my first article.

73. Septimius Heraclitus (a.d. March 215), B.G.U. 362. See

Meyer, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 231.

74. Valerius Datus (a.d. June 216-Febr. 217). B.G.U. 159.

B.G.U. 266. B.G.U. 614. See Meyer, I.e., p. 232.

75. Basilianus (a.d. 217/218). Dio Cassius LXXVIII, 35. See

Meyer I.e., p. 232 ; Borghesi X, 105.

76. Geminius Chrestus (a.d. Aug. 219-220/221). Qx^nioW, Greek

papyri I, n. 49. Inscription, Milne Hist., p. 192. See

Stein, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 665.

77. Lucius Domitius Honoraius (a.d. Jan. 222). See Stein,

Zahresheft III (1900), Beihlatt, col. 210 ; Borghesi X, no.

78. Marcus Aedinius Iulianus (a.d. 223). See Stein I.e.^

col. 211 ; de Ricci, Revue areli. XXXVI (1900), p. 333 ;

Borghesi X, 119.

79. Mevius Honoratianus (a.d. June 232). Inscription, C.I.Gr.

Ill, 4705. See Meyer, Hermes XXXII (1897), p. 234,

and XXXIII (1898), p. 267.

80. Epagathus (in the reign of Alexander 222-235). Dio Cassius

LXXX, 2, and aiso EXXVII, 21, and EXXVIII, 39. See

Prosopographia II, 36.
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8r. Gaius Iulius Priscus (before a.d. 244), a vice-prrefect.

Inscription, C.I.L. VI, 1638. Zosimus I, 19, 20. In-

scription, C.I.Gr. 4602 and 4603. Inscription, from

Suhba Domaszewski Rh. nius. LIV (1899), p. 159. (See

Stein, Archiv fi'ir Papyrus forschuiii; I, 1901, p. 448;

Prosopogr. II, 208.

82. \'alerius Firmus (a.d. June 246-March 247). Amherst

papyri II, n. 72 (ra- \u^nrpoTifnti y'^/ejiioi't OviiXepi'ic <I>/y[>^u')

and n. 81
([~'>J'''

\\^(iJii7r/)o-c'noii ijitiwi' ii'/cit\_6ji>ost Ovn\cy}iovj

<l>//j[»t.]('). Hitherto unknown, if not the same as Baehius

Valerius Firnius. (Inscription, Rev. arch. XXXIII, 1877,

P- 357 ; Prosopogr. I, 228).*

83. AuRELius Appius Sabinus (a.d. July 250). Corpus papyro-

rum Raineri I, 20. Eusebius, Hist. Eccles. VI, 40, and

VII, II. See Stein, Jahresheft III (1900), Beihlatt, col.

212; Prosopogr. I, 1 96.

84. ]\IuRRENTius Mauricius (about A.D. 255). Historia Augusta,

Aurelian. 13, i. See Prosop. II, 393. Mr. Stein kindly

points out this might have been a prefect.

85. Marcus Iulius (?) Aemilianus (under Gallienus, 254-268).

Historia Atigusta, Trig. tyr. and Vita Gallieni. Eusebius,

Hist. Eccles. VII, 11. Victor Ep.., 22. Coin, R. S. Poole,

British Museum., catal. of coins from Alexandria., p. 299,

n. 2306, pi. XXXII. See Prosopogr. I, 24 ; Cohen,

Medailles iviperiales (Ed. II) VI, p. 12.

86. luvENCUS (a.d. 266/267). Rainer papyrus, n. 2026. See

Meyer, Hermes XXXIII (1898), p. 272 ; Prosop. II. 254.

87. Celerinus (under Carus 282-284). Claudian, Epithalam.

Pall., 72. See Stein, Herjnes XXXII (1897), p. 665 ;

Prosopogr. I, 334.

88. Sallustius (before a.d. 288). Amherst papyri II, n. 137.

§9. Valerius POiMPEianus (a.d. 288/289). Amherst papyri II,

n. 137. Cod. lustin. VIII, i, 3 ; IX, 9, 19 ; VI, i, 2.

See Borghesi X, 146.

* Inscription from Philippi : Bai^tov Ob
\
aK'fj)ioi> 1 ^ifjjxoi' rur

\
Kparta-Tov

|

" Stj/ios j tK riur I'Sioii'.
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90. Pos[iDi]us (about A.D. 302). Inscription, C.I.Gr. 4681. (See

Mahaffy Atheimum, Febr. 27, 1897).

91. Clodius Culcianus (a.d. Febr. 303). Oxyr/iynchus pi^tyri\

n. 71. Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., \'III, 9, 10; IX, 11.

ylcta SS. Marcelli, Alamineae (Bollandists Act. Sand.

August, vol. VI, pp. 13-14) ; Acta SS. Phileae et Philoroftii

(Ruinart Acta si?ucra p. 494) ; Epiphanius, vol. I, p. 717

—See Valesius Atinot. in Eusebium ; Georgius De miraculis

S. Colluthi, pp. xxxi, xliv, cxliii, cxliv, clxii, clxvii, clxxxii,

833 ; Le Blant Manoires de VAcad, des Jnscr. vol. xxx,

part II (1883), p. 333.1

Perhaps also Amherst II, n. 83. ... Kiui'of.

92. Satrius Arrlvnus (a.d. 307). Grenfell, Greek papyri, II,

n. 78.

93 BANUS (late third or early fourth century). Amherst

papyri II, n. 82.

94. Flavius Epiphanius (fourth century). \'ienna papyru-s,

Wessely, Etudes de papy?-o/ogie I (1901), p. 2 ; apparently

not the same as Flavius Annius Eucliarius Epiphanius,

prsefect of Rome a.d. 412.

95. Anionics Gregorius (a.d. 314). Corpus papyronon

Raineri I, 233, 8. See Meyer Hermes XXXIII (1898),

p. 272.

96. Sabinianus (a.d. Aug. 323). Oxyrhy/ichus papyri I, n. 60.

97. Flavius Antonius Theodorus (a.d. March 338). Oxyrhyn-

chus papyri I, n. 67.

98. Flavius Strateoius (a.d. 349). Auilierst papyri \\,\\. 140:

<l>\[f(o«'/oi' i:-]/j[«]-/yY(oi'. Probably the .same as the

well known praetorian prsefect of a.d. 358 Strategius

MusoNiANUs. Athanasius (ed. Montfaucon, 1698) I, 154

and 352, Libanius Epist. 396, 451 ai'id 1239. Eusebius,

Vita Constaniini, 59, 60. Ammianus MarceUinusXV, 13;

XVI, 9 ; XVII, 5. Libanius I, 58, and Orat. XVI, 6.

Cod. Theod. I, 5, 6 and 7 ; VIII, 5, 5 ; XII, 2, 2 ; XIII,

5, 14; cf. Valesius, An not. in Marcel/inuni (1636), p. 99;
Borghesi X, 217.
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99. Nestokius (a.d. 350). Athanasius (Montf.) I, 357 and 174,

and 860. Euagrius, Vifa Antonii, 86.

ICO. LoNGiNiANUS (a.d. 354). Cod. Tlieod. X\'I, 2, 11,

lOT. Maximus (a.d. 356). Athanasius (Montf.) I, 309 aiid 310:

TO/' LTTUftJ^nV -^jS- A'^t'TTTOV Ma^lflll)'.

102. Parnasius (a.d. 357). Amm. Marc. XIX, 12. Libanius, i°>'<9

Aristophane and Epist. 352 and 718. See Valesius, Annot.

ill Marc, p. 172.

103. PoMPONius Metrodorus (a.d. July 357). Oxyr/iync/ius

papyri, I, n. 66.

104. Saint Arteimiu-S (a.d. 360). Amm. Marc. XXII, 11 (see

XVII, 11); Simeon Metaphrastes, F/Va Zz/az^ (Bollandists,

Act. Sand. Odobr. VIII, 311). Cassiodorus, Historia

tripartita, VI, 36. Theodoretus, Hist. Ecdes. Ill, 14

(=Migne, P.O. LXXXII, col. 1109), Julianus Epist. X
{ad Aleyandrinos) apud Socrates, Hist. Ecdes. Ill, 3

(=Migne, P.G. LXVII, col. 384). Chronicon paschale

(Bonn edition) I, p. 549. Theophanes Ciiro/wgraphia

Maii, p]). 288, 320, 330, 356). Vita S. Artemii martyris

(BoUardists, Ad. Sand. Odobr. VIII, 856-S85), etc. Is

also mentioned in the various Aiartyrplo<:^ia (20th October).

See the BoUandist's I.e. pp. 847-885, where every possible

detail of the question is carefully studied.

105. Ecdicius (a.d. Dec. 362). Cod. Theod. XV, i, 8 and 9.

Cod. Iitstiii. VIII, II, 4. Julianus, Epist. 6 ; 9 ; 50 ; 86,

106. Tatianus (a.d. j\Iay 367). CJironicon Pittcamim. Cod.

Tiieod.lsW, 18, I. Suidas s.v Oi'tt^j/v, Vita Atiiaiiasii \\\

Photius cod. 258 (ed. Beiziccr, p. 484). See Gothofredus,

Prosopograpliia codicis Tlicodosiani, s.v. Tatianus.

107. PuBLius (a.d. 369/370). Chronicon Putcanuin.

.loS. Tatianus (a.d. 371-373) for the second time. Clironicon

Pnteannni. John of Nikiou, c. 82.

109. Aelius Palladius (a.d. 374). Clironicon Pnteannni.

Inscription, C.I.Gr. 8610. Theodoret, Hist, ecdes. IV, 19

(=Migne P.G. LXXXII, col. 11 68). Socrates, Hist.

Ecdes. IV, 21.
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no. Tatianus (a.d. 375) for the third time. Chronicon Piiteanum.

111. Hadrianus (a.d. Zl^lSli)- Chronicon Fiiteanuni. Perhaps

to be identified with one of the several men bearing the

same cognomen^ quoted by De Vit, Onoinasticon III, 287.

112. Flaviu-s Aelius CjESSius (a.d. 378). UnpubHshed Munich

papyrus, quoted by Wilcker, An/iiv I (1901), p. 479.

113. luLiANUS (a.d. ]\Iarch 380). Cod. Theod. XII, i, 8c;

XV, I, 20. Inscription, C.I.Gr. 5071. Anthologia Graeca

IV, 2\ and 29. Perhaps also Libanius, Epist. 79 ad

Anatolium. See Gothofredus Pros. cod. Theod. s.v.

lulianus ; De Vit Onom. Ill, 631.

114. Paulinus (a.d. 380). Chronico7i Puteanuni.

115. Bassianus (a.d, 381). Chronicon Putcannm. Perhajos the

same as the Bassianus mentioned by Ammianus Mar-

celhnus XXIX, 2, 5, and l.ibanius IV, 269. epist. ad

Rubinnm. See De Vit, Onom. I, 686.

116. Palladius (a.d. May 382). Cod. Theod. VIII, 5, 37.

Chronicon Puieanum.

117. Hypatius (a.d. May 383). Cod. Theod. ^l, t,6, 27. Chroni-

con Piiteanum.

118. Antoninus (a.d. 383/384). Chronicon Putcannm.

119. Florentius (a.d. Dec. 384). Cod. Theod. IX, 33, i. Chroni-

con Puteanuni.

120. Paulinus (a.d. July-Nov. 385) for the second time. Cod.

Theod. XI, 39, 10. Cod. Theod. XII, 6, 22.

121. Florentius (a.d. Febr.-May 386) for the second time. Cod.

Theod. I, 14, I. Cod. Theod. XI I, i, 112 Cod. Justin.

122. Erythrius (a.d. April 388). Cod. Theod. IX, 11, i. In-

scription, Sayce Rev. et. gr. I, 1888, p. 317.

123. Alexander (a.d. Febr. 390). Cod. Theod. XIII, 5, 18,

124. EuAGRius (a.d. June 391). Cod. Theod. XVI, 10, 11.

Sozonienus, Hist. Eccles. VIII, 15 (= Migne P.O. LXVII,

col. 1453). Eunapius Vita Aedesii, p. 73. Socrates,

Hist. Eccles. \\ 16 (= Migne P.G. LXVII, col. 605) (?).

Gregorius Nazianzenus, Epist. 153. See Gothofredus,

Pros. cod. Theod. s.v. Euagrius.
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125. PoTAMius (a.d. March 392). Cod. Theod. I, 20, 2.

126. HvPATius (a.d. April 392) for the second time. Cod. Theod.

XI, 36, 31 : XIII, 5, 20.

127. PoTAMius (a.d, June-July 392) for the second time. Cod,

Theod. VIII, 5, 51 : XII, i, 126; XVI, 4, 3.

128. Claudius Septimius Eutropius (between a.d. 384 and 394).

Inscription, Milne, Hist., p. 195; perhaps the historian

Eutropius who became praefectus praetorii in A.D. 385.

See for the references Borghesi X, 55 and 450.

129. Gennadius (a.d. Febr. 396). Cod. Theod. XIV, 27, i.

Cod. Justin, I, 4, 5. Claudianus (ed. Koch), Carmina

minora XIX (= XLIII). Synesius. Epist. LXXIII

{= Migne P.O. LXVI, col. 1439).

130. Remigius (a.d. Mar. 396). Cod. Theod. Ill, i, 7. Claudi-

anus ? Synesius? Isidorus Pelusiota, .£)!'/j'/. 50? Cod^

Justin. I, 20, I. See Borghesi X, 292.

131. Archelaus (a.d. June-Nov. 397). Cod. Theod. II, 1,9;

IX, 45, 2. Cod. Justin,!, 12, i. Jerome, Contra Joh.

Jlieroso/yni, 39. See De Vit Onoin. I, 423.

132. Pentadius (between a.d. 390 and 430). Synesius, Epist.

XXIX, XXX, and CXVII (= :\Iigne P.O. LXVI, col.

1358 and 1508).

133. EuTHALius (immediate successor of Pentadius). Synesius,

Epist. CXXVI (= Migne P.O. LXVI, col. 1508).

134. AuRELius Clemens (fourth or fifth century A.D. ). Inscription,

C.I.Gr. 5089. Perhaps not a proefect.

135. Callistus (a.d. Aug. 414). Theophanes, Chronogr., p. 72

(= Migne P.O. CVIII, col. 229).

136. Orestes (a.d. 415). Socrates, Bist. Ecdes. VII, 13.

137. Charmosynus (a.d. April 435). Theophanes, Chronogr.,

p. 82 (= Migne P.G. CVII, col. 252).

138. Clegpater (a.d. 435). Cod. Theod. VI, 28, 8.

139. Theodorus (between a.d. 440 and 450). Isidorus Pelusiota,

Epist. III. 50 (= Migne P.G. LXXVIII, col. 764).

Liberatus diaconus Breviaruni causae Nestorianorum et
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EulychiaiiuriiDi c, XIV {= Migne P.G. LXVIII, col.

1 01 6). Perhaps the same man as Theodorus ^r<7^. /r^^/.

Illyrici in a.d. 444 {Novell. TJieod. II, 226; Mansi Con-

cilia VI, 566 and 940 ; see Borghesi X, 476). He would

then have been praefect of Egypt about 440.

140. Florus (a.d. 453). Priscus apud Euagrium Hist. Ecdes. II, 5.

Jordanes Ro7n. 233 M. See De Vit Onom. Ill, 131.

141. Anthemius (between a.d. 479 and 482). Cod. lusfin. X,

16, 13, and X, 19, 9. l,iberatus Brev. c. XVI {= Migne

P.G. LXVIII, col. io2d). See Letjuien Oricns christianiis

II, 416.

142. AroLLOxius (a.d. 482). Liberatus Brev. c. XVII {— Migne

P.G. LXVIII, col. 1022).

143. EusTATHius (a.d. 501). Eutycli. II, 132. Probably also

Cod. Instill. II, 8, 4, and IV, 35, 22.

144. Theodosius (a.d. 516).* Malala XVI, 401 (= Migne P.G.

XCVII, col. 593). John of Nikiou, c. 89. Liberatus

Brev. c. XVIII {= Migne P.G. LXVIII, col. 1030).

Theophanes Chrojiogr. p. 139 (= Migne P.G. CVIII, col.

380). See Lecjuien Oriens christianus II, 426.

145. DioscoRUS (between a.d. 536 and 538). Liberatus Brev.

c. XX (= Migne P.G. LXVIII, col. 1037).

146. Rhodo (between a.d, 538 and 542). Liberatus Brev. c.

XXIII (= Migne P.G. LXVIII, col. 1045).

147. Lir.ERius (between a.d. 53S and 542). Liberatus Brev. c.

XXIII (= Migne P.G. LXVIII, col. 1045).

148 the nephew of Justinus Thrax (a.d. 563). Theo-

phanes Chronogr. p. 206 {— Migne P.Cr. CVIII, col. 529).

149. loiiANNES (between a.d. 5S2 and 602). John of Nikiou,

c. 97.

150. Paulus (between a.d. 582 and 602). John of Nikiou, c. 97.

151. loHANNES for the second time (between a.d. 582 and 602).

John of Nikiou, c. 97.

* Mr. Milne's Calliopius (.\.l>. 514) is apparently not a pra-fect.
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152. CoNSTANTiNUS (between a.d. 582 and 602). John of Nikiou,

c. 97.

153. Menas (between a.d. 582 and 602). John of Nikiou, c. 97.

Paulus Diac. XVII.

154. Manuel (a.d. 626). Theophanes 6'//;vwi,'r., pp. 280 and 281.

(=Migne P.G. CVIII, col. 692, 693).

155. Theodorus (a.d. 639), John of Nikiou, c. in.

The reader will have remarked that, whereas my previous list

stopped in the year 232, the one given in the present article is

brought down to a.d. 639, the year before the conquest of Egypt

by AmrCi. These late prtefects, known as Augustalcs, have attracted

far less attention than the earlier ones of the time of the Antonines.

However, as early as the seventeenth century, a good list of them

was published by Du Cange Glossarhun mediae ct iiifiinae latinitatis,

s.v. Augiistalis (ed. Favre I, 477). More recently, in a.d. 1850, a

second list, less complete than the first one, was compiled by Franz,

C.I.Gr. Vol. I, page 323 (followed by De Vit Onojjiastkofi I, 92).

A much better list is the one given by Mr. Milne History, p. 180 sq.

His references to patristic literature are however somewhat insuffi-

cient, and several praefects have escaped his attention. The above

list is, to my knowledge, a more complete one than any yet pub-

li.shed, but my only desire is that a competent .scholar, well at home
with the Greek fathers, should point out in my article the numerous

errors and omissions I have certainly committed.

I am contemplating the plan of a short book on the praefects of

Egypt, their career, their duties, and their attributions. Such a

work would make an appropriate subject for a These de Doctorat in

Paris University.

P.S.—I have to thank Mr. Arthur Stein for reading through

most carefully the proofs of this article. I owe to his kindness many
valuable references and suggestions.
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GREEK TRANSCRIPTIONS OF BABYLONIAN TABLETS.

By T. G. Pinches, LL.D.

Among the most interesting of the inscriptions in cuneiform

characters at the British Museum, are certain fragments of unbaked

•clay tablets inscribed on the reverse with characters which are not

composed of wedges, but of lines. These characters are of the

familiar foim of those used in Greek uncial inscriptions, and were

•early recognized as such, when Professor Sayce copied them many

years ago. At that time, however, they were far too fragmentary to

allow of much being made out, and the connection of the two

^scripts was not by any means clear.

Three or four years ago, however, I received instructions to

prepare catalogue-slips of portions of the Sp. II, or second Spartali

:Collection, and then had an opportunity of examining them more

closely. In the process of revising these catalogue slips, and in

order to make the work as complete as possible, I received permis-

sion to look through the other collections (about 13,000 tablets)

which were likeily to aid me in the work, and whilst doing this I was

able to note nearly all the fragments bearing Greek transcriptions,

and put together those which joined. It was then that their true

nature became apparent. They proved to be texts in list form

explaining Akkadian words, a fragment of a bilingual text (inter-

linear), and a flake (the Greek only preserved) referring to Babylon.

It then became clear that they were not Greek translations of the

-cuneiform texts, but transcriptions of Akkadian and Semitic Baby-

lonian words into Greek characters, and therefore documents of the

'highest importance for the philology of these two languages.

It is greatly to be regretted that these inscriptions are so few,

but further explorations on the site whence they came would

doubtless result in important additions to their number. Unfortu-

•.nately, however, the collections ;to which they belong were all

purchased, and when that is the casc^ it is impossible to find out

.vhere the things were found.

,ip3
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As nearly as can be judged, the tablets, when complete, were

about 5 inches broad by 9 inches high, not over carefully formed,

but made of very solid clay which, though unbaked, has excellently

withstood the attacks of damp and all other dangers to which

objects buried in the ground for more than 2000 years are exposed.

The writing, both Babylonian and Greek, is large, but the characters

are roughly formed, and were at first exceedingly difficult to read.

Unlike the great majority of tablets from Babylonia and Assyria,

these do not turn over from top to bottom, but from right to left, or

the reverse.

The following is a copy of Sp. Ill, 245 + 81-7-6, 141 (35726),

with variants and completions from the Louvre tablet A O,

2
1
31 (a):—(Plate I.)

Babylonian side.

"^T x^? m
^i-

e:L.

-?

* Louvre tablet *y^T.

^^T II itt^

¥t
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Babylonian (ordinary transcription). Grebk Transcription.

[^((rfjo [o"]

D.P. giSimmar duniu-dumu ta-a-Ium* '^itatfuifi io/n Ou\

D.P. gisinimar dumu-dumu Saf kin-nu '•/loifta/j co^ aaKiv

D.P. ama gisimmar do. «/<« '-iiatfLajy auKU'

D.P. gisimmar lipis-bui-ra la-ab-bu r/tair/df} \c(pcv /3wf}

D.P. gisimmar nuf-lipig-ljab-ba do. [no Greek transcrip-

tion.]

* Louvre tablet : In.

t Wanting on the Louvre tablet.

It will therefore be seen that the Greek transcriber wrote

gisimf/iar with one rn, and left the D.P. (determinative prefix)

unpronounced—the general opinion of Assyriologists to-day. Diimu

appears as dovi, and, where reduplicated, this redupHcation is not

represented in the Greek transcription, the object of the transcriber

apparently being to indicate once the reading of each word or

character (one of the other inscriptions shows this clearly). Of

great importance is the transcription of kphes as the pronunciation

of <^TTT , showing, as it does, that not only the Babylonians and

Assyrians, but also the Akkadians, had the sound of ph or /, and

also that the vowel in each case was not /, but e. In the syllabaries,

the character may be read either //'v;> or lipis, and the present text

shows that the former reading is wrong. Lfphes must henceforth

be regarded as the right reading.

There is one point which is rather remarkable, namely, that in

the last line of the Greek transcription, instead of gisimar, the word

given is the (seemingly) non-dialectic form gisigaf, sho^ving that, by

some tradition, the older and more correct form was retained in a

few cases. It is also noteworthy that the pronunciation of *^
is given as l>dr, with omega. Dom, however, the pronunciation of

*^^, commonly transcribed dumii, is to all appearance written with

omicron.

Notwithstanding the full writing of the words ialum (Jthdluni)

and sa kinnu, the Greek transcription gives no trace of the case-

endings, unless the horizontal line after ^"\ be intended to indicate

some indeterminate sound which could not be expressed by the

letters of the Greek alphabet. Inhere is also, moreover, every

probability that the terminal ti of the Akkadian word diiinu, which

no
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Tablet in the British Museum.

Sp II. 290 + Sp. III. 247 (34797).

Greek Text.
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is not, properly, a case-ending, is not written in the Greek transcrip-

tion, there being evidently insufficient space for it, especially in the

third line [gisimaf dom sa kin). This would imply that the case-

endings in Semitic Babylonian, and the vocalic lengthening in

Akkadian, were both unpronounced, at least in later times. From

the loose use of the case-endings in a large number of the inscrip-

tions this was presupposed, but the texts now published would seem

to place it beyond a doubt.

To all appearance the character at the end of the third Greek

line is a ligature containing the two letters iv, aa kiv being the words

which ought to stand there. The Greek transcription of the last

Babylonian line is omitted, possibly because it had already been

given, from time to time, in other parts of the tablet, now lost. The
character mi before lephes (to adopt the Greek transcription) is

wanting on the Louvre fragment, as is also the sa of sa kpmu.

The next piece is larger, but more mutilated, and if anything,

rougher written. It is valuable, however, in that it contains more

words. (Plate II.)

||>cr:2?i^5?i^^x^:)>?"^X4^5<x;^|^;J^
'C>V^OV^C-VM^Vv'^v ^''''V^•'^Vv'^v 'C-''^^ ' nV'*'

'-/
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[HAiNAr-A/rrvA

ma
mu
mu

na

un

un

Greek side.

Babylonian (ordinary transcription).

-lal do. -u (= . . . -lu-u

lal do. -u (:= manalu-u)

pal ih - ri

du* i - pu - us

e i - ki

pa pal - gu

pa - lal a - tap - pi

pa - sig do.

pa - sit ra - a - tu

pa - sit me - tir - tum

Greek Transrciption.

a\ eSoei

e'X

0«Xn7

0a\«[/\. u]Oa(i)

(pa aeK a6a(j)

(pa aetO fjar

(pa aetO fincpO

(pa ^[oj']o/3«[A] aOa(p

. . . CK 6'XX "^0 • • •

pa mu-un- bal a-tap-pu ih-ri

e si - ga i-ku is-pu-uk

The difficulty of this text is considerable, presenting, as it does,

more of the character of leaves from a student's notebook than a

document written out for preservation in a library or for teaching

])urposes. Thus, in consequence of the lines mu-nu-pal = ih-ri,

" he dug," e = e-ki, " water-channel," and palal = a-tap-pu,

* It is noteworthy that the Babylonian variant, t^ , ^«. supports the Greek

in making the reading of ^^ du, and not ru, as is often transcribed.
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" water-channel," he has not thought it worth while to write the

Babylonian characters of the last two lines of the extract

(pa mu-un-bal = a-tap-pn ih-ri, "he dug a water-channel," and

e st-ga = t-hi is-pu-uk, " the water-channel poured forth "). As it

happens, this has not proved to be an omission by any means

serious, the duplicate published in IV.A.I. II, pi. 38, which supplies

(lines 16 and 17) the characters wanting here, enables the Greek

transcription to be identified as far as it is preserved.

Notwithstanding the mutilation of the Greek transcription,

certain points of considerable importance come out clearly enough.

Thus we learn, among other things, that the group A^ ^][ was

pronounced pha (a small fragment in the British Museum* gives

the value ofpa) ; that the word given as /Ai (the nominative is lAu,

as in the completion from the Assyrian duplicate in the last line)

was pronounced as a'ck (eichch in the last Greek line). This is an

example of the aspiration of the k (caph) just as indicates the

aspiration of the/, and is rather a difficult sound for an English

mouth to produce. In Hebrew, the Jews of the continent and the

East still make the distinction between the aspirated and the

unaspirated k, the former being a sound closely allied to the

guttural kh (kheth).t It is apparently on this account that it is

represented on these tablets by the Greek x-

Other examples of aspiration are athaph, showing that the proper

transcription of atappu (lines 6 and 10) is athaffu ; and isph . . . ,

indicating that ispuk had also ph or / instead of /, and the final k

may also have been aspirated {isphocli). One of the most remark-

able things about the Greek transcription, however, is th;it ihri is

represented by a group in which the same character occurs twice

(Greek, lines 2 and 11). This would imply that the writer (whom

I assume to have been a GreekJ) heard the same sound doubled

* Since published in "Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets," pt. XII,

Pl- 32 (93070).

t Something similar seems also to occur in IV.A.I., II, 34, line 34, where we

find the final character of ]\{ <y»Jf= ^^11 "^^Idf Kka-di-il-ka) glossed with

2!(, making hadilha, which, as the ^^ y^i (= ditto + ha) in the explanatory

column shows, was the real pronunciation. Compare 2.\?,o tanidhu, " to hold,"

Heb. "^lOn. Other examples of this change could also be quoted.

:J:
A native Babylonian would not have needed transcriptions t Babylonian

and Akkadian words into Greek characters, and the writer is hardly likely to

have been a Grcecised Babylonian learning his own language by means of the

Greek -dphabet to give him the true pronunciation.
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instead of the consonants hr. The question therefore naturally

arises, whether the Babylonian r was like the French r grassaye,

and therefore capable of being represented by some character repre-

senting that sound—that it was probably not the Greek p, is

indicated by the fact that this letter is written thus, p, on other

fragments and in the monogram or ligature cp (the discovery of

which is due to the acuteness of Prof. Sayce) in line 9 of the Greek

transcription, whereas in this word we have always the letter 3.

Perhaps it is the symbol used by the writer for kh, in consequence

of the use of % for aspirated k, in which case the r was entirely

unrepresented. Or, perhaps, the r, being, like the h, guttural, and

pronounced in the same place, the two sounds were assimilated,

or pronounced as if assimilated, and the Greek transcriber, having

heard them as one, represented them by the same symbol, making

a word which would probably be fairly reproduced by the combina-

tion of letters ehrhrei, instead of ihri.

Absence of the vocalic ending in Semitic Babylonian has-

already been referred to when speakmg of the first fragment, and it

is to be noted that this inscription has the same peculiarity. Not

only, however, is the Semitic case-ending of the nominative wanting,

but the phonetic lengthening of the Alckadian words is altogether

neglected. Indeed, the Akkadian root dii, " to make," is repre-

sented by o only, and the word siga, "to pour out," appears as oek.

In this latter case, there is not only the omission of the lengthening

a, which the published duplicate has, but the final consonant ^ is-

changed into k, as in words borrowed from the Akkadian language

by the Semitic Babylonians (e.g. asakku from the Akkadian azag^

apparently a synonym of kaspu, " silver "). The change of g into k

is also seen in acK (Prof. Sayce) in line 7. On the other hand,

mu-un-bal in line 1 1 appears as /lovojiaX, with o after the n in the

Greek transcription.

As there is no difficulty in pronouncing monbal, the insertion of

an after the n by the transcriber must be regarded as due to a

slip of the pen.* Not so, however, with phalag for phalgu in line 6,

* Perhaps the loss of the vowel of the root du in line 4 may explain this. The

Babylonian text shows that the line is to be read as imi-tin-du {mondic).

When the final vowel disappeared, however, it was necessary to have some

means of pronouncing what remained, and the placing of a vowel before the d
would therefore only be natural. This would produce the form monod, of which.

monobal would be an imitation.
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The insertion of this a after the / is simply due to the fact that the

word would not have been easy to pronounce without it after the

falling away of the case-ending—indeed, the Semitic Oriental of the

present day always puts in a vowel to ease the utterance of a word

whenever he can, though a European would generally find but little

difficulty. In miterth (Prof. Sayce), however, there is no vowel

between the r and the th^ though this might reasonably have been

expected. With regard to this word, it may be noted that the

published text, which restores the Semitic rendering in this place,

has 77ietirtu {inetirthu), a reading which would rather support George

Smith's transcription of y-, vie, as mi and ^C^, ^>it, as me, though

Assyrioiogibts in general do not agree with him in this. Any

weight which the Greek transcription might have in this case would

naturally depend on the reading of the transcriber's text (which is

not given) and Babylonian usage at the late date of these tablets.

A certain importance is attached to the transcription of the two

dentals, the one by 0, and other by t. As the termination of

miterth shows, the former corresponds with the Heb, T\, and the

word rat, in the foregoing line, shows that t is here used to render

the Heb. t^. Nevertheless, we cannot argue from this that the

sound corresponding with the Heb. Jl was always pronounced tJi,

any more than we can that the use of t to express the sound

corresponding with tO shows that the Greek t was always used to

express that letter.* Two different ways of pronouncing the Semitic

Babylonian n are shown in the well-known name Tiglathpileser

(= Tukulth(i)-apil-esarra), but the pronunciation of this letter as tli

was certainly very common, We may regard it as having been

pronounced as th when it appears as part of the feminine termina-

tion of the nouns, and perhaps of the verbs and adjectives as

well. This seems to be shown also by such words as r\^7'^7,

the Babylonian lilitu {lilithu). In some cases th appears to have

gone over into j- (as in the Syrian dialect of modern Arabic), pro-

ducing such forms as issi for //// {iththi), "with ;
" t^J< ^^\ >^y»

pis-qu-du, for X^SS^ ^^\ ^I' pit{h)-qii-du, "he had care for"

(Assur-nasir-apli, I, line 25) ; t^*W- >-aI ^n^' i'l-^ia-bis, for

* An illustration of this is the Greek no\iTr\s, the plural of which appears as^ -^- -^5.14 ^ X^„ pu-li-ti-e, or ^ ^^ ^^]^ ^] ^l
pu-li-te-e, in Babylonian. Another Babylonian form of the plural of the word is

^ 11^ ^-!4 "^T^T "T^'
pu-ii-ta-nu.
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5^:^ ^^ J^yyyy, in-na-bit{h), "he fled" (K. 1674, dupl. of

W.A.l. I, pi. 38, line 37) ; and probably also ^^ ^i^^ -£|y,

na-ba-su, for ^2^ *~^\
»-<f<.

na-ha-ti (for na-ba-fii), and ^]^ *ffX

C:| >^yy, ki-ri-is-SH, from the Akkadian XvV//, which last, however,

looks as if it came from the Semitic Babylonian. {Zeitschrift fiir

Keilschriftforschung, II, p. 259, note 9, and 264, note 2).

In connection with the Greek transcription of the character

corresponding with ]n may be noted that, although the word nOacj)

in the Greek seventh line is very clear, the 6 in the next line wants

that roundness which characterises that letter in the other places

where it occurs, and that, in the photograph, there are no signs of

the cross stroke within. In fact, it looks somewhat like the ^ in

line 3, and there is, on that account, the probability that the

transcriber wrote here aca(}) instead of a6a(p, implying dh instead

of th. If this be the reading, it is probably due to a slip of the pen

on the transcriber's part, for it is hardly likely that a Greek or a

Babylonian would confuse the two sounds.

In some cases, as in the other inscriptions with Greek pro-

nunciation, the length of the vowels is indicated, as in sn'tk (Prof.

Sayce) = slih, and the Semitic eick = 'ic{]i)u. The long vowel at the

end of fODei (lines 3 and 12 of the Greek text), is of importance,

because it shows that the final vowel of ihri, " he dug," was long,

and that it ought to be marked as such, though not so written in the

inscriptions. This is in accordance with the usage for words such as

haru, which is weak of the third radical.

Besides these inscriptions in the form of extracts from the

explanatory lists of Babylonia and Assyria, others of a connected

nature exist. Of one of these there is at present no copy, except

that made many years ago by Prof. S.iyce. Unfortunately, it

contains the beginnings of the Bal^ylonian lines, and the ends of the

Greek transcription. The Akkadian verbal prefixes, however,

which appear as nam-imi-tni in the Babylonian character, according

to the common transcription, are given as va^iov, navion^ in Greek.

It is hoped that we may eventually be able to give a fac-simile

of this.

Another very interesting piece is that formed of the two fragments

Sp. II, 291 + Sj). Ill, 311 (Plate III). As will be seen, it is a

(jreek transcription of a tablet with several references to the city

of Babylon. The text is as follows :

—
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Sp. II. 291 + Sp. III. 311 (34798).

Greek text only, the obverse being lost.
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Sp. II, 291 + Sp. Ill, 311.

The above includes the readings of a rough and unfinished copy

which I made several years ago, and has been carefully compared

with Prof. Sayce's excellent transcription given on p. 123. The

principal differences are, ^iovk rather than iji-lvk in line 4> -raeK instead

of TTCK in line 8, and XiftiO rather than vQiO in line 9. The first of

these three readings is naturally doubtful on account of the deface-

ment of the tablet, but the others I believe to be fairly certain.

Libifh is the well-known libitfic {libithtJni), " brickwork," or "founda-

tion," a word which occurs often. This reading also raises the

question whether sck in the foregoing line, may not be the Akkadian

synonym oilibittu, written segin the bilingual inscriptions. If this

be the case, line 9 would be a translation of line 8, though consider-

able doubt as to this must be admitted, the name Babil not being

repealed (to all appearance) in line 9. With regard to the nature of

the inscription, it is either in praise of Babylon, or else of one of the

deities of the city. In this case the text might be similar to that of

which a fragment is preserved in the Imperial Museum of Berlin, of

which a copy by Dr. Messerschmidt is here given. As Prof. Sayce

points out, the first line of the fragment, so far as it is preserved,
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see ns to contain the words Asthara Babil, " Istar of Babylon," and

refers also to Bel and Beltis {BelefJi).

M ICC^-
(3 \
n z ^vi

.caoj

TABLET IN BERLIN MUSEUM, VATh. 4I2.

From a copy by Dr. L. Ulesserschinidt.

The last fragment to which we have access, though clearly

written, is unfortunately too small to enable any certain information

to be gleaned as to its nature. It is numbered 35727, and belongs

to the collections of the r.ritish Museum :

—

' /•;.

/\/9 . . .

. ^a\i^ (?)

. (T<l(ptl\l9

O (?) . . .

.C« (?)«(?)

. . . \

Sp. Ill, 240 (35727).
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To all appearance the second line contains the same word (? or

words) as the fourth, namely, saphalis (? = saplis, below). The

meaning oi cheith in line 3 is, in the absence of a context, doubtful.

Still less can be said as to the remainder of the inscription.

Prof. Sayce has dealt most excellently with the text of the

inscription at Berlin, and to this I have at present nothing to add.*

His remarks upon these inscriptions, which will be found on

pp. 120-125, have enabled me, as the reader will have seen, to

improve my readings in several places.

* These Greek transcriptions of Babylonian words unfortunately give no

indications as to the true pronunciation of s (l^') in Semitic Babylonian or Assy-

rian. It is always represented by a, and in the only place where s (q) seems to

be written, the same Greek equivalent occurs. Judging from the Aramaic

dockets and other sources, S and i", though corresponding etymologically with

J^' and D, were generally pronounced as s and sh respectively. There is no doubt

that the two letters differed very considerably in sound, and the Greeks at

Babylon must have been aware of it. As, however, the name of D is given in

Greek as aaynxi ^^d that of ^ as aiv (LXX, ed. Swete), the Greek writers seem

not to have troubled to niake any distinction, and it is doubtful whether docu-

ments of this class (should further examples be found) will shed any light upon the

question.

[ly
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THE GREEKS IN BABYLONIA: GR^CO-CUNEIFORM
TEXTS.

By Prof. A. H. Sayce, LL.D., <^c.

Dr. Pinches has given so full an account of the Grgeco-cuneiform

fragments which have been found in Babylonia, that he has not left

me much to add. But he has omitted to mention one fact, and

that is that the discovery of the nature of the Greek transcripts is

entirely his own. When I copied the fragments many years ago,

shortly after their arrival in England, I was utterly unable to explain

them ; so also was Dr. Birch, to whom I showed my copies. All we

could conjecture was that they contained proper names or incanta-

tory formulae. As I was unable to understand them, I put them

aside, hoping that light would be thrown upon them at some future

day. Some years afterwards, when I was in Berlin in 1889, I noticed

a similar fragment in the Museum of West-Asiatic Antiquities ; this

I copied. A revised copy of it has now been sent to me by the

kindness of Dr. L. Messerschmidt, but unfortunately the cuneiform

text which once accompanied the Greek transcript is lost.

On palseographical grounds the fragments cannot be referred to

an earlier date than the end of the second century b.c. On the

other hand, the latest date given us by a cuneiform tablet is B.C. 80,

which is found on an astrological tablet published by Dr. Strassmaier

in the Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, III, 3, p. 135 (though it must be

remarked that the dates given in the text are incorrect, the scribe

having interchanged the Seleukid and Arsakid eras). The Berlin

fragment (Th. 412) forms part of a collection which includes the

bilingual hymns published by Dr. Reisner; the dates attached to

these range from b.c. 163 to B.C. 81, and they all come from Baby

Ion, as is made clear by their colophons.* The Greek transcripts,

accordingly, will have been made in the period which begins about

B.C. 140 and ends in B.C. 80. The fact is of some importance for

* Rcisner, Siiiiicrisch-babylonische Hyninoi nach Thoiitafchi griechischcr Zeii.,

pp. XI, XIV.
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the history of Greek writing in Western Asia, and will constitute a

fixed starting-point in future researches into the paloeography of the

Seleukid kingdom.

I have nothing to add to Dr. Pinches' account of the first frag-

ment (Sp. ITI, 245+81-7-6, 141) except that in the first line

the photograph shows that we have [FICIJM^P A[OM], while

in the fifth line ^e? is preceded by A[€]. There is no vocalic

ending to the word AOM "son." In the second line AA is

preceded by 0, the Greek letters being 0AA. This is confirmed

by a fragment of a list of date-palms marked A O 2131 (a), which

is now in the Louvre, where it was copied this summer by Dr. Pinches.

His copy is as follows :

—

?^? (^^Y *|5^ 1^ ^i]]}*^! gisimmar dumu-dumu ta-a-lu

S^y J^^Y *H^ *^^ ^Si */- gisimmar -dumu-dumu kin-nu

^] CtT^ J^^ t TT ^^^ gisimmar do.

tf JO^Y i^llL *^V "^LT *"*^T ^^T^ gisimmar lipes-bur-ra la-ab-bi

Dr. Pinches suggests that kinmi signifies " the palm-cabbage "

and labbi a " stunted " or " dead palm." Talu is the " young palm."

The photograph of the second fragment has enabled me to make

out most of the Greek transcript, which is as follows :

—

1. [MOYJNAAAA ... 8. <1>ACEK A0A<l>E

2. [MOYNOjnAAEOOEl 9 <l>ACEI0 PAT
3. . . . AI<t)OC 10. <1)A[C]EI0 niTEP0
4. [Al] EIX II. <t)AM[OY]NOBAAA0A<l>

5. . . . <l)AAAr 12. [EP PEI

6. [HA?] <l>AAAr 13. [AIC]€K EIXXIC<|)

7. <I>AAAA [A]0A<l>

The new character which has been formed out of the Greek

P is very remarkable. As Dr. Pinches points out, it is an attempt

to represent a Semitic sound (in) which must have resembled the

modern Egyptian Arabic pronunciation of ghain. We may gather

from it that the Greek V had not yet acquired its modern pronun-
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elation, at all events in Babylonia, otherwise it would have been

used instead of the new letter. In line 12, it will be noticed, the

new letter is followed by an ordinary P.

The Greek aspirates, as is well known, had lost their aspiration

before the end of the first century B.C., and accordingly are treated

by Dionysius Thrax as simple sounds, like our th and ///, in place

of the older k-h, p-h and /-//, in which both the surd and the aspirate

were pronounced. In line 7 it is interesting to find that teth is

represented by T ; it will consequently have had the same pronun-

ciation (that of English /) as ta in modern Egyptian Arabic. Aiphos

in line 3 I identify with epus "he made"; in W.A.I. II, 38, 14

e : /-[/(v'] is preceded by vni-nn-ru : i-pu-\tis\.

The Greek transcript thus will read :

—

1. [mu]n-lal a . . . 8. pha-sek athaphe

2. [muno]-pal errei (= ikhri) 9. pha-seith rat

3. . . . aiphos (=epus) 10. pha-seith piterth

4. [ai] eikh (= iki) 11. pha m[u]n-o-bal athaph

5. . . . phalag 12. [ejrrei

6. [pa] phalag 13. [ai-s]ek eikhkh-isph(ukh)

7. phalal [a]thaph

Want of space has prevented the scribe from transcribing the

last syllable of zspuk, though it may have been written on the edge

of the tablet. Seith is sit, an ordinary value of >^. In line 11

o probably corresponds with the cuneiform a which we have in

line 2, according to W.A.I. II, 38, 12 (\i?ui-un-'\a-pal). The loss of

the case-endings of the Babylonian noun is paralleled by the history

of the other Semitic languages.* In line 8, however, I see traces of

a final E. But there is one important variation between the Greek

transcript and the cuneiform original as given in W.A.I. II, 38, 16.

Where the cuneiform text has me-kal-tum the Greek has Trnefje. I

can account for this only by supposmg that the Greek copyist

mistook the sign of division between the Sumerian and Semitic

words for a part of the first character of the Babylonian word, thus

* Dr. Pinches has pointed out to me an instance in which the loss of the case-

endings is shown to have begun as far back as the time of Nebuchadrezzar. In

Strassmaier's Ncbuch., 29, 5, we have the female name Bilitabni "apparently

written for Beleth-tabni, which ought to be for Beltu-tabni."
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changing ^ ]>- me into ^]'~ J>i, and that he further misread *^]]y for

Wr *

The third fragment (Sp. II, 291 + III, 311) is written in letters

of rather earlier form than the cursive hand of the second fragment.

I read it as follows :•

—

1. [A?]PEICA0CAP . . .

2. BABI A COBA0AB . . .

3. BABIACOBA0ABA...
4. BABIAHMYKCAYH...
5. BABIANtOPCAYH...
6. BABI A M APXA0N(?) . . .

7. BAB I A N IB(?)E(?)
8. n E K B A [B] I A A
9 N BI0AC(?)N . . .

10. . . . [B]ABI A APEICA
11. . . . [B]A[B]IA AC(?)AI

The beginnings of the lines are lost, but the text is evidently a
hymn, probably in honour of Bel-Merodach, the patron-god of

Babylon. In lines 4, 5, rj/nvK aav?] and I'tvp aavrf are evidently ennik

same ''the depth of heaven," and nur same "the light of heaven.""

Hesychius states that among the Babylonians aavi] meant Koafto^^

and Lenormant long ago pointed out that aam] must be the Assyrian

same. It is even possible that the work quoted by the Greek lexico-

grapher was based on transcripts of cuneiform texts similar to the

fragments we have been considering. We know that Berossos trans-

lated the great astronomical work of the Babylonians into Greeks

In lines i and 10 we seem to have ar isat and ar isa " offspring (?)

of fire," which in line i is followed by sar{rii) "king." In line 9-

we have bit "house," the vowel of which would be short in the

construct case.

* Since the above was written I have noticed a passage in the newly-published

Cimeifonn Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Ahiseian, XII, pi. 16,

11. 30-34, which shows that the Greek transcriber was right after all. Here we
read: \_pa: KUR]-E : {pappii-egii)\ pal-gtt, sug{'l)-tiiin, ra-a-da, a-tap-pti, nii-

ter[dir)-tum. As the Greek letter which I have transcribed R may also be M,
it is clear that the correct reading is MI'TEP0, the Babylonian word being,

mitert{tim).
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The fourth fragment, which was unnumbered when I copied it,

has not yet been found again. My copy is as follows :

—

\XMOY
^A CAP

% NAMON XOYXCOT-
- AChPO<l><i

ONXOPOY

^ m^ -^M ^I< I4^T ^]^) M
In the fourth line of the Greek transcript nam-on corresponds

with the cuneiform nain-7n2i-\t{n\ and we probably have the same

Sumerian words in the sixth line. The fragment appears to belong

to a bilingual hymn. Perhaps the fourth line of the cuneiform text

is \jina] ri-bi-ti te-ir " return to the public place." It is possible to

read the fifth line of the Greek croph-s, i. e., erub-s{i).

The fifth fragment, of which a photograph is given (Sp. Ill, 246),

is too much broken to yield any sense, though palig "canal" seems

to occur in it.

The Berlin fragment, of which Dr. Messerschmidt's copy is here

given, is interesting on account of the diff'erence in the quantity of

the vowel which it shows to have existed between the words bel and

Meth {bilit). In the last line my copy has CY(?)WBCtO.
The transcription of the text as given by Dr. Messerschmidt

will be :

—
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This is evidently " Iscar of Babil," "Bel the steward" {massu)

and "Bilit the stewardess." In line 3 I would suggest that nissa is

nisu or nesu " spirit," and that the passage comes from an incantatory

text,
" [Spirit] of Istar," etc. It is important to notice that the

initial vowel of Istar, or rather Istaru, is a as in Canaanitish, and

that there is no difference between the pronunciation of s {samech)

and s {shin). There was in fact no sh corresponding with kh, ph

and th.

Fragmentary as they are, these curious Graeco-cuneiform texts

are, nevertheless, of considerable value, partly as showing that down

to the beginning of the first century B.C. there were scholars who

were equally acquainted with cuneiform and Greek, and that conse-

quently there is no reason to mistrust the accuracy of the translations

of cuneiform texts given by Berossos and others, partly because they

throw light upon the pronunciation both of Babylonian and also of

the Greek that was spoken at the time in Babylonia. They are

interesting, moreover, to Greek students from a palaeographical point

of view. It will he noticed that the writers of them, like Berossos,

had no doubt of the existence of a Sumerian language. The charac-

ters in the cuneiform column are not treated as ideographs, but are

piacfd on precisely the same footing as the Semitic characters which

correspond with them.
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NOTE ON THE HEAVENLY BODY tt^^] -tM-

By Robert Brown, Junr., F.S.A.

f
Mr. R. Campbell Thompson, in his interesting and important

work, The Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh ana

Babylon, 1900, unhesitatingly identifies ^^][->-y ^^][>->-y, which he

reads MUL . MUL, with the planet Mars. The fatal objection to

this reading is that it ignores the determinative prefix (CCy*-'-!), and

it seems fairly obvious that we should read Kakkab Mid But as

mul is the Sum.-Ak. for " star " or " constellation/' such a rendering

is literally " the star (or ' constellation ') the Star," i.e., some par-

ticular star which was regarded as a star of stars. This, however,

presents no practical difficulty, and is exactly illustrated by the fact

that /3 Ursce Min. is still called Kochab, i.e., '''the Star," in

allusion to its former supreme importance as the Pole-star,

Formerly XX^^^'^\ ^I:|>->-y was supposed to represent an instance of

the primitive mode of forming the dual or plural by doubling the

sign, and was therefore rendered kakkabdni (" stars ") ; but this

view is now seen to be untenable. We are thus left with the

Kakkab Mul. It is mentioned in various texts quoted by Mr.

Thompson, but the identification with Mars is only based upon

Tab. 80-7-19, 55, Ob. 1. 9. Mr. Thompson has given neither copy

nor translation of this Tablet, but supplies a transliteration (p. 77),

which reads ;

—

(9) MUL . MUL . ilii Alustabarru-niutanu {a-nii). f

(10) Sa ilu NI . BAT-« j'

Rev. (i) MUL . MUL ....
Mustabartii-nndatiu ('' The R.eveller-in-death ") is admittedly*

a name of Mars, and Mr. Thompson evidently reads the passage,

" Midmal ^^ Miistabarrn-inutd/iu {=^ A/ars), wlio is the god "Nibata

(nu)," or, as I read the name, " Zalbat-a (nu.)" Now it is perfectly

* Vide R. B.
, Jr., Prhuitive Coiistcllalions, I, 348.
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true that the tablets contain glosses, such as " A = B," and these

explanations are very useful. But, again, there are passages which

have the appearance of glosses, yet are not. Take, for instance,

W.A.L III liii, No. r, 11. 32-34. L. 32 contains a statement

about Ninsi=
(
Venus). Then follows :

—

;^^. Ilu Ninsi, ilu Zal-bat-a-nu.

34. Kakkab Man-ma ana ilu Sag-nie-gar itehu.

Here, in the abstract, we might understand 1. 33 as a gloss

explaining that Ninsi =^ Zalbatanu, i.e., that Venus = Mars, which is

absurd. We should read :

—

33. Venus (and) Mars

34. (As) the star Manma* iowzxd?, Jupiter approach.

But Tab. So-y-ig, 55, Ob. 1. 9, above quoted does not even

look like a gloss, for there is apparently a lacuna after Mulmul

;

and then, in line 10, the Sem. Afustabarru-?niiidnu is explained

as the Sum.-Ak. Zalbat. We therefore fail to find here the equation

*' the star Mul= Mars."

That this view is correct will be abundantly clear on referring to

another passage, not quoted by Mr. Thompson. In JV.A.I. Ill,

Ivii, No. 2 we have a series of omens connected with the approach

of the star Mannia {=Sanuni}na, =Mars) to various other stars and

constellations. L. 5 reads :

—

Alia Kakkab Man-ma ana Kakkab Mul iteki-

" When the star Mars to the constellation Mul approaches."

Mul, therefore, is not Mars, but there is little difficulty in finding a

suitable identification for it. My late friend, Terrien de Lacouperie,

very shortly before his death, sent me a list of the archaic Chinese

Lunar Mansions. In this the Pleiades appear as Mol, later Mao,

which Lacouperie very justly identified with the Bab. Mul.f as

" llie Star," which the Pleiad was par excellence when Taurus led the

year. So at present an Arab name of the Pleiades is Au-Najin (" the

Constellation.") Mr. Thompson observes,]: but does not explain

the fact, that at times " Mulmul is used with a plural verb." This

* Read by Mr. Thompson Saniiimna, but admitted to be Ma?-s vide

Reports, II, Ixv.

t Vide Proceedings, Dec. 1895, P- 298.

% Raporis, II, Ixxvi.
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is simply because it is both one and many; just as some Greek

writers speak of the Pleiad, and others of the Pleiades.

Again, Tab. Sm. 1907 is a Sum.-Ak. text which treats of the star

Mul and the "Full-moon" {Aku-lal) as determining by their posi-

tions the length of the year. This would not apply to a planet.

In various tables we meet with a star-god cdW^A Imiiia-bi ("the

Sevenfold-one "). Mr. L. W. King, commenting on Tabs. K. 6395,

+ K. 10,138, 1. 5, where we read, "Powerful, O Sevenfold-^^^, are

ye" remaiks:—"There is no doubt that the name was applied to

a group of gods who were so closely connected, that, though

addressed in the plural, they could in the same sentence be regarded

as forming a single personality."* The star combination of Pleiad-

rieiadeg exactly answers to such a description. In Tab. Sm. 1082,

imina-bi and Gut-dua (" the Bull-in front ") i.e., Taurus, and par

ticularly the Aldebaran star-group, are mentioned side by .side. This

would exactly agree with " Pleiads and Hyads." Tab. Sm. 1267 is

very interesting in this connexion. We read :

—

3. " The god the Sevenfold-one as-a-portent-of {ana) food is

seen. Mul and Mar ("the Chariot") by themselves (or "together."

Istetiis) stand.

5. Jupiter to Mul attained {iksud) ; the god the Sevenfold-one

is in the ascendant : food (is plentiful.)"

There is nothing here to show that "the god Imi/ia-bi" is

distinct from the "constellation Mul." On the contrary, the principle

of Semitic parallelism strongly suggests their identity. Imina-bi,

like the Pleiad, is connected with harvest and abundance As

fupiter attains to Mul, we observe that the latter is an ecliptic

constellation. The Chariot (Sem. Narkabtu) referred to is probably

that of Auriga, which adjoins the Pleiad.

In K. 761, Ob. 1. 2, we read :

—

K. Dilbat iua K. AIul izzaz. " Venus in J//// stands."

Venus could not stand in Mars. A similar statement occurs in

K. 1343, Ob. 1. 4. In Tab. 83-1-18, 172, the K. Mul\% connected

with the beginning of the year. This applies to a star, not to a

planet. In Tab. Si -2-4, 84, Ob. 1. 3, we read :
—"When the star of

the god Marduk {Jupiter) reaches the constellation Mul, it will

rain." Mr. Thompson renders the passage, " When Jupiter reaches

Mars," which seems quite inappropriate. The reference is to the

* Bah. Ma^ic and Sorcery, 186, p. 117.
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rainy Pleiades, to whose importance in archaic and ancient

astronomy, mythology, and religion I need not here refer.

In K. 1343, Ob. 1. 3, we read :

—

A?ia K. A-IDIN [or Pur-tdim\ K. Mid iksud, I. [Rammdnu

irahis~\.

" When the star A-IDIN reaches Mid, it will rain."

As we have seen {suj>.), this is the prognostication when Jupiter

reaches Mul, a circumstance which suggests that Aidin = Marduk.

So Briinnow Class. List, No. 11,483, p. 464, t'^^^ (= Bab.

J::^^^) = tyf"- .... Mar- {duk ?). Mr. Thompson, however,

regards Aidin as Spica, though it is exceedingly improbable that

anyone would say that " Spica reached Mars." He bases his

opinion on K. 'jg^,, Rev. i, 2, which he renders :

—

" Last night a halo surrounded the Moon and Virgo {Absiii)

and Spica {A-idin) stood within it." But this interpretation is con-

tradictory on the face of it, inasmuch as Spica, as he notes, is a star

of Virgo. But certain stars of Virgo, e.g., /3, i/, 7, c Virg., the

13th Lunar Mansion, might stand with /i/piter within the halo.

In A^. 11,099 Dilgan, Mul, Sibzianna, and Kaksisa, that is to

say, Capella, the Pleiad, Orion, and Procyon are the subject of

observations.

In K. 7661 Mul is mentioned along with Kaksisa and Girtab

{Scorpio).

In Tab. Rin. 2174 Mid is mentioned in connexion with Dilgan

{Capella), Ul-anna {Taurus, especially Aldebaran and the other

Hyades), Sibzianna {Orion), Mastabba {Castor and Pollux), Kaksisa

{Procyon), and Ban {Sirius), i.e., nearly all the principal stars of

that quarter of the heavens. No planets are named.

Thus, upon the whole, it seems clear that the K. Mul cannot =
Mars: and that the view I have suggested in Primitive Constellations

and elsewhere still holds the field.
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THE ANTIQUITY OF THE FOUR-WHEELED CHARIOT.

By Joseph Offord, M./.S.

In all studies of the history of wheeled vehicles, it is customary

to commence with the two-wheeled chariot or car, and to infer that

four-wheeled ones were a much later invention. This may be the

correct view to take, but recently a number of archaic representations

of four-wheeled cars have been discovered, which will for the present

force archaeologists to admit that as far as pictorial evidence goes,

the four-wheeled type of carriage is carried back into antiquity quite

as far as, if not farther than, the "two-wheeled chariot. In proof of

this assertion I give photographs of five very early drawings of four-

wheeled vehicles (see Plates).

The delineation of these, it must be admitted, is somewhat

defective in detail, but at the same time amply sufficient to prove

the extremely early knowledge of such cars or wagons. Foul: of

them are from extremely archaic Babylonian Cylinders, and one

from an Egyptian mummy wrapping. Those which portray a

warrior seated in a triumphal car apparently drawn by four horses,

or mules (PI. I, figs, i, 2), are probably the earliest, because of the

flounced skirt he wears, which is only to be found as the costume

of figures upon the very earliest known Babylonian Cylinders. These

two cylinders are so very similar in style of workmanship, that

possibly they are by the same artist. One of the others, which is

in a collection at New York, apparently shows a four-wheeled car

drawn by a stag (PI. II) ; whilst the other depicts a similar vehicle

drawn by a mythical quadruped with wings (PI. I, fig 3.)

The Egyptian sketch (PI. I, fig. 4) shows a model of a funeral boat

with the effigy of a mummy upon it. and the spirit in bird form

above it. The whole of this, and also two figurines of Isis and

Nephthys, is carried upon a four-wheeled platform drawn by a

priest who is offering incense. The antiquity of this Egyptian

vignette in no ways approaches that of the Cylinder pictures, but it

IS of course many centuries earlier than any Greek or Roman
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PLATE I.

JfmMm ^^m^'B.r
r^. "^^1.^ iTliSj^^

-HJr % '^'rm

*^J^^/??wE:i ^-^-^.^ y^WMij i?^™i^

I. II.

From Cylinders in the British Museum.

III.

From a Cylinder belonging to Mr. Hayes-Ward.

IV.

From a Drawing on the Bandages of a Mummy.
(See Wilkinson, ^' Anc. Egypt. ,''^

I, 237.





PLATE II.
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representation o'' a four-wheeled vehicle, and being upon a sepul-

chral monument may, like all the texts inscribed upon such objects.

be a copy of a much older example. Herodotus, II, 63, especially

mentions an Egyptian four-wheeled vehicle used for sacred purposes.

There is no inherent reason why a two-wheeled vehicle should

have been the precursor, instead of the follower, of a four-wheeled

one ; more especially if the idea of wheels at all was evolved from

the invention of moving heavy objects by means of rollers, as we

find represented on some Assyrian and Egyptian reliefs.

In Homer's Iliad, Book 8, lines 369, 384, there is the following

passage, pointing to the use of what may be termed a three-wheeled

vehicle, a tripod upon wheels : "But the silver-footed Thetis came

to the abode of Hephoestos, imperishable starry-roofed; distinguished

among the immortals, brazen, which the limping-one himself made,

and she found him sweating, busy about his bellows and in a great

hurry, for he was fashioning tripods, twenty in all, to stand about

the wall of his well built chamber, and he placed golden wheels

under each foot in order that they might go automatically into the

assembly of the gods, and might return home again : a wonder to

behold ! Now these surely had so far reached an end, but not yet

were well wrought handles fitted to them, but these he contrived,

and further wrought chains."

For this rendering of the passage I am indebted to E. Gilbert

Highton, Esq., M.A., and it is interesting as indicating that the use

of wheels was adapted to other than chariots.

In Perrot and Chipiez' History of Ancient Art a small four-

wheeled tray for incense, of early Etriiscean work, is shown, but this

and some others mentioned are quite diminutive objects, though

they may be imitations of larger vehicles which their constructors

had seen upon roads, drawn by horses.
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The next Meeting ot the Society will be held at

37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wednesday,

Ma> 14th, 1902, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper

will be read :

—

F. Legge : "The History of the Transliteration of Egyptian.'
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NOTICES.

Subscriptions to the Society become due on the ist of January

each year. Those Members in arrear for the current year are

requested to send the amount, ^i \s., at once to the Society's

Account at Messrs. Lloyds' Bank, Limited, i6, St. James's Street,

S.W.

Papers proposed to be read at the Monthly Meetings must be

sent to the Secretary on or before the loth of the preceding month.

Members having New Members to propose, are requested to send

in the names of the Candidates on or before the loth of the month

preceding the meeting at which the names are to be submitted to

the Council.

A few complete sets of the publications of the Society can be

obtained by application to the Secretary, W. Harry Rvlands, 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

The Library of the Society, at 37, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury, W.C, is open to Members on Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday, between the hours of 11 and 4, when the Secretary

is in attendance to transact the general business of the Society.

Members are requested to send any corrections or additions they

may wish to have made in the list of Members, in order to secure

the regular delivery of the Froceedif?gs.





THE LIBRARY.

The very large and rapidly increasing number of

unbound books and pamphlets received for our library,

either by gift or by way of exchange for our "Proceedings,"

makes the question of how to deal with them very

urgent.

In their present condition, being only in paper covers,

and not bound up into volumes, they are difficult to

arrange and to keep in due order. Moreover, the un-

avoidable damage to the flimsy binding, due to constant

reference and loan, soon causes the pages to become

loose, and consequently lost.

Among the many books that need immediate attention

may be mentioned the " Memoires de la Mission Archdo-

logique Frangaise," the " Musee Guimet," the " Revue de

I'histoire des Religions," and the " Revue Archeologique,"

all of which are valuable works, and are constantly either

consulted in the library, or taken out on loan.

To bind these and similar books in plain, strong

binding seems to be absolutely necessary in order to

preserve them for the use of the Members. The cost of

doing all that is desirable would be considerable, but a

good deal could be done for ;^ioo.

The Society cannot afford it out of its narrow income,

and the Members are therefore appealed to, to assist in

raising the necessary sum.

Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, at 37, Great

Russell Street, Bloomsbury, and will be duly acknowledged

in the " Proceedings."
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THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

VOLUME XXIV.

Fourth Meeting, 14/// May, 1902.

APRIL. NO MEETING.

PROF. A. H. SAYCE, LL.D., &^c., President,

AND AFTERWARDS

SIR H. H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., c^c,

IN THE CHAIK.

4^^

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

irdered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From F. Legge, Esq. :
—" Enclyclopjedia Biblica." Vol. Ill,

L to P. London. 8vo. 1902.

From Rev. P. A. Cesare de Cara, S.J. :
—

" Di alcuni criterii

incerti nella paletnologia archeologia e storia antica." Rev.

Cesare A. de Cara. Civilta Cattolica. i Marzo. Svo. 1902.

[NOS. CLXXXII-CLXXXIII.] 133 M
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From Philip Virey :—" Quelques observations sur I'Episode

d'Aristee a propos d'un Monument Egyptien." Paris. 8vo.

1889.

From Prof. E. Sachau. " Uber den zweiten Chalifen Omar.

Ein Charakterbild aus der altesten Geschichte des Islams."

Kojiii^l. Pruss, Akad. der Wissenschaften. Berlin. Svo.

1902.

From Sir H. H. Howorth :
—"The Early History of Babylonia."

Parts III and IV. {English Historical Review. Oct., 1899,

and Jan., 1901.)

" The Later Rulers of Shirpula or Lagash." Parts I

and II. {E7iglish Historical Review. Jan. and April, 1902.)

From Rev. P. Cesare A. de Cara, S.J.
:— " Gli Hethei-Pelasgi

Ricerche di storia e di archeologia orientale, Greca ed Italica.*

Vol. II. Rome. Svo. 1902.

I
The following Candidate was elected, having been

nominated in March :

—

James Buyers, Brisbane, Queensland.

The following Candidate was nominated for election att

the next Meeting on June i ith :

—

C. P. Keith, B.Sc. Univ., Pennsylvania, 210, South 4th Street,

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

The following Paper was read :

—

F. Legge, The History of the Transliteration of Egyptian.

f

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Newberry, Mr. Read.

Mr. Nash, Mr. Ward, and the Chairman took part.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By Prof. Edouard Naville, D.C.L., o^c, o^c.

Introductory Note.

During the last days of his life, the lamented Sir Peter Le Page

Renouf, foreseeing that he would not be able to reach the goal he had

been striving to attain, the completion of his translation of the Book

of the Dead, expressed the wish that the writer of these lines should

I
continue and complete his work. I did not feel at liberty to go

1 against the desire of the eminent master, who had done me the

honour to choose me as his successor, and to leave unfinished a

I work which he had kept in view all his life long, and which he con-

I
sidered to be the choicest fruit of his Egyptological researches.

' But I had hardly set myself to the task, when I realised the

difficulties which were in my way. It is never easy, even for a

^

translator, to put himself into the place of another, to enter fully

j
into his views, to reconstitute the conception he had formed of the

' book he had to interpret. To these difficulties must be added, that I

had hardly any help with regard to that part of the book which

Renouf has not published himself. Renouf, like many eminent

scholars, had his learning chiefly in his head ; his notes are very

scanty, mere scraps without any methodical order. There is not a

line of written translation left, beyond what he printed himself.

Thus, for the translation of the following chapters, I was entirely

dependent on the part already published, and I had constantly to

refer to those chapters, in order to know the sense which Renouf
would have given to words and sentences I came across in the

course of my work.

I endeavoured as much as I could, to translate as Renouf would
have done. Whenever it was possible, I used his words or his

readings, tliough I did not always agree with them. I followed

his choice of texts. He generally took the oldest one he had
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which he frequently found in my edition. On the whole I tried

to continue the work on the lines which Renouf himself adopted.

Thus it cannot be said absolutely that this translation is my work;

Egyptological scholars will soon recognize what is mine, and the

interpretations for which I am not responsible. I beg the reader

to look at my work in this light, and to remember that at present

any translation of the Book of the Dead is tentative and provisional,

and liable, with the progress in our knowledge of Egyptian, to

undergo considerable changes. Nevertheless, I hope that this joint

work will not compare too unfavourably with the part done by my

illustrious predecessor.

EDOUARD NAVILLE.

CHAPTER CXL. I

TJie hook read on the last day oj Mechir, zuhen the Eye ts full on the

last day of Mechir.

There rises a form which shines on the horizon. Atmu rises

pouring out his dew, and the bright one who shines in the sky.

The abode of the obelisk is in joy because of them, because they

are complete. There are shouts of joy in the sanctuary and loud'

cheering fills the Tuat. They fall down before Atmu Harmachis.

For His Majesty gave orders to the cycle of his followers. His

Majesty ordered to give praise to the Eye, and behold, my flesh he

gave it strength, and all my limbs are renewed, as soon as the order

came out of the mouth of Ra.

His glorious Eye rests on its place on His Majesty in this hour

of the night. When the fourth hour is accomplished, the world is

joyous in the last day of Mechir, for the Majesty of the Eye is in the

presence of the cycle of the gods, and His Majesty rises as from the

beginning, with the Eye on his head as Ra Atmu.

The(i) eyes of Shu, Scb, Osiris, Suti, Horus, Menthu, Ptah,

Raneheh, Thoth, Chati, Nai, Eternity, Necht, Mert, the land, he

who is born by himself. After the computation of the eye has been

made in the presence of this god, and when it is full and completed,

all these gods are joyous on tliat day, they who were silent
; (2) and
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behold there is a festival made to every god ; and they say : hail to

thee, praise from Rii, the boatmen tow his boat, Apepi is struck

down. Hail to thee, praise from Ra who causes the form of

Chepera to exist; hail to thee, praise from Ra, there is joy in him,

his enemies are conquered ; hail to thee, praise from Ra, who has

repelled the chiefs of the sons of the rebellion. x\.cclamation to

thee and praise to Osiris A^.

Said on an eye of pure lapis-lazuli or mak stone, ornamented

with gold ; an offering is made before it of all things good and holy,

when Ra puts it on (on his head) on the last day of Mechir ; another

one is made of jasper, which a man will put on any of his limbs he

likes. When this chapter is read by one who is in the boat ot Ra,

he is towed like the gods, he is like one of them, and he prescribes

what is done to him in the Netherworld.

When this chapter has been read to its end, this is the copy o'

the order of offerings made when the Eye is full : four burning

altars for Ra, four for the Eye, and four for these gods ; what there

is on each of them is : five good pointed white loaves ; five pointed

fruit cakes, five baskets of pastry, one measure of incense^, one of

fruit and one of roast meat.

Notes.

The ancient papyri do not contain this chapter. The translation

is made from the Turin Tcdtenbuch, supplemented and corrected

from hieratic papyri in Paris. Its real meaning is difficult to under-

stand. It seems that under symbolical expressions it refers to an

astronomical phenomenon, the renewal of the sun after the winter

solstice. According to the principle which I have adopted, to main-

tain my predecessor's interpretations. I translated
^"^

"the Eye is full" {cf. Notes on ch. 125, p. 214). But as it seems

evident that here the two eyes of the sun are the two periods of his

apparent course, the decrease and the growth, I should translate

"the period is accomplished," this period being that of the decrease

after which the sun enters its ascending course, or according to

Egyptian ideas begins again to grow. It is natural that the com-

pleting of the period should be hailed with joy by Ra, since it is the

final victory over his enemies, which sets him free and allows hmi to

rise again as at the beginning. The sign of his triumph is that he

puts the ^K
I

"^^v c>^^ on his head, as we see in the vignette.
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T. Why this list of gods comes here, it is difficult to understand. ^
It seems quite out of place. Their number varies according to the||

papyri. In some of them, they are put after the text in vertical

columns. I presume they are the divinities often alluded to as these

}:ods. They are the witnesses of the scene of Ra rising with the Eye

on his head,

2. I have adopted the reading of the Paris papyrus, III, 58,

n n ^

.

^ W I I I I I <=>
The vignettes consist, in the Turm papyrus, of the deceased

worshipping a black Anubis lying down on a naos, and having on

his back the sign ^. This god is the V cJj ^^^^ mentioned.

Behind him are the Vi. i ^^\ ^^ , a human form with the Eye

on its head, and Harmachis. Several papyri have only the Eye and

Harmachis.

Chapters CXLI to CXLIII.

T/ie l>ook{i) said by a man or his father or his son in the festival oj

the Ainefita, and wherewith he acquires might{2) with Rd, and

with the gods when he is with them. Said on the day of the new

moon, ivhen offerijigs are made of bread, beer, oxen, geese, and

biirtit incense to

Osiris Chentamenta,

Nu,

Maat,

The boat of Ra,

Tmu,
The Cycle of the great gods,

The Cycle of the small gods,

Horus the lord of the double diadem,

Shu,

Tefnut,

Seb,

Nut,

Isis,

Nephthys,

The house of the ka of the inviolate god, (3)
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The storm of the sky which raises the god,

The hidden one in her dwelling,

Chebt the mummified form of the god,

The greatly beloved, with red hair.

The abundant in life, the veiled one,

Her whose name is powerful in her works,

The bull of the cows,

The divine force, the good one, the good rudder of the Northern

sky,

Him who goes round and i^iloteth the double earth, the good

rudder of the Western sky.

The shining one, who dwelleth in the house of the devouring

monster, the good rudder of the Eastern sky.

The inner one in the house of the red ones, the good rudder of

the Southern sky,

Emsta,

Hapi,

Tuamautef,

Kebehsenuf,

The Southern part of heaven,

The Northern part of heaven,

The Sektit boat.

The Atit boat,

Thoth,

The gods of the South,

The gods of the North,

The gods of the West,

The gods of the East,

The sejant gods, (4) . •

The resting gods,

The great house,

The house of flame,

The gods of the abodes.

The gods of the horizon,

The gods of the field.

The gods of the houses, (5)

The gods of the thrones,

The^-ways of the South,

The ways of the North,

The ways of the West,
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The ways of the East,

The halls of the Tiiat,

The holds of the Tuat,

The mysterious doors,

The doorkeepers of the halls of the Tuat,

Those with hidden faces, the guards of the roads.

The guardians of those who are lamenting.

The guardians of those whose faces are joyous, (6)

The burning ones who put the flame on the altar.

The door openers who extinguish the flames in the Amenta,
Osiris Unneferu, (7)

Osiris the living,

Osiris the lord of life,

Osiris the inviolate god,

Osiris in Kau,

Osiris Orion,

Osiris Sej),

Osiris in Tanenit,

Osiris in the South,

Osiris in the North,

Osiris creator of millions of men,

Osiris the spirit in the crouching figure (?),

Osiris Ptah lord of life,

Osiris in Restau,

Osiris inside the mountain,

Osiris in the water of Heliopolis,

Osiris in Hesert,

Osiris in Siut,

Osiris in Net'eft,

Osiris in the South,

Osiris in Pu,

Osiris in Neteru,

Osiris in Lower SaTs,

Osiris in Bak,

Osiris in Sun (Syene),

Osiris in Rohenen,

Osiris in Ajjcr,

Osiris in Keftennu,

Osiris Sokaris in Petshe,

Osiris in his city,
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Osiris in Pesekro,

Osiris in his abodes in the land of the North,

Osiris in heaven,

Osiris in his abodes in Restau,

Osiris in Nest,

Osiris in Atefur,

Osiris Sokaris,

Osiris the lord of eternity,

Osiris the begetter,

Osiris the lord of Heliopolis,

Osiris in the monstrance,

Osiris the lord of eternity,

Osiris the prince,

Osiris of the gate of judgment,

Osiris in Restau,

Osiris on his sand.

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

Osiris

n the hall of the cows,

n Tanenit,

n Netit,

n Sati,

n Beteshu,

n Upper Sais,

n Tepu,

n Shennu,

n Henket,

n the land of Sokaris,

n Shau,

n Faur,

n Maati,

n Hena,

Osiris the great god the everlasting.

Notes.

The old texts which we follow here, join in one chapter, 141,

what in the Turin Todtenbuch is divided into two, 141, 142 ; 143 being

merely the vignettes which accompany them. This chapter is the

first of a series in which the deceased has to show his knowledge.

His being well-informed as to the names of the gods and of their

sanctuaries, and also of the doors through which he passes, the halls
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which he enters, confers upon him certain privileges. Here the

deceased has to recite the names of the gods wliile offerings are

made to them ; the second part of the chapter refers only to Osiris

in all his lorms, and in his numerous sanctuaries, which have not all

been identified. The old versions differ only slightly in length,

from one or two of the gods being omitted. The translation follows

mainly the Cairo papyrus, Cc, with a iew variants taken from other

papyri, one of the best of which is the papyrus is Nu of the British

Museum (ed. Budge).

1. The title of the later texts is much longer : the book w/iere-

ivith the Chiiu acquire mighty knowing the names of the gods of the

Southern sky, aftd of the Northern sky, of the gods of the Bounds, oj

the gods ivho are the guides in the Tuaf. If it is said by a mati, to

his father or to his mother, in the festival of the Amenta, he acquires

might with Rd, and with the gods ivhen he is with them. Spoken on

the day of the neiv moon by Osiris N when offerifigs are made to him

of . . . etc., and offerings are made to Osiris under all his names by

Osiris N.

2. See note i to ch. 133. I cannot quite agree with Renouf as

to the meaning of the word n^\ It seems to me that its

the meaniing of
(j

sense is not so much that of " making someone mighty," as of " distin-

guishing him, making him eminent" in the opinion of his god or

his master, so that he may become his lord's favourite. I consider

^ ,w^^ as similar to that of "f^ n^j-^-tj^. ,O O I

* 3. The following names are those of the seven celestial cows

which are represented with the bull in chapter 148, together with

the rudders of the four cardinal points.

4. See ch. 130, note 5.

5- "^ perdu, tlie adjective form of the noun
,

"a house," the gods of the houses, contrasted with those of the fields.

This word shows tliat in tlie complete spelling of the word '

'

the <c=> has not fallen off, as it probably was the case in the

pronunciation, and in composite names such as :
, Qj-|2

142

. u o- "?r?
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6. I read here accordina; to Ld. xfr D ^—^ II y\ 1

Instead of „ D *^ Lc. writes ' '^
1 , and Nu

I <:z> i"^—> Jl ^01
I—I—I Pq/'v/^ 6^

I

w
I

, which does not give any sense, jfjf might here^111 ^ "TiJIII^
be translated coinpanions.

7. In the Turin Todtenhuch, ch. 142 begins here with this title :

Chapter ivherehy the deceased acqidreth might, whereby is given him ta

^0 and to widen his steps, comingforth by day in all the forms he likeSy

knowing the names of Osiris in all the places he likes to be.

{To be continued.)

NOTES ON

"GREEK TRANSCRIPTIONS OF BABYLONIAN TABLETS.""

By F. C. Burkitt.

All students of Semitic languages, as well as professed Assyrio-

logists, will have greeted with interest the papers by Dr. Pinches

and Dr. Sayce in the March number of these Proceedings (pp. 108-

125). In the fragments there published we have for the first time a

transcript into a European alphabet of the then still living language

of Babylonia. The sentences transcribed by Dr. Pinches on p. 112

are few in number and as meagre as those of Ollendorf, but they are

sentences. The Babylonian words stand in a syntactical relation to

each other in at least two instances, instead of being mere detached

entries in a vocabulary. I am sure we ought all to be most grateful

to Dr. Pinches for his discovery, and if what I have to say consists

of criticisms of the details of his work, it is on account of the

importance of minute accuracy in so remarkable a text, and not out

of any w^ant of appreciation for the value of the work that has made
such criticism possible.
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First, then, as to the text itself. One or two indications in the

published facsimiles led me to go and inspect the tablets in the

British Museum. With regard to Sp. III. 245 + 81-7-6, 141

(35726), the only addition I have to make is that the last word is

not BCOPbut BWPA. The final letter is broken away, and all

but the top point is lost in the published plate owing to the deep

shadow. But it is fairly clear in the tablet itself. In the other

tablet, Sp. II. 290 + Sp. III. 247 (34797)> there was more to be

done. Taking Dr. Pinches's transcript on p. 112, the changes to

be made are as follows :

—

11. 2 and T I, instead of 0€l read 0€P.

1. 7 (end), instead of ^0^4> read ^0^<t>^ {apparently).

On the left-hand edge of the tablet are some scratches, but they

seem to have been quite accidental. The space after €IX in

line 4 is quite blank ; after ^0^<l> in line 6 the surface is rubbed,

but I do not think there was ever anything written there. A short

horizontal line is placed a little above and to the right of the second

X in the last line, but it may be accidental. It does not look like

a cancelling stroke.

There cannot be a question that the signs in 11. 2, 11, read

€1 by Dr. Pinches and Dr. Sayce, are really €P. The lines are

like the undoubted €P in line 9 (/unepe), and different from

the undoubted €1 in 11. 4, 9, 12. Thus the verb i/j-ri is trans-

cribed €30€P, the final vowel being lost and a helping vowel

inserted, exactly as in the noun pal-gu (1. 5), which is transliterated

<l>i<A^r. The sign 3 stands for the strong guttural (//) only, not

for the conjectural combination {hr). The Greek transcriptions, there-

fore, instead of shewing that the final vowel of such words as ihri^

" he dug," was long, tend on the contrary to shew that the vowel

was not pronounced at all, a statement which finds some confirmation

from the circumstance that the ist pers. sing, is written ah-ru-u and

ah-ri-i in the same inscription of Sennacherib (III R 14, 34 and 52).

The general disappearance of these final vowels is a most

interesting and remarkable circumstance. But it may be worth

while to point out one deduction which may be drawn from it, viz.^

that these (Ira^co-Babylonian tablets are not mere transliterations of

Babylonian script but the writing down of Babylonian speech. Dr.

Pinches points out that the writer must have been a Greek learning

Babylonian. But what he has written down is not the sound of the
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several cuneiform signs but the sound of the words. For practical

purposes we may say that to him every word was an ideogram, and

he has given us the traditional pronunciation of the words, not

the sounds indicated by the cumbrous and inaccurate Babylonian

system of writing. The difference between the initial vowels of

cSSep and i(pov seems to be due to the influence of the guttural

/j. Similarly the syllable //> is transcribed tc/j, which suggests

that r counts as a guttural, as in Hebrew.

But it would be a mistake to argue in certain directions from

these Greek transcripts. The Greek alphabet is in some respects like

the tongue of the Ephraimites, it cannot "frame to pronounce it

right." This is especially the case with regard to the assumed

aspiration of the D D 3 "T ^ D, letters, upon which Dr. Pinches

makes some remarks on pp. 113, 115 f. The date assigned to these

tablets is b.c. 140-80, in other words a date comparable with the

various strata of the Septuagint. As a matter of fact the system of

transliteration is almost exactly that of the Septuagint, and it tells us

about as much, and as little, of the pronunciation of Babylonian as

the Septuagint tells us about the pronunciation of Hebrew. This in

the case of the aspiration of the letters Jl D 3 T H 2 is simply

—

nothing. In the LXX, as in these fragments, stands for ]"! and

T for t^, but no difference is made between p) an ]n. What Dr.

Pinches says on p. 115 about " Tiglathpileser " is true of the

English Bible, but not of the Septuagint, which has Qa\^/a\(^eKXa(Ta/>,

Oa^j\a6(p(t\i'a(Txp, Qc^/XaOc^aXaaap (Lucian), and several other spell-

ings, but never one beginning with t. Similarly Semitic Q is always

rendered by 0, never by tt. Familiar examples are <t>«/jf/w for the

Hebrew ni^lD, and *«/»/»' (Gen. xiv 6) for p^Q. It is the same

with the 2, which is represented uniformly by x- On the other

hand p is represented by k. The word Me\xia<^ceK (p"T!i ''S ^?5)

actually contains both varieties of k, and in it the 5 is represented

by x> although it is not aspirated. It is, I suppose, not improbable

that the letters b g d k p t were aspirated in Babylonian much as

in Hebrew, but the Greek transliterations do not throw any light on

the matter.

It is a fairly obvious conjecture that the sign j, used in one of

these bilingual tablets to represent the guttural //, is only a modifica

tion of ^. If this be so, some light is thrown on the name

XisutJu-os i'^^iaovOpos)^ familiar to us from Berossus.
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DWELLING-HOUSES IN EGYPT.

By Dr. "\V. Pleyte.

In my last annual report of the Museum of Antiquities at Leiden,

I noticed the objects which had been bought or presented during

the year. Among them is an Egyptian model of a dwelling-house

consisting of four rooms on the ground floor, with four rooms above

them {see Plate). The upper story is reached by an external staircase.

In each of the rooms a person is seated. On the ground in front of

the house is a table bearing different meats, bread, and drink.

I believe it to be the model of a well-provisioned house which the

deceased had j)laced in his grave for his life in the other world.

Dr. A. Erman describes such objects as Tables of Offerings in

the form of dwelling-houses.* Also in the publication of Steindorff :

"Grabfunde des Mittleren Reichs in den Koniglichen Museen zu

Berlin," Heft IX, p. 24, there is figured a store-house with a granary.

Among several persons occupied with various matters, we see three

men carrying corn upstairs.

The Leiden Museum also possesses another model dwelling-

house, consisting of a vestibule behind two pillars which support a

platform above. This platform is reached by a staircase, and on it is

inscribed a rectangular figure divided into squares, clearly represent-

ing a mat on which the inhabitants were accustomed to enjoy their

evening rest. In the edges of the platform, and of the skirting-wall

of the entire building, are holes for the insertion of sticks to carry

an awning. On the ground below are spread out animals and birds

prepared for food, while in the vestibule, behind the pillars, stands a

table with vessels of drink, and close to it is an empty seat. The
Museum also possesses a model of the entrance to a double house,

which also has in front of it a mass of objects prepared for food.

Dr. Leemans described it as the entrance of a tomb, and several

writers have tried to give a similar explanation of the objects that

are spread out on the ground before the doors. I doubt if this is the

true interpretation. All the objects must be meat and drink for the

living, and I believe that their being funeral offerings is out of the

(luestion. Another such model dwelling-house was in the possession

of General Grenfell, when I visited London. It is a very beautiful

-specimen, I do not know whether it is now in any public collection.

* " Ausfiihrliches Verzeichnis der ^gyplischen Alterliimer und Gipsabgiisse."

Uerlin, 1899, p. 97.
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SOME UNCONVENTIONAL VIEWS ON THE TEXT OF

THE BIBLE.

III.

The Hexapla and Tetrapla of Origen, and the light they throw on the

books ofEsdras A and B.

Bv Sir H. H. Howorth, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., etc.

In a previous Paper I argued that the text of the canonical Ezra,

which occurs in the great uncial MSS. of the Greek Bible, is in no

sense a Septuagint text, but is one of the Greek versions of the

Masoretic text, and in all probability the translation of that text by

Theodotion.

I argued, on the other hand, and I think I succeeded in proving,

that the Septuagint text of the same narrative has been preserved to

us in the Apocrypha, where it is now labelled Esdras III, but was

originally styled Esdras A. In both of these views Dr. Nestle and

other authorities write to tell me they concur.

In a second Paper I suggested inter alia that the text of Esdras A
has not been preserved to us quite in its original form, but that it

has been edited to a small extent. It is important to analyze and

try and discover a little more closely the origin and the history of

this sophistication, which apparently only affects a few verses. In

making this analysis, I shall have to Iravers s some elementary

ground, because I do not quite agree with all the current views on

the subject.

The account Eusebius gives us of Origen's work on the Bible in

his Churcli History is confused and fragmentary. It is probably a

mere epitome of the great work in six books which he and his friend

Pamphilus wrote in defence of Origen, the loss of which is deplor-
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able. It was apparently from this "Defence" that Epiphanius

derived the statements he gives us on the subject, which are more

detailed and more precise than those in the Jiisiory of Eusebius.

The same work was probably also the source of the statements in

the Synopsis script, sacr., ch. 77, of the pseudo-Athanasius, and of

that in the dialogue between Timothy and Aquila contained in the

Amcdota Oxo7i. class sacr., Pt. VIII, which largely correspond with

those of Epiphanius, In regard to the latter narrative, my friend

Mr. Conybeare writes: "The language is largely the same, and

nearly all the peculiar features of Epiphanius' narrative occur in the

dialogue. Yet on comparison the latter is seen to be drawn not

directly from Epiphanius, but from some source which he and the

dialogue had together," op. cit., XXVI. I think it very probable

that this common source was the " Defence," With one exception,

to be mentioned presently, Jerome, in his £pist ad Tit., describes the

work of Origen on the Bible text in the same way as Epiphanius.

The work of Origen consisted of two entirely different things.

One, the collection of the various then extaut editions of the Bible

text, and the writing of them out side by side in a series of columns
;

and secondly, the preparation of an eclectic text from a comparison

of these materials. The former part of the work was contained in

two great works generally quoted as the Hexapla and the Tetrapla,

prol)ably from the number of Greek versions they contained. The

former was sometimes also referred to as the Heptapla or the

Octapla. This was apparently when one or both the Hebrew texts

were counted as well as the Greek ones. In regard to the Hexapla,

Epiphanius tells us that Origen brought together six versions, those

of Aquila, of Symmachus, of the Seventy-two («>., the Septuagint),

of Theodotion, together with the versions known as the Fifth and

Sixth, to which he added two Hebrew versions, one in Hebrew
characters and the other in Greek letters.

This statement of Epiphanius is clear, and is confirmed by the

specimens of the Hexapla as originally written which are extant,

and by the statements in the pseudo-Athanasian work above

mentioned. Eusebius in his History and Jerome both mention a

seventh version, also in Greek, Eusebius says, " In the Hexapla of

the Psalms, after the four prominent translations, he {i.e., Origen)

adds not only a fifth but also a sixth and a seventh " {JJist., VI, 3),

Jerome, who professes to have seen and used the Hexapla,

mentions the Septima in two passages. Thus, in his commentary
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on Titus iii, 9, he says of Origen :
" Quintam et sextam et

septimam editionam, quas etiam nos de ejus bibliotheca habemus,

miro labore repperit, et cum ceteris editionibus comparavit." While

in his commentary on Habakkuk ii, 2 and iii, 12, we read:
" NonnuUi vero Hbri, et maxinie hi qui apud Hebraeos versu

compositi sunt, tres ahas editiones additas habent quam 'quintam'

et ' sextam' et 'septimam ' translationem vocant, auctoritatem sine

nominibus interpretum consecutas."

In both cases Jerome clearly mentions the Septima, but I fancy

that, as, on at least one other occasion, he was here depending not

on his own memory or collation, but on the above statement of

Eusebius in his History. It is further to be remarked that if there

were seven instead of six Greek versions in the great corpus collected

by Origen, the term Hexapla would be a misnomer.

Only six versions are mentioned and described in the letter

appended to the Arabic translation of the Syrian Hexaplar. See

letter of the Rev. J. White to the Bishop of Oxford, 12 and 13.

In addition to this, I ought to mention that the author of the

pseudo-Athanasian tract already quoted, who was a person of great

accuracy and knowledge, and apparently a contemporary of

Athanasius, speaks of a seventh version, but identifies it with that

of the Martyr Lucian. This would not therefore be any text used

by Origen. It further seems clear that no definite quotation from

the Septima is known. The only one which has been mentioned is.

a very doubtful one, namely, a note to Psalm 1, 3. We may therefore

reasonably conclude, with a first rate authority, namely. Field, that

the existence of the septima is most doubtful. Field's words, are

7ion absiirda condusio est Septimaiii quce cekbratiir versionem ant'

?iu?iqnan exstitisse, aut penitus i7itercedisse {'Field.'?, Hexapla I, xlvi).

If we put aside the " Septima " of Eusebius and Jerome as a very

shadowy existence, we shall have a complete concurrence among
the authorities as to the contents of the Hexapla, and their statement

can be largely checked by specimens of it in its original form which

are extant. The successive columns of the work contained,,

according to all the authorities, (i) :—The Hebrew text in Hebrew
characters. (2) The Hebrew text written phonetically in Greek

characters. (3) The translation of Aquila. (4) That of Sym-

machus-. (5) The Septuagint. (6) The translation of Theodotion.

Lasdy, in some of the books only, 7, the so-called Quinta, and 8,

the Sexta.
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The Hebrew text in the first column was the textus recepius,

substantially that afterwards preserved with so much care by the

Masorets. According to the view of Origan, of Jerome, and of the

Reformers and their Jewish advisers and counsellors, the Buxtorfs,

etc., etc., this was the primitive and original text of the Scriptures.

This explains their adoption of it as their standard. The same

standard was still adhered to by the editors of the Revised Trans-

lation of the English Bible, in the teeth of a great deal of what seems

conclusive evidence, that it is anything but the primitive un-

sophisticated text of the Bible. Hence the waste of time and skill

and energy in the production of an English Old Testament which

is so largely worthless for critical and other purposes, and quite

unworthy of our age. Nothing seems more plain than that this

textus receptus of the Hebrew Bible, otherwise called the Masoretic

text, instead of being primitive and original is an elaborately edited

text dating from the second century a.d., and of secondary

importance to the Septuagint. For this position I have fought at

great length, and perhaps too fiercely, in former yeiars. I am very

pleased to find my views now largely confirmed by a much greater

authority than myself. Dr. Swete, in his introduction to the Greek

Old Testament published in 1900 says : "The Hebrew text of the

Hexapla was, of course, that which was current among Origen's

Jewish teachers in the third century, and which he took to be truly

representative of the original "
{pp. cit., 67), Of this Hebrew text he

adds :
'^ Aji official text differing considerably from the text accepted in

earlier times had received the approval of the Rabbis, and the

Alexandrian version which represented the older text began to be

suspected a7id to pass into disuse " {id., 30). It would have been well

if this fact had been graven on the walls of the Jerusalem Chamber
when the Revised Version of the Old Testament was being

prepared. Let us proceed, however.

The first and second colmuns of the Hexapla consisted, as we
have seen, of the Hebrew words of the Masoretic text in Hebrew
and Greek letters respectively. The former, as we know from

other evidence, contained neither vowel points nor accents. The
latter would therefore be very useful to us if we had it, as an index of

the pronunciation of Hebrew by the Hellenistic Jews at the time. It

would be most useful also in another way inasmuch as it would
afford a check to the vowel pointing and accentuation adopted by

the Masorets at a later time when so many variations of actual sense
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crept into the Hebrew text consequent on a variation in the vocali-

zation of the original unvocalized consonantal text.

Let us now turn to the Greek versions, and first to the imperfect

ones—the Quinta and Sexta—which are both anonymous. There

is a slight confusion about them in the authorities.

Epiphanius in his work on Hebrew Weights and Measures,

ch. XVni, says the Quinta was found with other Hebrew and Greek

books in a jar at Jericho (Hierichunte), in the seventh year of

Antoninus, nicknamed Caracalla, in 217. This statement is con-

firmed by the pseudo-Athanasian tract in regard to the place of

finding, but it does not mention the date, and also by Eusebius, and

it is confirmed also by the fact that Origen was in Palestine in 217.

The Sexta, according to Epiphanius, was found (also in a jar) at

Nicopolis near Actium, in the 13th year of Alexander Severus. This

is also confirmed by the pseudo-Athanasius in regard to the former

statement, and agrees with the fact that Origen was in Greece in 231.

The dialogue between Timothy and Aquila puts both finds in

the reign of Vespasian, which seems quite impossible, while Jerome

makes the Quinta be found at Nicopolis. The statements of

Epiphanius and the pseudo-Athanasian work on this matter seem to

carry much the most weight.

Neither the Quinta nor Sexta would seem to have been com-

plete translations of the Bible. Thus Jerome says, Nonnulli vera

libri et maxime hi qui apud Hebrceos versu coinpositi sunt, tres alias

editiones additas habent^' etc. {^'' Hieron, Epis. ad. Tit") That

these versions were in fact only of parts of the Bible seems

certain :
" certo certius est,'' says Field. He tells us, however, that

he had found the Quinta quoted for readings in the Pentateuch

in the 4th book of Kings, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Canticles and the

Lesser Prophets. The Sexta is quoted for Exodus, I Kings, Job,

Amos, and Habakkuk, the Psalms and Canticles. Jerome says the

authors of both versions were Jews : "Judaicos translatores'^ he calls

them, but the author of the Sexta has been generally deemed a

Christian, from the very Christian gloss he gives to Habakkuk iii. 13.

These two versions are interesting for the criticism of other parts

of the Bible, but not for that we are at present engaged upon,

namely. Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, since there is not a tittle

of evidence that they were contained in them. In regard to the

other three Greek versions, those of Aquila, Symmachus, and

Theodotion, the case is different.
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The object and purpose of two of these versions does not seem

to me to have been quite understood. That purpose was not

merely to provide a Bible for the Greek-speaking Jews more closely

following the primitive Hebrew text, but to make more accessible

and popular among the same people that particular edition of the

Bible which had been prepared and edited and sophisticated by the

doctors at Jamnia, who were presided over by Rabbi Akiba, the

same Bible which was the mother text of the Masoretic Bible or

tex/us reccptiis of the later Jews. When that edition or rescension

was completed, the task of translating it was at once taken in hand

by Aquila, who, as Epiphanius tells us, was a native of Sinope in

Pontus, who had relapsed to Judaism, after having been for a while

a Christian, and who flourished during the reign of Hadrian, 11 7-1 38.

The date is further confirmed by the Jewish traditions about him pre-

served in the Talmud, which also make him a proselyte to Judaism.

Eusebius, Hist. V, 8, gives a shorter account agreeing with that of

Epiphanius. Aquila is first mentioned by Iren^us, who died

A.D. 202 or 203. The Greek version made by Aquila was a most

strictly literal rendering of the Masoretic text at its very inception,

and was doubtless made under the very eye of the Rabbi Akiba,

whose scholar he was i^cf. Lidd., I, i ; Konig, Einleitung, p. 108),

and whose name is so closely associated with the preparation of

the Hebrew textus recephis just mentioned. Akiba flourished from

95-135 A.D. He was in many ways the founder of modern Judaism.

Jerome expressly says of him :

'' Scribcc et Fhariscei quorum suscepit

scholam Akylms, quern magistrum Aquilce proselyti autumantr (See

Hier, in Is. viii, 14.)

It is not only the purpose and aim of Aquila's translation which

seems to me to have been misunderstood ; we are continually told

that Aquila's version was taken directly from the Hebrew, and is

entirely independent of the Septuagint. This it certainly is not.

If the two are compared, it will be seen that a considerable

proportion of the words used are precisely the same as those in

the Septuagint, and that Aquila must have had the Septuagint

before him when he was at work. What he did was to leave the

Septuagint as it was in cases where it represented his revised

Hebrew text literally, and when it did not, to insert his own
translation. To say that Aquila's version is entirely independent

of the language of the Septuagint, therefore, is to mislead. It is

no doubt an exceedingly literal replica of the Hebrew iexius
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receptits, but its phraseology is largely that of the Septuagint where

the two texts did not vary.

The rugged literalness of Aquila no doubt made it distasteful,

and probably also obscure to the Greek readers of the Old Testament

who were not orthodox Jews. These faults were cured by a more

idiomatic version of the same Hebrew text by Symmachus.

Epiphanius tells us he was a Jewish proselyte from Samaritanism.

By Samaritanism he probably meant Ebionism. Dr. Swete says he

seems to show a knowledge of current Jewish exegesis, which agrees

with the story of his Jewish origin or training. Eusebius is the

first writer who refers to him and his version. Epiphanius and the

Paschal Chronicle say he lived in the reign of Septimius Severus

(193-2 11). But Dr. Gwynn, in the D.C.B., IV, p. 749, has shown

this to be incorrect. The Syriac version of Epiphanius says Verus,

and not Severus, and the Emperor meant was probably Marcus

Aurelius (161-180), whose paternal name was Aurelius Verus.

Eusebius, in his History, and Jerome (who probably copies him)

say he was an Ebionite. This seems confirmed by the fact that

his version is not named in the Talmud, nor is his translation

mentioned in Justinian's regulations about the texts to be used in

the Synagogue, and which especially authorize that of Aquila.

Symmachus' use of the word X/j/o-to? in Daniel ix, 26, points the

same moral. This is further confirmed by the fact that the name

Symmachians, as Ambrosiater {Frolegg. Epist ad Gal.), and Augustine

(^Contr. Cresc, I, 31 ; Contr. Faiist, XIX, 4) say, was in the 4th

century applied to the Pharisaic or Nazarene Ebionites. (D.C.B.

IV, p. 74S.) Eusebius adds that commentaries by Symmachus

were still extant in his day, in which he appeared to support the

Ebionite heresy by attacking the Gospel of Matthew. Origen, he

further tells us, states that he obtained these and other commen-

taries of Symmachus on the Scriptures from a certain Juliana, who

he says received the books by inheritance from Symmachus himself

(Eusebi'js, j7"/^A, VI, 17, ed. McGiffert). Juliana, according to

Palladius {Hist. Lausiaca ch. 147J, who quotes an entry made by

Origen himself in an ancient book, lived at Caesarea, in Cappadocia,

and she once sheltered him in her house during a persecution of

the Emperor Maximius, 238-241.

Jerome quotes from two editions both of the translation of Aquila

and of Symmachus (the latter of whom he often follows)—thus in his

commentary on Ezek. iii, 15, he says, "Aquilae secunda editio, quam
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Hebrjei kuju ('(xi>'I^'<">'
nominant, tianstulit o)i)c/jd'C^oi'." In his com-

mentary on Isaiah Iviii, 10, he says: "Verbum Hebraicum ACH
Aquila interpretatus est -X/y)' * * * Symmachi prima editio * * * *

solos interpretati sunt secunda quippe Symmachi vertit iioXov.'

Again, in his remarks on Nahum iii, i, he speaks of an interpretation

of Symmachus, and then goes on to say: "in altera ejus editone

reperi," etc. Like Aquila, Symmachus uses the phraseology of

the Septuagint in many cases when the sense of his original text, the

Masoretic one, is not affected. As Dr. Gwynn has shown, he

borrows verbally from Aquila, whose translation was no doubt before

him when he wrote.

The extant fragments of the two versions of Aquila and

Symmachus are important, as evidence of the condition of the

Masoretic text in the second and early third century, just as the

Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan are, but are othenvise of no

independent value : and it would be better if in the current Bible

texts containing various readings, the Hebrew, Aquila and Sym-

machus Avere respectively quoted as H, HA, and HS. ; thus showing

them to be only three editions of one text. The Syriac Peshitta

version might at the same time be labelled H. Syr, for it also is

virtually a translation of the Masoretic text.

Let us now turn to Theodotion and his translation. While

Aquila and Symmachus set to work to produce a translation of the

Masoretic text into Greek, using the words of the Septuagint only

when they represented that text, Theodotion, apparently, had a

different purpose. He was the first, so far as we know, to try and

build up an eclectic text, compounded of both the Masoretic and

the Septuagint. He not only seems to have used the language of

ihe latter more freely than the other two translators just mentioned;

but he also, apparently, in some respects, assimilated the Masoretic

text to that of the Septuagint, by importing some, though probably

not much, of the latter's matter into it. This made it more popular

than the other two translations among the Christians ; and it seems

to have been used concurrently with the Septuagint in some parts

of the Church.

Irenseus makes Theodotion a native of Ephesus, in which

he is confirmed by the pseudo-Athanasian work already cited.

Epiphanius, jirobably here confounding him with Aquila, makes

him a native of Sinope in Pontus. Mr. Swete suggests that he is

more likely to be right in calling him a pupil of Marcion (who
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flourished about 150), in which the pseudo-Athanasius agrees with

him. The text of Epiphanius seems to be corrupt where he fixes

Theodotion's date. Dr. Gwynn, who has discussed the question

with his usual skill (see Art. "Theodotion," Diet, of Chr. Biog.)^ has

shown it to be very probable that when intact it put him in the

reign of Commodus, where the pseudo-Athanasius and the Pascal

Chronicle also put him. Commodus reigned 180-192. This

agrees also with the fact that Irenceus (202 or 3) mentions him.

Irenjeus says that, having been a Christian, he became a Jewish

proselyte, which is confirmed by Epiphanius. This is not contra-

dicted by Jerome, who sometimes styles him an Ebionite (Z>^ VirilL,

54), adding in Fraf ad Dan., the pungent phrase, " qui altera

genere Judxits est.'^ In one place (ep. ad Aug., ch. 19) he calls

him a Jew, and it would seem not improbable that he was an

Ebionite before he became a proselyte, and it was possibly as an

Ebionite of some sect who disapproved of the too Jewish text of

Symmachus that he prepared his translation of the Bible, which

was, as I have said, much favoured notwithstanding by the early

orthodox Christians, who only quote the other two versions above

mentioned to denounce them. This is strongly supported by the

statement of Philastrius, ch. 145 :
" Sunt et heeretici alii quje Thedo-

tionis et Synunachi itidem interpretationem diverso modo expositam

sequuntur, non illam beatissimorum priorum, quam ecclesia catholica

colit et prasdicat. (Harnack, Alttcst. Lit.^ I, 212.)

The first Christian writing in which Theodotion's translation

seems to be quoted is a very early one, namely, the Epistle of

Hermas, ?7> iv, 2, 4 (see Hort, in Johns Hopkins Univ. Cire., Dec,

1884). He is also quoted in Justin, dial. 31 ; Clement of Rome,

I Cor. xxxiv, and Barnabas, iv, 5. Dr. Swete, from whom I take

these references, says, " still more remarkable is the appearance of

Theodotion's readings in the New Testament." Of these he gives a

number (see Introduction, pp. 47 and 48), including some not only

from Daniel, but from other books, ex. gr. Jo. xix, 37 (Zech. xii 10)

and I Cor. xv, 54 (Isaiah xxv, 8).

This remarkable fact has led Schlirer {Gese/i..d. Juden ivi

Zeitalter. Jesu, III, p. 324) to the conclusion that either Theodotion

was older than the Apostles, or there was a Theodotion before Theo-

dotion. While others, including Dr. Gwynn, in the D.C.B., Dr.

Salmon, in his Introduction, p. 547, and apparently Dr. Swete

himself, argue that there were two pre-Christian Greek versions of
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Daniel, one as preserved in the Chisian MS., and the other in

Theodotion (Swete, Iniroductiofi, p. 48). These opinions seem to

me quite impossible in view of the virtually unanimous testimony of

Epiphanius, the pseudo-Athanasius, Eusebius, Jerome, &€., about

Theodotion and his version : in addition to which that version seems

to me to show traces of his having had Aquila's before him when

he wrote.

It seems to me also that the explanation of the apparent paradox

just referred to is, that the quotations relied upon are not in their

original shape, but have been re-edited at a later time by the

substitution by the scribes and copiers of the language of Theodotion

for that of the earlier Septuagint, a change very natural when we

remember that in all or virtually all the current Bil)les, Theodotion's

translation had in certain cases completely superseded the earlier

version. This, as is very well known, was especially so in the book

of Daniel. Jerome says of it
''• Daiiielem prophetam juxia

LXX inierpretes ecdesia 71011 kgunt, uientes Theodotiflfiis editione

(Jerome, Co?itr. Rnf., 11, 33), and accordingly we find that in

every Greek MS. save one, the Codex Chisianus, Theodotion's

translation of Daniel has taken the place of the Septuagint

(Swete, p. 47).

It is very probable that it was Origen's influence which really

caused the substitution in this case to be so widely spread. Jerome

attributes to him a special devotion to Theodotion's Daniel in

the phrase " Origines in nono Stromatum volumine asserit se qua.^

sequuntur ab hoc loco in propheta Daniele non juxta LXX
interpretes, sed juxta Theodotionis editionem disserere." (Jerome

on Dan. iv.) Once Theodotion's Daniel was accepted as

the best and the authorised translation, it was natural to treat

quotations not agreeing with it as corruptions, and to assimilate

them accordingly. Hence the probably factitious importance

of quotations from Theodotion in works written before his

accepted date.

The Book of Daniel was not the only one in which the

Septuagint vefsion was discarded from the Greek Bibles and another

translation substituted for it ; this was also the case, as I shall

presently try to show, with the Books of Chronicles and of Nehemiah,

while in the case of Ezra, as we have seen, both versions were

preserved side by side. In all these cases the books now
deemed canonical, as they occur in ihe Greek Bibles, were
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probably taken over from Theodotion, while the old Septuagint

version, except in so far as it was contained in Esdras A, was

discarded.

Let us now turn to the fifth column of the Hexapla. In regard to

this I cannot help thinking that there may have been a very general

mistake It is generally supposed that it contained, not a transcript

of the Septuagint in the form of the textiis receptus of the trans-

lation known as the Kon^y, but an edition of that text by Origen in

which the variants of the other Greek versions were duly inserted,

while supposed laaince, redtindencies, Szc, &c., were marked by

special characters. I think this is very doubtful ; I know of no

ancient authority for it, nor does it seem to me to be confirmed by

such fragments of the Hexapla as have survived in their original

form, and of which an example is given by Dr. Swete, taken from

a palimpsest in the Ambrosian Library at Milan {Introductioii^ pp.

62 and 63). Field gives other specimens both from the Hexapla and

the Tetrapla ; Vigouroux gives others i^Did. de la Bible /, pp. 691-2).

In all these instances when we turn to the 5th column we find

no obeli no xasterisks nor marginalia^ but a simple and continuous

text. Nor is it easy to see how there would be room for all this

latter critical apparatus in a column planted in the middle of so

many others. I therefore think it more probable that the 5th

column of the Hexapla did not contain Origen's eclectic text, but a

transcript of the Kon//), or ancient Septuagint, without editorial

alterations.

This text in the time of Origen was probably in a very pure

state, having suffered only from scribal errors, and not from the

well-meant efforts of emendators, collators, &c. From what we

know, there seems no reason to suppose that Origen was dissatisfied

with the Kotj/j) because the MSS. showed variants and contradic-

tions. What troubled him was its divergence from the Hebrew

text : the Hebrew verity, as it was supposed to be by those who
did not know that the texhis receptus in Hebrew was a sophisticated

edition of the old book which had been prepared by the Rabbis

at Jamnia not earlier than the beginning of the second century.

We have now examined the various contents of the different

columns forming the Hexapla. It is quite plain that the two first

columns of that collection would be of very slight use for any but

Hebrew scholars, of whom Origen was a rare example among
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Christians of his day, and even his knowledge of it was not very pro-

found. He therefore probably prepared a smaller edition of his

great work, in which these two columns were left out, as were also

the Quinta and Sexta, and which was known as the Tetrapla.

This is at all events the usual viev/ of the relation of the

Hexa])la to the Tetrapla, but I ought to say that JNIontfaucon, the

learned editor of the fragments of the Hexapla, argued that the

Tetrapla was the earlier text, basing his view on theScholion to Psalm

Ixxxvi, 5, in which it is said that the wrong reading /uyT/;/> 1.(n'i' was in

the Tetraplas, while the correct text was given in the Octaplas, viz.,

/()} -// S/u!'j', whence he argues that Origen had corrected his former

edition in the later ones. He also argues that the Tetraplas in

fact contained the uncorrected Septuagint text which was corrected

in the Hexaplas—a view he bases on a number of passages from

Job taken from the Tetraplas and containing uncorrected forms.

(Vigouroux, Did. de la Bible, I, p.694). This shows at all events-

how important it would be to carefully sift out the Tetraplar and

Hexaplar glosses and compare them.

Origen having brought the several texts together, proceeded

to prepare an edition of the Greek Bible based on the Septua-

gint and his collation of the several texts he had brought together.

All this seems to point to the great MSS. of the Hexapla having con-

tained an eclectic text as well as the one in the fifth column, if in fact

the former was written on the same papyrus. Of the form of this

eclectic text we have a good deal of information, as well as

some samples. An interesting and new specimen with the

original Greek uncial text and the Hexaplaric margination is

given in facsimile by Mrs. Lewis in the November number of

the Expository Times. The process followed by Origen in

preparing his eclectic text was apparently as follows :—First

lie wrote out the Kom';} or Septuagint. In this text he marked

all the places where the Kon^/) was deficient or redundant

when compared with the Hebrew text. The deficiencies he

filled in apparently from the version of Theodotion, and put

an asterisk in front of the passage, and a metobelos at the

close, while he marked the redundancies by similarly using an

obelos and a metobelos. The process is described and de-

nounced by Jerome, who says of it {Hicron. pro;/, ad Chron.),

"quod majoris audacise est, in editione LXX, Theodotionis

cditioncm miscuit, asteriscis designans fjua minus ante fuerant^
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et virgulis quffi ex superfluo videbantur apposita." Dr. Swete

has tersely and clearly described other factors in the Origenic

text ; thus he says " differences of order between the Hebrew

and Septuagint were met by transposition, the Greek order making

way for the Hebrew. In this manner whole sections changed

places in the LXX text (rather say Origen's eclectic text) of Exodus,

of Kings and Jeremiah. In Proverbs only, for some reason not easy

to determine, the two texts were allowed to follow their respective

courses, and the divergence of the Greek order from the Hebrew

was indicated by certain marks prefixed to the stichi of the LXX
column. Corruptions in the Y^oun], real, or supposed, were tacitly

corrected in the Hexapla, whether from better MSS. of the LXX
or from the readings of other translators, or in the case of proper

names, by a simple adaptation of the Alexandrian Greek form to

that which was found in the current Hebrew. " Again," he says,

" Origen used the asterisk and obelus together, as Aristarchus had

done, to denote that the order of the Greek was at fault. The

Hexaplaric signs are also used by Origen when he attempts to place

before the reader of his LXX column an exact version of the Hebrew

without displacing the LXX rendering. Where the LXX and the

current Hebrew are hopelessly at issue, he occasionally gives two

versions, that of one of the later translators, distinguished by an

asterisk, and that of the LXX under an obelus " {op. at., pp., 68-71).

This being the textual arrangement of Origen's Eclectic Bible, it

was further marked by marginalia giving various readings from the

other versions. In these, as the epistle appended to the Arabic ver-

sion of the Old Testament by Hareth says, the version of Aquila was

designated by the letter Alpha, that of Symmachus by Sigma, that of

the LXXII by the letters Ain and Beth respectively, that of

Theodotion by O, the Quinta by He (the letter representing 5), the

Sexta by the letter Vaw (standing for 6). (See Rev. J. White,

Letter to the Lord Bishop of London, 1791, pp. 12, 13.)

Such was the gigantic and to us most embarrassing work of

Origen, since when his eclectic text was transcribed, as it was, with-

out his warning marks, his great authority stamped what was

really a very indifferent made up text with such virtue that it largely

supplanted and led to the loss of the precious materials out of which

it was built up. Origen continued to work at his two great corpora

of authorities. Thus it would appear from a colophon added to a

Syriac MS. containing the translation of Exodus by Paul of Telia
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(Cat. Syr. MSS., B.M., p. 30), that he added a collation of the

Samaritan Pentateuch to the Hexa])la ; while in a Vatican MS.,

given in fac-simiie by Migne, IV, 875, we are told that after

he wrote the Tetrapla he added corrections and scholia in his

own hand. {Prolegomena to Euscbiiis by Dr. McGiffert, p. 38.)

The originals of the Hexapla and Tetrapla of Origen and the

autograph of his eclectic text were deposited in the library of

Pamphilus at Cresarea on the coast of Palestine. There they were

consulted and studied, as that great critic himself tells us, by Jerome.

Thus in his commentary on the Psalms, he says, " i^avrXod^- Originis

in Csesariensi bibliotheca relegens ; " and again, " cum vetustum

Originis hexai)lum psalterium revolverem, quod ipsius manu fuerat

emendatum." Again, in his Commentary on the Epistle to Titus,

" nobis curse fuitomnes veteris legis libros quos v. d. Adamantius in

Hexapla digesserat de Caesariensi bibliotheca descriptos ex ipsis

authenticis emendare." Harnack [Gesch. altch. lit., p. 340) raises a

doubt as to Avhether Jerome ever saw Origen's own autographs.

These were no doubt written on papyrus, and as Jerome himself tells

us, some of the MSS. at Csesarea having decayed, they were copied

out again on vellum by Acacius and Euzoius (comp. Epist., 34, i).

The library of Pamphilus, says Dr. Swete, was in existence in the

sixth century, for Montfaucon {Bibl. Coisl, p. 262) quotes from

Coi'sl, 202, a MS. of that century, a colophon which states that it

had been collated with the oldest copy, which had itself been

corrected by the Holy Martyr Pamphilus, and on which it was

specially written by the said Martyr that it had been collated and

corrected according to the Hexapla of Origen by his own hand. (///-

traduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 75.) Dr. Swete further

suggests that this great library at Ctesarea may have been destroyed

in the year 63S, when Cassarea was captured by the Saracens. This

seems to me to be not quite so clear, for as early as the year 616-17

we find Paul of Telia in Egypt translating the Hexaplar text there.

If the library of Pamphilus had been still at Ctesarea, he would

hardly have gone from Antioch to Alexandria to make his copy

from a copy there, instead of consulting the originals much nearer

home, and we must suppose that at that date it had been destroyed

with the two famous codices the Hexapla and Tetrapla.

The virtue of the two great collections, the Hexapla and Tetrapla,

had been extracted and condensed, as we have seen, by Origen in his

eclectic text. This eclectic text was copied by and at the instance of
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Pamphilus and Origen ; some of these copies included apparently all

his marginalia and scholia and his Hexaplaric marks, while others did

not. This edition by Origen, Pamphilus and Eusebius is referred to

by Jerome as the l^a-n-Xa, and has since been known as the Hexaplar

text. In the colophon above quoted from the Vatican MS. referred

to by Migne, Eusebius is made to claim that he made such a copy,

and further to claim that he and Pamphilus acted as correctors of

the text (Migne, /oc. a'/.). The corrector {SiofjOwnp) was, of course,

a most important functionary in writing books in ancient times, and

very often the scribe and corrector changed places. Pamphilus and

Eusebius are both qualified with the word in ancient glosses to

Biblical MSS. (see Swete, op. cit., p. 77), while a certain Antoninus

is mentioned as the one who uvreliaXev the same \vorks.

The Hexaplar text as edited by Eusebius and Pamphilus became

the standard text for students of the Bible, and copies of it were

multiplied by its original editors, and at their instance. Jerome

tells us, in a letter to Augustine :
" Quod si feceris omnino ecclesire

bibliothecas damnare cogeris ; vix enim unus vel alter inveniatur

liber qui ista non habeat."

Dr. Swete says of this phrase :
" He is drawing a hasty inference

from experiences gained in Palestine." I think this remark is

hardly justified. Let us see ; the Armenian version of the Old

Testament was made between the years 396 and 430 by Mesrop,

Sahak the Patriarch, Eznik, and others. This we learn, says my
friend Mr. Conybeare, from three Armenian writers of the fifth

century, Koriun, Lazar of Pharpi, and Moses of Chorene. Cony-

beare has shown that it is in the main a translation from the

Greek, and not only from the Greek, but from the Hexaplaric

edition of the Greek Bible, whose obeli and asterisks he tells us

here and there survive in Armenian MSS. :
'' According to Koriun,

Mesrop, with the help of a Greek scribe Rufinus, began a version

in Edessa about 397 a.d., with the Proverbs of Solomon. .

Later on Koriun and Eznik fetched back from Constantinople

an accurate and rare copy of the Scriptures, and the work

of translation was resumed. . . . Lastly, Moses of Chorene

declares that Sahak and Mesrop, not content with their Byzantine

' exact ' copies, sent himself to Alexandria for the purpose of

completing their works in ways not clearly specified. He also

says that John and Artzan on their way to Constantinople stayed

m Csesarea." (Conybeare, Hastings' Dictiona?y, Article, Armenian
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Version, p. 152.) Conybeare suggests that this Csesarea was in

Cappadocia. I think it must have been Csesarea in Palestine,

and that the object of the visit of the two Armenians was to

consult the library of Pamphilus and Origen's original texts there.

The visit of IMoses of Chorene to Alexandria was also probably

to collate a famous MS. of the Hexaplaric version which as we

know was there. Inter alia Esdras A, which must have been

derived, as we shall see, from the Hexapla version, occurs in the

Armenian. It is plain therefore that the Hexaplar version was well

known in Armenia as well as Palestine. This is not all
; Jerome

speaks in the highest terms of the Hexaplaric text. Thus he says of

it '''Ea aiitem qucz Jiabetitr in t^an-Xoi^ . . . ipsa est qua ac eruditorum

libris incorrupta et ivimaculata LXX interpretuin translatioresen'atim.^^

(Ad Rufin II, 27.) We know, from his own statements, that before

he applied himself to his great task of making the Old Latin version

more conformable to the Hebrew, Jerome occupied himself in trans-

lating several books from the Hexapla which he consulted at Csesarea.

He thus speaks of "Editionem LXX interpretum, quE et in e^airXol^

codicibus reperitur, et a 7iobis in latinmn sernionem fideliter versa est."

(Ep. 106, 2 ad Sunniam.) We do not know to what extent the

translation was carried out, for the work 'is in great part lost, but as

he tells us himself it, at least, included the Psalter, Job, and the

three books of Solomon (i.e., Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Canticles),

and also the books of Chronicles (see Swete's Introduction,

pp. 8S-102). It is virtually certain that it did not include

Esdras A, for in his preface to his translation of Ezra in the

Vulgate, he speaks scornfully of Esdras A and of the Messianic

book Esdras IV, as quite unworthy of his notice, and it seems plain

that the Latin translation of Esdras A in the Vulgate, therefore, was

not Jerome's but derived from an earlier Latin translation. What I

here wish to do is merely to support Jerome's statement about the

widespread user of the Hexaplaric version against the doubt raised

by Dr. Swete.

It would seem in fact that for some time the Hexaplaric text was

received all over the Greek world as the best and soundest edition

of the Bible, and it was only when Lucian and Hesychius published

their editions that it was displaced from large districts. It remained,

as Jerome says it was in his day, the standard text received in

Palestine.

Let us go on, however ; about the years 616-617 Athanasius,
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the Monophysite patriarch of Antioch, with five of his suffragans,

payed a visit to the Alexandrian patriarch. Paul of Telia, and

Thomas of Harkel, as Dr. Gwynn says, appear to have been of

the party, and their visit to Alexandria led to the translation of the

Eusebian Hexapla (which they found there) into Syriac : Paul doing

the Old Testament, and Thomas the New.

From notes to his translations of the Books of Kings, still ex-

tant, we learn that Paul did his work of translation in the monastery

of Saint Anthony, situated in \\\q. E^iaton of Alexandria in Egypt, and

that he was at work upon it in the year 616 (Wright's Cat., 34). He
further tells us that the Greek exemplar from which his Syriac

translation of Joshua was made contained this phrase, " Transcribed

from the Hexapla, from which too it was furnished with the various

readings, and collated also with the Tetrapla" {id., 32). In the

colophon to the translation of Kings already referred to, he speaks of

the exemplar of the Hexapla from which his Greek copy was taken,

as that preserved at Ca;sarea in Palestine, and adds that it was

collated with that exemplar, in which was written as follows, " I,

Eusebius, have corrected it carefully to the best of my ability

"

{id., 34). From the colophon to Paul's translation of Exodus, we

further learn that the MS. containing the corrections of Eusebius

-

Pamphilus, from which his Greek original was taken, also contained

readings from the Samaritan text.

Dr. Swete says of Paul's translation, that it is servile to "such

an extent as sometimes to violate the Syriac idiom " {Introduction,

p. 114). We can hardly doubt that Paul of Telia has in his translation

in fact preserved for us a very careful copy of the edition of the

Greek Eible in the form in which it left the hands of Origen and his

two scholars, with the obeli and asterisks duly marked. Paul's

translation is known as the Syro-Hexaplar, and we have portions of

it extant with the Hexaplaric signs duly marked. It is therefore

plain that these MSS. preserve for us the text of Paul of Telia's ver-

sion intact.

Of the Syro-Hexaplar version considerable portions are extant.

Thus in the British Museum we have MSS. of parts of Genesis, all

Exodus, nearly half of Numbers, parts of Joshua, almost all Judges

and Ruth, but without marginalia, and Kings HI almost intact.

The fourth book of Kings is preserved in a Paris MS. Two
volumes of a famous codex of this version reached Europe at an
early date, having come thither from the Nitrian desert. One of
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these volumes, which was long in the possession of IMasius, has been

lost for nearly two centuries. It contained part of Deuteronomy,

Joshua, Judges, four books of Kings, Chronicles, Esdras, Esther,

Judith, and part of Tobit, from which Masius published some

readings.

The other volume still survives in the Ambrosian Library at

Milan, and contains Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles,

The Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Baruch,

Lamentations, Ezekiel, the letter of Jeremiah, Daniel, and the

twelve lesser Prophets (see Field's Hexapia, Pfolegomena LXVII
and LXVII I).

In addition to the MSS. just mentioned, in which some of the

books of the Old Testament in the Syro-Hexaplar edition have been

preserved to us, we have some other remains of the same work, which

are more directly germane to our present purpose. First, we have

the Catena or collection of extracts from the Bible, and other pious

books, preserved among the Syriac MSS. in the British Museum,

numbered DCCCLII, to which I have referred in a previous com-

munication. This inter alia contains portions of the books of

Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, professedly taken from Paul of

Telia's translation. Dr. Gwynn long ago pointed out that there

are in this Catena portions of the text of Esdras A, which proves

that Esdras A was in the Syro-Hexapla, and, no doubt, therefore,

in the original Greek Hexapia also. Esdras A is only preserved

in the Catena in certain fragments, the chief value of which is the

proof they afford that that text was in the Hexapia. The book,

however, occurs intact elsewhere, namely, in some MSS. com-

prising in the main the Syriac Peshitta version.

The oldest Syriac MS. known to me containing Esdras A, is

in the Cambridge University Library, and is referred to under

the press mark 001. 1.2. on page 1041 of the catalogue of that

library, now being published by Mr. S. Cooke. The MS. is known

as "the Buchanan Bible," and we are told that it is written in a

good Jacobite sirta, probably of the end of the twelfth century.

On fol. 230Z' of this MS. we have the text of Esdras A, with the

heading ''According to the Septiiagint." In the Bodleian are two

seventeenth century Syriac Bibles, one copied in 1614, and the

other in 1627, the latter having been made for Archbishop Ussher.

Both MSS. contain, according to Dr. Payne Smith's Catalogue, the

same text of Esdras A, with the same statement that it is derived
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from the Septuagint. In the British Museum, Egerton 704, is

another MS. written in the seventeenth century, also containing

the same translation of Esdras A; another similar MS. is in the

Vatican, and is referred to in Assemani's Catalogue, II, 14,.

No. VII. These are all professedly MSS. of the Peshitta trans-

lation of the Old Testament, but in the case of Esdras A
and also of the book of Tobit, neither of which existed in the

Peshitta copies, from which they were transcribed, we are ex-

pressly told in the headings of their two texts that they are taken

from the Septuagitit. The subscription to the British Museum MS.

above referred to, according to Mr. Margohouth, who has with his

usual kindness read it for me, reads, " Finished is the book which

is the first of Ezra ; inasmuch as it was not found in the simple

copy (i.e., the Peshitta), / ivrote it according to the Seventy." I

must here also express my obligations to another friend, Mr. A. G. J.

Ellis, for his evergreen urbanity and readiness to collate Syriac texts

for me.

In Walton's polyglot the Syriac text of Esdras A is the same as

that in the MSS. above named. According to another accomplished

and obliging friend Mr. Stanley A. Cooke, Walton probably took his

printed text from Pococke's MS. at Oxford, No. 391, which con-

tains, on folio 394, the phrase, "according to the Septuagint."

In all these cases the evidence is therefore plain that Esdras A
was taken from the Septuagint.

That Esdras A is the Septuagint form of Ezra may also be

strengthened by its beautiful Greek as compared with that of the

canonical Ezra, which points to its ultimate Alexandrian origin.

On this point I should like to quote a passage from Mr. Thackeray,

whose testimony is the more valuable because he has not been dis-

posed hitherto to agree with this part of my contention.

He says :
" The character of the translation seems to show that

it was written for Alexandrian Jews rather than for natives of Pales-

tine, for whom the original Hebrew of the chronicler would sufifice.

* * * certain small peculiarities of the language also indicate

Alexandria as the place of writing • ol (pt\ot rou /SaatXewf (viii, 26)

takes the place of Esdras B, ol avf.ijiov\oi (^ol Trpwrot (pi\ot were the

third in the scale of courtiers at the Alexandrian court); in ii, 18 t^

/0fuV/p«/ aoi is inserted. The phrase iav <paLinpui (if it seem good)

occurs in Aristeas (in Merx's Archiv., I, 1870, p. 19), and repeatedly

in Egyptian papyri." (Hastings' Dictionary, sub voce, Esdras I, i,
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762.) Every kind of evidence therefore converges on the conclusion

which I have been pressing for many years, and until recently upon

deaf ears, that the canonical Ezra is a Theodotion text, while

Esdras A, as we have it, is a Hexaplaric Septuagint text.

This is not all, I believe most firmly that not only the canonical

Ezra, but also the two canonical books of Chronicles, and that of

Nehemiah, all of which originally formed a continuous work written in

the same style, were all, as we have them, in the Greek Bible,

taken not from the Septuagint, but from one of the versions of the

Masoretic text, probably Theodotion's, and that it is quite a mistake

to treat them as Septuagint texts at all, as they have been so usually

treated. To this I shall return at greater length in a subsequent

communication. I now merely state it as an obiter dictum. The

only parts of Chronicles and Nehemiah in Greek which in my view

are derived from the ancient Septuagint, are the two pieces attached

to the beginning and end of Esdras A respectively. This seems to

me a very important and far reaching conclusion.

Meanwhile, let us consider another matter. Esdras A is

unquestionably a fragment cut out of a once continuous book of

Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. No one can doubt it \vho examines

its beginning and its end, the latter terminating in an incomplete

sentence. This being so, it reads very strangely when we turn to

Mr. Thackeray's account of the book in Hastings' Bible Dictionary,

and to the authors of the subjective and transcendental articles

on Ezra and Esdras A in that magazine of German erudition,

a priori reasoning and very positive assertion. Dr. Cheyne's cor

responding dictionary, I mean Kosters and Volz, and find them

trying to discover the " Tendenz " or purpose of its author, and

arguing as if it were a complete and substantive work written with

some special polemical end or view. In this they follow older

guides, including my venerable and learned friend, Dr. Lupton,

whom I cannot agree with here. Dr. Lupton thinks "that a

work which described the rebuilding of the Temple and the

beneficence of foreign kings to the work, and which also intro-

duced the story of Josiah slain in an invasion of Syria by the

Egyptians, would have a special interest about B.C. 170, when

Onias, having fled from the persecution in Palestine under Antiochus

Epiphanes, petitioned for leave from Ptolemy Philometor to build

a temple for the Alexandrian Jews at Heliopolis, on the site of

a ruined Egyptian temple at Pubastis." Of this argument
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Mr. Thackeray seems to approve. Like the other arguments as

to the date and pLice of origin of the book urged by De Wette,

Ewald, Fritsche, &c., it involves the impossible view that the book

was a complete and an original work, composed or compiled as we

find it, with a piece of Chronicles tacked on to its beginning and one

of Nehemiah to its end, the latter ending abruptly in the middle of

a sentence, instead of being a fragment cut out intact from a larger

work. If there be a Tendenz or purpose in the book, then

that Tendenz or purpose must cover not only the book of Esdras A,

which is a mere fragment, but the complete work of Chronicles-

Ezra-Nehemiah. This is a reductio ad absurdum of the " Tendenz "

argument as applied to this book.

Let us try and find a more reasonable explanation of the whole

matter. When Origen, or perhaps his editors Pamphilus and

Eusebius, had before them the parallel texts of Chronicles-Ezra-

Nehemiah in the Greek translation of the Masoretic text and the

Septuagint respectively, he or they would be struck by the great

divergence between them. With their views as to the Hebrew

Verity they would probably do what he or they did with Daniel,

namely, substitute the translation of the whole work, Chronicles-

Ezra-Nehemiah, by Theodotion, for the Septuagint version. Field's

work on the Hexapla seems conclusive that this was, in fact, done,

for in the books just named there are virtually no Hexaplar

readings from Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, who followed the

Masoretic text more or less closely ; the only marginal readings being

from the Kon^»; or primitive Septuagint, The contrast between these

books and the rest of the Bible in this respect is very remarkable,

and it seems to me conclusive.

Having substituted the Theodotion text of Chronicles-Ezra-

Nehemiah in the way just mentioned, Origen or his editors would

discover that by what they had done they had cancelled a long and

most interesting episode which had been much used and quoted in the

Church, namely, the story of Darius and the three young men, and

in order to save this they seem to have cut out of the Septuagint

translation that part of it which contained the narrative in question,

a considerable context being necessary to understand the story, and

which they deemed of the first importance. This they showed by

labelling the fragment thus cut out Esdras A. This accounts, it

seems to me, in the simplest and most natural way for the occur-

rence of the two texts of Esdras in the same Bibles, namely,
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Esdras A and B. The proceeding was possibly the work of Origen

himself.

Esdras A, as we have seen, had probnbly been gone over to

a slight extent and assimilated and corrected by Origen. The

editing in the case of this book seems to have been done on

a very small scale, but it probably accounts for the solecisms

and mistakes in chapter v, verses 5, 55, 71, 73, and vi, verses

18 and 19 of the book, which have caused trouble to the commenta-

tors, and most of which I have tried to show did not exist in the

original form of the book as known to Josephus.

The fact that the mistakes and solecisms in question, partially due

to editing and partially perhaps scribes' mistakes, occur in all the

!MSS. of the book known to us and in all the early versions, shows

that all these MSS. and versions of Esdras A are ultmiately depen-

dent on one mother MS., which we can hardly doubt, after this

analysis, was in fact the eclectic text from the Sej^tuagint prepared

by Origen.

If so, it shows what a wonderful influence that text must have

had upon the various editions of the Bible, for Esdras A either occurs,

or apparently did so once, in all the oldest copies of the Greek Bible

and in most of the old versions, and thus its presence in a MS
becomes at once a touchstone of Hexaplaric influence.

This is particularly interesting in regard to the Latin versions.

It proves that parts at least of the Hexapla had been trans-

lated into Latin before Jerome's time, since Esdras A occurs

in the primitive Latin. The fact of there being such a trans-

lation, as well as one from the Koiui'j or primitive Septuagint^

may account for some of the puzzling variations in the prte-

Hieronymian Latin versions. Sabatier publishes two such Latin

texts of Esdras A, and Lagarde portions of a third one. The

influence of the Hexapla on these versions is a promising subject

for inquiry. Meanwhile, however, it shows how necessary it is

before we can produce a final and scientific edition of the Septua-

gint, that we should have an edition of the Hexapla based on all the

sources, and bringing Field's magnificent work, which is a great

glory to English scholarship, up to date. For this we now have

materials covering almost the whole of the Old Testament.

Before drawing my general conclusion, I should like to add a

few words by way of parenthesis in regard to another Hexaplar

version. The Hexaplar text was either in whole or in part translated
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into Arabic by Hareth ben Senan ben Sabat. A note in one of

the MSS. formerly at Madrid, and now burnt, tells us he wrote it at

Tharcaba in the year 891 of the hej. {i.e., in i486). In a note in

one of the Bodleian MSS. the translation is said to have been made

from the Syriac, Holme's FroL to Genesis. Ceriani says he lived at

a much earlier date (see iMon. Sac. et Prof., T. I. F. ; I, p. xii),

and this seems probable, for MSS. of his version of the 14th century

are said to occur.

Of this version two examples of the Pentateuch, with the

hexaplaraic marks duly entered, were presented to Archbishop Laud

by Cyril, Patriarch of Constantinople, who gave the Alexandrian

MS. to Charles the First (see White's Letter to the Bishop oj

London, p. 56), and they doubtless came from Egypt. These MSS.

are both in the Bodleian, Laud A. 146 and Laud A. 147; and

Field expresses his regret that he could only use some trifling

parts of them for collation. It would be a great service to

Biblical learning if some scholar would edit these still un*

published MSS., which supplement so valuably the lacunae in

the Syriac examplars. An Arabic translation of Job from the

Hexapla, with the Hexaplar marks, was published by Baudissen

in 1870, while MSS. of Hareth's translation of the Pentateuch and

Wisdom are mentioned in Assemani's catalogue of the oriental

MSS. in the Vatican.

What is more interesting for our purpose is the fact that in a

Bible Codex (unfortunately only the second half of it is extant) in

the British Museum, and described under number I in the supple-

mentary catalogue by Rieu, there is an Arabic translation of a

number of Old and New Testament books which has not been

examined or collated, and which contains, inter alia, the Arabic

translation of Esdras A, no doubt taken from thai of Hareth above

mentioned, and which ought certainly to be used when we get a

scientific text of the book
;
perhaps it deserves to be itself carefully

edited.

In this Paper I have tried to show that Esdras A is a Hexaplar

text, a view in which an accomplished writer on Chronicles, Ezra and

Nehemiah, Mr. Torrey, tells me he quite concurs. I have by no

means yet exhausted the sources of interest of the Book, and will

postpone further comment to another occasion,

N.B.—I must now correct an oversight which I have made
in common with all others who have recently discoursed on the
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books of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and take the opportunity of

doing justice to a great and courageous scholar who lived long

before his time, and was treated with scanty civility by his con-

temporaries, I mean Whiston. He has in many things forestalled

us all, and I have recently, and since this paper was in type, found

that in his " Essay towards restoring the true text ef the Old Testa-

ment," published in 1722, he said some things in this behalf

which I am bound to say I thought I had said for the first time

myself, and which I now feel bound as an honest person to give him

the credit of. He says, inter alia : " The Jews have given us an

imperfect book of Ezra, instead of the compleat one ; while yet that

compleat one is still preserved in the Septuagint version, and

vulgar Latin, to this day ; and stands now in our Apocrypha, under

the name of the first book of Esdras. This is a very shocking, and

a very surprising observation, but for certain a very true one. ' Tis

evident that when we come to enquire for the old genuine book of

Ezra, or^ as the Greeks write it, Esdras, we are, at first sight, in

some difficulty ; because there are extant two books equally

pretending to that title ; I mean that Hebrew copy with its

Greek and other versions vulgarly owned for Canonical, whose

English translation stands in all our Bibles as Sacred Scripture : and

that Greek copy, with its old Latin version, esteemed apocryplial,

whose English translation now stands in the front of our Apocrypha.

Each of which books * * * do equally lay claim to be the genuine

book of Ezra. Both of them do indeed, in most things, agree

together ; though the esteemed Canonical be much shorter than

that called apocryphal. Now if in this doubt we judge either by

the authority of the modern Jews, or by the Christian copies and

citations since the days of Jerom, about the end of the 4th century,

there will be no doubt which of these books are authentick. The

later Jews, from whom we have received all the Canonical Scriptures

of the Old Testament, having never delivered to us any other

Hebrew Ezra but that standing among the Canonical Scriptures

in all our Bibles, as if they had no knowledge of any other

that was ever written in the Hebrew language. But then if we

enquire into more ancient times we shall see the greatest reason

to suspect that the Jews have not dealt fairly with us in

this matter since the second century. The known books of the

New Testament indeed, never cjuote any passage out of the

book of Ezra, so we cannot get any light thence. But the Aposto-
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lical constitutions quote this text out of it :
' JVise Ezra does also

admonish thee and say. Go your ivay, and eat the fat, and drink the

sweet, arid be not sorrowful.^ (Const, vii, 20.) This agrees partly

with what is now in our books of Nehemiah, which the ancients

called the second book of Esdras (Neh. viii, 10), and partly with

what is in that we call the first book of the apocryphal Esdra. But

if we read the text as the Syrian version of that called ihe apo-

cryphal book hath it, it agrees with the relation in the Constitutions

better than the other. Justin Martyr quotes one famous text from

this or some other ancient book of Esdras, which was even then

blotted out by the Jews, which accordingly does not appear in any

copy. What citations we have among the next ancient fathers

—

Clement of Alexandria, TertuUian, Origen, Cyprian, and Eusebius

—

are also still made from that book we now call apocryphal. But

what is most of all remarkable here is, that this apocryphal Esdras

is for certain that sacred book which alone Josephus, the Jew, made

use of in Hebrew, in the very days of the Apostles, as will be most

evident to those who compare his large account of that history

with the two copies. Whence it appears that this book alone was

originally in the Jewish Bible before the second century and was

alone that which the Christians made use of to the days of Jerom,

who first brought the other book into reputation in the Church of

Christ, etc."

" The present apocryphal Esdras so-called, though it be really

the canonical one .... In the third, fourth, and fifth chapters,

which are entirely omitted in the Hebrew, it contains an earlier

account of the occasion of Zerubbabel's promotion at court under

Darius the Mede, and his thrive prime councillors or presidents,

and of the occasion of the first decree of this Derius for the

restoration of the Jews, etc., which history having been erroneously

applied to Darius Hystaspis by Josephus and others (though it be

rightly applied by Ben Gorion) .... I cannot but fear that our

present Greek version of that book {i.e., Nehemiah), as well as of the

Hebrew Esra, is only Theodotion's, and no part of the old Septuagint

version; any further, I mean, than Theodotion, as is well known, used

very much to imitate those translators in his own version {op. cit.,

50-55)." Again he says, " I say nothing here of the Greek canonical

Ezra now in our Septuagint Bibles, though I am secure that this is

not the genuine Septuagint version of the true book of Ezra as it

stood among both Jews and Christians in the first ages, for I have
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already proved that the first book of Esdras among the Apocrypha

is that true Septuagint version, and no other. Probably the other

Esdras, now in the Greek Bibles, is the version of Theodotion."

{Ed. 114.)

I am bound to confess that I felt uncomfortal)le when a few days

ago I came upon these passages, whose argument and conclusions are

so very nearly the same as my own in the first memoir of this series,

and which might be suspected to have inspired my memoir, which was

in fact written quite independently of it and long before I had seen

it. It is strange that it should have been overlooked not by myself,

who am not a professed Bible critic, and whose chief studies have

been in very different fields, but by the great army of those who have

devoted so much labour to the Bible text, especially in Germany,

and who unfortunately much too seldom try to learn what " the wise

men of old " have said on the subjects they wrote about, and seem

to appreciate contemporary wisdom too highly. One thing is plain,

that in regard to priority Whiston must have the credit of having

first suggested that the Canonical Ezra was probably the work of

Theodotion, and that the text of Esdras A was the true Septuagint

text of the same book, and I must humbly give place to him in

regard to both issues. The independence of my analysis, in which

very similar arguments and conclusions have occurred to " the

Old Master " and myself at an interval of 200 years, may perhaps,

however, be held to strengthen a conclusion which has recently been

very sympathetically received by some great authorities who have

written to me, and who have affirmed their adherence to it.
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AN ARABIC VERSION OF THE PROLOGUE TO

ECCLESIASTICUS.

By Stanley A. Cook, M.A.

It is well-known that the " Wisdom " of Jesus, son of Sirach,

or to employ the later Latin designation, " Ecclesiasticus,"'- was

originally written in Hebrew, and that the Greek translation was

made by the author's grandson in order to render the work accessible

to the " lovers of learning " in Egypt. In a Prologue, characterised

by a style freer and more elegant than that of the translation,- the

grandson has given us an interesting " apology " which, in spite of

its occasional obscurity, is a document of considerable importance.

It contains the first allusion to a triple division of the Old Testament

Canon : the " Law " and the '•' Prophets " are spoken of as definite

collections, and reference is made to other writings, not yet

designated by any particular term, some of which at all events

found their way into the " Hagiographa." Besides this, the Pro-

logue clearly illustrates the decay into which the knowledge of

Hebrew^ had fallen among the Jews of the Dispersion, and is

evidence, also, for the state of culture in Egypt in the second

century before Christ.

In the hope, therefore, that anything that may conceivably throw

light upon the meaning of this Prologue may be of interest to the

members of this Society, I propose to print—I believe for the first

' On the origin of this term see the Encyclopedia Biblica, s.v., § i, col. 1164

sq.
^
- In regard to the style of the translator, Dr. Swete {Introd. to the Old Test.

in Gr., p. 300; Cambridge, 1900) remarks that the Prologue is written in "the

literary style of the Alexandrian Jews of the time of Euergetes," whilst in the

body of the work the translator "drops into the Biblical manner; and his trans-

lation differs little in general character from that of the Greek version of Proverbs."

Elsewhere {op. cit. p. 20 sq. ) Dr. Swete observes that " the clumsy Greek of the

Prologue, and the stiff artificiality of the book, offer a marked contiast to the

simple style of the Pentateuch."
^ The fact that the Canonical books are written in Hebrew is here stated for

the first time.
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time^—an edition of the Arabic version, and to append a few notes

upon some of the other and older versions.

An adequate discussion of all the versions and their relation to

one another cannot be attempted here, and it must suffice to

remark that the Greek is made from the Hebrew, substantial portions

of which have fortunately been recovered in recent years, and that the

Syriac, too, is translated direct from the original, though it is not

without signs of Greek influence. The old Latin, Coptic, Ethiopic^

Hexaplar-Syriac, etc., are from the Greek ; the Arabic, on the other

hand, is apparently from the Syriac-

Now, although nearly all Greek MSS. of Ecclesiasticus contain

the translator's Prologue,-'' it is less frequently found in the MSS. of

other versions based upon the Greek. It naturally appears in the

Syro-Hexaplar, but not in the old Syriac version,"^ and it is extremely

rare in Coptic and Arabic. As regards the Coptic, Mr. W. E. Crum
informs me of one fragment, in the British Museum (Or. 59B4),

from a large papyrus book in uncial, perhaps of the Vlth or Vllth

century, and he has kindly supplied me with a translation from which

I shall have occasion to quote later. Less serviceable is the frag-

ment in the famous Turin MS., probably of the Vth century, edited

by Lagarde {Aegyptiaca, p. 107), of which only a few words, towards

the end of the Prologue, can be made out. In regard to the Arabic,

the text printed below appears to be the only one written in the

Neski character. It is taken from a modern MS. in the Borgian

Museum, Rome,-^ and is here styled R. Edersheim, in his com-

mentary on Ecclesiasticus (p. 33), mentions a copy of an Arabic

version in the Library of the Medici at Florence,''' but this statement

^ The Arabic version printed in tlie edition of the Apocrypha pubUshed at

Beirut in 1870 does not come under consideration here.

- The commentaries of Fritzsche, Edersheim, Zockler, Ryssel, etc., may be

consulted for fuller details. Among the special monographs may be mentioned

N. Peters, Die Sahidisch-Koptische Uebirsetzmig des Buches Ecclesiasticus

(Freiburg i. B., 1898), H. Herkenne, Dc Veteris Lat. Eccks., cap. i-xliii.

(Leipzig, 1899).

•* According to Holmes and Parsons, no. 248—with which agrees the Com-

plutensian—has only the spurious Prologue printed in our Authorised Version

(falsely attributed to Athanasius, but by an unknown writer, probably of the

Vlllth or IXth century), and no. 157 omits both.

• It is conceivable that some late MS. may have inserted a translation from

the Greek, but up to the present I have not succeeded in finding any example.

' I am indebted to Professor Guidi of Rome for the copy. It is marked K.

vjii, 2, see Cersoy, in the Zeitsclirift fiir Assyriolngie, ix, p. 380.

" Reference to it is made also by Ryssel in Kautzsch"s Aprokrypheit, p. 250.
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appears to rest upon a misunderstanding. According to Assemani

{Cat. Bibl. Med. Laiiretii, p. 61) no. XVIII is the only MS. in the

Library containing the Arabic version of Ecclesiasticus, but I learn

through Professor Guidi that the MS. does Jiot contain the book in

question. Now Edersheim observes that this MS. is corrected from

the Greek, and particularly notes that in the Prologue the translator

states that he has rendered the book into Syriac. This latter piece

of information, it will presently be seen, actually occurs in the Borgian

MS., and, as far as I have ascertained, in no other, and it is therefore

not unlikely that Edersheim's MS. is no other than our copy from

the Borgian Museum.

Another copy of the version is in the Paris MS., anc. fonds 80,

described by Zotenberg {Cat. no. 179 [3], fol. doa). It is dated

A.D. 1574, and ascribes the translation to Basil, bishop of Tiberias.

^

This MS., a copy of which I owe to M. I'Abbe Nau, is written in

Karshuni (Arabic in Syriac characters), and is remarkable for the

statement that the book was translated into Arabic. It is here

styled P.

Finally, whilst cataloguing some Syriac manuscripts in the

University Library of Cambridge, I found a number of mutilated

fragments (averaging about 6 inches by 3! inches), containing the

Prologue and portions of the opening chapters of Ecclesi asticus in

Karshuni, probably of the XVIth or XVIIth century. Add. 2072^

(=C^) consists of ten leaves, of which folios 2-3 contain the

Prologue; folio \a (=C~) contains a small duplicate fragment, and

another more complete copy was found in Add. 207 2^ (= C'^).

Of the C fragments C'^ is comparatively less correct than either

C~ or C^. It contains several errors not found in the remaining

two, the diacritical points are marked less regularly, and the / (^)

and '

(^) are often indistinguishable (cp. n. 40 below). As these leaves

have been used in the bindings of other manuscripts, the margins are

' Ecclesiasticus ends as follows :

—

.*n;s^ ^]cq1 .a^ ^\aj \>ol . w»j]^;m^ ..JL ,_.acicq1L

- The text differs from that printed in Vol. IV of Walton's Polyglot, and
from the closely-related MS. Or. 1326 in the British Museum. See Wright's
Catalogue of the Cambridge Syriac Manuscripts, p. 1 205 sq.
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frequently mutilated, with the result that in many cases one or two

characters are lost. As a rule, however, a deficiency of this nature

in any one of the three can be made good by the help of the other

two, so that I have not thought it necessary to indicate such

lacunae in the critical apparatus, nor have I troubled to record such

slips as m^n|i \s,n C^ in 1. 4, or the spelling cnu^lo C^ in 1. 22,

or ^D"^ Ci C' in 1. 27.

It only remains to be added that the resemblance between the

versions is on the whole so complete that we may infer that both

R and C are by the same translator as P, viz.—Basil, bishop of

Tiberias.

The Arabic Version of the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus.

From a MS. hi the Borgian Museum, Rome, with variants

from MSS. in Cambridge and Paris.

ajXjJI ClXL^il ^UwO—; _>;_j -^Ujwj ^\ f^:\ «Uil£»- l_-jU^ I

^;1:_ ^^'_:^\ j^jJj : 9.u<US^j u^Ji\ J^l ^^ : ^JjJl^-l 5

I. P begins with this word. 2. P adds OlNooo.

3. C^ begins. 4- P U^^l© U^l>.

5. C^ J>Qa.4^, P l;iO^. 6. C- begins.

7. €•• - yDOlio]*-. 8. C'begms. P, Ci-sV^^]-^].

9. P OlSoiuAo. 10. C^-^ ^^O.

II. P ^r^O. 12, C'-'^ loiliD.

13. C- ^\1] ^] ^. 14. P CTia;sSnn.
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16
Jj ^[y^Kjb] O.J '^V'A ^^ :[1.<^\ 8

I m*.«IajU C .jmI] i\jl.i tUuij

3^^-!^ ^. ^,pU]l 1^.1 ^^°\^X^S\i ^jA.W ^lr>^^^\ ^i^ 14

U,c 35 ll^ ^ ^c^;^^; :^^ 34^ ^^0 ^y.. 33 1;,^ ^\, 1

6

15. p ^.
17. O ^ll^, emends.

19. P W W.J**.

21. P oipa.

23. P Ij-fcjAo'l

25. P aujoZ.

27. P ^QlSOflD.

29. a Qj^jAlL.

31. p 5>qd2]p3.

33. P ]Ld ^.

35. P, Ci'3 U».

16. ci'2 ^01 joi, C" ioai Qj.

18. a laTrOo]^'.

20. Ci ^QO^l (su-), C3 ^QA-].

22. O^ OlIV^l.

24. C^^mljA j]:LO(C' lacuna).

26. }i^<^\ ^ Lli^.x.<, Oonly

cnSQQ>*.L . . (C-' lacuna).

28. P .opAm.1.

30. P adds loi.!^.

32. P, C^' 3 "jOwi^lflDZ.

34. C'^ omits (so apparent'y C^).

36. P A*nn].

37. O Alll {sic) C^], P A^IO. 38. C^' •" ^A^^ (Ci apparently

omits ,jz), P k^MiuKjf.
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:4i^^ ^^: '^°^"'^'l- ,A^^ ^P^ ^"^l--^ J-'lv: U-r^ ^^-^^:' '^

^^i ^,l< l^i :49i^:. 48^^:,.,., Ua- 47^:u^1^ ^,,!^ : ^^\ 21

:52-^, c^,Gl. ,.,^^^ Si^^l^l 50 -j^Li,. Ui: .LJu: 22

<^ Ji ^ .> w /

57^^ J ,

,..^. ^ ;-i 56^_^.\i : OJ.;^ 55^,^^.^ U,< 24

/ -

39. p oula. 40. P .^iio!^©, ci

>.»j] » \V^^0 {sic).

41. P 1|jLQ0. 42. P *AZ ^LD.

43. P, CI "^sjujo. 44- CI "jjlmlL [JL]] (O

lacuna).

45. P *CDQli:]j^. 46. C^' ^ omit.

47. P -r^j-.A^L. 48. C' (and apparently C^)

49. CI- -^ P add V^xu .^i.] 50. P ouSdIAIL oiiro^

i>oai-p^y^vjajo^^isnrri^, .oA^Zo.

and C^' ^' after ^.tAnm^

add ^;m'^V)^.

51. V,C>-^ jA^I^. 5-^- Ci'' ]h^^.

53. Padds loiG. 54. P ^^]j.

55. P oiLoj. 56. P ArXyto")©, ci aia.^o|£)

(C lacuna).

57. Ci ioloil (C lacuna). 58. C^ .^iZ] . . (C^ lacuna).
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^5,'J_! A^KsiH, : U<-:»,clj ^-^^^'Al'. • tL,«^-i ^J.lr l::--:'!^ 29

. 6^CJ.^. 30

59. p .a-o'rilL »a!L, CI- ^ 60 ci JaimlL.

P ends here.

61. a- 3 omit. 62. Ci' 3 -^LV)"^

63. So 05, but O Im^l. 64. C^ ^oi-H-sZo.

65. C^' 3 adds OCT. 66. Ci- •'' adds iol^lL »x.li.

Translation ^ :

—

(i) The Book of the Wisdom of Yeshu' son of Sirakh, the

vezir of King Solomon the Wise, (2) son of David the

Prophet, king of Israel, on whom be peace.

First of all, the Introduction to the Wisdom of (3) Yeshl^i'

son of Sirakh.

Inasmuch as we have been given and endowed with

great gifts (4) in the Law, and the Nomas, and the Prophets,

and the like, and on this account praise is due to (5) Israel

for (her) culture and wisdom, and not only those who read

(6) and contemplate all of them (a) become endowed with

knowledge, but also those (7) of the Gentiles, who are

outside, the knowledge of that which is in this (8) book will

enable them to be careful and laborious, whereby they will

attain to (9) the way of perfect knowledge, that they may
speak and write knowledge in its entirety.

(10) My grandfather Yeshu', who laboured (/') to study

^ I am indebted to Prof. A. A. Bevan for revising this translation and for

tlie notes signed with his initials.

{a) i.e., all the above-mentioned books.

(b) [Lit. wearied himself (f/; .
,

^^^ '. . weariness).—A.A.B.]
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the Law and the Nomos, (11) and the Prophets, and the

writings of the Fathers, having acquired sufficient (know-

ledge) began (12) to compose something of that which his

knowledge was leading him to acquire {c) in the way of

wisdom and culture, (13) to the end that when the lovers of

learning heard it, they might the more increase (14) in living

according to the Law.

And, now, pay heed, O ye excellent ones, with your

strength (15) and good intent and your study of this book,

that ye graciously (16) forgive me wheresoever you suspect

that I have failed in aught of that which (17) I set myself

to interpret, or have erred in it (so as to depart) from what is

strictly proper to it.

(18) For the meaning and force of words and the signifi-

cations do not agree one with another (19) when recited in

Hebrew or translated into another language ; and not this

(20) book alone, but also the Nomos (d), and the Prophets,

and the rest of (21) the books. And there is no small

difference {e) between them. (/)

And when it was (22) the thirty-eighth year of King

Euergetes I came to Egypt, (23) and stayed there a while,

and I acquired a comely measure of Greek culture which

was not inferior to (24) that which my grandfather had com-

posed, {g) And I imposed upon myself the duty of apply-

ing care (25) and labour with love to interpret this book and

to translate it into (26) the Syrian {h) tongue.

So I applied knowledge and activity (lit. watchfulness)

for a considerable length of time, (27) until, when I had

finished the translation of it, I presented it to those who

were proselytes (/) who sought after knowledge, until, when

((-) Adopting r's reading, see n. 25. [In any case the j.eifect was to be

expected.—A. A. B.]

{d) Following C'-', see n. 46.

(e) The reading of P, see n. 47.

(/) C'"^ P add that the reference is to the Septuagint ; see n. 49.

(g) The interpretation is diflicult. See the notes below (p. 184). P (see

n. 55) reads "which my grandfather had translated."

{//) So also C'*, but P reads Arabiati ; see n. 59.

(/) The reference is to ihe Jews of the Diaspora. [The Ar. word (see C's

reading, n. 62) corresponds to jZqsZoZ in the Syr.-llcx., and seems to be

therefore an abstract noun from the Syr. (JQ^,? or Christian Pal. -Syr.
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they had acquired possession of the riches of its ideas,

(29) their ways became conformed to the Law, and their

mode of Hfe to the Nomos ; and Praise be tu the only God.

The appended brief notes on the versions of the Prologue are

based upon Swete's text of the Septuagint, notice being taken of

the variants cited by Holmes and Parsons (H-P). The Latin is

taken from Heyse and Tischendorf, with variants in the Amiata,

edited by Largarde {Miffheiliingen, I, Gottingen, 1884). The

Syro-Hexplar, of course, is from Ceriani's fine work {Codex Syro-

Hexaplaris, Vol. VII, Rome, 1874). On the source of the Coptic,

see above p. 174.

The heading appears in the LXXasII/Jo'\o709[B A, similarlyinLat.],

77-/3. '^n>ay^ [C], i«^ omits. With the form the introduction takes in P

(1. 2, n. i) compare the Syr,-Hex. 01*^ ViQA^j IASdQajJ .Q.»i^oVr2)

^;jlCD>. Since C^-^ begin practically at the head of their respective

leaves, it is probable that they agreed with P rather than with the

fuller introduction in R.

For TioWwv Kcii /iie^dXw}' the Ar. has only one term. On the

other hand, the Ar, represents cefio/nei-wi' by two verbs, and has a

doublet for vo/no^- (cp. also 11. 10, 20). The transposition of the

verbs in P (see n. 4), as also that of the Greek Tnucciwi and aocpi'ai

in H-P 253, is without further support.

By "the others that have followed (ijKoXovdijKOTwi') in their steps

(voT HL-Toi'?, omitted in H-P 155)," the authors of the Hagiographa

are meant. Syr.-Hex. reads : Q21QJ •00iZqo(>, with the marginal

note ]jOi!:L )i.i^a QSkjQJ.

The Arabic corresponding to the clause commencing kuI w^ ov

fiot'ov is evidently conflate.

Toi's avw^iivwaKoinwi^ Lat. loqiientes.

To7s- e/i.-T09, /.e., The Jews of the Dispersion, Lat. extraneos
; Syr.-

Hex. jrAj, but with the marginal \\£i ]V>SnS ^j .QJCTl^,

(rA.^l0. In this case the Ar. word would mean ' the condition of a sojourner

or proselyte,' a tolerably accurate rendering of the Gr. TrapotHia. — A.A.B.]

t^QOZoZ, in Pesh. version of Ps. cxix, 54, cxx, 4 represents the Gr. irapoiKia,

and Heb. -y^yQ, -^-|:i.
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which is evidently the source of the Ar. reading (1. 7). RV mg.

" of another nation." Note Lat. sed etiavi extraneos posse et dicentes

et scribentes doctissimos fieri -reading 7(ui<< Ck-o^.

o TTCLTnro'i ^lou. It has been questioned whether 7rd~~o'^ is to be

understood here of a grandfather or of an ancestor in the wider

sense. The versions agree wnth the former view in reading avi/s

]^^*r> Copt. ' the father of my father,' for the Ar., see 1. 10.

t-( -\>7ur, either " more and more," or "more (than others)";

Syr.-Hex. favours the former, Lat. ampliiis.

Kill Twv aWwx' TTmix'iiw jiiftXiiov [B A C], so Syr.-Hex,, Ar, omits

aWwi'i ^ inserts -rwi' rcoi'Twr, cp. Copt. " the remainder that are

necessary of the books of the fathers."

ava'iuwffii', Lat. ad diligentiam (scientiam, Am.) lectionis.

Kill t/' TOVTOi^ iicai'ijt' v^iv Tre/nTronjaiifici'of, Lat. Om.

TTpoi'iOx'l {~cpioarj-)(9tp> [^]) Kui (tinov o-y77/joY/-rt(, Syr.-Hex. *£i\ \l\

fcSAsiSQlk 001 , cp. Ar. 1. II sq. Lat. vo/ia'/ et ipse, with variant volui

in Heyse, and Amiata.

T( tCcv eU iratcciav kiu (7o(l)iai> ai'r/koi'rwi', Ar. inverts the substantives.

Note that C^ has the simpler rendering (n. 26). To express the

genitive (^ prefixes Trcpi) Ar. has mhnd, .Syr.-Hex. 'j ,^*\i( ^io.

(JjiXdiuiOc?^- is literally rendered by the Arab. (1. 13), cp. Syr.-Hex.

Kdl roiniL'i' troxoi (t'/'z/X"'' i*5*^'''A) '^/ci'ofiej'oi. Lat. et tUorUIH

periti fact!. Contrast the reading of the Ar. (1. 13), Syr.-Hex.

"^kOSQ* —1OGI iNcJL^ »2)(> ('so that the lovers of knowledge who

were hearers of these things '), Copt. " that the lovers of knowledge

might hear them."

The interpretation of the Greek is admittedly notoriously

difificult, TO ('-aw would refer either to the writings of Jesus b. Sirach,

or, less probably, to the canonical writings already referred to.

i-TrnrpuaOCcaiv [B A C], but or; TTpoaO^aovaiv [j^^], with which

Syr.-Hex. tQ£lCDQJ ^OoZ agrees. ^Vith this and the words that

follow, cp. Lat. inagis inagisqne attendant aninio, et confirmenticr ad

legititnani vitam.

7r(i/)(iK('k\)ifT0c oor, etc. Copt. "I beg you, therefore, that ye

bring your minds into the good . . and that ye read and take note

with us of certain passages (X('f'v) as to which {?) we had pondered

in the labour (or difficulty) of translation." d'l'oio Syr.-Hex. slavishly

(1 >*~'r Zo>.2l*, with which agrees Ar., cp. 1. 15.
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The interpretation of the Greek is difficult, though the general

sense is expressed in the RV, "if, in any parts of what we have

laboured to interpret, we may seem to fail in some of the phrases."

Lat. has : Hortor itaque venire vos cum befievole?itia, et attentiori

studio lectionem facere, et veniam habere in illis, in quibus videtnur

sequentes iniaginem sapientiae deficere in verboriim cornpositione. The

addition sequentes imag. sap. is noteworthy.

ov ^/ap i(To?'Vvn/iic7, etc. Note the overladen translation of the

Arabic, which seems to preserve an echo of the Syr.-Hex.

^oil ^ai ]li»n ^Q« *r^. V

(u 7r/jo0//Te?«/ [B, ^, A], but oi TrpocpijTai [C], Lat. prophetae.

Syr.-Hex., Ar., and Copt, agree in reading 'prophets.'

oi) fiiKpav t'xe' t)})^ oiu<jiopav ei> eavroT'i Xc^/o/Lieva. Bia<popa 'excel-

lency,' AV mg., which is clearly wrong. ' Difference' (so RV) is the

rendering of all the versions (cp. Copt. " there is not a little dif-

ference .... if thou say them in their manner," i.e., in the same

way as the preceding). The noteworthy addition in the Arabic

(1. 21, note/.) is probably a gloss by the translator Basil.

ci' ^/ftp Tit' 6'/r6w Kdi TpiciKoaTw tTei eTTi ruu FiVep^jerov. TwO Hlter-

pretations of the date have been suggested : the thirty-eighth year

(i) of the translator (Hug, Scholz, Keil, etc.) (2) of king Euergetes

(Eichhorn, Ewald, Fritzsche, Holtzmann, Schiirer, Deissmann,^ etc.).

The latter is undoubtedly the preferable view, and the king referred

to will be Ptolemy VII, Physkon Euergetes II (b.c. i 70-11 6), not

Eueigetes I, who reigned only twenty-five years (b.c. 247-222).

The second interpretation is that of the Syr.-Hex. Copt, and Ar.

(Lat. has in . . . anno temporibus Ptokmaei Euergetis regis), and

if the grandfather wrote 40-50 years previously, the date of com-

position might be fixed about 180-170 b.c. With the literal transla-

tion of " Euergetes " in the Syr.-Hex. "{L^AJZiM ;1CD, " doer of good

or fair deeds,") compare also the Ar. (lit. "one that does good").

K(u (jvvxpoi'i0as [B ^ A C], H-P 23 inserts eV o\r(ou. Syr.-Hex.

reads Z,^il flOlO, Co; it. "I came to Egypt and [after] delaying

I found," etc., Lat. et cuvi multum temporis ibi fuissem (Am.

fecissevi) ; for the Ar. see 1. 23.

' See Deissmann's discus .ion of the pleonastic i-ni in his Bibel-Studien, i.

255 sqq. (Marburg, 1895). The second is the view adopted in the RV, AV
inclines to the first (" in the thirty-eighth year coming into Egypt when Euergetes

was king ").
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n'lpni- [H-P 106 tJYJei'J oil fUKpu^ TreiiCci'a^ (Kpdfioioi' [B t^ A C], but

fUKpfw —diriun' (nf)oji(ti' [H-P 106], Tratcciwi (t(J)oppiji> [H-P 254,

acpopfiijt' also ib. 55], ac/)oiwiv [ib. 23], fcjiocmv [Alex.]. The obscurity

of the passage is clearly seen in our own versions. The renderings

of the older versions are : Syr.-Hex. " I found a learning that

resembled not a little (?)," (U>Q^1 cA U^?? I^Ov^ Am^»"|),

with the marg. addition " viz. that of his grandfather (kaCJlX U^))
OT*«n?) ". Copt. " I found great learning like to ours," Lat.

" inveni Hn [om. ibi, Am.] lihros relidos, non parvae, iieque coiitem-

nendae doctrinae. For the Ar. see above, 1. 23 sq. (note ^).

The general meaning is taken to be :
" no little difference of

culture " (Zockler, Ryssel), the reference being to the contrast

between the Hellenist culture in Egypt and that of the Jews in

Palestine. That a MS. or copy is meant is apparently the view of

the AV ("a 1 00k of no small learning"), RV ("a copy"), and

RV mg. ("a like work"). There is a hint of it in the addition in

the Arabic version, see 1. 24 (note g).

ai'iiykdioTOTO}' [-j- oi'i' ^ C] tOcfD-jV (linov \^Kni nvT. eyir ^*,

Kdl iivTO'^- ^ '^•" AC] ~poaeve<^K(i(r6(ii' ~ii>(t [om t>5*] airovciji' icn'i

(^i\o7roi'i'(ii' [B ^ AC]. Lat. itaque boniiin et 7iecessarm7Ji putavi et ipse

aliquam addere, etc. Syr.-Hex. IZaSLi^ \l\ *2i\'> ASOCD ^.»^01

USdI AiOKiJO ^1 iO^. For the Ar. cp. 1. 24 sq.

On the addition in the Ar. version see 1. 25 sq. and n. 59 (cp. /i).

TToWiji' '•pip u^ipiiTTviai' K(u LTTimijpiji' TrpofTci'c^/Kdfu I'o'^'. H-P 106

reads tnroiirtju K. (i^ipyTTi'iav. Lat. ef mulfci vigilid attuli doctrinai/i.

eV Ti." fiiKTTi'jjuaTi Toil -xpdi'ov [H-P 307 j'o/(o(i]
; cp. Lat. in spaiio

temporis and Syr.-Hex. p.^1? ]jjASDr:3 .

fv Ti'j TTopoiKia. The reference is to the Jews of the Diaspora.

Lat. om., Syr.-Hex. "IZqoZoAi:) ^1?. On the Ar. .see the trans-

lation, note /(p. 180).
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ANA-PANI-ILI, ILLUSTRATED FROM THE HEBREW.

Bv E. J. PiLCHER.

See Dr. T. G. Pinches' description of a Cylinder belonging toJ . Offord, Esq.

Proceedings XXTV, 90-93.

The name Ana-pani-Ili contains an Assyrian compound preposi-

tion, and should apparently be read as " Before God." But if the

preposition be not a compound one, then it is " Unto the face of

God." In either case we must consider the Semitic idiom, which

employs the woxdpanu = "face," not merely for the actual counten-

ance, but also to convey the ideas of presence, position, and surface.

The name will immediately recall Pettiel {Gen. xxxii, 31), where

God appeared to Jacob. Feniel - ^^''^S undoubtedly means " the

presence of God," as we may see by comparing Exod. xxxiii, 14,

"My presence ''^Q shall go with ihee," and Lam, iv, 16, "They

respected not the presence of the priests D^^HD ^iJQ." In Exod. xxiii,

17, "Three times in the year all thy males shall appear in the

presence of the lord Yahveh, mn^ l^^'^ '^r.?"'^/' ^'"id Gen. xxvii,

7,
'* that I may eat, and bless thee in the presence of Yahveh

TT\TV ^2D7," we have the Hebrew compound prepositions '^^.5 T'^^

and '^?.P/, which correspond in power with the Assyrian ana-pani

;

and this is strong presumptive evidence that Ana-pani-Ili is the

absolute equivalent of the Hebrew Peniel, which also appears as a

proper name in i Chron. viii, 25 (though the Massoretic note directs

us to read Fennel, as in i Chron. iv, 4). The Greek geographers

tell us of a locality in Phenicia named Qeov 7rp6crtc7roi', which looks

very like a translation of the same name ; and it is a pity they did

not content themselves with transcribing it as, say, fPncoyjyA, as we find

in Luke ii, 36. It is therefore extremely probable that the Phenicians,

like the Hebrews, styled the place of a theophany a Peniel ; and

Peniel and Ana-pani-tli are thus equivalent to the Greek name
Theophanes. This, however, does not explain why Ana-pani-Ili

received his name ; and we can only suppose that his birth aroused

the reverent awe of his parent, who recognised by the event that he

was "in the presence of God ;
" just as Jacob at Peniel awoke to the

fact that he was in the presence of his deity.
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MANUSCRIPT PORTIONS OF THREE COPTIC

LECTIONARIES.

By J. E. GiLMORE.

Not long ago I acquired the MS. remains of a Lectionary (or rather

of three Lectionaries) in the Bohairic dialect of Koptic,—that now

used in the services of the Monophysite Church of Egypt. Bohairic

MSS. are not usually very old, and these are of a relatively respectable

age, dating probably from the XVIth century. As the Lectionary

system of the Egyptian Church is not very well known in this

country, it may perhaps be not amiss to give a short explanation of it

before proceeding to a description of the MSS. and their contents.

There is no regular reading of the Scriptures in course in the Daily

Offices ; one or more Lessons from the New Testament are read at

each of the Canonical Hours, but these are invariable, or nearly so,

(like the Capitula at ceitain of the Hours in Western Rices). There

is, however, an Office called the Prayer of the Evening (or Morn-

ing^ Incense used on all Sundays and great Festivals (the Evening

Office being, as usual in the East, recited on what we call the

evening of the day before), for these Offices, a Gospel Lesson varying

with the Day is appointed. For the Liturgy proper Lessons are not

provided for every day as in the Byzantine Rite, but for Sundays,

Festivals, and some other days, there are no less than four, taken

from (i) The Pauline Epistles, (2) The Catholic Epistles, (3) The

Acts, (4) The Gospels, the last being preceded by a variable verse

or verses from the Psalms corresponding to the Roman Gradual.

On certain occasions, such as the Epiphany and Holy Week, a long

series of Lessons from the Old and New Testaments is read, but

except on such occasions the Old Testament is not used at all,

which may perhaps account for the loss of a considerable part of the
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Bohairic version of it. A complete Lectionary should also contain

the Homilies read in Holy \V^eek.*

The MSS. I have now to describe are written on Oriental paper,

with the leaves (not the pages) numbered in Koptic, and are at

present bound in three folio volumes in a modern Egyptian binding

of red leather. When entire they probably formed a complete or

nearly complete collection of the Lessons at the Office of Incense,

and the Liturgy throughout the year, but unfortunately a large

part has perished, and the remaining leaves have been miserably dis-

placed by the ignorant Arab binder, who could not read Koptic,

while there is no parallel Arab version and few Arab rubrics or

headings. To proceed to the description of what remains :

Volume I contains seven leaves (numbered 4 to 10) from a

Katameros {oTK^JT^,JLfLepoc) for the months of Athor and

Choiak (spelt ^IOK), /.e., from October 28th to December 26th; it

is thus probably a small fragment of the second of six volumes,

each containing the Lessons for Saints' Days for two months. It is

written in large handsome uncials in red and black with a great deal

of ornamentation. The remaining leaves contain the Lessons for

the 2nd day of Athor (October 29th), "Simon the Apostle." This

commemoration is rather remarkable, as it nearly coincides with the

day (October 28th) on which SS. Simon and Jude are commemorated

in the Western Church, while no Egyptian calendar I have been able

to refer to mentions S. Simon [eo nomine at least)! ; the Byzantine

Church assigns him to May loth, the Armenian to September 28th.

The lessons given are Evening (poT^l), verses from Psalm cxviii,

* Malan, The Holy Gospel and Vcrsicles for every Sunday and other Feast

Day in the Year as used in the Coptic Church, gives (from a MS. in Koptic and

Arabic) the Gospels used at 'Evensong' and ' Matins' {i.e., at the Offices of

Evening and Morning Incense), and at the Liturgy ; this book is easily accessible,

and the table of Gospels is reproduced from it in Scrivener's Introduction, and

Smith's Dictionary of Chtislian Antiquities, but for the other Lections recourse

must be had to such inaccessible sources as Mai's Scriptonun vetruni Nova Collectio,

and an article by Legarde in the Proceedings of a Gottingen Society (see Bright-

man, Liturgies, Eastern and Western, p. a-LXIX). Brightman enumerates over

twenty MS. Lectionaries, more or less complete, in European libraries (see also

Evetts, Churches and Monasteries of Eqypt,-^^. T,Z,-y],-w'\\zx& the full contents of

a Kutmavus or Lectionary of a.d. 1396, now at Florence, are described).

t His body, however, is said to be buried in the White Monastery in Upper
Egypt. See Abu Salih, Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, translated by Evetts,

P- 237-
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John viii, 19-26. Morning (ojOpn), verses from Psalm cxviii,

Luke vii, 29-35, Liturgy, 11 Cor. x, 7-15, Jas. v, 9-15, Acts ix, 10,

sq. The rest is wanting.

The second vohnne (which does not appear to have any connec

tion with that just described except in subject matter, as it differs

in the size of the pages, which are larger, and in the style of the writ-

ing and ornament) now contains thirteen leaves, numbered in Koptic

40-42, 61, 69, 99, 15S, 160-162, 169-170, 176, with Lessons for Lent

and Palm Sunday. It is written in red and black, with a good deal

of coloured ornament. There is scarcely any Arabic matter (the

other two volumes each have a little).

The Lessons in it are :—

•

(ff. 40-42). Jo. iv, 17-42, part of a Lesson, there is nothing to

shew to what day it belongs—probably the 2nd or 3rd Sunday in

Lent.

(f. 61). I Pet. iv, 15, 16, Acts XV, 36-38.

(f. 69). Matt, xxiii, 16-25, part of the Morning Gospel for the

6th (our 5th) Sunday in Lent (Matt, xxiii, 1-39).

(f. 99). I Tim. ii, 2-3 (end of Lesson)
; Jude 1, 23-25 ;

Acts xxvii, 16-17 (beginning of Lesson).

ff. 158-164 (or 162). (Saturday of Lazarus, i.e., that before Palm

Sunday, Morning Gospel), Luke xviii, 35-43 (Malan gives Luke xviii,

31-43, or Mark x, 46-52); (Liturgy) i Cor. ii, i (beginning of

Lesson, f. 159 is lost) ; i Pet. ii, 1-6 (end of Lesson); Acts xxvii,

38-44 ; verses from Ps. cxxviii (die next leaf is numbered p^2i. but

should be 162); John xi, i-io (begmning of Lesson, Malan gives

Jo. xi, 1-45)-

(ff. 169-170). (Palm Sunday. Morning Gospel) Luke xix, 6-10

(end of Lesson, Luke xix, i-io, in Malan)
;
(Liturgy) Heb. ix,

1 1-20 (beginning of Lesson).

(f. 176). I Pet. iv, 6-11 (end of Lesson); Acts xxviii, 11-12

(beginning of Lesson).

The third volume is also in folio, written on Oriental paper in

red and black in a rougher hand than thu otlier two, and having

Arabic headings, and apparently originally formed a complete

Lectionary for the months Thoth, Paopi, Athor, Choiak, Tobe, and

Mecheir {— August 29th-February 24th). The surviving leaves are

numbered S-ii, 24, 31-32, 34-3?, 39> 53-54, 57-58, 69-71, 73, 78,

81-83, 85-86, 103, 109, 114, 117, 123, 125-126, 128, 130-134, 137,

139-142, 144-147, 149, 164-167, 175-176, 198.
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The remaining Lessons (besides verses from the Psahns before

each Gospel) are :

—

(ff. 8-10). Thoth, 2nd Sunday. Liturgy, Jas. ii, 5, Acts xi,

19-21, Luke xi, 21-28.

(ff. lo-ii). 3rd Sunday. Evening, Mark i, 29-34; Morning,

Matt, viii, 5-1 1 (part of Lesson).

(f. 24) Paopi, ist Sunday. Liturgy, 11 Cor. iii, 12-16, i Pet. i,

22-23, -^cts xiii, 36-37 (part of Lesson).

(f. 31). 2nd Sunday. Liturgy, Luke v, 6-1 1 (end of Lesson,

V, i-ii, in Malan).

(ff. 32-37). 3rd Sunday. Evening, Mark iv, 35-41 (f. 33 lost);

Morning, Luke xxiv, 9-12 (end of Lesson, xxiv, 1-12, in Malan);

Liturgy, i Cor. xvi, 9-14, Jas. iv, 7-10, Acts xv, 4-7, Matt. xii.

22-34 (f. 38 lost).

(f. 39). 4th Sunday. Evening, Matt, xiv, 29-36 (end of Lesson)

;

Morning, Jo. xx, i (part of Lesson, i-i8 in Malan).

(ff. 53-54). Athor (or Hator). 2nd Sunday. I^iturgy, Matt, xiii,

2-22 (part of Lesson, Malan gives Matt, xiii, 1-8).

(ff 57-58). 3rd Sunday. Liturgy, i Pet. iv, 1-2, Acts v, 30-33,

Luke viii, 4-8.

(ff. 69-70). Choiak, ist Sunday. Liturgy, Luke i, 12-45 (^''^^1 of

Lesson, i, 1-25 in Malan).

(ff. 70-73). 2nd Sunday. Evening, Luke vii, 36-44 (part of

Lesson, 36-50 in ALalan) (f. 72 lost) ; Morning, Luke xi, 21-2S (end

of Lesson, 19-28 Malan); Liturgy, Romans (?).

(ff. 78-81). 3rd Sunday. Evening, Mark i, 31 (end of Lesson,

i, 29-34 in Malan) ; Morning, Matt, xv, 21-38 (part of Lesson,

XV, 21-31 in Malan); (ff. 79-80 lost) ; Liturgy, Luke i, 41-56 (end

of Lesson, i, 39-56 in Malan).

(ff. 82-86). 4th Sunday. Evening, Luke viii, 1-3 ; Morning,

Mark iii, 28-35 5 Liturgy, Rom. ix, 6-7 (part of Lesson, f. 84 lost)
;

Acts vii, 9-10 (end of Lesson); Luke i, 57-77 (p-iit of Lesson,

i, 57-80 in Malan).

(ff. 103-109). Tohe, 4th Sunday. Evening, Jo. v, 34-45 (part

of Lesson, V, 31-47 in Malan); (ff. 104-10S lost); Liturgy, Jo. ix,

15-24 (part of Lesson, ix, 1-38 in Malan).

(f. 114). Mecheir, ist Sunday. Liturgy, i Cor. vi, 2-5 (end of

Lesson) ; 11 Pet., i. lo-ii ; Acts xxii, 6-9 (part of Lesson).

(f. 117). 2nd Sunday. Evening, Jo. iv, 46-54.
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(ff. 123-126). 3rd Sunday. Morning, Jo. xii, 44-50 ; Liturgy,

Heb. iii, 1-3 (part of Lesson, f. 124 lost) ; Acts xx, 9 (end of

Lesson)
;
John vi, 35-40 (vi, 27-40, or v, 27-46 in ]\Lilan).

(ff. 1 26-131). 4th Sunday. Evening, Luke xvii, 1-3 (part of

Lesson, xvii, r-io or i-ig in Malan) ; Morning, Luke xvii, ii-ig

(v, 27-39 ''' ^Lalan); Liturgy, i Tim. i, 1-2 (part of Lesson, f. 129

lost) ; Acts vi, 6-7 (end of Lesson) ; Luke xix, i-io.

(ff. 131-134). 5th Sunday in any of the first six months of the

year (Thoth to Mecheir), Evening, Matt, xiv, 15-^1 ; Morning,

^L'lrk vi, 35-44: Liturgy, i Cor, xiv, 18-21, Jas. v, 1-3, Acts xxiv,

1-4.

Lessons for Holy Days.

(ff. 137-140). Thoth, ist. New Year. Evening, Matt, xiii, 49-50

(part of Lesson); Morning, Mark ii, 18 (pait of Lesson); (f. 138

lost); Liturgy, i John, ii, 8 (end of Lesson), Acts xvii, 16-18,

Luke iv, 14-22.

(ff. 140-146). Thoth 2, St. John Baptist, Evening, Mitt, xiv,

1-12; Morning, Luke ix, 7-1 1 (7-9 Malan); Liturgy, Heb. xi,

32-33 (part of Lesson, f. 143 lost), Mark vi, 14-29.

(ff. 146-149). Thoth 17, Feast of the Cross, Evening, Jo. viii,

28-42; Morning (f. 148 lost), Jo. xii, 34-36 (end of Lesson);

Liturgy, i Cor. i, 17-21, i Pet. ii, 11 (part of Lesson).

(ff. 164-167). Athor 8, The Four Living Creatures. Morning,

Jo. xii, 28-36 (end of Lesson, 26-36 Ma'an) ; Liturgy, i Tim. v

17-21, I Pet. v, 1-3, Acts XV, 4-7, Matt, xviii, 12-22 (Jo. i, 43 sq.

in Malan).

(f. 167). Athor 25, Mercurius. (Lessons lost.)

(f. 175-176). Choiak 19, Gabriel. Liturgy, Heb. ii, 5-8, i Pet. i,

3-5, Actsx, 21-43.

(f. 176). Choiak 28, Eve of The Nativity. Evening, Matt, i, 1-5

(part of Lesson, i, 1-17 Malan).

(f. 198). Mecheir 8, Presentation in the Temple. Evening,

Luke ii, 15-20 ; Morning, Luke ii, 40-43 (part of Lesson, ii, 49-52

Malan).

I have called this Volume HI, as it appears to be a little later in

date than the other two, but if it and what I have called Volume II,

which between them once contained the Lessons for the whole year,

be regarded as complementary parts of a single work, it must be

considered as the first, since the Koptic, like the Byzantine year,
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begins in the autumn with Thoth. No Lessons are provided for

Sundays in the months Phamenoth, Pharmuthi, and the first half of

Pachon, since they are covered by the 15 Sundays of the Season of

Lent and Eastertide. The volume which contained the Lessons for

Lent and Easter ought also to contain those for the last three

months of the year, Pauni, Epipi, Mesore.

EGYPTIAN "FOUNDATION DEPOSITS"

OF

BRONZE AND WOODEN MODEL TOOLS.

Belonging to E. Towry Whyte, M.A., F.S.A.

The bronze foundation deposit is composed of eight model

tools, of which six are shown on the accompanying Plate ; namely,

two axes, i\" x x^' each, one of which is shown, fig. IV ; five chisels

of varying size from 2" x if" long, of which three are shown in

tigs, in and VI ; and one knife 2" long, fig. VII. They are all

made of thin metal and are in good condition. I unfortunately do

not know in what part of Egypt they were found.

The wooden models are a hoe, the handle of which is acacia

wood and the blade ebony, fig. I, which is pierced with two small

holes for the cord lashing, now wanting ; the length of the handle

is 4". The pick, fig. II, is made entirely of acacia wood, and is

2
1" long ; whilst the spud, fig. V, has a thin bronze end on an acacia

wood handle : its length is 3I inches.
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Erratum to Dr. Pinches' paper, "Greek Transcriptions of Baby-

lonian Tablets," Proceedings, March, 1902.

Page no, line i of Greek transcription, should read:

—

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 37,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wcdnesda)-,

June nth, 1902, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper will

be read :

—

Prof. Savce, Fresideni: "The True reading of the Hittite

Hieroglyphs."
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THE LIBRARY.

The very large and rapidly increasing number of

unbound books and pamphlets received for our library,

either by gift or by way of exchange for our "Proceedings,"

makes the question of how to deal with them very

urgent.

In their present condition, being only in paper covers,

and not bound up into volumes, they are difficult to

arrange and to keep in due order. Moreover, the un-

avoidable damage to the flimsy binding, due to constant

reference and loan, soon causes the pages to become

loose, and consequently lost.

Among the many books that need immediate attention

may be mentioned the " Memoires de la Mission Archdo-

logique Frangaise," the " Musee Guimet," the " Revue de

I'histoire des Religions," and the ** Revue Archeologique,"

all of which are valuable works, and are constantly either

consulted in the library, or taken out on loan.

To bind these and similar books in plain, strong

binding seems to be absolutely necessary in order to

preserve them for the use of the Members. The cost of

doing all that is desirable would be considerable, but a

good deal could be done for ;^ioo.

The Society cannot afford it out of its narrow income,

and the Members are therefore appealed to, to assist in

raising the necessary sum.

Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, at 37, Great

Russell Street, Bloomsbury, and will be duly acknowledged

in the " Proceedings."





PROCEEDINGS

OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

VOLUME XXIV.

Fifth Meeting, wth June, 1902.

Prof. A. H. SxWCE, LL.D., o^c, President,

IN THE CHAIR.

..^;e._

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Author :—Rev. C. H. W. Johns. Assyrian Deeds and

Documents. Cambridge, 1902.

Vol. I.—Cuneiform Texts.

Vol. II.—Cuneiform Texts, Introduction, Officials, Metro-

logy.

Vol. III.—-Money Loans, Legal Decisions, Deeds of Sale,

Slave Sales.

[No. CLXxxiv.] 193 R
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From the Author, Rev P. Cesare A. de Cara, SJ. :
— " GH

Hethei-Pelasgi Ricerche di storia e di archeologia orientale,

Greca ed Italica. Vol. III. Rome. Svo. 1902.

From the Author, Stanley A. Cook, M.A :
—" Israel and

Totemism." Jewish Quarterly Review. April, 1902.

From the xVuthor, Edouard Naville :
—

" Les plus anciens

Monuments Egyptiens." Recueil de Travaux, 'Vol. XXIV.
Paris, 1902.

The following Candidate was elected, having been nomi-

nated in May :

—

C. P. Keith, B.Sc. University of Pennsylvania, 210, South 4th

Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

The following Paper was read :

—

Prof. D. H. Sayce {President) : " The True Reading of the

Hittite Hieroglyphs."

A discussion followed, in which the Rev. Dr. Walker,

Mr. Percival, Sir H. H. Howorth, Dr. Pinches, Mr. Read,

Dr. Emil Reich, Mr. Rouse, and the President, took part.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By Prof. Edouard Naville, D.C.L.

( Contimiedfrom page 1 43.

)

Chapter CXLIV,

The Chapter of the Arrival (i).

The first gate. He whose face is overturned, who has many
attributes, is the name of the occupant of the first gate. The

adjuster, is the name of the warden thereof, and he with the loud

voice the name of the herald.

The second gate. He who raises his face, is the name of the

occupant of the second gate ; he with the revolving face (2) is the

name of the warden thereof ; the consuming one is the name of the

herald.

The third gate. He who eats his own filth, is the name of the

occupant. The watchful, is the name of the warden thereof, the

curser is the name of the herald.

The fourth gate. He who opposes garrulity, is the name of the

occupant of the fourth gate ; the attentive one is the name of the

warden thereof, the great one who drives back the crocodile is the

name of the herald.

The fifth gate. He who lives on worms, is the name of its

occupant, the consuming flame, is the name of the warden thereof,

the horn which strikes the furious, is the name of the herald.

The sixth gate. He who makes the loaves, with a thundering

voice, is the name of its occupant ; he who shows his face, is the

name of the warden thereof, the stoneknife which belongs to the

sky, is the name of the herald.

The seventh gate. He who takes possession (3) of their knives,

.is the name of the occupant of the seventh gate; the high voice is
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the name of the warden thereof, he who drives back the enemies

is the name of the herald.

O ye, these gates, who are the gates to Osiris, ye who guard their

gates, ye who herald the things of the world to Osiris every day.

Osiris N. knows you—he knows your names ; for he is born in

Restau, where all the glory of the horizon was given him. A^.

receives the investiture in Pu, like the purification of Osiris. N.

receives the saying in Restau, when he leads the gods on the

horizon with the ministrant, the protectors of Osiris. I am one of

them in their leading. N'. is the glorious one, the lord of the

glorious, a glorious one who performs the rites. JV. celebrates the

festival of the first day of the month ; he is the herald in the

fifteenth day of the month. O thou who revolvest. N". carries

the sacred flame to the hand of Thoth in the night when he sails

through the sky as victor. yV. passes on in peace, he navigates in

the boat of Ra. The attributes (5) of N. are the attributes of the

boat of Ra. N. has a name greater than yours, mightier than you

who are on the roads of Maat. IV. hates what is corrupt. The
attributes of JV. are the attributes of Horus, the firstborn of Ra,

who accomplishes his will. N. is not fettered, he is not driven

away from the gates of Osiris. iV. is perfect, the lion god, the pure

one who follows Osiris Khent Amenta every day. His domains are

in Sechet hotepu among those who know the sacred rites, among

those who perform the sacred rites to Osiris. ^V. is on the side of

Thoth, among those who bring offerings. Anubis ordered to the

bearers of offerings, that there should be offerings to JV. of his own,

and that they should not be taken from him by those who are in

captivity. N'. has come like Horus, when he adorns the horizon of

heaven. N. directs the march of Ra towards the gates of the

horizon ; therefore the gods rejoice in the presence of IV. The

divine scent (6) is upon Osiris, the god with the lock (7) will not

reach him ; the keepers of the gates will not be hostile to him.

N. is the one whose face is hidden inside the palace, in the

sanctuary of the god, the lord of Tuat. A'i has reached it after

Hathor. A\ gathers his hosts ; he brings Maat to Ra, he drives

away the Mighty One, Apepi. N. pierces the steel firmament (8),

and repels the raging storm ; he gives life to the seamen of Ra. IV,

carries offerings to the place where it (the boat) is. N. causes that

the boat gives him a successful voyage. AK marches, and when he
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reaches it, the face of iV. is Hke the Great One, and his back hke the

lofty one. M. is the lord of the mighty. N. is well pleased on the

horizon. N'. is valiant ; he strikes you down
;
you wakers ; he

makes his way to your lord, Osiris.

This is on the copy which is in the books (9). It is written in

yellow ink, on the sacred circle of gods in the boat of Ra (10),

where offerings are made of victuals, geese, incense, in their

presence, in order to revive the deceased, to make him powerful

among the gods, and that he may not be repulsed nor driven

back from the pylons of the Tuat. If thou readest it to the statue

of this deceased in their presence, it causes him to have access

to every hall of those which are in the books.

This is said at the entrance of every gate, of those which are

in the books, and to each of them an offering is made of the

haunch, the head, the heart, and the hoof of a red bull, and four

vases of blood which does not come from the heart, and scent

vases, and sixteen pointed white loaves, and eight round loaves,

and eight chenfu loaves, and eight liebennu loaves, eight casks of

beer, eight vases of dry corn, four tanks of earthenware filled with

the milk of a white cow, fresh herbs, fresh olive oil, green eye

paint, antimony, odoriferous oils, and burning incense. Said while

putting on a clay seal twice.

After this copy has been read, if the fourth hour is going round in

the day, beware of what is threatening in the sky ; but if thou hast

read this book without any human being seeing it, it will widen the

steps of the deceased in heaven or earth, and in the Tuat ; because

this book exalts the deceased more than any ceremony performed to

him, henceforth, from this day undeviatingly for times infinite.

Notes.

This chapter is the first of a series of four (144— 147), in which the

old versions differ considerably from the Turin text. 144 and 147

refer to the M(J crzi, 14S ^"d 146 to the 1 1 Si.

The word (1(1 crzi has been translated in various ways.

Brugsch calls them "watch-towers, pylons," Pierret "stations."

Maspero considers them as the old " ergastules," a kind of vaulted

hall. Jequier speaks of them as " magazines," but generally
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translates the word by " pylons." Renouf, in his introducton to the

Papyrus of Ani, calls the [In nrz^ "gates," and the I

J
Si

n n O M .

"pylons." In another place he says the I
] S is not a mere

gate, but a /lo/d or /;€£/>.

If we refer to the old texts where this chapter is mixed together

with chapter 146, we see that the m is a door, a gate,

n n © M
which has to be passed in order to reach the I j S. Behind

each [1 [1 a 1 ] H is represented as a shrine close to

which is its god. And also in the book called Hh ¥\ , f/ie

dook of what is in the Ttiat, we see that Ra has to go through the

(1(1 and make a long navigation before he reaches the

gods of the Tuat.

144 and 147 are two different versions of the same chapter, and

no old papyrus has them both. It is the same with chapters 145 and

146. Evidently before the Saitic period, for these chapters, as for

the 15th, there was no received text, and the writers had the choice

between various versions which the compilers of the Turin text

collected together. There are seven (1(1 cr^y , and the deceased

who approaches them has to know three names ; first, the (I V^i' i

[1(1 whom Renouf calls the porter, evidently from his being

styled in chapter 147(1 vn \\\ ^ i\-
^"^ if we consider that in

some of the old papyri the name of the man is that of the gate itself,

[I
V^|l ) has to be translated he who belongs to, the occupant,

the inhabitant, a sense which does not disagree with the \vord

[I ">M[' ^ smce, accordmg to Oriental customs, the master of

a house is generally met with at the door, at the entrance.

The doorkeeper, the watcher (Budge), or the 7i'arder (Renouf),

is the second person, Z^ ^^^ ^^, V^i' a 1 \\ he ivho guards

the gate. The third person 'yiJQf[j^\ '' ^s the text says,
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reports to Osiris every day the things of the world, and I suppose

also, who is coming towards the gate. Renouf calls this person the

teller. I shall use the word herald, which I adopted previously.

In the six old texts which I collated, we find only the reciting of

the three names. The Papyrus of Nu in the British Museum alone

contains the allocution to the gates of the Turin text. It is there-

fore from the Papyrus of Nu that this chapter has been translated.

(Budge, The Book of the Dead.)

1. The title is taken from Papyrus Ax. The Turin text calls

this chapter " the chapter of knowing the ocaipants of the seven gates.^^

2. A flame, judging from the determinative

r ^"''^ ¥\ v^
^"^""^^ as we read in chapter 147.

4- .^£ ° ^^

—

1\ ^- ^n::^ ^^jy V 9^ '
^^^' "'^^^iv^^ ^^^ saying."

I suppose it means receives the right or the privilege to say the

words which follow :
" I am one of them."

5. ^^^ v_^ J I a word which has various meanings. Renouf

translates : "protection, safeguard, powers, attributes." I believe in

many cases it corresponds to what we call "the nature," and that

it is used as a periphrase instead of an abstract adjective, which

does not exist in Egyptian. The real sense of such an expression

k-^zi::^ •

I
I

a;^ ^ -^z::::* ; I 7^ ^ ^:3^^ W I ^ seems to be
a^ li I

J^J^ ^ U I

^f -M^ c. U I lU
' such as he is, such am I, and such is Ra.'

6. I read with the Turin text f
] rvf

• The papyrus Pb,

which reproduces this sentence in an addition to 136A writes

7.
I >iN w] • 'The god of the lock, or the curling god,'

another name for o-==- 1||||^ Apepi, an evil power which must be

driven away. Chapter 130, line 39, I should translate: 'Osiris

follows the path of Ra in the morning, and drives away the curling

god.'

8. ' The steel firmament,' 1 [I ^^^ ,
generally mentioned in

connection with storms and bad weather, so that possibly we have
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to consider here the colour of the metal, and translate ' the dark sky,

the black sky.'

9. The books of Thoth. the divine writer.

10. Probably the name of the book or of the page which

contains also the catalogue of the offerings.

The vignettes of chapter 144 represent the gates, the warder,

and the herald ; the occupant is not seen, as he is in the vignettes of

chapter 147. There seems to be no definite order or rule in these

figures, just as in the names, which are not always attributed to the

same member {cf. Introd. to the Todtenbuch, p, 172).

CHAPTERS CXLV and CXLVI.

The knozving of ihe pylons of the house of Osiris, in the Garden of

Aarru.

The first pylon (i)(is named) : the lady of trembling whose walls

are high, the lady of destruction, who directs the words which drive

away the storm, she who forces back the violent (2) coming towards

her. The name of the doorkeeper is : the brave.

The second pylon (is named) : the lady of heaven, mistress of the

world, the consuming one, the lady of mankind, who counts the

human beings. The name of the doorkeeper is : Meshept.

The third pylon : the lady of altars, rich in offerings, with whom
all the gods are gathered, on the day when they sail to Abydos.

The name of the doorkeeper is : the anointer.

The fourth pylon : she who holds the knives, the mistress of the

world, who destroys the enemies of the god whose heart is motion-

less, who gives advice, who is free from impurity. The name of

the doorkeeper is ; the bull.

The fifth pylon : the flame, the lady of the words of power (3),

who gives joy to him who addresses his supplications to her, to

whom no one who is on earth (4) will come near. The name of

the doorkeeper is : he who coerces the rebels.

The sixth pylon : the lady of light, who roars loud ; whose length

and breadth are not known, and the like of whom never was found

from the beginning. There are serpents on her, the number of

which is not known ; they were born before the god whose heart is

motionless. The name of the doorkeeper is, the consort.

The seventh pylon : the shroud which enwrappeth the dead ; the
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monster who seeks to hide the body. The name of the doorkeeper

is : Akesti.

I'he eighth pylon : the burning flame whose fire is never

quenched ; she who is provided with burning heat, who sends forth

her hand, and slaughters without mercy. Nobody goes near her

for fear of being hurt. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who

protects his body.

The ninth pylon : the foremost, the Mighty One, the joyous who

gives birth to her lord ; whose circumference is 350 measures (5)

;

she who shines like southern emerald, who raises Besu, and

encourages the dead, she who provides her lord with offerings every

day.

The tenth pylon : she with a loud voice ; who shouts curses to

those who make supplications to her ; the very brave, the dreadful,

who does not destroy what is wnthin her. The name of the door-

keeper is : he who embraces the great god.

The eleventh pylon : she who renews her knives, who consumes

her enemies, the mistress of all pylons, to whom acclamations are

given in the daytime and in the twilight. She will prepare the

enwrapping of the dead.

The twelfth pylon : she who addresses her world and destroys

those who come through the morning heat, the lady of brightness,

who listens to the words of her lord every day. She will prepare

the enwrappmg of the dead.

The thirteenth pylon : Isis extends her two hands upon her ; she

lightens the Nile in its hidden abode. She will prepare the

enwrapping of the dead.

The fourteenth pylon : the lady of fear, who dances on the

impure, to whom the Haker festival is celebrated on the day of the

hearing of yells. She will prepare the enwrapping of the dead.

The fifteenth pylon : the evil one, with red hair and eyes, who
comes out at night, who binds her enemy all round, who puts her

hands over the god whose heart is motionless, in his hour (of

danger), who goes and comes. She will prepare the enwrapping of

the dead.

The sixteenth pylon : the terrible, the lady of the morning dew,

who throws out (6) her burning heat, and sprinkles her sparks of fire

over her enemies when she appears. She who creates (reveals ?)

the mysteries of the earth. She will prepare the enwrapping of the

dead.
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The seventeenth pylon : she who revels in blood ; Aahit, the lady

of the tiaiiai plants. She will prepare the enwrapping of the dead.

The eighteenth pylon : she who likes fire, who washes her knives,

who loves cutting heads, the welcome one, the lady of the palace,

who slays her enemies in the evening. She will prepare the

enwrapping of the dead.

The nineteenth pylon : she who directs the morning light in her

time, and observes the midday heat, the lady of the books written

by Thoth himself. She will prepare the enwrapping of the dead.

The twentieth pylon : she who is within the cavern of her lord,

who covers her name, and hides what she creates, who takes

possession of hearts, which she swallows. She will prepare the

enwrapping of the dead.

The twenty-first pylon : she who cuts the stone by her word, and

sacrifices him on whom fall her flames. She follows the hidden

counsels.

Notes.

Chapters 145 and 146 are two versions of the same text. They
n n ^ Mi I

are the chapter of the arrival of the deceased to the I Si

of the house of Osiris. It is difficult to know what these I 1 B I

I Jl olZll

really are. Renouf translates the word by pylon. At the same time

he says they are not mere gates, but keeps or holds. I shall use his

word pylon ; but the word which seems to me to convey most

exactly the meaning is a cell^ since each of the I | ^^ 1

has an inhabitant. There are various versions of these chapters.

The oldest. No. 146, is found in several papyri, and has been

translated from Lc. (Leyden), the only one which has the

chapter complete. It consists of 21 paragraphs, each of which

begins with a sentence giving the names of the pylon. It is

followed by that of the 11 \v V(| /
"^ > which I translate, with

Renouf, the porter or doorkeeper though I should prefer, he who is

within the door, since the vignettes show that the so-called porter or

doorkeeper is the god who occupies the cell. There are 21 pylons,

out of which the papyri give us a certain number. Brugsch finds

in their names those of some of the hours of night or day ; but the
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fact of their being 21, absolutely precludes the idea of these pylons

being the hours.

The papyrus of Nu in the British Museum gives a slightly different

version of this chapter 146. Each pylon is introduced by these

words, " said by Nu when he arrives at the first pylon : I have

arrived, I know thee, I know the name of the god who guardeth

thee ; the lady of trembling, &c., is thy name, the name of the

doorkeeper is the brave." The other version which constitutes

chapter 145 shows that the god who guardeth the pylon and the

doorkeeper are the same person.

Chapter 145 is the same text which has been spun out a little

more. We have no older copy of it than the fragments in the tomb

of Meneptah Siphtah and queen Tauser, which give us only eleven

pylons, with a very incorrect text. x\s for the Turin text, it is so

hopelessly corrupt, especially in the most important part, the names,

that I did not attempt to translate it. Then chapter 145 is the text

of Nu for 146 still more developed. In the version of the royal tomb,

each paragraph is called :
" The salutation of Osiris, the king, to the

pylon : I know thee, I know thy name, I know the name of the god

who guardeth thee." Then follow the name of the pylon, and that

of the god, and after having said them, the deceased describes the

purifications he goes through, the oils with which he has been

anointed, and the text ends with these words : pass on, thou art pure.

It is curious that both in 145 and 146 there is a change at the

pylon No. 11. In our text, Lc^ the name of the doorkeeper

disappears, and each time, after the name of the pylon, we find these

words :

\\^-^ fl \J^^ IJ p "ff=Ja^ |l^.
In 145 the name of the doorkeeper is still mentioned, but this

sentence takes the place of the description of the purifications and

ointments which occurred in the previous paragraphs. I should trans

late these words : s/ie ivill direct orprepare the enwrapping or cIothi?ig

of the dead. I think that the dead is supposed to wear a different

garment at each pylon, which is provided to him by the pylon itself.

A still more detailed version of 145 is found in the Paris papy-

rus Fg, of which we have only a very short fragment. At each

pylon there is a dialogue between the deceased and doorkeeper,

who asks whether the deceased has been purified, in what water,

with what oil he has been anointed, which garment he wears, which

stick he holds in his hand.
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Chapters 145 and 146 are among the most incorrect texts of the

Book of the Dead, and until we have new copies of the old versions,

there will always be a large measure of conjecture in any attempt to

translate them.

(i) 1 ll Hf- Being feminine, the name is that of a woman or

a goddess.

Hathor, the consort of Thoth at Hermopolis (Mariette, Detiderah,

II, pi. 27, 15}.

(3) X
I

j
"^^v vSTl ' Renouf translates, "words of power."

I should prefer " magic power."

(4) I read with the Turin text -^^ ® '

.

(5) . According to Lepsius, the axou'toi', 40 cubits.

(6) I read with the text of chapter 145 in the royal tomb

JC^^ /\ o
The vignettes vary considerably, according to the papyri. In

Zc all the pylons are alike, with a god sitting inside ; evidently

the artist was free to draw them according to his fancy. The

vignettes of the papyrus of Ani, and, still more, Z'c; are remarkable

for their fine colours.

(To be contimied.)

A MONUMENT OF ANTEF V FROM COPTOS.

By Al.'^n H. Gardiner.

Whilst recently in Paris, my friend M. Seymour de Ricci showed

me the notes which the late Professor Eisenlohr had permitted him

to make from his papers. Among other things, he pointed out an

interesting little inscription, copied by Professor Eisenlohr, in his

turn, from the papers of Harris. I have to thank M. de Ricci for

his kind permission to make it known to your readers.
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Together with the hiero,::;lyphic text I pubHsh the heading (made

by Harris?) just as it stands in M. de Ricci's note-book, and append

a few remarks of my own.

^^Coptos. (23 Dec. 1847.) Copy of a stone built into the bridge

built in 1843 over the canal leading to the town."

This inscription, though hitherto unpublished, as I believe, has

often been quoted (Wiedemann, Ag. Gesc/i, p. 224; Petrie, Koptos,

p. ID, " seen by Harris {My. E. 447) ")• If '^ve assume that Harris,

or one of his copyists, has restored in part the first four groups, our

inscription migJit form part of that published by Professor Petrie

{Koptos, pi. Vni, 14), which at any rate shows how the first line is

to be restored :

—

The king is, of course, I O \>m<\ m I usually called Antef V,

He belongs to the XHIth dynasty, as has been, in my opinion,

conclusively shown by Professor Steindorff {A. 2, xxxiii (1895),

pp. 91-2). The third line, so unfortunately lost, probably gave the

name oi a?iotker'k.\ng. This seems to be shown by the size of the

cartouche, and by the position of the O, which in the pirnomcn of

Antef V is usually above the [>m^ sign. The first signs of 1. 3

should be restored —
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A MYTHOLOGICAL TEXT FROM MEMPHIS:

A REPLY TO CRITICISM.

By F. W. Read and A. C. Bryant, B.A.

A paper by the present writers on an extremely important

religious text appeared in the last volume of these Proceedings^^ and

an essay on the same text was published shortly afterwards by

Dr. Breasted, in the Zeitschrift? In the latter essay, our paper and

the accompanying plate are criticised somewhat freely, and we

therefore feel called upon to defend our work from Dr. Breasted's

attack. The points on which he differs from us may be conveniently

classified under three heads : (i) the direction in which the inscrip-

tion should be read
;

(ii) the reading of certain hieroglyphs ; and

(iii) the translation.

I.— The Direction of the Text.

Dr. Breasted's criticisms on this subject are by far the most

important, as they strike at the very basis of our work. He contends

that we have read the inscription from the wrong end, or, as he

expresses it, that our " plate numbers the lines backward "
; and he

finally declares that "the direction in which the lines should be

numbered is therefore certain." Before dealing with this question

in detail, one point should be insisted on. Our reading from right

to left is the normal way of reading an inscription written as ours is

;

and we therefore start with a presumption in our favour. It is not

for us to prove our reading right ; it is for Dr. Breasted to prove it

wrong. Nevertheless, we claim that in the following pages we have

not only rebutted his arguments, but made out our case affirmatively.

I. It is argued from the reading LJ^, ^^f^-^^ that lines

9 [56] and 8 [57]^ join; and we are told that "the conclusion is

reinforced by the phrase
\ \ \\ \\ "^^ '« ^h^ middle of 11.

•' '—
^ JfS^ j£^ oO

7 [58] and 9 [56]." Now to begin with this statement is not quite

correct. The form quoted occurs in line 9 [56] ; but in line 7 [58]

' Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XXIII, 160.

- Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische Sprache, XXXIX, 1901, pp. 39-54.
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we have [_J ^^. ^^. = , where "0" i^i^y possibly be an ideogram,

but is more Hkely a determinative. But Dr. Breasted has overlooked

an important piece of evidence ; in line 1 1 [54] we actually find

\ j ^^v ^\^- The case therefore stands thus. Apart from the

particular instance under discussion, the word \_J

three times—once in the form our reading requires ; once in the

form Dr. Breasted's reading requires ; and once in a form different

from either.

2. Dr. Breasted next quotes^'^'¥ 11 f^ f^^
r, '<_y as showing the connection between lines 8 [57] and

7 [5cS]. In itself the join is a very good one, but it does not appear

any better than that between lines 8 [57] and 9 [56]. An account

of the making of "the dexterity of the hands and the walking of the

feet" may fitly be followed by the creation of "the sight of the eyes,

the hearing of the ears, and the breathing of the nostrils." It may
be difficult to explain why the associate gods are introduced at the

top of line 9 [56] ; but this difficulty is not of much weight in view

of the perfect parallelism between the phrases in the two lines, and

the very great improbability that the scribe would have separated

these naturally allied parts of his discourse by a considerable space.

3. Another striking evidence of the correctness of our reading is

found in the close parallelism between the end of line 10 [55] and

the beginning of line 1 1 [54]. The passage runs as follows :

—

-[55]^—p^^^^ll

II [54]

If the latter part of line 10 [55] were expanded into two phrases like

the early part of line 11 [54], the parallel would be still more

striking.

^ We have endeavoured to diminish the inconvenience which the reader must
inevitably suffer from the existence of two methods of numbering the lines of the

inscription, by giving both numbers for every line referred to—our own, followed

by Dr. Breasted's in square brackets.
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/WA^^ /VWAAA

4. There is further a paralleHsm of form (though not of meaning)

between the above quoted part of hne 11 [54] and the adjacent part

of line 12 [53] which appears significant. Here are the hieroglyphs

in question :

—

II [54]
I

12 [53] The point to be noted is the form

® . Though the sign ^
occurs frequently in the inscrip-

J^ ^\ V\ tion, these are the only cases in

iF -^^^^ -^^^^
I

which it takes the complementary

crr::^.* It is obvious, therefore, that the scribe adopted this

unusual form for the sake of the parallelism with W in line

1 1 [54]. Did he write the abnormal form by miiicipation, so that it

should agree with the normal form about to appear in the next line ?

Or, must we not rather conclude that the normal form came Jirst

and that the abnormal form was adopted afteriuards I

5. In line 10 [55] certain words are found arranged as follows :

—

Lower down, in the same line, we find

^'

r=Qi

P
D It willand lower down, again, ^ I

/'^
.

be seen that we have first two pairs of words,

and that later these pairs are repeated in

reverse order 1 |) 1 ] ]
]

being substituted

for the practically identical ^-^-^ )• Now, if we turn to lines 7 [58]

and 8 [57] we shall see a similar arrangement. At the bottom of

line 7 [58] we have
])

^k and in line 8 [57] |)
\k

^:ZZy ^^^37. Here again the two words first written are

repeated in reverse order. These facts raise a very strong pre-

sumption that line 7 [58] should precede line 8 [57].^

* The <^:;> in the l)hindered furm ^ rrf (licading of lines 13-16

[48]) is, no doubt, intended for a complementary, but the word is used quite

differently from that indicated by ^ in other parts of the inscription.

* The two cases are not absolutely identical, but they are the same in principle.

In the first mentioned, the scribe had two pairs to deal with, and he reversed the

pairs ; in the other case there was only one pair, and he reversed its two members.
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6. What we have said above is a sufficient answer to Dr. Breasted's

58 and 6 [59] is shown

But even

contention that the connection of lines 7

by the phrase ^ ]) ^ V\
|

_M^<ci D ( Jf JgJ^
I ^n^

apart from the strong evidence aheady produced, the suggested join

might very well be rejected on its merits, since it is not likely that

, ft ., , .

the scribe would use and so close together.
^ n ^n ^

7. Pursuing the same line of argument, Dr. Breasted says : "at

the beginning of line 3 [62] I am not sure of the meaning, but connec-

tion with the end of line 4 [61] is clearly possible." According to the

proposed arrangement, we must read as follows :
¥• ^

"
"

"

II '|\ 1'^^'^^^^ U . We confess we do not see the

meaning of this, and Dr. Breasted cannot enlighten us ; we are

therefore unable to admit that the connection is " clearly possible."

Our reading :
-'^—* ^g^ ^^w^v^^^ H ,

" the great resting-place

of (or for) the activity of Ausari," is not only good sense in itself,

but fits in with the general tenor of this part of the text as translated

by us. (See our former paper, pp. 165, 166; the translation of

lines 1—4 [64-61] ; and note 10 on the word ^^. 1

8. We proceed to consider the inferences that may be drawn

from the parallel passages in lines 2, 3 [63, 62] and 43, 44 [20(5-, 19].

These passages are as follows :

—

It is plain that if we are correct in taking -ww^ at the top of
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line 44 [19] as an error for =?=^^, the true direction of the reading

is established ; and we submit that the emendation rests on good

grounds. As we have already pointed out in note 25 to our former

paper, the mistake supposed is one of the easiest to make, and

there is clear evidence that it was sometimes made in the best texts.

It will also be noticed that the passage in lines 2, 3 [63, 62] which

according to our view is omitted in line 44 [19] is one the absence

of which causes no break in the sense ; and further that the sup-

pression of this passage, which ends with n <2>- , supplies a reason

for the substitution of ij -<5>- in line 44 [19] for ^^-^ in line 3 [62].

Finally, it may be noted that the reading aa^aaa introduces into the

passage a word which has no equivalent on the other side of the

slab ; a word, moreover, which in this context seems to yield no

sense. *^

9. We may appropriately consider in connection with the last

section another of Dr. Breasted's arguments. He writes :
" Finally,

line 3 [62] narrates the drowning of Osiris, while in line 2 [63] Isis

and Nephthys pull him ashore {spr.sn S7a r il)—a clear sequence of

events." Now the " clear sequence of events " is obtained by

understanding - in the sense of land as distinguished from

water. It is not necessary to labour the point that ' .. ordinarily

means the earth or a portion of the earth. Without denying that it

may occasionally be used in Dr. Breasted's sense, it is quite safe to

say that such cases form an inappreciable fraction of the whole. It

is obvious, then, that as Dr. Breasted's translation is necessitated by

the order in which he reads the lines, it cannot possibly be evidence

for that order. If the lines are read in the normal direction, no

difficulty arises in taking <==== in its usual sense ; indeed, it is

essential that Ausari should be brouerht ===== before he can be

" Goodwin's translation diicunt cum ad (lotitni) quo niergeretur Osiris in

aqiiis suis, shows the difficulty he felt in understanding the passage as written,

since he found it necessary to supply locum. Dr. Breasted gives no rendering of

any of the passages under discussion ; but we cannot see that his order of reading

the lines makes the difticulty less. That we should be engaged in argument on

this point is another evidence of the loss science has suHered by the injuries to the

stone. If Dr. Breasted's views are sound, the word « .. * must have existed io

the middle of line 42 [top of 2i(^]- now, alas, destroyed beyond hope of recovery

All Egyptologists must earnestly desire that another copy of the text may some

(lay come to light.
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drowned, as can be seen from our translation and the introduction

thereto.

10. It will be admitted that the direction in which any piece of

writing should be read can be most readily determined when the

writing in question consists of a continuous narrative. It fortunately

happens that we have on the stone a fairly long and undamaged

account of the settlement of the disputed sovereignty between Heru

and Suti ; and we conclude our argument with a critical examination

of it. For the convenience of the reader we will first set out the

two versions of the story. The following is our translation as given

in our former paper :

—

"51 [i2fl]. Sebu said to Heru and Suti : 'There shall be an

arbitration between you.'

"52 [ii^/]. Sebu said to Heru: 'Come from the place where

thy father was submerged.'

"53 [loa]. Sebu said to Suti: 'Come from the place where

thou wast born.' [10/']. A mountain in the midst of the

earth joins the portion of Heru to the portion of Suti,

" 54 [9]. at the division of the earth. Now Heru and Suti

eadi stood upon a hillock ; they made peace, saying : 'The

two earths jueet in An, for it is the march of the two

earths.' ' The two earths meet in An, for it is the march

of the two earths.'

"55 [8]. He protected their treaty. He appointed Suti as

Seten in the southern earth, extending from the place

where he was born, that is, from Sesesu. Now Sebu [he]

appointed Heru as Nat in the northern earth, extending

from the place where his father was submerged.

"56 [7]. The gods made offerings to him when he arbitrated

between Heru and Suti."

Dr. Breasted's veision runs thus :

—

" Atum is his father (1. 57 [6])
' to whom the gods offered, when

he had judged Horus and Set.' After settling 'their

litigation, he set up Set as king of Upper Egypt in the

Southland, from the place where he was born ;
' (r/,

line 53 [lort]) and Keb 'set up Horus as king of Lower
Egypt in the Northland, from the place where his father

was drowned.' The dialogue [! !] accompanying these

full lines, now follows in the upper portions of the cut

lines (53-46 [iort'-i7^]):
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" * Keb (to) Set, speech: "Hasten from the place, wherein

thou wast born."

'

" ' Keb (to) Horus, speech :
" Hasten from the place, wherein

thy father was drowned."
'

" ' Keb (to) Horus and Set, speech :
" I will judge you."

'

" ' Keb (to) the ennead, speech :
" I have assigned the inherit-

ance to that heir, to the son of the first-born son." ' "7

We feel justified in the first place in claiming that the superiority

of our rendering of the legend, from the point of view of logical and

consistent arrangement, is plainly shown by a mere inspection of the

two versions. We proceed, however, to consider the question in

detail.

(a) Dr. Breasted adduces the following argument in support of

his reading :

—

"Looking in line 55 [8] at the mention of Set before Horus,

preceding the mention of the two together in line 54 [9], we

see clearly that line 53 [loa and 10f\ headed by Set should

precede line 52 [iia and ik?"] headed by Horus, and that

both should precede line 51 [12a] headed by both together."

This argument is not without its attractions, but it really raises

new difficulties. Reading the lines in what we hold to be the true

direction, we see that (i) Heru and Suti are addressed together;

(2) Heru is addressed separately
; (3) Suti is addressed separately.

Now, the prime fact to be borne in mind here is that the upper

portions of lines 51-53 [i2a-ioaY form together one tableau

I

w
, as an Egyptian would say) ; and it is therefore

(P
unreasonable to suppose that we ought to read in such a direc-

tion as to make Suti precede Heru when they are addressed

separately, seeing that Heru comes first when they are addressed

together. In line 54 [9] Heru and Suti again appear in their

usual order. With line 55 [8] we reach an anomaly demanding

explanation, since Suti is appointed Seten before Heru is ap-

pointed Nat. We fully discussed this question in our former

paper, and arrived at the conclusion that the scribe, seeing that he

' The two accounts cover substantially the same ground, except that the

second omiis all mention of the solemn compact between Heru and Suti

(line 54 [9]).

" The splitting up of lines like these into a and /' is a convenient arrangement,

but surely the characters enclosed by horizontal lines belong to the upper and not

to the lower parts of their respective lines.
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could not avoid one of two anomalies, preferred to sacrifice the

traditional order of Heru and Suti, rather than that of Seten Nat.

It is plain, then, the circumstances being totally different, that we

are not justified in reasoning from lines 55, 54 [8, 9] to lines 53-51

(/>) Dr. Breasted's version destroys the unity of the story by

dividing the functions of arbitrator between Tmu and Sebu in the

most confusing way. In our account Sebu summons the combat-

ants, Sebu (presumably) presides over the negotiations and the

utterance of the identical form of words by which the boundary is

fixed, Sebu appoints the two gods to their respective kingdoms, and

Sebu finally receives offerings from the assembled gods. In Dr.

Breasted's account, it is Tmu to whom the offerings are presented,

Tmu who settles the dispute, Tmu who appoints Suti as Seten,

but Sebu (or Keb) who appoints Heru as Nat, and Sebu who calls

the gods before him. It is surely absurd to say that Tmu settled

their litigation, when it is admitted that Sebu appointed Heru to his

kingdom. Again, when we read that " Sebu said to Heru and

Suti: \J 'There shall be an arbitration between you '"
; and

yVSAAAA A''^^v^A

when he arbitrated between^ Heru and Suti," it is very difficult to

believe that two different gods are referred to.

(c) Closely connected with the foregoing is the mode of de-

scribing the territories of the two gods. As we read the text, they are

summoned from the extreme north and the extreme south to a

central meeting place ; they then agree to fix their common boundary

at this spot, i.e., the nome An, the implication being that the rule of

each extends over the territory through which each has passed.

Sebu proceeds to fix the same boundaries in another way, i.e., by

means of the extreme southern and northern limits, these being

indicated by //le same words as he has already used in siwimo?ii)ig the

gods, the implication here being that both kingdoms terminate at the

central place. All this is perfectly intelligible ; but, assuming that

the course ot events began with the boundary fixing, why should

Sebu afterwards call the gods from the particular places which

happened to be the southern and northern boundaries of their

^ We prefer "arbitrate" to "judge," since what Sebu did was to bring the

parties together and to ratify their agreement.
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respective kingdoms, more especially as only one of those boundaries

had been fixed by himself?

{d) Let us now look, as the final stage in the demonstration, at

the difficulties involved in Dr. Breasted's reading, merely from the

point of view of the structure of the story. Why should the two

gods, after Tmu and Sebu had, between them, fixed the boundaries,

proceed to do the same thing on their own account ? Litigants do

not go through the form of accepting the judgment of the court, but

the court often gives official sanction to an agreement between

litigants. Further, the two gods and Sebu must have been all

present together during these proceedings. Is it conceivable that

any writer would make Sebu call the gods immediately afterwards ?

We have already discussed the order in which and the places from

which he called them ; but would he call them at all, in any order

and from any place ? Finally, having called them, would he, in the

face of all that is supposed to precede, make the singularly inept

remark :
" I will judge you " ?

As we have said above, a continuous narrative forms the best

test of the order of the lines in an inscription ; and therefore we

have thought it desirable to analyse this story of Heru and Suti

somewhat minutely. We feel Justified in claiming that the case we

have presented would be almost sufficient to establish our reading

even agahist the presumption arising from the arrangement of the

hieroglyphs. Being adduced, as it is, in support of that presumption,

it may well be described as conclusive,

\\.—The Text.

The total number of differences between Dr. Breasted's plate

and our own is considerable, and we are glad that he has succeeded

in deciphering more than we did in the parts of the stone where

reading is most difficult. On re-examination, we are satisfied that

the bulk of these additions may be accepted with confidence. Of

the remaining variants, the following may be noted :

—

1. Dr. Breasted has ^ after in line 6 [59] where we

have t=±£=i ; and T in line 8 [57] where we have 1. He may

possibly be right, but we cannot feel certain of it.

2. In line 49 [i4<r] Dr. Breasted's ^ for our Q is, of
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course, correct. Our form was the result of a slip in copying from

the original draft, as is shown by the translation, "his head."

3. We can say, without hesitation, that the substitution of

/^ for our^ (Une 7 [58] ) is certainly wrong. The sign is so

placed that the right-hand portion of it (if it had existed) must have

approached very closely to (or even touched) the boundary of the

column. The general character of the work precludes the sup-

position that any of the hieroglyphs would be so engraved.

4. Among minor points, we may mention that Dr. Breasted has

erroneously given Jj for _^ twice at the top of lines 42, 43

[20^?, 2 1 a]. The figures determine Ausari and Heru, not Nebithait.
/WVAAA r\

The word ^—^ I (line 13 [25^]) is written with ^^^^ as shown

by Sharpe and ourselves. It is also so written in the phrase at the

bottom of line 12 [53] first copied by Dr. Breasted.

III.

—

T/ie Translation.

In the main, and so far as it goes, Dr. Breasted's translation

agrees with our own. Most of the differences that exist are due to

variant readings and to the opposed views of Dr. Breasted and our-

selves as to the order of the lines. Two words only appear to call

for special notice.

1. The rendering "proclaim" for j^ =, (Hnes 10, 50, 60

[55> 13'^ 3]) is certainly right.

2. The translation "phallus" for^Tk (line 10 [55]) is quite

as certainly wrong. That the word is found in the sense of "joints
"

is, we presume, not disputed ; the only possible difference of opinion

is as to whether that meaning is appropriate here, That it is so

will appear from the following considerations. A reference to the

plate or to the text as printed above (I. 5) shows that we have four

words arranged, two and two, in parallel columns. Other cases of

parallelism in the text prove that such an arrangement indicates

close likeness or connection or a striking antithesis. It is plain

from the first pair, " teeth and lips," that we are concerned here

with closely connected parts of the body. The translation "joints

and hands," satisfies this condition ; but there is no connection of
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the like nature between phallus and hands. ^° The variants in the

lower part of the line strongly support this contention. The word

"fingers" is substituted for "hands," thus preserving the parallelism

while changing the phraseology. But the form ^ ^ (with the

I I I

determinative of plurality) is conclusive, since it is clearly inconsis-

tent with the rendering " phallus," but quite natural if the meaning

is "joints."

THE SO-CALLED QUINTA OF 4 KINGS.

By F. C. BuRKiTT.

It may be of some interest, now that my friend Sir H. Howorth

is discussing Origen's Hexapla in these columns, to point out what a

peculiar interest the so-called Quitita of 4 Kings has to students

of the text of the Bible. The Quinta of 4 Kings is not a

continuous text, but a collection of readings found in the margin of

the Syro- Hexaplar translation of the Greek Bible. They are

marked by the letter en
, the 5th letter of the Syriac alphabet.

The main object of this note is to point out the support given

by one of these scattered variants to a famous conjecture of

Wellhausen's.

In 4 Kings (2 Kings Heh^ xix 26, 27, the oracle of Jehovah

says to the king of Assyria :

—

26. "Therefore their inhabitants were of small power, they were

dismayed and confounded ; they were as the grass of the field, and

as the green herb, as the grass on the housetops, and as corn

blasted before it be grown up. 27. But I know thy sitting down,

and thy going out, and thy coming in, and thy raging against

me."

'" That there was a mythological connection of a kind (as Dr. Breasted points

out) is well known, but we cannot think it is alluded to here. The mode
writing suggests tliat we have to do with two similar pairs, and two such pairs

our translation provides. As for the mythology of the passage, we have already

quoted a parallel from the Book of the Dead (L. T. 17, 4).
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The last words of the 26th verse and the beginning of the 27th

are, in the Massoretic text :

^TsV'T^ 7«n"i ^ns^m ^nnxi^i : rvip^ ^:d^ ^^51^'^ ri^^^ ^^^'n

Now it is evident that something is wrong here. "Corn blasted

before it be grown up " has indeed a fine rhetorical sound, but it is

not a literal rendering of the Hebrew. 7\'T^p '^^D^ riDTlZ? is

literally "a blight before standing-corn," the sense of which is not

obvious. And even in the English version the beginning of verse 27

is incurably defective. Moreover, the ' but " with which it begins is

' and ' in the original, yet the oracle changes from historical argu-

ment to direct address.

The parallel passage, Isaiah xxxvii 27, 28, gives us no help.

Instead of a ' blight ' we find a ' field,' but the second verse is as

defective as the corresponding verse in Kings. The versions also

simply support the Massoretic text, with the exception of the LXX of

Isaiah, which omits H^p '^l^CT'' and of the Quinta in Kings, which

will be given below. Wellhausen in his edition of Bleek's

Einleitung t?? d. Alte Testament (4th ed., p. 257, note) proposed to

end 2 Kings xix, 26, at nEDltTI, and instead of TVdT) ^227 to read

^^p "'^Q / i.e., Before Me is thy rising 2tp. The passage then runs :

—

"Therefore their inhabitants were grass on the housetops

and a blight. Before Me is thy rising up and thy sitting down,

and thy going out and thy coming in I know, yea and thy rage

against Me."

This emendation, which restores rhythm and sense to the

passage, has been generally approved. What I want here to point

out is that it is not without external attestation. In fact, if my
view of the evidence be taken, the consonantal text, as amended by

Wellhausen (~[?2p instead of n?2p), is attested by the original

Septuagint.

The note in the Syro-Hexaplar margin at this point is . en .

vyV».i rC^V5n.xxi ^.TJD p«gl3.Tn.*o. According to Dr. Field, and

no one had more skill in retranslating the crabbed Syriac of this

version into the underlying Greek, this corresponds to " 5. kiu

efiTTvpiaf^Lo^ uTrevavTi avacncKTew^ irov." The corresponding Hebrew

would be T|^p "':D7 nQ';ijp^. But -TV>p '^l^h is the actual con-

sonantal text of Wellhausen's emendation, though it was left to

the great critic to restore the balance of the sentence by ending
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the verse at nC"111?1 'I'ld reading the following word (now the first

word of verse 27) as "^^^/'^

This is not the only instance where the readings of the so-

called Qninta preserve a valuable emendation of the Massoretic

text. In 4 Kings xxiii 4, the Quinta supports the non-Massoretic

variant p'Tlp m21"l!^l ; ''^nd in xxiii 8, it reads D""-?"^!! "^i^tZ? for

"l^i^n "^i^li/*) a corrupt reading partly attested by the Lucianic text,

which easily leads to the emendation "^^IH ")J^1^, i.e.. the Fish

Gate, mentioned in the parallel passage Zeph. i 10.

These examples shew that, whatever else the Quinta of 4 Kings

may be, it certainly contains an element ultimately derived from a

pre-Massoretic Hebrew text. For it sometimes preserves the true

readings, or approximations to the true readings, in places where all

other extant authorities (including the ordinary texts of the LXX)
have gone astray. But the interesting readings are comparatively

few in number. As a rule we find the Quinta cited in company

with Aquila or Symmachus or Theodotion, or all three, as one of

the supporting authorities for words supplied under asterisk to the

Hexaplar text. Thus in 4 Kings xiii i, we read " Jehoahaz the son

of Jehu began to reign =i^Aq. a?id 5. over Israel' in Samaria." That is

to say, the Septuagint omitted " over Israel," but the words have

been inserted in the Hexaplar text from Aquila and the Quinta.

What, then, is the Quinta to 4 Kings? No external evidence

tells us of any Fifth Greek Version of that book, no Greek writer

quotes extracts from such a version. All we know of it is a collec-

tion of detached readings in the Syro-Hexaplar translation of

Origen's (or Eusebius's) revised text of the LXX. But the fragments

of the Hexapla in the Ambrosian Library at Milan preserve just such

a collection of detached readings in a fifth colunm. The exact

principles upon which this collection of readings was made is not

clear, nor the purpose which they were meant to serve \ the extant

fragments would suggest that they are LXX readings, exhibited

in the form of variants to Theodotion. I venture, therefore, to

make the conjecture that the Quinta in 4 Kings is such a collection

of variants set in the margin of the Hexapla, and that this collec-

' 'Eixirvpia-ixos certainly points to HDIC^ 'burning,' but ^S^t^• 'blight' (/.<•.,

' a Vjlighted patch') is obviously right. ' Blight ' (the disease) is JIDIK', but what

is wanted here is a word for the diseased ve^^etatioii.
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tion contained, amongst other things, some notable readings of the

genuine LXX. These readings, if my conjecture be right, were

inserted in the margin because Origen had rejected them in favour

of the corresponding renderings of Aquila or Theodotion, and their

admission to the extreme right-hand margin of the Hexapla was

the intermediate stage between their presence in the text and final

banishment.

In the case of the Qui7ita reading in 4 Kings xix 26, 27, we can

easily see the reason for its rejection. To us e^i-vf)ia^Lo<sis interesting

because it is clearly the rendering of a Hebrew variant : it proves

the Qui7ifa at this point to be really based on an independent

Hebrew text. And (WevavTi avaa-Taaew<} gov gives us the consonants,

though not the punctuation, of Wellhausen's emendation. But

what was the third century Christian to make of i^^evovTo xop~°'^

aypou )} xXwpa iBo-raftj, 'X.^orj hwf^iaTwv kcii e/HTrvpitTjuo?, aTrevavTi

tn'aaTaaew<i ffov kcu rijf KciOecpav gov' ? The revised text has in place

of what I have underlined Trcm^^ia uTrevav-rt, effTi]koT09, and ical 7i]v

Kuedcpav GOV is relegated to the 27th verse, as in the Massoretic text.

From this it is just possible to extract a more or less intelligible sense :

" They became .... green herb of the house-tops, and what is

trampled upon in front of one standing up." But it is difficult to see

why 7i-f('T?//<rt was chosen to render the rare word nQ"I\I^' Most likely

it was a mere guess, derived from the context. It is probable that

Origen made the change, putting the genuine LXX into the margin

;

the change was only too successful, and the genuine reading of

the LXX in this passage, a reading which supports the consonants

of the true text of the original Hebrew, has almost entirely

disappeared. Origen served his generation well, but the business

of the Biblical critic of to-day is to get behind him into the tangled

region of the old Konnj.

2 1
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MATERIAUX POUR L'ETUDE DE LA RELIGION
ASSYRO-BABYLONIENNE.

By Alfred Boissier.

§ I. Lc rituel de Nippour concernatit les eclipses.—Bezold a

public il y a quelques annees^ un document interessant, ou sont

indiqu^es, quelques ceremonies expiatoires, dont le but etait

d'attenuer les mauvaises influences dues aux eclipses de lune.

Le texte a ^te public une seconde fois dans les Cuneif. Texts,

Part IV : la copie de Bezold a ete faite avec beaucoup de soin et

a servi de base a ce travail ; un certain nombre d'indications

precieuses sur les vieux rites de Nippour nous ont ete conservdes

dans ce texte curieux." Comme Ton pouvait s'y attendre le dieu

patron de la ville, Bel y est mentionne et associe a Anou, qui y

avait sans doute une chapelle, voire meme un temple ; les

Americains nous renseigneront sur ce dernier point.

Traduction. (Bu. 88, 5-12, 11.)

1. Si dans lc mois de Nisan les XII ^, XIII', ou XIV'' Jours

2. une eclipse de lune a lieu, le roi ne pourra detourner ce vialheur

3. Au jour oil reclipse de la lune a eu lieu, tu suspcndras a

4. la porte un vetement de laine, tu placeras a la droite de la parte

d'Anou la plante des motitag7ies

5. tu rcpandras du vin per?nenie, tu ne te prosterneras pas, un

brasier de RIG . GIG a gauche de la porte

6. de Bel tu placeras, du vin tu repandras, tu ne te prosterneras

pas

7. lc roi di's que {apres <^ue) Peclipse aura etc vue, se prosternera

vers le fiord?, du sang^ de namtaru

^ Z..-/.,III, p. 243.

- J'ai neanmoins utilise I'excellente copie de Pinches.

•* C.-a.-d. une resine de n. Si le dernier signe est hu, il faut naturellemcnt

traduire : du sang d'oiseau nanitar.
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8. avec de Vhuilc de cypres tu meleras, il s'ctendra ^ siir la coitche,

le vialheur sera detoiirne

9. Si dans le mois d^Ijar idem {c.-a.-d. une eclipse de lune a lieu),

avec de l'essence de gefiievre il se lavera {le roi), il s^oijidra de

myrrhe
10. il /era signe au pretre,'' le prctre s'approchera alors du roi, le

malheur sera ecartc.

11. Si dans le mois de Sivan idem, son jftls {c.-a.-d. le fils du roi)

? avec son conseiller ne discutera pas.

12. devafit Sin il repandra de la fleur de farine, dans la consterna-

tiofi {il sera), il ne parlera pas brnyaniment

13. vers Ninid,^ qii'il se tienne, la bonche close l'esprit reflechi il sera,

il deviendra viezix

14. Si dans le mois de Duzii idem, pendant deux jours dans la

maison fermee il restera, une offrande de mehru

15. il presentera, dans {avec) la coupe ? il ? , des dattes, un

regifne

16. // ouvrira {il detachera), sur la berge du fle^ive avec du? il

fnelera, du vin il boira, alors Sin le regardera avecfaveur

17. Si da7is le mois de Abu idem, // doit se coucher sur le bord de la

porte, se laver avec de I'eau de citerne

1 8. se revetir d'un vetenient de lin, dans un lieu secret une parole il

prononcera

19. un cadeau il offrira, devant une vieille femme, il {le) mettra

20. il sera {le roi) vaillant, n'aitra pas d'adversaire

21. Si dans le mois de Elul idem et que Petoile a de la Vierge,

est visible il mangera du lait, il s'oindra de beurre, {alors) il

sera eleve

"22. Si dans le mois de Tesrit idem, qu^il vaque a ses affaires,

qiCun anneau portant

23. une niotiture de pierres precieuses il enfile a son petit doigt

24. qu^a rombre d'un cedre^ il se tienne, qu'il se lave avec de fhuile

de cypres, que de la chair de bceuf

25. et de la chair d'oiseau il ne mafige pas, bon signe {c.-a.-d., tout

ira a souhait)

^ II touchera le lit. ' Lagdrii.

^ Ninib avait aussi un temple a Nippour.

' L'on salt, que pendant les eclipses de soleil, I'ombrage des arbres presente

une particularite ; les parties du sol eclairees, par les rayons, qui passent dans les

interstices des feuilles sent elliptiques. Mais il s'agit ici d'une eclipse de lune.
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26. Si dans le mois d\4ra/isanuta idem, /'/ fie fern pas briller sa

face, a Marduk et a Ncrgal

27. line victimc il immokra, aux quatre points cardifiaiix il

presentera

28. tout le j'oiir il /era entendre la co?nplainte, alors les jours de ses

atin'ees {du roi)

29. seront de tongue duree ; doux regard de la divinite

30. Si dans le mois de Kislev idem, depuis ? (pendant) la rentr'ee

des troupeaiix^ Jusqit'a la sortie des troupeaux il /era une

libation

31. // inimolera une victime, avec du sang de ? il aspergera le linteau

de la porte

32 de la nivrrhc toute la nuit vers la parte no?-d, tu

bruleras

33. devant les etoiles du UD .KA . GAB . A et du scotpiofi Use

prosternera, la vie {du rot) sera augmentee (prolongee).

Verso.

I. [&' dajis le mois de Tebit'\ idem, ? 1 ? de la main dti boulanger

2 la dcesse Istar le I'egardera favorableffietit.

3. \_Si dans le mois de'] Sabat idem, // {le roi) ne boira pas d^eau,

du laif, de la viande il ne mangera pas

4 ses mains il ne couvrira ^ pas, dans le chateau il

entrera

5 // sortira du chateau il se prosternera vers la

region III^^'^ le tamarix il ?

6. dans du ? de asjiu, du miris tabati il ? , de Vhuile de halsu

il mangera

7. du ? de froment avec de la chair de KA . BIL il mangera, il

boira du vifi

8. le roi vaincra ses adversaires, faveur du dieu et de la dcesse

9. recolte prospere, le froment surabondera

10. Si dans le mois de Adar idem, // mangera du harinu, un

recipieftt de 1 un recipient de 1

11. avec son? il ne parlera pas, du tamarix il? de laplante?

de la plante ?

* Ancicnne tournure de phrase babylonienne.
'•^

II ne feimera ])as.

'" Vers trois des points cardinaux.
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12 de r/iuile il s'oindra, de la plante ? de Vor

13. jusqiia sept fois ill fera renchantejuenfi 1 du liiqil 1 de la

plante du jardin il mangera {qii'il mange)

14. rassinnu toiichera la tete du roi, il vaincra ses advei'saires

1 5

.

son pays sera habile a son conimandanent.

16, exemplaire de Nippour, r'edige couformcinent a son oi-iginal et

ecrit tres lisibleme7it.

Transcription

1. §umma ina arah Nisanni lu umu 12 kan, lu umu 13 kan lu

umu 14 kan

2. atalii ilu Sin iskun(-un) limnu su-a-tu sarru la unakkar

3. um atalu ilu Sin sak-nu-um subata nabasa

4. baba tal-lal niknakka samtnu KUR . KUR ina imni babi ilu

A-nu-um ta-sa-kan

5. karan maza tanaqqi(-qi) ul tus-kin niknakka RIG . GIG ina

sumeli babi

6. Bel ta-sak-kan kaiana tanaqqi-(qi) ul tus-kin

7. sarru istu atalii ut-ta-me-ru ana IM . I us-kin dama NAM .

TAR.RI
<S. itti saman isu surmeni tuballal, irsa tulappat limnu ippatar(-ar)

9. Summa ina arah Ari ide^n """ me SIM . LI irammuk gaman

riqqi marri ipassas(-as)

10. amel LAT . GAR . RA" iqal-ma amel LAT.GAR.RA a-na

sarri i-kar-rab limnu ippatar(-ar)

11. Summa ina arah Simani idem"''' apil-su AS-ma itti mamli-su

la idabab

12. qema atra ana Sin inaqqi(-qi) su-har-ri-ir sal-tis ul i-ta-me

13. a-na ilu Nin-ib li-sab pi sab-tu mas-sir lib-bu ibassi(-si) ul-

tab-bar

14. Sum-ma ina arah Duzi idem """ II ume(-me) ina biti mesirri

ussab ni-qu-ii me-ih-ri

15. li-sam-hir ina gam-li li-ta-lil-ma 2^||^|j suluppa pikurta

16. li-pa-sir ina kisadi nari ina KIR.RUD dama uballal karana

isatti ilu Sin ana damiqti ippalassu-(su)

17. Summa ina arah Abi idem ""* ina ku-tal is dalti li-na-al mu bCiri

irammuk

18. lubusta kita raksa iltabbas ina a-sar pu-uz-ri a-mat lis-kin

'•' lagaru.
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19. qista lis-riq pan sibti lis-si-ik «

20. rabu ibassi-(si)
;
gab-ri la ibassi-(si)

21. Summa ina arah Ululi idem '"^ kakkab SU . PA innamir-ma

sizba ikkal, himeta ipassas u-ta-da-al

22. Summa ina arah Tasriti ide7n '"^ ip-se-tu-su li-pis NU . NU
BA.RU.UN.DI

23. itti su-qur aban nisiqti ina ubani-su sihri irakkas

24. ina silli ER . IZ^3 ussab saman is surnieni ipassas ser alpi

25. ser issuri la ikkal damqu

26. Summa ina arah Arahsamna idem "'^ puta la ubbab a-na

Marduk u Nergal

27. nifja inaqqi(-qi) dama ana sare irbitti li-sam-hir

28. kal u-mi ni-gu-tii lis-kin sarru u-me sanate-su

29. arkute naplusu i-li

30. Summa ina arah Kisilimi idem """ ina ereb bu-lim a-na pan

bu-lim mu inaqqi-(qi)

31. niqa inaqqi(-qi) dama niksi-(si) KI . BI . HAT babi is-sal-lah

32 ? marra kal musi ina bab sari I ta-sa-rap

I2i
kakkab UD . K A . GAB . A kakkab aqrabi us-kin

balatu utassap.

Verso

I. [Summa ina arah Tebiti] idem """ sal SA . TU^^ tar-sa adi ? ina

qat amel nuhatimmi

2 ... lim-har ilu Istar ana damiqtini(-tim) ippa-

lassu-(su)

3. [Summa ina arah] Sabati idem "" me la isatti sizba sera la

ikkal

4 qate-su la i-ka-tam ina bit du-ri li-rib

5 [istu] bit du-ri li-sa-a ana sar III lis-kin is bina ina mu
6. ina is MA sa AS . A . AN me-ri-is tabtu ir?-rim? samna hal-sa

li-kul

7. ? se-am itti ser KA. BIL ikkal-ma karana isatti

8. sarru a-a-bi-su ina-a-ra salimu(-mu) ili u ilti

9. sutesur eburi na-ha-as ilu Nisaba

10. Summa ina arah Addari idem """ ha-ri-nu ikkal karpat e-bar ?-ti

karpat e-kit-ti'''

11. asar . . . -su ul i-ta-me is bina ina U . KIL U . EL

'- T7l^i ?
'"^ Le texte n'est pas clair.
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12. U . . . . IR . IZ14 ipassas U SA , IR ? sa hurasi

13. adi VII-su i ?-ka.s-sa-ap lu-qi samniu SAR ki-ri-i li-kul

14. qaqqadu-(du) sarri assinnu ilapput-(ut) a-a-bi-su ikassad(-ad)

15. mat-su ina qibiti-su iitasab(-ab)

16. gab-ri EN . LIL . ki kima labiri-su satir-ma ba-rim.

Remarques

Recto.—L. 2, atalu Sin, expression qui indique une eclipse,

prevue, calculee d'avance, comme I'a bien vu K.ug\er,Z.A. XV, p. 181

;

1. 7, ana saru I, peut se traduire vers un point cardinal, mais le sens

est probablement : vers le point nord {istd?m) ; 1. 10, LAT . GAR . RA,

n'est autre, que le nom d'un pretre, le lagarii, voir Del., H.JV.;

cf. aussi K 9876, catal. de Bezold, p. 1046; SI . LAL signifie faire

signe a quelqu'un en jouant de la prunelle, attirer I'attention de

•quelqu'un ; 1. i r, PIS. GAL = mandu, voir Del., H. IV., mais tous

les sens ne sont pas indiques ; me/jri se trouve aussi IV, R 56 1. 52B,

•ou il est fait mention d'huile de m. qui est une essence forestiere
;

voir aussi, K 2018a + Sm. 477, catal., p. 387 ; 1. 15, ga7JiIu,

pour ce mot voir Zimmern, B. Religion, Ritual T. ; I'assyrien parait

avoir eu deux termes gamlu avec deux significations differentes,

dont I'une, celle de "recipient" a ete proposee par Zimmern,

I'autre se rapporte a une " arme " quelconque ; I'etoile gamlu ?

V R 46, 3a {gam est pourgamlu), est a rapprocher de I'etoile muhnulla,

1 26, d'ou il ressort que gamlu designe bien une arme. II correspond

kgimel (^), et I'explication donnee par Lidzbarski dans son Ephemeris,

p. 132, est la seule bonne
;
giniel est done plutot gamlu que 1^"^^ ; 1- 19,

Sal SU . GI designe une vieille femme, peut-etre aussi une vieille

sorciere; lissik de nasdku, Del., II. W. ; 1. 21, SU . PA est I'etoile

a de la vierge, comme I'a demontre Hommel ; utadal vient d'un

verba ~i^^, forme II2, comme utasar, Del., Grammat, p. 288

;

adalu doit signifier " etre fort, vigoureux"; I'adjectif adallu, fort,

en derive, Del., II.W.,p. 25 ; 1. 22, nunu doit signifier: anneau

;

un anneau de cuivre est cite II R, VII, 27 ; V R, 39, 31 ; 1. 24, je

ne vois guere comment Ton pourrait traduire autrement que je ne

I'ai fait; ER.IZ cache peut-etre le nom du cedre, hebreu 1^^^ ;

1. 29, ^.- ou '^>- S^yy = long; dans les omina, il est oppose a

XI ou ^ £^yy = court; 1. 31, il n'est pas necessaire de rappeler

ici les passages bibliques qui mentionnent le sang repandu sur les
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linteaux el les poteaux des portes ; le terme ^^ ^ ^ designerait

il le ^iptrp hebreu; 1. 33, le kakkab "^^ >-i:IrJ 5=^ Ty ^^ trouve

deja cite ailleurs en compagnie du scorpion (voir Jensen, Kosmologie,

p. 48); c'est un animal feroce quelconque, represente sur les kudur-

riis ; les identifications T)roposees sont problematiques. C'etait une

etoile tres importante, mentionnee sur I'astrolabe (?) Sni. 162, comme
visible dans le mois de Kislev en compagnie du'scorpion (visible dans

le mois de Arahsammi). Quelques autres passages seront cites dans

la seconde partie de ce memoire.

Verso.— I^. 6, i^ ^y dans les documents publics par Zimmern,

B.R., Tom. II, suit toujours suluppu et precede irqn ou "se irqu.

Dans un omen tire de I'apparence de certains arbres (K 2882) on

lit le § suivant :

—

Si un hafiibu est triste (adn),^'^ la deesse Ningizzida^^ enverra la

fievre dans le pays.

Si un S^y ^y est triste (adir), il y aura insurrection dans le pays.

Si un S:y ^y est triste (adir), il y aura insurrection dans le pays.

Si un tamarix (Jnmi) est triste {adir), I'interieur du pays ne sera

pas heureux.

Si un palmier {gisimmarii) est triste (adir), pas de bonheur au

milieu des peuples. '
'*

|
Si un is NAM . TAR est triste {adir), la sante des peuples sera

mauvaise.

Si un asagu est triste (adir), la sante des peuples sera mauvaise.

Si un S:y <;Sr<y^^ est triste {adir), HI . BI (lacune).

Si un roseau est triste {adir), la roseraie et le bocage seront

detruits.

Dans un autre omen K 2011, sont indiques les presages tires de

la position occupe'e par certains vegetaux dans la partie basse d'une

ville {ina muspali all) ; nous y trouvons egalement mentionne le

t:y ^y entre la vigne et I'arbre SE . nA-. A (sunfi = :!i6 <^^^ "W)

;

ce document sur lequel, je reviendrai (voir ma traduction des

presages), fait partie de la grande famille des omina, intitulee

"Si une ville se trouve sur une hauteur"; il se termine par une

phrase qui revient egalement dans mes Documents relatifs aux

'* addru = etre sombre, avoir I'air abattu, deperir.

'^ Ningizzida est une deesse de la vegetation
; quand les plantes et les arbres

souffrent, c'est un signe qu'elle enverra la fievre (te'u).

'' baltu.
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presages, ou Ton voit que la couleur, que prenaient les eaux des

fleuves, au moment de Tinondation, etait signalee comme indice

d'evenements importants. II est inte'ressant de constater que les

fleuves de Mesopotamie, au moment de leurs debordements, presen-

taient le meme aspect que le " Nil rouge "
; d'ou notre texte :

Si au mois de Nisan, I'inondation monte et que le fleuve prend

la coloration du sang. . . . AS . A . AN. d'apres Zimmern (B.R.)

serait una sorte de froinent et dans certains documents juridiques

B.A. Ill, cette cereale alterne avec le SE . BAR ; ilregne une grande

incertitude touchant la signification de ces deux mots AS . A . AN et

SE . BAR
;

pour le premier on songerait a asnu (palmier-dattier

quelconque) d'autant plus que AS . A . AN pourrait fort bien designer

le Jiaslhifu, Delitzsch, H. IV., p. 638, c.-a-d. une partie du dattier;

cependant il est plus sur de regarder AS . A . AN comme une espece

de froment, dont les boulangers faisaient du pain (cf. les documents

juridiques). Pour men's tahtu zi. F.S.B.A., XXIII, 119; hilsu, voir

B.R. oil Zimmern donne quelques references ainsi que G. G. A. X;

hilsu est un vegetal ou un arbre cf. Jlilri- (Dictionnaire de Lane).

1. 10. harinu ikkal (a moins qu'il ne faille lire hari hi ikkal,

ce qui est plus que douteux) ; harinu doit designer un arbre ou

une plante, de meme que le pluriel harine {Atmaks de Cyrus,

col. Ill, 1 19, BA . II, p. 222), ou il faut traduire des harine (ou

des branches de h.) furent etendus devant Cyrus, au moment

de son entree a Babylone.^^ Le roi des Perses fut accueilli avec

transports par les Babyloniens. Y-a-t-il lieu de rapprocher harinu de

c.'» ~>- = ricin, palma christi ? Dans notre document le terme

designe bien un vegetal special et il se pourrait tres bien, qu'il

s'agisse ici du ricin. Le passage de Cyrus reste malgre tout obscur.

Karpat E . Bi^R . TI Karpat E.SIL.TI, termes nouveaux ; luqi,

voir Meissner Supplements ; assinnu, c'est un membre du corps

sacerdotal, attache specialement a Istar, mais aussi au culte de Bel a

Nippour et partout ou Ton adorait ce dieu. II fonctionnait a cote

du lagaru (^^ V" V ^^ID' comme nous I'apprend K 9876
(catalogue, p. 1046); c'est evidemment le texte qu'a en vue

Delitzsch, H. f^, p. 414, au mot fnalilu, ou la lecture phonetique du

mot as-sifi-?iu nous est donnee. L'assinnu est egalement mentionne

dans les presages ; voir aussi Jensen Mythen, p. 372 ;
pourquoi

lire V ^ ^J:yy : kurgarii au lieu de lagaru. ^^ J^ a lire

'^ Cf. I'entree triomphale du Christ a Jerusalem, St. Mathieu, xii, v. 8.
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ba-rim, lequel n'est point = harfi, Delitzsch, H. JV., p. 182, mais

bien rhebreu"^^^3,, Dictionnaire de Siegfried-Stade, p, 73 = "deutlich

machen, eine Schrift deutlich auspragen ; " ce sens convient admirable,

ment a I'assyrien hdru, employe toujours apres la formule bien

connue khiia labirisu satirma barim, c.-a-d. copie et lisiblement

(clairement) grave d'apres son original. Dans le Deuteronome,

chapitre xxvii, v. 8, il est dit :
" Tu ecriras sur les pierres toutes les

paroles de cette loi, lisiblement tout-a-fait (c.-a-d. d'une fagon tout-a-

fait nette). •^<^^ Jj correspond exactement a I'hebreu "^^^-j et doit

etre lu phonetiquement barim (ba-rim).—Habakuk, Chap, ii, v. 2,

on lit : Ecris la prophetie et grave la clairement sur les tablettes, afin

qu'on puisse la lire couramment. Cette tournure est eminemment

assyrienne.

§ 2. Palu = claviis atinnlis

La recherche de la signification primitive de palu peut amener

a retrouver un vieil usage, sur lequel les documents cuneiformes ont

ete muets jusqu'a present ; si dans I'avenir, par suite de decouvertes

imprevues, un certain nombre de vieux rites reparaissaient et que

parmi eux surgissait celui dont je vais dire quelques mots, il serait

definitivement etabli, que I'e'tude des vieilles institutions assyro-

babyloniennes s'eclaire souvent par celle des vieilles institutions

romaines. Nous savons, que la discipline des haruspices baby-

loniens comportait des reglements analogues a celle, qui regnait en

Etrurie ; nous avons vu ailleurs, que I'assyrien a ses dieux penates

comme le citoyen romain ; d'autre part le rituel magique assyro-

babylonien, dont nous possedons de nombreux chapitres, n'est pas

sans permettre des rapprochements instructifs avec I'Atharveda

indou ; il en resulte, que c'est souvent en dehors du monde

semitique, qu'il faut pousser les investigations propres, a penetrer

I'ame complexe babylonienne ; en suivant une voie opposee a celle

dans laquelle on s'est engage jusqu'ici, s'aidant des donnees de la

psychologic comparee, on pourra aborder mieux arme le probleme

de I'origine de la civilisation assyro-babylonienne ; cette origine

telle, qu' elle se presente a nous est entierement obscure.

Nous voyons par II R 2S, 61 E.F., que palu designe une arme

dont il est impossible de preciser la nature ; la syllabe fondamentale

pal de >-^y^ se retrouve dans nombre de termes avec le sens de

creuser, percer, piquer, egorger, pointer (avec le double sens frangais

de perforer et de se dresser, tnonter, s'elever). Le palu etait done un
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engin qu'on pouvait ficher en terre, comme une lance ou un clou, et

c'est cette derniere signification, qu'il conviendrait de lui attribuer.

Si I'on objectait a cela qu'il serait plus naturel de penser a »— qu'a

>-i^y^, nous repondrions, que de meme, que " pied " a en assyrien

I'ide'ogramme (^ au lieu de f^|,/^z///, " le clou " a >-i^y^ au lieu de
>-. Pour arriver de la signification de clou a celle de regne (I'on

sait que paM = regne), il faut se rememorer une vieille coutume,

qui nous a ete transmise par les historiens latins. A Vulsinii dans

le temple de Nortia, deesse qui etait pour les Etrusques, ce que fut

pour les Romains la Fortune de Preneste ou d'Antium, on enfon^ait

un clou chaque annee et les clous mis ainsi a la suite I'un de I'autre

servaient a supputer les annees ecoulees. Meme usage au Capitole

;

on fichait le clavus annalis dans le mur qui separait la cella ou etait

la statue de Jupiter de la cella consacree a Minerve.^^ Y-avait-il a

Babylone ou a Ninive une maniere de supputer les annees du regne

d'apres laquelle on se servait du clavus annalis (le palu), enfonce, par

exemple, dans le sanctuaire de Bel a Babylone? La chose est

possible, mais en I'absence de preuves il serait temeraire^ de vouloir

conclure ; I'avenir nous dira si nous avons ete bien inspire en

passant d'Esagila au Capitole ; entre ces deux vieux sanctuaires il y a

peut-etre plus d'un lien secret, qui nous echappe, enveloppe dans les

rites oublies.

§ 3. La consultation de Poracle a Vepoque d''Asurbanapal

K. 1523 -(- K. 1436

Dans son edition des textes d'Asurbanipal III, S. A. Smith a

donne trois importants documents, precieux pour I'etude de I'harus-

picium. lis n'ont fait jusqu'ici I'objet d'aucun memoire et c'est une

raison pour les mettre en lumiere ; ils ont paru a une epoque ou Ton

connaissait peu ce genre de documents ; en 1873 Lenormant donnait

des copies d'augures divers, mais a part un texte ou I'illustre assyrio-

logue avait reco-nnu avec beaucoup de perspicacite un extispicium,

il s'etait mepris sur le contenu des autres ; c'est ainsi que le No. 90

n'a rien a voir avec des presages concernant le guerrier et que le

No. 91 ne renferme aucune trace d'augures dactylomantiques ; ce

sont I'un et I'autre des observations du foie de la victime ; en 1889

I'edition de Smith donnait de nouveaux materiaux pour I'etude de

^^ Voir les travaux de INIommsen, Unger, Marquardt, Bouche-Leclercq,

le dictionnaire de Daremberg et Saglio, I'encyclopedie de Pauly-Wissowa, les

Etrusker de MuUer-Deecke, etc., etc.
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la divination, qui venaient s'ajouter a ceux deja publics dans le

grand recueil du Alusee Britannique; les presages de Sargon-^ et de

Naram Sin sont bases non pas sur I'astrologie mais bien sur I'inspec-

tion des visceres ; I'ouvrage magistral de Knudtzon, paru en 1893 fit

faire un grand progres a cette branche obscure de la litterature

cuneiforme, et la consultation de Shamash a fait Tobjet de remarques

aussi consciencieuses, que celles, qu'on pouvait attendre de la part

du savant norvegien. Tout recemment le professeur Zimmern

a ddite un recueil de reglements a I'usage des haruspices, dont le

No. 24 est sans conteste le plus remarquable. II s'agit de I'origine

du fameux sacerdoce, qui remonte a I'epoque de Evedoranchos,

roi de Sippar, qui correspond au septieme roi antediluvien de

Berose et au septieme patriarche de la Genese, Henoc. II est bon

de rappeler a cette occasion, que les anciens Perses regardaient les

Mages comme issus egalement d'une famille royale dont I'ancetre

etait le celebre Ma?iuschir, un prince mythologique ; I'Avesta nous

enseigne, qu'il devint tres vieux. De meme, qu'en Babylonie pour

exercer les fonctions du pretre l>arii (haruspice) il fallait etre de sang

noble, sans un defaut corporel, parfaitement sain, de meme en Medie

et en Perse pour etre un mage ou un niobed^'^ les statuts exigent du

candidal un certificat de purele et de noblesse. Zimmern a suppose

que le nom de la loi mosai'que rT^iD, pourrait bien avoir ete

emprunte a tertu ; I'un et I'autre designent la revelatmi. La reponse

de I'oracle est ecrite en general sur des tablettes ; le consultant

presente au pretre une tablette, qui porte son nom d'un cote, sur

I'autre est inscrite la revelation donnee par le dieu, par I'interme-

diaire du bar{i. De sorte, que Ton saisit clairement le but des

tables de la loi, qui constituent un des ele'ments les plus importants

du sacerdoce. Un passage de I'Ancien Testament—et ce n'est pas

le seul—qui mentionne Phari/spicium, se trouve dansy^/;, chap, xxxviii,

36. La n^2!rn c.-a.-d. la Einsicht, que possede le barii. est le reflet

de la volonte divine, agissant dans les visceres (niPfpl). Le YTT§f

avecle sens "d'organe interieur" est I'hebreu (pluriel) Hinip; il joue

un role important dans les presages. Le document qui a n(^cessitd ces

explications preliminaires K. 1523 + K. 1436-- est une consultation

de I'oracle, qui emane d'un personnage, dont le desir etait d'entrer

au service du dieu Anou. L'on immole une victime; les entrailles

*" IV R, 34. -' Voir les travaux de Jame? Darmesteter.
"^ S. A. Smith, die Kcilschriftlexte Asurbatiipah, Heft III.
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sont examinees ; le pretre s'avance vers le dieu et lui presente une

tablette-^ sur laquelle est ecrit le nom du candidat a la pretrise

d'Anou ; I'objet de sa demande y est formule ; c'est an dieu de

rendre son decret. Les 13 premieres lignes ne sont qu'un extrait

des livres rituels, rediges a I'usage de la confrerie de la bariiiu.

Les signes, que le pretre vient d'observer dans la victime sont men-

tionnes aux lignes 14 et 15 ; de 16 a 27, invocation a la divinite

;

les lignes 28 et 29 semblent renfermer le nom de celui qui transmet

le demande du candidat au pretre avec des explications supple-

mentaires, malheureusement tres obscures ; une publication de toutes

ces tablettes est bien a desirer.

Transcription

Sans avoir collationne le texte, j'ai pu faire une ou deux correc-

tions importantes, en m'aidant dautres documents inedits, que

j'espere communiquer bientot.

1. Summa NA KA . BI . AB-*

2. asru-su e

3. Summa GIR KA . BI . AB, DAN la [sakin]

4. Summa imnu BIR patir, bel niqi sal-[lim-tu]

5. ina qata-su UD.[DU?P^
6. Summa res siri imni ?-' patir GU sabbit-[bit]

7. Summa ku-tal HAR patir suh-hur?-' ?

8. ku-tal ummani-ia nakru im-mar

9. Summa U HAR . DE isid-sa rakis-(is)

'10. Summa KAK . ZAG . GA imni u sumeli NA mas-sil

11. Summa SA . DAN sal-hu mas-la-'-ti'-* miqitti-(ti) ummani-(ni)

12. Summa KAK . TI sa imni qas-sa-at

13. sarru rubu is-sa-as

14. Summa imnu BIR patir ku-tal HAR imni patir

15. Sum-ma Sii. DAn sal-hu KAK. TI sa imni qas-sa-at

16. IV TAG.mes sa

17. amelu sa sum-su ina libbi (duppu) gitti

18. an-na-a satir-ma

"•' A Dodone on a retrouve dans les ruines du temple de Zeus, des tablettes de

plomb, renfermant des questions adressees a I'oracle ; la difference entre les

tablettes de Dodone et la notre, reside dans le fait, que les premieres sont des

questions breves adressees sans I'intermediaire de I'extispicium.

2-» Sic !

-'" ittasi ?

^^ nakru me parait fautif. -' suh-hur-tu ?

^^ Les signes ^^y et »-I][^sont fautifs, il faut lire >-^y et *-<^<.
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Verso

19. Ina pan ilu-ti-ka rabi-ti tabu

20. Assur-ban-aplu sarru '"•^' Assur ^'

21. a-na ^'"'^' sangu-tu sa ''" A-nim

22. sa '"'' Assur lip-qi-du

23. kima ip-taq-du-su eli ilu-ti-ka

24. rabi-tum tabu i-si ilu-ti-ka rabi-ti

25. si-tal eli ''"A-nim beli rab-e

26. tabu i-si ''"A-nim belu rab-e si-tal

27. TAG-at

28. "'"Marduk-sum-usur ana eli Ba-ni-i

29. epas-(as) sangu-u-te sa ''"Anim

30. SU . U gab-bi sa a ma TAG-at

31. istu (ina? libbi?) a-a-ak ah-har

32. sire la ipparrassu-(su)

Traduction

1. Si un na est bombe

2. son lieu

3. Si un j^ir est bombe, que le dan ne se trouve pas

4. Si la droite du I'lr est fendue, le sacrificateur un acte propice

5. de ses mains jaillira

6. Si la tete sir a droite du ? est fendue que le gu soit adherent ?

7. Si la muraille du foie a une lesion, que le suhhur ^'

8. I'ennemi verra alors la muraille de mon armee

9. Si le lobule a sa base nouee

10. Si le kakzagga a droite et a gauche le na comprime ?

I r. Si le sada?i est arrache, repoussement ? defaite de I'arm^e

12. Si le kakti de droite est detache

13. le prince le roi depouillera

14. Si la droite du bir a une lesion, si la muraille du foie a une

lesion a droite

15. Si le sddan est arrache, que son kdkti droit est detache

16. 4 signes enigmatiques pour

I'homme dont le nom est ecrit sur cette tablette.

-'' Suhhut^iu ?] ne pent signifier ici, dcfaiie, recul, repoussement, de plus la

fin de le phrase est incertaine ; il se peut fort bien qu'on lise un autre signe, que

/;/, ce qui donnerait suhhur
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Verso

ig. est il bon devant ton auguste divinite

20. qu'Assourbanapal roi d'Assyrie

21. le designe pour la pretrise d'Anou

22. a Assour.

23. lorsqu'il I'aura designe (pour cette pretrise) a ta divinite

24. auguste, que bon il soit, ta divinite auguste

25. prononce (I'oracle), qu'a Anou le seigneur supreme

26. bon il soit, Anou le maitre souverain

27. prononce (roracle) ; la reponse de

28. Marduksoumousour a Bani :

29. II exercera le sacerdoce d'Anou

30. Voici tout ce que ? ?

31. dans (ou hors de) la chapelle?

32. les oracles ne sont pas opposes.

{a suivre)

A "SCYTHIAN" IN EGYPT.

By W. E. Crum.

Hitherto no monumental trace, so far as I am aware, has been

observed in Egypt of the barbarian troops which served there under

the Byzantine emperors. It may therefore be of interest to call

attention to a limestone stele commemorating one of these foreign

soldiers, 1 which, though published by M. Gayet,^ cannot be

properly estimated from his copy. The text should be as follows :

+ Yn€P MNY
C€U)C TOY M
i^K^PlOY Pin
M€P CTP/ CKY
0/ €KOIMY0H
(
Two liries left blank

for date.)

' I have recently printed the inscription : Coptic Ostraca, Introduction, p. xxii.

- Miss, franf. mi Caire, III, pi. LXXXI ; also in Gayet, VArt copte, 1892,

227. The stele is now partly in the Alexandria Museum (no. 282), the lower
portion being probably in Cairo (no. 8633 of my volume of the Catal. general,

1892).
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In 1. 4 read probably (npmtfids, not mixnuc-ij^ {cf. my Ostraca,

no. 416). The deceased here was presumably orthodox, not Arian.

The name Ricimer was conspicuously borne by the Suevan 'king-

maker' of the Western empire, ob. 472, while Richomir {'Pixo^n'jpi]^)

the Frank^ had been consul in 384, The Notitia Digtiitatum (circa

400) mentions Franks, Alamanni, Chamavi stationed in the Thebaid

and Vandals in Egypt. • An account of the despatch thither by Theo-

dosius I of a body of such Foederati is given by Zosimus (iv, 30).

The style of decoration on this stele points to Edfu as its

provenance ; cf. Gayet's nos. XVIII, XXX, LI (?), LII, LXXIX,
LXXX, LXXXII, LXXXIII, LXXXVII, LXXXVIII, all being

examples of this style and all stated to have come thence. Nos.

LXXXIV and XCVIII, and several other pieces in Cairo, show the

same style, but are of unrecorded provenance.^ I am not, however,

aware that any inferences as to the date of this style of work have

as yet been drawn. About a dozen stelae in all bear precise dates

—

almost all the 8th century—but none of these has decoration similar to

ours. The formula here, viriip f^ivJjaew^ too ... is a very rare variant''

of i'Trep jiii'ijiiDpi Kdl aumravaew^' lou ... or vrrcp ev-^?/'^' too . . . , which

are not uncommon outside Egypt. 7 The fact that the epitaph here

is in Greek proves little ; several of the above similar stelae (nos.

LXXIX, LXXX, LXXXII, LXXXIV) have texts either wholly or

partly in Coptic.

•^ Rauschen, Jahrbikher, 298, quoting Libanius and Symmachus. On forms

of the name v. Ftirstemann, Altdeitts. Namenb. (1856), 1048.

• V. Ranke, Wellgesch., IV, 172. The 'Vandal' monastery of S. Jeremias

at Memphis, mentioned circa 530 in the Itinerary of Theodosius {ed. Gildemeister,

p. 23), points merely to a confusion between Arians ('Vandals') and Monophy-

sites ; cf. Krall, Rechlsurkiiuden, 79. Jeremias was a contemporaiy, it seems, of

the Emperor Anastasius (?'. John of Nikiu, 488).
'' Others in this style : Riegl, Spdtrdm. Kunstindustrie, 1901, 122, and

Bessariofte, 1901, 29.

'• I have not found it elsewhere. Mi'r^tris, given by Stephanus, is itself very

rare.

'' Examples of the former from Egypt : CIG., 9117, 9127.
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THE CHRONOLOGY OF ASURBANIPAL'S REIGN.

I.

By Rev. C. H. W. Johns, A/.A.

As is well known, the existing copies of the Assyrian Eponym

Cafwn, so far as published, break off shortly after Asurbanipal came

to the throne in Assyria. This king's own inscriptions, so far as

published, group the events of the reign about central ideas, rather

than in the ex^vct order of their occurrence. The Babylonian

Chronicle, which has so often fixed the chronology of other reigns,

only touches the first two years. The Ptolemaic Canon fixes the

external limits of the reign from b.c. 668 to B.C. 626, but that only

indirectly as a result of comparison with the years given for con-

temporary Babylonian monarchs. The statements of Berossus are

to be interpreted in the light given by these hints. The Babylonian

Kings' List A breaks off before this reign.

Hence it may be said that chronological data for this reign fail

us. But there is reason to believe that at least the Eponym Canon

could be restored for the whole of the reign. When it is remembered

what Assyrian chronology already owes to this canon, and that it

may be regarded as the backbone of all exact chronology for the

seventh century B.C., it may seem a worthy task to attempt such a

restoration. This has already been done for the first half of the

reign, but in such a way as not to inspire much confidence.

Li the first place G. Smith, in his Assyrian Eponym Cation,

assigned dates to a number of Eponyms down to B.C. 644, but

usually with some expressed doubt. In his History of Assurbanipal,

he extended his datings to the year b.c. 640, but still with doubt.

He nowhere gave an account of the grounds which led him to fix on

these dates, though for the most part they can be surmised. The

dates given by G. Smith were generally treated as doubtful, and

various authors suggested alternatives. Professor C. P. Tiele, in his

Babylonisch-Assyrische Geschichie, pp. 388, 389, seems to have been

the first to appreciate properly G. Smith's reasons, and taking other

points into account, he definitely fixed the Eponyms for B.C. 668-648.
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But his views did not command acceptance, for the Catalogue of

tJie Cufieiforvi Tablets In the Kouyiaijik Collection of the British

Museion, by Dr. C. Bezold, treated the dates of these Eponyms as

quite open to question, and other writers have since done the same.

Especially Professor J. Oppert, in his article, Le Droit de Lignager

a Ninive, Comptes Rendus, 1898, pp. 566-592, who gave a pro-

visional arrangement of the Eponyms from R.c. 663 to B.C. 644, set

out his reasons for rejecting these dates. Dr. F. E. Peiser, in his

article, Der Schluss des Assyrischen Eponym canons, Mitteilimgen der

Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft, 1901, pp. 93-133, has given yet

another provisional arrangement for the Eponyms from B.C. 668

to B.C. 617, Both the latter writers make use largely of the dated

documents published, most of them for the first time, in Assyria?!

Deeds and Documents (Deighton, Bell & Co., 1898).

In my edition of those texts, I provisionally accepted G. Smith's

dates, and denoted the later Eponyms by symbols, expressly avoiding

a premature decision as to their date. But during the writing of the

third volume, a consideration of the dates became imperatively

necessary. Accordingly I drew up for my own guidance a pro-

visional arrangement of all the Eponyms who must be placed after

the close of the Eponym Canon. As further study of the texts and

the publication of fresh material may modify some details of this

arrangement, and as the chronological order of the documents was

not among the questions treated in the third volume, I did not give

it there in full, only drawing attention to such points as grew out of

the matter in hand. But in order that others may be stimulated to

take up the question, I now set forth my reasons for the dates which

I would propose.

In order to clear the ground, we may begin with the reign of

Asurbanipal. Opinions have differed as to the date of his accession.

The matter was complicated by the fact that some suppose him to

have been made king of Assyria during the life-time of his father,

Esarhaddon, the latter calling himself by the fuller title, " king of

Assyria, sakkanaku of Babylon, king of Sumer and Akkad, etc., etc."

This would account for Asurbanipal's being able to claim as his own

exploits some of the deeds of his father. Similarly it has been

contended that Asurbanipal's brother, Samas-sum-ukin, was made

king of Babylon, before his father's death.

It would be conceivable that some documents would reckon the

regnal years of these kings from these installations as titular monarchs.
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But it is not likely that the Babylonian priests, in their records, from

which Berossus and Ptolemy's Canon drew their information, would

reckon Asurbanipal to have been king of Assyria before his father's

death. At first sight, the Babylonian Chronicle seems to date his

accession immediately upon his father's death, in Arahsamna, after

a reign of twelve years. But the Clwonicle does not explicitly state

which was the month of Asurbanipal's accession. Some short time

probably elapsed before the news of his father's death, on the road

to Egypt, could reach Nineveh. Esarhaddon died in B.C. 669.

Hence Asurbanipal's accession took place in B.C. 66g, and his first

regnal year was B.C. 668, the Eponymy of Marlarim.

G. Smith, in his History of Assurbanipal, p. 320, recognised

" as satisfactorily established " the dates of only the first three

Eponyms ; Marlarim, B.C. 668 ; Gabbaru, B.C. 667 ; and Tebetai,

B.C. 666. The latter name he regards as " restored." The first two

names are clearly preserved on Canon I. All the authorities have

accepted these three dates, but for the sake of completeness we will

exhibit later the grounds of this restoration.

At an uncertain interval, G. Smith placed, p. 321, a group of five

names, found partly preserved at the end of Canon 1 (see Eponym

Cation, p. 40), and restored from K. 23, A.D.D., No. 993. To
these he added the dates b.c 663-659, thus leaving space for two

names in b.c. 665-644. In the Eponym Cation, pp. 69 and 94, he

suggested the names Mannu-ki-sarri and Sarru-ludari for these two

years. I shall call this Group I. Tiele and Peiser accept Smith's

date, Oppert puts it B.C. 658-654.

Lower down G. Smith placed a group of ten names, which he

judged to extend from b.c. 657-648. These were taken from the end

of Canon III (see Eponym Cation, p. 40). These names, Tiele argued

must be put two years earlier, but on somewhat insufficient grounds.

Pater J. N. Strassmaier put them six years, Oppert four years,

Peiser nine years later, I agree with Tiele, subject to one reser-

vation. This I call Group II.

All the authorities seem to admit that the dates of Group II

depend upon the date to be assigned to Bel-sunu, in whose Eponymy
falls the date of Cylinder B of Asurbanipal. Tiele and Peiser agree

in arguing that as Cylinder B records the outbreak of the war

between Samas-sum-ukin and Asurbanipal, but does not record the

fall of Babylon, or the death of Samas-sum-ukin, it must be dated

before b.c. 647 at any rate, when the Ptolemaic Canon gives
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Kineladanos as king of Babylon. Tide gives B.C. 64S, Peiser

B.C. 649. Oppert relied on his interpretation of K. 78 and other

astronomical texts to fix Belsunu in R.c. 660. G. Smith suggested

B.C. 647 in his History of Assurbanipal^ p. 321 ; B.C. 646, Efonym

Canon, p. 96. But on quite other grounds from Tiele's I place

Bel-sunu at the same date as he does, B.C. 648.

G. Smith, both in his History of Assurbanipal and Eponym

Canon, puts Nabii-§ar-ahe§u in the next year to Belsunu, Tiele

leaves the date uncertain, Oppert in b.c. 659, Peiser in b.c. 637.

But from K. 4773, A.D.D., No. 927, we learn that he was six years

after Sagabbu, b.c. 645. G. Smith, in his History of Assurbanipal,

thought Samas-daninani, in whose Eponymy Cylinder A of Asur-

banipal is dated, might be as late as b.c. 640, In the Eponym

Canon, p. 97, he suggested B.C. 644. Tiele would put the date

somewhat later than B.C. 648, Oppert makes no suggestion, Peiser

gives B.C. 636.

The dates given by Dr. Bezold are so various and inconsistent

as not to be worth comparison ; thus for Group I he gives the first

Eponym, Bel-na'id, B.C. 644-3 (?)> ^^^ the last, Silim-Asur, of course

five years later, as b.c. 665-4 (?), about twenty years earlier ; see

Index Volume, pp. 1991 and 2186.

Beside these two fragments of the Eponym Canons, we can

compare dated documents, each of which has a number of witnesses,

and judge thereby of the nearness of dates. It will be seen that one

and the same person appears in business year after year, for some

time, accompanied by a fairly constant group of contemporaries.

The documents relating to his transactions therefore form a group,

more or less closely connected as to date.

Thus Group III, consisting of the Eponyms in whose years a

high ofticial called Rimani-Adadi appears in business, extends from

B.C. 670 down to the Eponymy of Gir-Zapunu in Group I. It

includes the Eponymies of Mannu-ki-sarri and Sarru-luddri ; and

doubtless the recognition of this group led G. Smith to place those

Eponymies where he did. It deals with about 40 documents,

naming about 150 contemporaries of Rimani-Adadi, some of whom
are named as many as ten times. In many cases these persons

show a gradual rise in oflfice ; and thus, if we had no other indica-

cations, we could deduce the order of the Eponymies. In this case

we know the order, from B.C. 670 to b.c. 666, and b.c. 663 to

B.C. 660. Hence a thorough check can be placed on deductions
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for most of the time. Group III thus overlaps the end of the

Canon List, while it is still beyond doubt, and also overlaps

Group I, thus rendering it quite certain that that group is not

below Group II. It also rules out of court Oppert's date, and proves

the restoration Tebetai for b.c. 666, and satisfactorily establishes

Mannu-ki-sarri and Sarru-ludari for the interval between B.C. 666 and

Group I.

What it does not prove is that there was no longer interval

between B.C. 666 and Group I. It is curious that without know-

ledge of the contents of Group III, Tiele, Oppert, and others

should have accepted Tebetai for B.C. 666, and that Tiele should

not have more vigorously doubted Mannu-ki-sarri and Sarru-ludari.

G. Smith had doubtless sufficient knowledge of Group III, but it

has been considerably extended by later additions to the Museum
collections. Dr. Peiser, and also Oppert, however, had the whole

of Group III at their command. The former accepts Tebetai,

indeed sets forth most of the reasons for doing so, as I already did

in A.D.D., Vol. Ill, p. 202 ; but relegates Mannu-ki-sarri to

B.C. 630, and puts Sarru-ludari between B.C. 658 and B.C. 651.

Further it is to be noted that this kind of argument from groups

can give no certainty that the Eponyms represented are all who were

in office during the period. Thus Group III includes the Eponymy
of Tab-sar-Sin, whose existence is known from Group I, but no

documents are known to be dated in this Eponymy. Thus there

might be other Eponyms in the gap between B.C. 666 and Group I.

But if Belsunu be dated in B.C. 648, Group II begins in B.C. 658.

Hence Group I must begin in B.C. 663, and there are no other

Eponyms in Group III. As it stands, since each Eponymy begins

in Nisanu of one year and extends about three months into the next

year, we have documents belonging to Group III for every year from

B.C. 668 to B.C. 660.

For the years after B.C. 648 we have another group, marked by

the business transactions of another high official called Kakkullanu.

This includes 23 documents, naming about 90 persons, at perhaps

ten different dates. From these an order for these ten Eponyms
can be set down. Other Eponyms may be inserted in the period.

This I call Group IV. Another group of six Eponyms is closely

connected by the persons named, which I call Group V,

In other cases two Eponymies are closely connected, having as

much as thirteen per cent, of the names in common. But the best
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way to compare the years is to write down for each Eponymy a list

of the persons named in that Eponymy, with their offices and notes

of their occurrence in other Eponymies. Then the name hsts so

drawn up may be compared and the order shifted about until an

order is obtained in which each Eponymy is as closely related as

possible to those on each side of it.

Such a method does not amount to a demonstration, for several

important reasons. It is conceivable that when such an order has

been obtained, the last name should really be placed first, and the

whole list read backward. This consideration I recommend to

Dr. Peiser. A check upon this source of error will be to note

whether the persons named are promoted as time goes on. Thus it

may be satisfactorily established that the three Eponyms A, B, C
are so closely related that B is nearer to A than any other, and

C nearer to B than any other. But this proves nothing against

the order C B A. There must be a rise in office. An official

who is tnutir puti in A, may be rab kisir in B or C, if these

are later. It is not likely that any man appears later in a lower

office.

Further, this method proves nothing concerning the existence of

gaps between A and B, or B and C. Some account may be taken

of the titles of the Eponyms. In Sennacherib's time, and onwards,

the old strict order of King, Tartan, nagir ekalli, rab BI-LUL,

abarakku, etc., was departed from ; but it is difficult to believe that

at any time a Tartan was placed next after an abarakku.

A question which does not admit of any settlement arises in

some few cases. The name list for the year is so small, or contains

so few names found elsewhere, that it is impossible to connect it

with any other name list. In one or two cases no names at all are

preserved for the particular Eponymy. Thus Daddi, the abarakku

rabu, was an Eponym in the reign of Sinsariskun, for he dates a

cylinder of that king's. But there is no means of associating his

Eponymy with any other.

Much the same difficulty applies to the Eponymies of the kings.

G. Smith believed {Eponym Cation, p. 26) that after Sennacherib

" the old order of the Eponymies ceased, and the office was only

held by governors, generals, and court officials ; 710 later monarch

taking any part in it." Professor Oppert says :
" Ics derniers rois

Assarhaddon, Sardanapale, Assur-edil-cl III et Sin-sar-iskun, de-

daignerent cette futiction antiuelh-.'" The view seems to be ill-
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founded. Esarhaddon only reigned twelve years. The Canon

Lists only preserve the first three names of Asurbanipal's reign in a

connected order. We have no record for the other reigns. Hence

Dr. Peiser is quite free, and I follow him, in postulating an Eponymy

for Asurbanipal. But has he any evidence for it ? He even suggests

that Asurbanipal may have been Eponym twice. Dr. Bezold, it is

true, in the Catalogue, p. 657, gives the date of K. 4728 as limmu

Ahirbanipal. But that was an error, [the tablet is dated in the

Eponymy of Asur-dur-usur. There is other evidence that Asur-

banipal was Eponym, which I will produce later.

The above remarks are intended to show the nature of the work

to be done. If the readers of the Proceedings will bear with me, I

propose to take these points in order. The arguments for each

group shall be given as concisely as possible, with authorities for

each statement. But a complete discussion would fill a treatise, and

certainty is out of question. For the guidance of students, I append

a list for the first half of the reign. It will be clear that we must

know the date of Group II to fix the dates above it.

Reconstructed Canon List, b.c. 668-648.

B.C.
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SEMITIC ANALOGIES FOR OLD TESTAMENT NAMES.

By Joseph Offord, Member Japan Society.

The close connection between the religious concepts, and the

similarity in the names of the deities forming the Pantheon, of the

various branches of the Semitic race, such as the Assyrians and

Arameans, Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Palmyrenes, are well known.

They are particularly exemplified by the titles of personages forming

the Semitic Onomasticon, and as the number of Semitic texts

augments, are frequently further amplified.

An interesting instance of this kind is afforded by the name of

the Prince of Dor, in the " Golenischef Papyrus " of an Egyptian's

voyage to Syria ; one Zeker-l)aal, whose similarity of name with that

of Zachariah, is at once apparent. The same idea is carried into

Phoenician expression by an intaglio in the British Museum, which

reads Zeker-Hoshea.* This name Zeker-baal is clearly the original

form of the classic " Sicharbas," the husband of the famous Dido

of Carthage. The Romans frequently suppressed the final letters

of Punic names, probably owing to a peculiarity of the Punic

pronunciation ; for instance, the original form of the well-known

" Sophonisba " turns out to be Sophonibaal, as M. Clermont-

Ganneau has shown in Comptes Rendtis de PAcademie des Inscriptions^

vol. xxvi, p. 833.

In Exodus vi, 21, anrl Nehemiah xi, 9, we have Zichri.

The three Aramaic, or proto-Aramaic, texts of Zendjirli, give

several examples of the word Zakar ; the '• Hadad inscription " having

^^t, to remember; and "^^P, the imperfect; also IDt, memorial;

and n^T and in^T-t

In Chronicles viii, 31, we have Zacher "^??.; and elsewhere in

the Old Testament Zachur "^13) and Zaccur. The people over one

* Dr. Levy, '' Siegel und Getnmen,''^ p. 42. The Punic name Sicharbas Dr.

Cheyne cites in this connection. This gem is however probably a Jewish one,

and intended to be read Zeker [ben] Ilosea.

t Gray, '^Aramaic Glossary^' p. 48.
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portion of which the Zeker-baal princes at Dor ruled, the papyrus

tells us, were called Zakar, or Zakari.* In Winckler's edition of

the Tel-el-Amarna tablets, No. i, line 19 gives a personage named
Zakara

;
probably in the sense of Zakarite.f

In all these instances we have the well-known Semitic root

Zakar = " to remember," which runs through the whole family

thus: Assyrian,
][][ >-^]yf <tT ; Hebrew, 1^!^; Aramaic, ">^"T ; Syriac,

p,; Arabic,
"(-j.l

* J
Mr. Theophilus G. Pinches, D.C.L., with his usual kindness, sends

me the following notes upon " Zecher names," or rather the forms

of Zakaru in names. The commonest forms are Zakir, or Zakiru

" recorder "
; frequently an abbreviation of such titles as Marduk-zakir

sumi, " Merodach has recorded a name." Another name is Zikari.

Forms of the root as compounds of names are frequent, such as

Izkur-Marduk, "Merodach has recorded," and E-kura-zakir," "the

temple (e kura) has recorded." Zikkuratu, "peak," or "memorial

tower," may be added. These towers were sometimes deified, and

then the word became Zikkur(r)atu'"-

In a Palmyrene text we have the name 't'I^T^T, Zabdibol, of

which Waddington, No. 2595, gave the Greek equivalent Zaftci-

fiwXeiwif. This name, " Gift of Baal," precisely parallels with

Zebadiah (i Chronicles xxvii, 7, and viii, 15) ; and Zabdi-el

(Nehemiah xi, 14); also Zaf^cn'jX in i Mace, xi, 17. We also

have at Palmyra lltM^ " Nebozabad " and its counterpart "Zabdi-

nebo." Another Palmyrene name is given by M. Derenbourg as

Jaribol, compare also Jozabad, 2 Chron. xxxi, 13, 1^'JV and in the

Revue Biblujue, 1900, p. 643, M. Berger quotes a name in the Cor.

Ins. Seinit., ~''^"yy^, comparing it with Jerubbaal, T'i^^.'^'H''

•

M. Berger writes ':>i^ll"l'' •

* See Clermont Ganneau, " Le peuple des Zakkari," in Recueil cTArcheologie

Orientale, article 50 of vol. IV ; and Max Miiller, " Der Urheimat der Philister

der Papyrus Golenischef," in jMiitheilinigen der Vorderasiatische Forschimgen,

1900.

t Tel-el-Amarna, 149, 23, reads: " la-a i-sa-^ar Si-^u i-zakir," Compare

Phoenician ^z*^ '
" sakar," memory. 2 Kings xii, 22 gives us l^tr " Yahveh

remembered."

+ The name Za-kir also occurs in one of the Tel el-Amarna tablets translated

by the Rev. A. J. Delattre, S.J. See Proceedings, Nov., 1901, page 339, line

24 of the inscription.
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EXTRACTS FROM MY NOTEBOOKS.

V.

By Percy E. Newberry.

A D

28. A Statuette of Reni, Mayor of

El Kab. In the Turin Museum is a small
^

statuette in grey granite, a little over a foot in ci

height, of the ^^ and ^ ^
-j" J © ^J

Mayor and Superintendent of the Priests of D ci

El Kab W y\ Reni, whom we may

perhaps identify with the Renni* whose

tomb is one of the most interesting of the

many monuments at El Kab. The figure is

represented seated on a ]]-chair clad in a

long robe covering the arms and body to

the ankles. The left hand is laid upon the

right breast and the right hand is folded

over the left wrist. Down .the front of the

garment from the waist to the ankles are

two vertical lines of hieroglyphs giving (i) the

Te hetep seten formula to Nekhebet that she

may give all good and pure things that issue

upon her altar on all auspicious (2) occasions

for the benefit of the ka of the Mayor, the

skilful scribe of the Good God {i.e., the

king) the wise one in every secret under-

taking, Rena, justified."

n

(2)

11

U I

î
I

* In the tomb at El Kab the name is spelt Ren-ni ; on

the Turin statuette "^^-—^ W Reni and *^^—-* U Rena. The titles on the two

monuments, however, arc identical, and in the tomb Renn'i's father is named

Sebekhetep, while on the statuette he is Seljek ....
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On the right side of the chair are six horizontal Hnes of hiero-

glyphs reading :

—

2. S)
'

if

I I I <=^L=/] ^^]^

5- ±:^o i ^AS^—iilHi]
A^A/«AA

^^^ ;^^=>^|^
+ J © W 21 U /vwv fl hcMmm

29. A Statuette of Min-nekht. In a previous note (No. 19,

I^roc, 1900, p. 151) I gave a description of a statuette of Min-nekht

which is preserved in the Turin Museum. Since that note was

written I have had an opportunity of seeing Mr. MacGregor's fine

collection of Egyptian Antiquities at Tamworth, and find another

statuette in black granite of this officer of Thothmes III. The
figure in this collection is represented sitting and clad in a simple

loin cloth ; the legs are crossed in front, the left hand holds a

papyrus roll which is spread across the knees and held flat by

the palm of the right hand. Upon this roll is inscribed the fol-

owing inscription in five vertical lines :

—

(0 (2) (3) (4) (5)

ra D

I I I

I I I I 1 AAAA/V\ [1 pi

i o ^f^

10 ^^"

ZTJ
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Around the base of the figure is a mutilated inscription reading :

—

30. A Stela of Teta. In the Hood Collection, preserved at

Nettleham Hall, near Lincoln, is a small limestone stele with

rounded top of a "S ®
J

'^ '^^^^ ^^aaaaa '^ ^^37 ? ^ mer khebsu

ne Menhi neb Uas, " Superintendent of the ploughed lands of Mentu,

Lord of Thebes," named
(J
Teta. The figures are in low relief and

the hieroglyphs incised, the style showing that it must be placed

early in the Eighteenth Dynasty. At the top is the usual Q_-shen

ring between two ^^^^ sacred eyes. Below, the stela is divided

into three registers :—In the uppermost is represented Teta

accompanied by his wife the " Lady" s=3 ^ ^^^^^tj Thutha

and their daughter c:, \\ I ^ \v\ Ta-amest, all seated on
Hm 1 Slit _HiJ^ o

chairs before a table of offerings. In front of them Teta's son the

tip] sesh, " scribe,"
i||

||
Aahmes J, A art te hetcp sete?i"

makes a fe hetep seten. In the second row is a similar scene showing

Teta's son Aahmes and his wife ^ ^^s^"^ ^X : V\ Ta-aa-ma-thu,

also seated before an offering table, and their son the Hfii scsh,

"scribe," Q
"^^^^^ "^ Amen-em-hat, likewise ^^^^lA^"^^-

In the third and lowest register are two horizontal lines of hiero-

glyphs giving the Te hetep seten formula to Amen for per-kheru

offerings for the benefit of the ka of Teta.

31. The Family of Amenhetep III. In Mr. MacGregor's

collection at Tamworth are two interesting little inscribed monuments

which give hitherto unrecorded facts concerning the family of

Amenhetep III. One of these monuments is a blue glazed kohl
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vase or tibe (No. 1212),* with a vertical line of hieroglyphics in

black, reading :

—

I

r^

The Good God Neb-maat-Ra

(Amenhetep III) and the

Royal Daughter, the Great

Royal Wife, Sat-Amen,

Living."

The Princess Sat-Amen was already known from an inscription

on a fragment of an ebony box in the British Museum f (No.

5899A), where she is stated to be the daughter of Amenhetep III

by the Great Royal Wife Thyi, and also "the I JV//e of the

King." A stele in the Cairo Museum J likewise mentions her, and

a scene on it shows her seated on the lap of her nurse Nebt-ka-

beni, daughter of the "Royal ornament" Aahmes. M. Legrain has

recently discovered a statue of her steward, the famous Amenhetep

son of Hapi.§ Her name also occurs on a disk from Tell

el-Amarna in the Ashmolean Museum, ||
and on a fragment of a

blue-glazed ring from the site of the palace of Amenhetep III

at Thebes, in the possession of Mr. Herbert Thompson (PI. I,

* H. Wallis, Egyptian Ceramic Art, p. 21, fig. 34.

t Published in the Archceological fourval. Vol. VIII, 39. ,

X Published in Mariette's Abydos II, pi. 49.

§ Annates du Sei vice des Antiquities. Tom. II, p. 2S3.

il
Petrie, Tell el-Amarna, PI. XIII, 16.
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fig. 3); Mr. MacGregor's kohl tube adds one more fact to our

knowledge of this princess—she is tlie I
-^^ [c^l, "the Greai

Royal Wife," and apparently of equal rank with her mother the

celebrated Queen Thyi.

Another relic of the period of Amenhetep III in the possession

of Mr. MacGregor is a fragment of a white-glazed vase, with three

vertical lines of hieroglyphs picked out in violet glaze, and

reading :

—

\

(2) (3)

I'

n

(i) "The Good God, Lord of the

Two Lands [Neb]-niaat-Ra, giving

life.

(2) " The Royal Daughter, his

beloved one, Hent-[ta-neb].

(3) born of the Great Royal

Wife Th)i, living."

The Princess Hent-ta-neb was also previously known from a

kohl-vase found by Prof. Petrie at Gurob {Illahun, XVI L 20),

from a fragment of a kohl-vase in the Petrie Collection, and another

fragment in the possession of Mr. Herbert Thompson (PI. I, fig. 4).

Mr. MacGregor's specimen is interesting as giving the full

parentage of this princess.

32. Some inscribed Pendants, "^eads, etc.

{a.) Carnelian heart-shaped pendant inscribed with :

—

(Hatshepsut) beloved of Amen within Zer-zerui (The

temple at Der el-Bahari)." Mr. MacGregor's Collection,

3480.

(^.) Flat lapis lazuli bead inscribed with the name of

Takeloth II :- M^:\ Cimsi]
Mr. MacGregor's Collection.
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(c) Steatite bead coated with blue-green claze, inscribed :

—

Ot!±^ O wrn^ , Men-kheper-

Ra (Thothmes III), beloved of Sebek-Ra, Lord of Sunu."

Mr. MacGregor's Collection.

(<-/.) Pottery plaque coated with pea-green glaze and inscribed

with the name of the Ethiopian King Aspalut. (PI. I,

fig. I.) Mr. Macgregor's Collection,

(f.) Steatite bead coated with green glaze, and inscribed :

—

11 5
^ W "Ne-maat-Ra (Amenemhat III)

beloved of Sebek of Shedeti." Mr.

MacGregor's Collection.

(/) Faience bead coated with blue glaze, inscribed

:

^^ ©1 &^?^ S^ d I '

'"^^^ j^^s^' ^0^^"^"°'' °^

the City (of Thebes) and Vezir, Paser, justified." Mr,

Hilton Price's Collection. In a previous note (Proceedings,

Feb., 1900, pp. 62-63) I have given a list of monuments
inscribed with the name of Paser ; to that list may now be

added : Two statuettes in the Museum at Carlsberg

;

a fragment of an ivory pen case found at Abydos ; a similar

bead to Mr. Hilton Price's in the Petrie Collection, at

University College; small plaque in the Berlin Museum,

No. 15389 ; and a small limestone stela in the Museum
at Antwerp ; for my knowledge of the latter object

I am indebted to my friend Baron Fritz von Bissing.

(g.) Fragment of a light blue glazed vase inscribed with the

name of the

] The Great Royal Wife, Thaa,"

Queen of Amenhetep II. Lord

Amherst of Hackney's Collection.
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A

33. The Vezir Ym-hetep. In the Cairo Museum is a lime-

stone block of the date of Thothmes I bearing an inscription

A

relating to a Vezir named Ym-hetep (Grebaut, ATusce de Boulaq,

PI. XVI). Until the past winter this was the only record known

of this threat ofificial. In January last, however, Mr. Theodore M.
A

Davis bought at Luxor Ym-hetep's scarab-seal, the inscription upon

which he kindly allowed me to copy. I give a fac-simile of it here

(PI. I, fig. 2).

34. A New King of the Thirteenth Dynasty. Mr. Davis

was also fortunate enough to procure in Upper Egypt this winter a

small steatite cylinder-seal bearing the name of a new Thirteenth

Dynasty King. The inscription runs :

—

-? O

"The Son of Ra, Amenemhat-Sebekhetep,

l)eloved of Sebek-Ra, Lord of Shyteru (?)
''

I cannot identify the place-name.

t^

_^

O I

r\n

\\\

35. An Inscribed Bronze Axe-head. An interesting inscribed mk

bronze axe-head was purchased last summer by Signor Daitari of ^|
Cairo, and is now in that gentleman's collection. On one face of it

is incised a representation of a sliip with tlie prcnomen of Amen-

hetep II

O

before its prow, and beneath the boat the following

horizontal line of hieroglyphs, roughly incised, A ^ ^\ Q Y

S ^ i|
i 1™.—^^k ^'""'"s "'^' ''^

axe-head was "given by favour of the king" to the "Captain of the

Mery-Ame?!, Heni ....?" This ship Alery-Amen is mentioned on
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several stel^ in the Louvre, two of which bear the cartouche of

Thothmes IV. One of these (C. 10) gives the name of the successor

of Heru ....?, the "Captain Semen," the other (C. 53) the name
of the Zasert of the boat

—

>' Pa-aa-aqu." Spiegelberg gives references

to several other inscriptions in which this ship is named in his

Rechnungen aus der Zeit Setis I, p. 85.

36. Two Prehistoric Slate Amulets. In the collection of

Lord Amherst of Hackney at Didlington Hall are two prehistoric

slate amulets, the finest examples of their kind that I have seen.

One of these represents a pigeon (PI. II, fig. i) with the wing

and tail feathers incised and very naturally treated. The other

specimen shows a young duck with the outline of the wings

incised (PI. II, fig. 2). The pigeon has a small hole pierced through

it above the wings, evidently for suspending it on the person by a

string : the duck is not pierced. These specimens were bought at

Luxor and are said to have been found near Nagada.

37. A Prehistoric Figure of the Elephant (PI. I, fig. 5).

About a dozen figures of elephants are known on prehistoric Egyp-

tian antiquities, and several rude drawings of this animal have been

published by Prof. Petrie * and others. To these examples may
now be added another from a prehistoric jar of the type represented,

in the collection of Lord Amherst of Hackney. The animal is

represented by incised lines, and appears to have the large ears of

the African species.

The three scarabs described below, were purchased last winter

in Egypt, by Mr. Theodore M. Davis, who kindly allows me to

publish them.

38. Queen Aat-shet. A scarab inscribed with the name of

this hitherto unrecorded queen. The inscription runs :

I ^_^ ^^, "The Great Poyal Wife Aat-shet."

From the style of the scarab I should be inclined to

place her in the first quarter of the XVIIIth dynasty.

39. Queen Senb-hena-es. Two scarabs of this queen are pre-

served in the Berlin Museum (No. 9518, 10977!), and

* Pive scratched figures of the elephant are given in A'aqada arid Ba/las,

PI. LI, 11-13, and a slate palette in the shape of the animal in PI. XLVII, 5.

t This specimen is figured in my forthcoming work on Scarabs, PI. XIII,
No. 30.
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both specimens give her the single title of I "Royal

Wife." In Mr. Davis' example the inscription runs

:

+ VAl J UK
1' "The Royal Wife, who is

united to the beauty of the White Crown, Senb-hena-es."

From her name* she evidently belongs to the Xlllth

dynasty.

40. Prince Teb-ket. A scarab bearing the inscription

I ^^ ci 1 "the Royal Son Teb-ket," is interesting

as being the only record at present known of this prince.

From the style of the scarab and its glazing, his date

must be Thothmes III or thereabouts.

* The corresponding masculine form is found, among other instances, in the

name of a vezir of the Xlllth dynasty, Senb-hena-ef, mentioned in the now

destroyed coffin of Queen Mentuhetep (vide Proc. S.B.A., 1891, Dec, p. 41).
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THE SACRIFICE OF ISAAC.

By the Rev. W. O. E. Oesterley, 3f.A.

In seeking to explain the motive for which this narrative was

written, some considerations of a preHminary character are in-

dispensable. It is necessary, in the first place, to establish the fact

that human sacrifice was practised among the Israelites, and that the

victim was usually a first-born son ; the date at which the narrative

was written has, as will be seen, an important bearing on its meaning.

The traditional interpretation of the story causes, not unnaturally,

considerable difficulty to some ; to others it is a real stumbling-

block, for, regarded from its moral aspect, it is distinctly unsatis-

factory ; such, at any rate, is the feehng of many. The question is

whether the story does not admit of an explanation which, although

antagonistic to the traditional interpretation, proves indisputably that

the writer was not only sincere, but that the tendency of his times

made his appeal to antiquity a burning necessity.

I.

On the general question as to the prevalence of human sacrifice

among primitive races, and especially (for the present purpose)

among Semitic races, there can be no difference of opinion ; a few

references may, however, be given. That these sacrifices were

offered by the ancient Greeks is shown by Frazer (T/ie Golden

Bough, ii, pp. 34-38), he quotes the testimony of Herodotus, Apollo-

dorus, Plato, Plutarch, and others ; further, it is shown, in the same

work (ii, pp. 238-256), that the practice was widely prevalent among

more primitive races, viz., among the Indians of Mexico and Ecuador,

the Pawnees, the natives of West Africa, Bechuanaland, Central

Africa, the Philippine Islands, Indo-China, North-eastern India, and

the Khonds in Bengal ; besides this, numerous instances are given

of customs in European countries and elsewhere, which seem, without

doubt, to be the remains of what was once a human sacrifice. One
fact especially, in almost all the instances cited, strikes the reader,

(and it is of importance to the present discussion) : namely, that in.
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practically every case these human sacrifices, though regular, occurred

but rarely,—once a year, and that at harvest time.

The evidence for this practice among the Semitic races is likewise

abundant ; here also little more need be done than to refer to the

sources of the evidence : thus. Porphyry tells us that the Phce7iicians

used to sacrifice their children to Baal (yDe Al>sti?ientia, ii, 56) ; these

sacrifices played a leading part in their religion ; the origin of it was

sought in the ancient myth that II (El), the great god, while on earth,

reigning as king of Byblus, offered his son as an expiatory sacrifice

during a time of great national danger. The Babylonians offered

human sacrifices ; a very interesting illustration of this is given in

Ball's Light Jrom the Easi^ p. 152; see also the article on this

subject by the same writer in the Proceedings, XIV, p. 149. For

the prevalence of the custom among the Assyrians, see Zimmern, in

the Gotting. Ges. Anz., 1899, pp. 250 ft". The Arabians, in like

manner, offered human sacrifices in early times (see W. Rob. Smith,

Rel. of the Semites, pp. 339 ff". 472 ; Wellhausen, Skizzen, iii, 112 fF.).

For the like custom among the Syrians, see Riehm, Handivorterb. des

Bibl. Altert., Art. Aram, where it is shown that the worship of the

Aramaeans was identical with that of the other' Semitic nations.

These references could of course be multiplied to a large extent, but

ihere is no need for it, as it is acknowledged on all hands that the

custom was universal among all early Semitic nations.

Of more immediate interest to our present purpose, however, is

the witness of the Old Testament. The following references do not

profess to be exhaustive. The story of the sacrifice of Jephthah's

daughter is much to the point, especially when one notices the

following details : Judg. xi, 31 it shall be, that whatsoever

Cometh forth of the doors of my house to meet me, whe?i I return in

peacefrom the children of Amnion, it shall be the Lord's, and I will

offer it up for a burnt offering. That Jephthah expected a human
being to come forth rather than anything else seems, on the face of

it, probable ; and this is confirmed by the expression 1tL"'^5 "^^^VH,

which is translated more naturally by " whoever," rather than by

" whatsoever" ; and h^lp (in the sense here used) is only employed

in reference to the meeting oipersons. In any case, the possibility,

one may say probability, of its being a person must have been con-

templated ; who more likely to come out and welcome the returning

victor than those who had been left at home ? See Judg. v, 28, where

the mother of Sisera is represented as awaiting at the window the
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warrior's return ; r Sam. xviii, 6, where the women come out and

welcome David and Saul on their return from battle. Secondly,

when Jephthah says: Alas, viy daughter I have ope?ied mv
mouth unto the Lord, attd I cannot go back, the answer of his daughter

shows that she perfectly understood what he meant and what she

had to expect, although her father had said nothing of the cause for

which he had been brought very low ; this would appear to show

that the custom of offering up a human being in sacrifice was not an

unknown one. It is also worth noting that no protest of any kind

was made, which rather points to the fact that such an offering was

not regarded as in any way revolting.

The story of the death of Agag, though not so definite in its

evidence, also deserves notice in this connection. After Samuel's

rebuke to Saul, the latter answers : Yea, I have obeyed the voice of the

Lord, and have gone the way ivhich the L^ord sent me, and have brought

Agag, the king of Amalek, and have utterly destroyed the Amalekites.

What was the point of bringing Agag, in obedience to the Lord ?

In the light of Samuel's subsequent action, it is at least conceivable

that the Amalekite king was intended as an offering to the Lord, for

we read that Satnuel hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord (I Sam.

^^5 33) j HDtr is a root which, it is true, is not found elsewhere in

the Old Testament, but in Lev. i, 17, a cognate root ^DII^ is used

in connection with sacrifice ; the LXX, moreover, renders riDli? by

tacjia^e. This, taken with the following HirT^Sj makes it practically

certam that a sacrifice is here spoken of. It is also worth noticing

that the scene of this occurrence is Gilgal, whither Saul had brought

Agag ; Gilgal, as is well known, was one of the most notable sanc-

tuaries in the land
;

just the place where sacrifices of especial

solemnity would be offeied.*

Another instance of offering up a king taken in battle may
possibly be referred to in Am. ii, r, becaiise he burned the bones

of the king of Edom into lime ; it is true that the mere fact of

burning a body was in itself sufficiently abhorrent to the prophets to

call forth the prediction of judgment uttered by Amos ; it may.

however, on the other hand, be asked what object would the

* Cf., among other passages, I Sam. xi, 15; xiii, Sff; xv, 21, and in the

prophetical books, Am. iv, 4 ; v, 5 ; Hos. xii, 12 (after the emendation DHt^*? for

''"111", see Wellhausen, Die Kleineii Proph., p. 130), Hos. xiii, 2; Mic. vi, 5 ;

though here Ewald and Wellhausen dispute the genuineness of the words in

question, cf. op. cit., p. 146.
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iMoabites have had, other than that of a sacrifice, in burning their

captive ?

We come now to consider the evidence which the Old Testament

affords of the sacrifice of children. The story of the attempted

sacrifice of Isaac will be considered below. The death of the first-

born in Egypt, which might possibly be regarded as containing some

faint echo of the custom under consideration, is not really to the

point here, as the children are represented as having been slain by

God, not as having been sacrificed to Him by man. There are,

however, a number of other instances which may be referred to

:

II Kings, iii, 27. Then he (the king of Moab) took his eldest son, that

should have reigned in his stead, and offered hint for a burnt-offering

upon the tvall. The object of this sacrifice was to secure the help of

God at a grave crisis {cf. the legend of II, the king of Byblus) ; it

was a last desperate resource, and, from the Moabite point of view,

proved successful, as the confederates, Israel, Judah and Edom, drew

off and returned to their own land. The prohibitions contained in

Lev. xviii, 21 ; xx, 2-4 : Thou shall not give any of thy seed to make

them pass through the fire to Moloch, prove the existence of the

practice. In I Kings, xvi, 34, there is the remarkable notice of Hiel

the Bethelite building Jericho ; he laid the foundation thereof 7vith

the loss of Ahirani Ids first-horn, and set up the gates thereof unth the

loss of his youngest son, Segul? ; this is spoken of as a fulfilment of the

curse in Josh, vi, 26, but Jericho had been rebuilt long before, as in

II Sam. X, 5, David bids his messengers stay at Jericho until their

beards, which had been cut off by Hanun, king of Amnion, should

have grown again ; it must also be noticed that the reference to

Hiel's action comes immediately after the enumeration of Ahab's

misdeeds, notably his introduction of Baal-worship from Phoenicia,

with its well-known rite of child-sacrifice. If Hiel was, however,

offering his sons as a propitiatory sacrifice at this rebuilding or

fortification of some part of Jericho, it was a sacrifice different in

character to those referred to above.* The occurrence is only

* The writer is inclined to believe that this is an instance of the widely diffused

custom of offering a human sacrifice on the site of a new building ; in later times

animals were offered, e.g., horses, especially by the Scandinavians ; a dim reminis-

cence survives, perhaps, in the figure of a cock so often seen on our church spires.

That this theory of Kiel's action was held by others was not known to the writer

at the time of writing. Subsequent reference to Cheyne's Encycl. Bibl. showed

that the theory had already been propounded.
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mentioned here as a further instance of human sacrifice of one kind

or another. In II Kings xvi, 3, there is the mention of Ahaz, king

of Judah, causing his son to pass through the fire * according to the

abominations of the heathen. II Kings, xxii, 31, the Sepharrites, an

Aramaean race, burned their children in the fire to their gods.

II Kings xxi, 6, Manasseh, king of Judah, burned his son in sacrifice.

Thepracticeisfurther alluded to in II Kings ii, 5-17; xvii, 17; xxiii, 10;

II Chron. vii, 31; xix, 5; xxii, 35; xxviii, 3; xxxiii, 6; Jer. vii, 31 ;

xix, 5; xxxii, 35 ; Ezek. xvi, 20, 21; xx, 26; xxiii, 37 ; Ps. civ, 37, 38,

and in the well-known passage in Mic. vi, 7 : Shall I give my fijst-

bof-nfor my transgressioft, the fruit ofmy body for the sin ofmy soul 7

The wide prevalence of this practice among the children of Israel

cannot be doubted in view of these many references. But there is

another class of passages which seem to throw light on the subject,

Ex. xiii, I : Sa?ictify unto me all the first born, whatsoever openeth the

womb a7fiong the children of Israel, both of man and of beast ; ver. 13,

All the first-born of man ainong thy sons shall thou redeem, a mitiga-

tion of the foregoing; see also Ex. xxxiv, 20; Num. iii, 46-51;

xviii, 15, etc., etc. These passages, when considered in connection

with the whole subject, certainly seem to offer corroborative evidence,

though the influence of later times has softened the early practice

;

for if the first-born of both man and beast were sanctified unto the

Lord, the latter being actually offered, while the former were re-

deemed by a money payment, one feels strongly inclined to believe

that the redemption of the first-born son was a later mitigation of

the ancient and more cruel custom.

II.

We come now to deal with the story of the sacrifice of Isaac,

and the following considerations are important. The idea of child-

sacrifice is by it shown to have been prevalent ; as in the case of

the story of the sacrifice of Jephthah's daughter, it is inconceivable

that no protest should have been made if the custom had been

hitherto unknown among the Israelites. For God to have com-

manded a thing which was essentially wicked in the eyes of men

* With regard to the question as to whether T'^yil implied merely a

purificatory ceremony or an actual sacrifice, there can be little doubt about the

latter being the correct view, the object was to propitiate the god, and as such

purification only, on the part of the victim, would be meaningless.
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would have been as incredible in those days as in these. When,

therefore, the narrative represents God as commanding Abraham to

offer his son up as a burnt-offering, Abraham must have believed

that he was about to do a righteous action ; as a matter of fact, so

far from thinking such an act wicked, the early Semites considered a

sacrifice of that kind to be the very highest honour they could

possibly pay to their god. Again, if, as there is reason to believe

from the evidence referred to above, child-sacrifice was practised by

all Semitic races, then it is well to remember that in the Old

Testament itself Abraham is represented as having been brought up

amid those to whom this practice was familiar, cf. Josh, xxiv, 2 :

Your fathers dwelt of old time heyojid the River, even Terah, the

father of Abraham, and the father of Nahor ; and they sen'ed other

gods. It will, of course, be urged that the whole episode is told in

order to show Abraham's faith (Gen. xxii, i : And it came to pass

after these things that God did prove Abraham . . . .) ; but the

conception of faith in this sense is one which is much too advanced

for these early times. One may ask, moreover, wherein this faith

was shown forth ? If it be answered, by obedience to God's

command (xxii, 18, ... . because thou hast obeyed my voice), then

the reply is this : if the obedience consisted in doing what was

revolting and repugnant to his moral sense, then Abraham could not

have regarded the command as coming from a God whom he

.

worshipped and honoured, and therefore he would not have obeyed

the command ; if, on the other hand, his obedience consisted in

doing what was on all hands acknowledged to be a special honour

due to God, then there could have been no trial of faith. Once

more, the idea of offering sacrifice in obedience to God, is likewise a

later conception ; among early peoples the essence of sacrifice was

either that they might have community with the deity by partaking

of a sacrificial meal (mt), or else that the deity might be pro-

pitiated thereby (XT7V)- ^^ ^^'i'^ therefore be seen that the story

before us contains two elements : on the one hand, the primitive

conception of propitiating the deity by means of the sacrifice of

the first-born son ; on the other hand, advanced ideas, belonging to

a much later time, on faith and obedience ; so that if one

approaches the subject with an unbiassed and impartial mind, the

conclusion is irresistible, that we have here a very ancient tradition

moulded for a special purpose, to suit the changing conditions of

his time, by one who lived centuries later.
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We have next to inquire as to the approximate date of the

narrative in its later form, for this (it may be affirmed) will throw-

light on the object for which the story was re-written. It will, how-

ever, be necessary first to draw attention to another point. In the

instances of human sacrifice cited above from the Old Testament

there is this striking fact, viz., that from the reign of David until

that of Ahab there is not the slightest reference to anything in the

shape of human sacrifice ; roughly speaking, this is a period of

about 125 years. Previous to the reign of David we have at any rate

the cases of Agag, of Jephthah's daughter, and the sacrifice of Isaac
;

that there should not be more references of the kind is not to be

wondered at, when one remembers the amount of redaction that the

books of the Old Testament have been subjected to.* The spirit of

the later times could not countenance many things which in earlier

years were not repugnant, and, therefore (very rightly), editors ex-

punged from, altered, and added to, the traditions which had been

handed down, so as to make them accord better with the more

advanced ideas of morality, and of the general fitness of things

which was characteristic of later generations. The wonder is rather

that any traces at all should have been left of the practice of human

sacrifice among the Israelites, and, possibly, the three that are left

owe it to their connection with Abraham, Jephthah, and Samuel,

all Israelite heroes. After the accession of Ahab, the practice

seems to increase more and more.

And now to return once more to the story of Isaac ; some

guidance as to fixing its date is contained in the narrative itself

(we speak, of course, of its present form) ; we have seen that the

conceptions of faith and obedience which it shows are of a much

later date than the story in its primitive form ; it is also clear from

the story that child-sacrifice had ceased in Israel ; therefore it must

have been written subsequently to the reign of David at the earliest.

On the other hand, it is very strange that there is no denunciation

of the practice ; the writer, as already pointed out, contemplates

the sacrifice of Isaac without a word of protest ; this would be

inconceivable in the time of the prophets. One may, therefore,

safely infer that the narrative is earlier than the prophetical period.

It will then be seen that there is a high probability of the story

having assumed its present form during the period mentioned above,

* As already pointed out, human sacrifice, as normally practised, was of rare

occurrence comparatively speaking.
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between the reigns of David and Ahab, just during the time, that is,

when child-sacrifice was in abeyance.

III.

Very tentatively, and realizing that there are some strong

objections which can be urged, the writer ventures to hold the

following theory as to the origin and object of the narrative of the

sacrifice of Isaac :

—

(i) There was an ancient tradition of the patriarch Abraham

having offered up his son as a propitiatory sacrifice to the

deity. This was the basis on which the narrative was

founded.

(ii) The compiler saw that although human sacrifice was

prevalent among the surrounding nations, it had been dis-

continued in Israel; how was this to be accounted for?

Clearly, to the compiler's mind, such a change must have

had the sanction of the national god. Knowing the

tradition which was current about Abraham and the

sacrifice of his first-born, the compiler interpreted it as

being the occasion of the divine interposition which

resulted in the discontinuance of human sacrifice ; and, in

accordance with his conviction, added some details, in

perfect good faith, calculated to press home the lesson

which (as he believed) the original occurrence was intended

to convey.

(iii) The compiler perceived, furthermore, that there was a

growing tendency in Israel to assimilate the religious

practices of the surrounding nations. This gave a further

and even stronger reason to show that the God of Israel

had Himself interposed to stop the ancient usage of their

forefathers, and that, therefore, the practice ought not to

be resuscitated.
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TYPES OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN DRAUGHTS-MEN.

By E. Towry-Whyte, M.A., F.S.A.

The draughts-men illustrated on the accompanying Plates show

some of the types that were in use at various periods of Egyptian

history. As regards the game of draughts and the mode of playing

it, but little is known. The draughts-boards were divided into

squares. Several specimens are known, but I will not describe

them as I understand that a paper on the subject will appear at a

future date. There are several representations in sculpture and

fresco of the game being played—at Thebes and at Beni Hasan for

example. Dr. Birch, in his edition of Sir J. Wilkinson's Manners

and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, mentions a draughts-man

in the British Museum, No. 6143, with a human head, which, he

says, no doubt represents ^^^ tc/ia, or " the robber." This type is

probably represented by PI. I, fig. i, as it is very similar to the one

referred to by Dr. Birch. PI. I, fig. 10 is a most magnificent, red jasper,

lion's head, having engraved on the top of the head a cartouche with

the prenomen of Queen Hatasou, of the XVIIIth dynasty, and round

the back of the neck is a longer cartouche (part of which appears to

have been ground out) with the name of the same queen. Of the

same style and probably the same date is PI. II, fig. 16, it being

one of a number brought from Egypt some years ago by the late

Mr. Greville Chester, some of which were of ebony, and one of

ivory. The majority of these draughts-men are now in the British

Museum. Private names as well as royal ones sometimes occur,

as for instance PI. I, fig. 8, which bears the name of a scribe

named Pai ; PI. I, fig. 12 is an interesting and probably early

type. The commonest shapes are small cones with a knob at

the top, as for instance PI. I, fig. 7, and PI. I, fig. 9. A favourite

shape is shown on PI. I, fig. 14. Cones without knobs also fre-

quently occur, as in PI. I, fig. 2, and PI. II, fig. 14. Reels were
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also a favourite form, as PI. II, figs, i, 6. Of the rarer kinds are

those representing heads of different sorts, such as Bes, PI. I, figs.

3, 4 ; or human heads, PI. I, figs. 6, 13, the former representing an

archer. Sometimes captives, negro or Asiatic, are represented.

Animals are represented, for example the jackal's head, PI. I, fig. 5,

and what appears to be intended for a monkey or a dog, PI. II,

lig. 2. In the British Museum is one with a ram's head, made of a

faience glazed a pale green. Birds' heads are also used, as PI. II,

fig. 1 7, which has the head of a hawk ; these are usually mounted

on circular bases. Flowers are represented, as in PI. I, fig. 9, and

PI. II, fig. 7. If these really are draughts-men, the former can never

have been intended to be played with, because owing to its rounded

base it will not stand ; it must therefore have been a funeral one,

and meant for the use of the ka only. Draughts-men were made of

various materials, but faience with different coloured glazes is by

far the commonest. Sometimes these faience draughts-men are

decorated with coloured "slip," as for instance PI. II, fig. 8, where

the raised dots are black or very dark purple; and PI. I, fig. i,

Vv-here the wig is yellow and the rest has been pale blue, now gone

green. The illustrations given on the plates by no means exhaust

the varieties that are found, but they serve to give an idea of the

various shapes met with. The following descriptive list of the plates

gives the material of which the draughts-men illustrated are made,

and as far as possible the locality they came from. All the figures

are the same size as the originals.

Plate I.

r. Wig yellow, the rest pale blue faience
\
gone green. Bubastis.

2. Ivory, circular, turned. I'hebes.

3. Dull green faience, circular base. Thebes.

4. Dull blue faience, gone green, circular base ; beneath is a

hole. Sakkara.

. 5. Pale blue faience, well modelled, circular. Bubastis.

6. Pale blue faience, gone white, circular. Bubastis.

7. Ivory, circular, turned. Thebes.

8. Steatite, glazed white ; inscribed with the name of Pai^ a

scribe (?)

9. Pale blue faience, circular, rounded base.

10. Red jasper; inscribed with name and prcnomcn of Queen

Hatasou, of the XVIIIth dynasty.
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11. Alabaster, circular, roughly cut. Bubastis.

12. Blue faience, circular. Luxor.

13. Dark blue faience, oval in section. Thebes.

14. Green faience, circular. Bubastis.

Plate II.

1. Blue faience, circular.

2. Green faience, circular base. Thebes.

3. Dark blue glass, slightly iridescent.

4. Pale blue faience, circular. Bubastis.

5. Carnelian, circular.

6. Dark blue (nearly black) faience. Thebes.

7. Slate-grey faience, flat top. Bubastis.

8. Bright blue faience, with six black dots in s]ip(?), circular.

9. Green faience, circular. Bubastis.

10. Green jasper, polished, circular. Bubastis.

11. While alabaster, circular. Thebes.

12. Pale blue faience.

13. Pale blue faience.

14. Turquoise-blue glass. Hexagon.

15. Greenish-blue faience.

16. Hard wood, resembling box-wood.

17. Faience, glaze destroyed, probably pale green.
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The next Meeting of the Society will be held at

37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wednesday,

November 12th, 1902, at 4.30 p.m.

The Title of the Paper to be read at this Meeting will be

announced later.
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NOTICE.

Subscriptions to the Society become due on the ist of

January each year. Those Members in arrear for the

current year are requested to send the amount, j£i is.,

at once to the Secretary.



THE LIBRARY.

BOOK-BINDING FUND.

The request for Subscriptions towards the cost of

binding some, at least, of the books in the Society's

Hbrary, has met with the following response:

—



PROCEEDINGS

OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY

THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

Sixth Meeting, I2th Nove^nber, 1902.

Sir H. H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S.,

IN THE CHAIR.

The Chairman expressed the great regret of the Council,

at the death of the following distinguished Members of the

Society :

—

Rev. George Rawlinson, D.D., Canon of Canterbury,

Vice-President of the Society. Born 1812 ; died October 6th,

1902.

John Hall Gladstone, Ph.D., F.R.S., Member of the

Council. Born 1826; died October, 1902.

P. J. DE HoRRACK, of I'aris, Hon. Member of the Society.

Born 1820; died October 5th, 1902.

E. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. Scot., &:c. Born 1817; died

October, 1902.
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The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From F. Legge :—A History of Egypt. By E. A. Wallis Budge,

M.A., D.Litt. 8 vols. 8vo. London, 1902.

From the Author :—Sir ^^'. T. Charlev, Kt. The Holy City,

Athens, and Egypt. Svo. London, 1902.

From the Author :—The Temples of the Orient and their

Message. Svo. London, 1902.

From the Author:— Arthur John Booth, M.A. The Discovery

and Decipherment of the Trilingual Cuneiform Inscriptions.

Svo. London, 1902.

From the Author :—Rev W. O. E. Oesterley, M.A. Studies in

the Greek and Latin versions of the Book of Amos. Svo.

London, 1902.

From the Author :—Emile Soldi Colbert de Beaulieu. La langue

sacree. Svo. Paris, 1902.

From the Author :— Aug. Baillet. Vases Egyptiens de la

Collection Desnoyers.

From the Author :— Philippe Virey. Quelque observations sur

I'Episode d'Aristee. Svo. Paris, 1902.

From the Author :—The real origin of Religion. Svo. London,

1902.

From the Author :—Dr. Hayes Ward. Altars and Sacrifices in

the Primitive Art of Babylonia. Svo.

From the Author:—Major Gen. Sir C. W. Wilson, R.E., K.C.B.,

etc. The Water Supply of Jerusalem. Svo. London.

{Journal of the Victoria Institute, May, 1902.)

From the Author :—Rev. C. S. de Cara, S.J. Di alcuni criterii

incerti nella Paletnologia Archeologia e storia antica. Civilta

Cattolica, July, Aug., Sept., Oct. Svo. 1902.

From the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Salisbury :—The Service

for the Consecration of a Church and Altar according to the

Coptic Rite. Edited with translations from a Coptic and

Arabic Manuscript of a.d. 1307, for the Bishop of Salisbury,

by the Rev. G. Horner. Svo. London, 1902.
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From the Author:—PhiHppe Virey. Sur quelques donnees

Egyptiennes introduites i)ar les Grecs dans le developpement

de leur mythe d'Hercule. {Anti. de rAcademic de Macon.) 8vo.

Macon, 1902.

From the Author :—Paul Haupt. Bibhcal Love-Ditties ; a

Critical Interpretation, and Translation, of the Song of

Solomon. 8vo. Chicago, 1902.

The following Candidates were elected Members of the

Society :

—

Mrs. Finn, The Elms, 75, Brook Green, W.

F. W, Green, Thornfieid, Tunbridge Wells.

Albert Pam, 18, Park Hill, Clapham Park, S.W.

Rev. A. B. Parry-Evans, The Vicarage, Uttoxeter.

Herbert J. Rigg, 13, Queen's Gate Place S.W.

Martin L. Rouse, Hollybank, Hayne Road, Beckenham.

The following Papers were read :

—

F. Legge : "The Congress of Orientalists, 1902."

Dr. Pinches: "A few Remarks upon Hammurabi's Code of

Laws."

Prof. Petrie : " Some Remarks on the XlXth Egyptian

Dynasty."

A discussion followed these Papers, in which the Rev.

J. Marshall, Mr. Boscawen, Dr. Gaster, Dr. Pinches, the

Rev. Dr. Walker, and the Chairman, took part.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By Prof. Edouard Naville, LL.D.

{ContinuedffOf?i page 204.)

CHAPTER CXLVn.

The first gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he whose face

is overturned, who has many attributes. The name of its warder is :

the adjuster. The name of the herald is : he with a loud voice.

Said by yV when he approaches the first gate.

I am the mighty one, who createth his own light, (i)

I come to thee, Osiris, and I worship thee.

Pure are thine effluxes, which flow from thee, and which make
thy name in Restau (2) when it hath passed there,

Hail to thee, Osiris.

Arise, thou art mighty, Osiris, in Abydos.

Thou goest round the sky, thou sailest with Ra, thou surveyest

mankind, thou art alone going round with Ra, for thou art called

Osiris.

I am the divine mummy. AV'hat I say takes place.

I shall not be driven back from it (the gate) ; its walls of burning

coals show the way in Restau. I have soothed the pain of Osiris,

when he supports him who balances his pedestal, when he arrives,

from the great valley. I have made my way to the light of Osiris. (3)

The second gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who

shows his face. The name of its warder is : he with a revolving

face. The name of tiie herald is : the consumer.

Said by N when he approaches the second gate. He sitteth

and acts in accordance with the desire of his heart, weighing the
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words as the second of Thoth. The attributes of N are those of

Thoth. When faint the Maat gods, the hidden ones who live on

truth, whose years are those of Osiris, (still) I am mighty in offerings

at the appointed time. I have made my way out of the fire. I

marcl), I have made my way. Grant that I may pass on freely, that

I may see Ra among those who give offerings.

The third gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who eateth

his own filth. The name of its warder is : the watchful. The name

of the herald is : the great one.

Said by JV when he approaches the third gate.

I am he whose stream is secret, who judgeth the Rehui. I have

come to remove all evil from Osiris.

I am the girdled (4) at his appomted time, coming forth with the

double crown.

I secured firmly my suit in Abydos, and I opened my path in

Restau. I have soothed the pain of Osiris who balances his pedestal.

I have made my way when he shines at Restau.

The fourth gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who

opposes garrulity. The name of its warder is : the attentive one.

The name of the herald is : he who drives back the crocodile.

Said by N when he approaches the fourth gate.

I am the bull, {5) the son of the Kite of Osiris. Behold, his

father the Fiery One sat in judgment. I poised the balance for him.

Life has been brought to me. I live for ever. I have made my
way. I am the son of Osiris, I live for ever.

The fifth gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who lives

on worms. The name of the warder is : the consuming flame. The
name of the herald is : the bow which strikes the furious (?).

Said by iVwhen he approaches the fifth gate.

I have brought the two jaws of Restau. (6) I have brought to

thee the books (?) which are in the Annu, and I add up for him his

hosts. I have repulsed Apepi and healed the wounds he made. I

made my way through the midst of you. I am the great one among
the gods. I purified Osiris. I restored him as victor. I joined

his bones, and put together his limbs.

The sixth gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who makes
the loaves, with a thundering voice. The name of its warder is : he
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who shows his face. The name of the herald is : the stolen knife

which belongs to the sky.

Said by JV when he approaches the sixth gate.

I come every day, I go. I who was created by Anubis, I am the

lord of the diadem. I ignore the magic words (however). I avenge

Maat, I avenge his eye. I gave his eye to Osiris himself. I have

made my way. JV goes along with you.

The seventh gate. The name of the doorkeeper is : he who
takes possession of their knives. The name of its warder is : he

with a high voice. The name of the herald : he who drives back

the enemies.

Said by JV when he approaches the seventh gate.

I have come to thee, Osiris, (7) pure are thine effluxes. Thou

goest round and thou seest the sky with Ra. Thou seest mankind,

thou the only one. Thou addressest Ra in the Sektit boat of the

sky, when he goes round the horizon. I say what I wish, my
mummy is mighty. What I say takes place like what he says. I

shall not be driven back from thee. I have made my way.

Said near the seven gates. (8) When the deceased arrives at the

pylons, he is not driven back, nor repulsed from Osiris. It is given

him to be among the glorious ones, the most excellent of them, so

that he may have dominion over the first followers of Osiris.

Every deceased to whom this chapter is read is like the lord of

eternity, he is of one substance with Osiris, and in no place has he

to encounter a great fight.

Notes.

Chapter 147 is very like 144, in fact, it is the same more deve-

loped. It refers also co the seven gates ; and whenever the deceased

approaches one of the gates, he has to say the name of the door-

keeper, which, as we saw before, is that of the gate itself; and also

the name of the warder and that of the herald. Besides the deceased

has to address the gate, probably in order to open it so that he may
pass through. The words he utters are found in chapters 117, 119

and 136B. The two first have nearly the ?,£LmQ; i\i\e, the arrival at

Restau, near Abydos. If, as is most probable, the various parts ot

the Book of the Dead did not originate in the same place, we may
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safely assert that these chapters, as well as those of the gates and

the pylons, come from Abydos.

On the whole the Papyrus of Ani is more complete for chapter

147 than the Leyden text Lc which is published in my edition.

Therefore this chapter has been translated from Ani, using Lc

whenever Ani is too corrupt.

1. Chapter 119, vide p. 206, "Chapter whereby one entereth

and goeth forth from Restau."

2. I should translate : which give to Restau its narne. This is an

instance of those wonderful etymologies often met with in religious

texts. From the word 1 V\ to flow, is derived the name

<=>-<^ III ^

I I C^£^'

3. The Osiris of the first gate whom the deceased addresses

seems to be the moon. The word ^^ is often used in speaking

of the pale and silvery light of tlie moon (Naville, Litanie dii soleil,

V- 54).

The last sentences are found in chapter 117, line 3.

4. Chapter 1
1
7.

5. Chapter 136B, line 14.

6. Chapter 136B, line iS. I repeat Renouf's translation,

though I differ from him in various points. For instance, I should

translate : / have closed the doors in Restau {cf. Inscr. of Piankhi,

line 104).

7. An abridged version of chapter 119.

8. The rubric is taken from the Paris pajjyrus Pc.

There also the vignettes vary considerably according to the fancy

of the artist. In Lc the gates and the gods are all alike. In Pc

the god is always represented in human form with a ram's head. In

the Papyrus of Ani, where there are three figures for each gate, these

figures are all different.

{To be cofitinued.)
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A PRE-MASSORETIC HEBREW PAPYRUS.

Bv Stanley A. Cook, jM.A.

19/// October, 1902.
Dear Mr. Nash,

I have made a preliminary study of your Hebrew papyrus,

and have no doubt that a brief account of its contents will be of

interest not only to yourself, but also to the readers of the

Proceedifigs. Hebrew papyri are not common, and I imagine

that a Hebrew biblical papyrus (as yours actually is) must be

unique.

The papyrus contains the Decalogue followed by Deuteronomy,

chap, vi, verse 4 and the commencement of verse 5. Fragmentary

though it is, it is of the greatest interest, inasmuch as, to judge from

the general appearance of the papyrus and from the palaeography, it

is by far the oldest fragment of any Hebrew Bibhcal text yet known.

In addition to this, the text differs more markedly from our

Massoretic Text than any extant Hebrew manuscript, and these

differences do not merely relate to such trifling details as the use

of the scriptio ph:7ia or dcfectiva, but are actual variants of the most

noteworthy character. As examples, I may mention that the

prohibiiion of adultery precedes that of murder (compare Luke,

chap, xviii, verse 20), that Deut., chap, vi, verse 4 has the fuller

form as found in the Septuagint, and that the text of the well-

known S/iema (" Hear, O Israel, etc.") departs slightly from the

Massoretic Text. The text of the Decalogue follows, on the whole,

the recension in Exodus rather than that in Deuteronomy, and the

majority of the variants are found to agree with the Septuagint.

But the text is not a translation, and the obvious inference is that

it represents a distinct recension, and one which from its very

nature must be regarded as pre-Massoretic.

There are many interesting points raised by this papyrus, a fuller

discussion of which is impossible within the limits of this short note,

and must be reserved for another occasion. In the meanwhile I

think I shall not be guilty of exaggeration if I describe this pre-

Massoretic text as one of the most illuminating and welcome

" finds " of recent years.

Believe me,

Yours very truly,

STANLEY A. COOK.
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THE HISTORY OF THE TRANSLITERATION OF
EGYPTIAN.

Bv F. Legge.

The Necessity for Transliteration.

The Egyptians, like every race of man yet known to us, ex-

pressed" their spoken thoughts in words and sentences, but they did

not write in words and sentences. 'J'heir inscriptions present a

continuous series of signs arranged in rows or Hnes, but without any

division to shovv where one word leaves off and another begins. In

this they were paralleled, and perhaps copied, by the nations of

classical antiquity, who never thoroughly adopted the division of a

lengthy text into words until close upon the invention of printing.^

Hence it is necessary, in the case of a Greek or Latin MS., that the

lines should be broken up into their component words, and the

sentences distinguished by punctuation, before it can be profitably

submitted to the general body of scholars. But in a hieroglyphic

inscription there is an additional difficulty. Words in a language

unfamiliar to us— as Egyptian must necessarily be to most—cannot

be retained in the memory, nor their affinity with other words recog-

nised, until they have been sounded or spoken, and a hieroglyphic

inscription cannot readily be resolved into a mere series of sounds.

Besides alphabetical characters, or letters representing each a single

sound, it contains syllabic signs and ideograms which must be ex-

panded, and determinative and complementary signs which must be

eliminated, before the ec^uivalent sounds denoted by the group of

hieroglyphs can appear. If we take, for example, the following

^ Sir Edward M. Thompson {Handbook 0/ Greet: and Latin PalcrograpJiy

,

London, 1893, p. 65) says that the Latin scribes did not divide their MSS. into

words until the eleventh century, nor the Greeks till later. On mural inscriptions

the words are often divided by dots as in the Persian cuneiform {cf. King,

Assyrian Language, London, 1901, p. 42).
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we find that the signs marked + must be expanded into the

syllables pa, sen, aa, her, kheper, ma, ab, qe7?i respectively, and those

marked — must be struck out before the words paif sen da her

kheperu mil abu qemdtu- to which it corresponds, can be formed.

It takes with most people daily practice in the reading of hiero-

glyphics before this process of expansion and elimination can be

performed without pen, ink, and paper, or, as we say, in the head,

and this, I believe, is the principal reason why some system of

transliteration is necessary.

Champolliou and the Coptic System.

The first systematic attempt to express all the sounds of the

Egyptian language in a European script was made by Champollion

in 1822. This is represented by the alphabet reproduced on PI. I,

which gives, as will be seen, 117 hieroglyphic signs arranged to

correspond with their supposed equivalents in the Greek alphabet.

It must not, however, be thought from this that Champollion at any

time thought of transcribing hieroglyphic signs into Greek letters.

In the Lettre a M. Dacier, from which this is copied, he tells us

that it was formed from his study of the Rosetta Stone and of certain

obelisks containing, like it, bilingual inscriptions consisting of both

hieroglyphs and Greek characters, and that he constructed it from

a collation of the signs in the royal cartouches there appearing with

the names of the Greek kings. At that time he was under the

impression that the Egyptians used a special alphabet for writing

these royal names, and it was not until he had worked with this for

some time that the great discovery, which will always prove his chief

title to fame, dawned upon him, that is to say, that the language of

the hieroglyphs was essentially the same as the Coptic still spoken

in Egypt in his day. This, as we all know, proved to be the key

which enabled him to solve the long-lost mystery of hieroglyphic

writing, and when his Grammaire Egyptienne was published in 1835,

there was included in it a list of 232 phonetic signs arranged, as

is there said, to correspond with the articulations of the Coptic

tongue. In this list, which is reproduced in PI. II, all the signs

which correspond to the letters of the Egyptian alphabet appear,

but he was, of course, wrong in supposing the remainder to be

" " His elder brother became like a panther of the south " (from the Tale of
Two Ih-othen). l^udge : Easy Lessons in Egyptian Hieros;lyphics, London, 1899,

p. 38.
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nothing else than variants of them. Some of them, as will be seen,

are not phonetic signs at all, but are either ideograms or determina-

tives, while by far the greater number are syllabic signs. Into this

mistake he was led through placing too great reliance upon the

principle of acrophony, or, in other words, by concluding that these

syllabics were used alphabetically as indicating the first letter of

the word denoted by them. That it was in this way that the

hieroglyphic alphabet was created from signs until then syllabic,

there can be no doubt, but this process was accomplished long

before the date of the earliest inscriptions known to us.-'^ Two years

after the appearance of Champollion's Gramniaire, Lepsius pub-

lished his letter to Signor Rosellini, in which he pointed out that

only 34 of Champollion's phonetic signs were really alphabetical,

or corresponded to single sounds of the Coptic alphabet. The
alphabet which he thus formed and arranged in the order of the

Coptic letters (PI. Ill, fig. i) is almost that used at the present day,

although the values of a few of the signs have been altered as our

knowledge of Egyptian texts has become fuller.

This theory of Lepsius as to the alphabetic use of certain signs

was admitted by the school of Champollion,'* and has formed the

base of every system of transliteration adopted since it was put for-

ward. But for some time longer his pupils continued to transcribe all

hieroglyphic texts before translation into Coptic letters. In doing

so they believed themselves to be treading the path indicated by the

Egyptians themselves in the early centuries of our era, who then

abandoned the use of their clumsy and illegible demotic script, and

began to transcribe their words by means of the Greek alphabet

with the addition of six characters intended to express sounds not

used by the Greeks. No one has ever denied that some knowledge

of the Coptic language forms the best introduction to the study of

ancient Egyptian, and the Coptic transliteration had the advantage

at once of providing an international standard of pronunciation, and

of giving to Egyptian words the vocalization which they had acquired

•* In Loiet's Manuel de la Langiie egyptienne, Paris, 1889, p. 19, this is said, I

know not on what authority, to have been the work of a collef^e of scholars

assembled at the beginning of the Old Empire. It had, at any rate, been complete

before the earliest inscriptions of Abydos. It is indeed plain that this must have

been the process of formation with all primitive alphabets. The Hebrew J (gimel),

for instance, must have meant "camel" long before it came to be used as the

sign of the sound G.
^ Champollion died in 1832, and the Gramniaire was published posthumously.
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in Roman times. The permanent disadvantage attaching to it was

that it was difficult, when the Coptic transliteration was largely used,

to tell whether the words written in it were to be treated as Coptic

or as ancient Egyptian. Chabas, who of all Chami)ollion's suc-

cessors was the most resolute adherent of the Coptic system,

thought that this difficulty might be overcome by using two different

founts of Coptic type,-^ and continued to make use of the Coptic

al[)habet for transliteration down to his death in 1S82.

Iioma?i Transliteration before the Standard system.

There were, however, two objections to the use of Coptic for

transliteration in former times which have now lost nearly all their

force. One was that Coptic type was excessively rare, and only a

few large towns, such as Paris and Turin, possessed a fount. Hence

when it was wished to reproduce in print even a few lines of Coptic

transcription, the type had either to be borrowed, or the author's

MS. to be facsimiled, involving in either case delay and expense.

The other objection was that at first many sceptics, including Sir

George Cornewall Lewis, would not believe that Egyptologists had

really solved the mystery of hieroglyphic writing, and hence, it was

argued, it was advisable to use a transcription with letters familiar

to everybody, so that they might see for themselves that all the

transcriptions agreed, and were not mere guesses peculiar to indi-

vidual scholars. This argument moved even the iron Chabas, and

in his study of the Harris Magic Papyrus he went to the pains of

using a double system of transliteration, fust into Coptic letters for

the use of the learned, and then into Roman for those who were

not Egyptologists. The aljjhabet which he used for this purpose is

given in PI. HI, fig. 2, and forms perhaps the ne plus ultra of the

Coptic system. Other scholars found it simpler to use the Roman
transliteration alone, and this practically resolved itself into every

'" See Chabas' correspondence with Lepsius in ISIaspero's Dibt. Egyptotogique,

t. IX, pp. liii, seq. This suggestion could be more easily adopted now that we

have, in many presses, the new Coptic type as well as the more clumsy one first

founded for the so-called Bashmuric characters. But the greatest difficulty

arises in hand-written transcriptions. Most people, from their greater acquaintance

with Greek, find much difficulty in making in their own writing any marked

distinction between those letters which the Greek and Coptic alphabets have in

common. Perhaps this could be overcome by drawing a line above those words

and letters which were not Coptic, as the scribes have done in the collection of

extracts called the Pis/is Sophia.
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man making an alphabet for himself, and, in some cases, a different

alphabet for every text translated. A good example of the confusion

to which this led can be seen in PL III, fig. 3, where three alphabets

used by Deveria in 1S57, 1858, and 1865 are shown. That adopted

by Bunsen (PI. Ill, fig. 4) in the first vol. of his Aigyptens Stelle in

der Weltgcschichte (Eng. edition, 1848) is chiefly remarkable as having

reduced the hieroglyphic alphabet to seventeen sounds, one of

which he expressed by a Greek and another by a Coptic character.

This was taken by Lepsius as the base of the system to be next

described, from which all the transliterations used by modern

Egyptologists have evolved.*^

The Standard System and its Modern Derivatives.

It was in 1854 that Lepsius brought forward, at a conference in

London summoned by Bunsen, his proposals for a universal standard

alphabet to be used by scholars of all nations for the reduction

" into European [/.^., Latin] letters of foreign graphic systems and

unwritten languages." The conference separated without coming

to any decision, chiefly because they could not agree as to a means

of expressing those sounds which were not denoted with sufficient

accuracy by the letters of the Latin alphabet. ''^ But Lepsius was

more fortunate in persuading the Berlin Academy to support his

system, and in the end nearly all the Egyptologists then living

—

with the exception of Chabas—adopted his alphabet. In his

original proposal he had further reduced the sounds of the Egyptian

language to fifteen (PL IV, fig. 1), but afterwards agreed to increase

these to twenty-eight, and his final form of it is shown in PL IV, fig. 2.^

In many of the distinctions he wished to introduce he has not been

followed by later Egyptologists, as will be seen by a comparison of

the alphabets in PL IV, which include, I think, all those based on

the standard alphabet from the time of de Rouge down to that of

Dr. Budge and the Egypt Exploration Fund's Archteological Survey.

® With the exception of that used by Birch in the 4th vokune of Bunsen's

jEgypietis Stelle referred to in the text. This is, in effect, the syllabic system ot

Champollion.

' Lepsius proposed that each such sound should be represented by the

European letter nearest in sound, differentiated by a diacritical mark. Max
Miiller thought that italic letters should be used for the same purpose.

^ It was formally adopted at the Second International Congress of Orientalists

(London, 1S74).
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"I'here can be no doubt that Lepsius rendered a great service to

science by practically fixing an international standard for pro-

nunciation or clearing-house for sounds, and thereby enabling us to

see at a glance, and irrespective of our own tongue, exactly what

sound is denoted by every character. His system is also very easy

to learn, and only imposes on the beginner the task of making

himself acquainted with some half-dozen characters beyond those

with which he is already familiar. For the same reason it is very

easy to write, as, with the exception of the x> rio characters but

Latin letters are used, and the diacritical marks or points can be

added even after the transcription is complete in other respects.

On the other hand many of these advantages vanish when the

transcription gets into print. The dots and accents then become

increasingly ditificult to see without a lens, while the differentiated

letters soon lose their distinguishing marks, making the constant

founding of new type necessary. For the idea of Lepsius that all

the characters in his alphabet could be denoted by the types of

ordinary presses has not been realized, and it has been found neces-

sary wherever diacritical points are used to cast type especially made

to show them. But perhaps the worst fault that can be found with

the diacritical system is that it constantly suggests to the student

sounds other than those which the letters are intended to express :

as, for instance, when an Englishman would expect from the

character/' some sound resembling /, and is told that it represents

dj or z. For these reasons there has of late been a tendency to

abandon the system of diacritical marks, and to return to the

method of expressing unfamiliar sounds by a combination of two or

more Latin letters. The last transliterations adopted by Dr. Budge

and the British Museum afford a good instance of this, as in these

the letters distinguished by diacritical marks are reduced from the

eight in Lepsius' 1862 alphabet to five and three respectively.

Modern Sjsfems ivWioiit Diacritical Marks.

The first Egyptologist now living to throw over the system of

diacritical marks altogether was M. Maspero. As he has lately told

us,^ he began his study of the science to which he has perhaps con-

tributed more than any scliolar since Champollion, with a grammar

and dictionary compiled by himself. These have not yet been

3 Bild. Agyptologique, t. VII (Paris, 1898), p. 1.
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given to the world, but from his contributions to the Melanges

d'arc/ieologie egyptieniie, &c., in 1872-1873, it is not difficult to com-
pile the alphabet for transliteration used by him at the beginning of

his distinguished career, which appears, I think, in PI. V, fig. i. In

this he dispenses altogether with diacritical marks, using accents to

distinguish between the a sounds and the rough and soft breathing '
'

for the compound letters th and sh. His later system is, I think,

sufificiently represented by the table in M. Loret's Manuel de la

Langue Egyptienne, wherein all attempt to observe the principle—

-

which Lepsius exalted almost into an eleventh commandment— of

representing every single sound by a single letter, is frankly aban-

doned, and the double letters ou, th, sh and dj are introduced. The
only English Egyptologist who has so far entirely departed from the

standard system is Prof. Petrie, whose alphabet is given on the same

Plate. Both he and M. Loret allow the intercalation of the vowel e

for the purpose of pronunciation, but M. Maspero follows, where

possible, the Coptic vocalization. The systems of M. Maspero and

Prof. Petrie are entirely free from all the objections before mentioned

as attaching to the systems based upon the standard alphabet, and

present less difficulty to the learner than any other. But they are

not, like these last, international, that is to say, the letters of which

their alphabets are formed would be pronounced differently by the

different European nationalities,!^ and they are, of course, liable to

whatever drawback attaches to the violation of the principle that

single sounds should be represented by single letters.

The Berlin System.

The authors of all the systems that we have hitherto seen have

all been agreed as to the vocalic power of the Egyptian signs

^, I], -—
°, I'],

W, and ^. Lepsius had the matter before him

when drawing up his Standard Alphabet, in his work on which he

says, after mentioning that the three first of these signs were all

^" The Spanish student, for instance, upon seeing Prof. Petrie's transliteration

of "W^ , would think it corresponded to tlie English sound th, or the Greek 0,•^'

So the letters which to the English and French denote the sounds b, c, and d, are

pronounced by Germans as if ihey were written/, g, and t, and conversely. It is

a fact that there is no single letter in the Latin alphabet from a to z which
conveys the same sound to all nations.
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rendered in Coptic by the vowel Z~, " The sign ^ a seems to have

expressed originally long a, which not seldom passed into 0, as

from the Demotic sign 2^ = ^, representing the hieroglyphic "^^"^

as well as from the Coptic, might be inferred. To the same sign we

find in Hebrew y often corresponding, and this letter might then

also indicate rather the lengthening of the preceding vowel, not the

consonantal sound I, which seems to have been always unknown,

as well as the sound of t^ ', in the P^gypt'an language."^^ But in

1893, in pursuance, apparently, of the theories laid down by Prof.

Erman and Herr Steindorff the year before,^- the Archaeological

Survey of the Egypt Exploration Fund opened with an entirely new

system of transliteration (PI. VI, fig. i), based upon the supposition

that the Egyptian alphabet, like the Hebrew, was entirely con-

sonantal. At the same time the use of the intercalary e was

abolished ; but the alteration gave such dissatisfaction, that in the

volume issued the following year the nevv"translitera.tion was aban-

doned and the older system resumed, as shown on PI. IV, fig. 7.

In the latter year, however, there appeared Prof. Erman 's Agyptische

Granvnatik in German and English, wherein the use of the trans-

literation shown in PI. VI, fig. 2, is enjoined on the express grounds

of its correspondence with Semitic. If the contention of these

scholars is justified, and the Egyptians were really in the habit of

writing their words without vowels, it seems to follow that some

such transliteration as this is the only one possible. Their present

system cannot, however, even then be considered as complete until

it is coupled with some system of vocalization. i"' Otherwise it is

'' He must have modified his opinion later, as at the London Conj^ressof 1874,

the section over which he presided decided that the n and- a "like their

linguistic analogues the Hebrew letters 'Aleph' and 'Ain,' have a consonantal

value." i^Transaclions of the Inlernat. Congress, &'c., p. 440.) The directly

opposite view was taken by Renouf at the Ninth Congress of Orientalists

(London, 1S03), in his paper, " Are there really no Vowels in the Egyptian

Alphabet?"
'- See Prof. Erman 's "Das Verhiiltniss des Agyptischcii zii den Seinitischen

Sprachen,^'' in Z.D.M.G., Bd. XLVI, pp. 93 stj(/., and Herr Steindorft's "Das
altdgyptische Alphabet iind seine Uinsch7-eil>nng,'' in the same volume, pp. J09
sqq. In the latter article the part played by the A.Z. in the matter is very

clearly set forth.

'^ This is apparently admitted by Prof. .Spiegelberg, who, though a staunch

adherent of the Berlin school, transliterates \\

1

1 ' ^ ' ^^ ^ ^ '^

A' m*^ n-h° \r p s= II-' p'^. See A'ccuci!, crv. , t. XXIII, p. 98.
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open to all the objections that can be urged against the use of

diacritical points, with the addition that it interposes another set

of hieroglyphics between the reader and the word. But it must, of

course, be said thai these objections fail to outweigh the necessity of

the system if the exclusively consonantal character of the Egyptian

alphabet be once admitted.

Summary ami Conclusions.

It will be seen, then, that the transliteration of Egyptian, which

began with the theory that all the phonetic signs denoted syllables

only, soon passed into a transcription into Coptic letters in which

the alphabetical value of certain signs was fully valued. This was

put an end to by the more or less general adoption of Lepsius's

system of transcription into Roman letters, differentiating between

signs whose equivalent sounds differ only slightly from each other by

the use of diacritical marks. From this mode of transcription

M. Maspero has always dissented, preferring instead to use one, two

or more Roman letters to express each different sound, and of late

the leading English Egyptologists seem to have been modifying the

Lepsius system so as to bring it into accord with his. Since 1894,

the Berlin School have adopted a system involving a larger use than

ever of diacritical marks, and based on the supposed absence of

vowels from the Egyptian alphabet. This system has gained the

adhesion of several Engh'sh Egyptologists, but not, so far as I know,

that of any scholar of other than German or English nationality. It

is admittedly incomplete as it stands, nor has any attempt been

made since its first promulgation to vindicate its superiority, or the

non-vocalic theory on which it is based. Notwithstanding this, its

adherents have insisted—as they have, no doubt, the right to do

—

upon its adoption in all publications controlled by them. In addi

tion to this, it has been employed, to the exclusion of all others, at the

lectures on Egyptology at Oxford and London, which form the only

continuous attempt yet made in this country to provide oral instruction

in the study of the ancient Egyptian language. Latterly, however, the

adherents of the Berlin School have gone a step further, and have

made use of their vowelless system of transliteration in publications

addressed not to the learned but to the general public. Instances

of this can be found in the last edition by Dr. %\.€^ndLOx^ol Baedeker's

Guide to Egypt^ and in the article "Egypt" in Dr. Hastings' Bible
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Didionarv by Mr. Crum, a member of this Society. In one or other of

these we find the names of well-known I'haraolis. such as Chephren,

Mycerinos, Thothmes and Apries spelt H-fr\ Mn}iivr\ D/nvtifiis, ^nd

\Vhibr. But such forms as those last given can convey no meaning

to the general reader, and one can therefore supi)ose that they are

employed to convince him that this is the only possible way of

writing Egyptian. Under these circumstances, I submit that the

time has come when this Society, as the only one in England that

publishes and comments upon Egyptian texts, should consider the

claims cf the Berlin system of transliteration, with a view to its

adoption with or without modification, or, if it be found unsuitable,

to its complete rejection.

By the desire of the Coinici/, copies of the above Paper have been

sent to several of the leading Egyptologists of Ei/rope and America,

with a request for their opinion upon the three folloiving points:

(i) the affinity betzveen the Egyptian and Semitic latiguages : (2) the

existence of vowels in Egvptian ; (3) the method of transcription best

suited to (a) scholars ; (b) the general reader. The replies received by

Mr. Legge are pri?ited below, the pressure on our space must be our

excuse for some of them appearing merely as extracts. Other replies

willfollow in future numbers of these ''' Proceedings.^'—Editor.

Letter from Prof. Dr. Karl Piehl.

Monsieur,

En reponse a votre demande, je m'empresse de vous exposer

sans preambule, "time is money," mes vues sur les trois points que

vous avez bien voulu soumcttre a mon examen.

i" Jusqu'ici je n'ai nulle part vu des preuves convaincantes d'une

afifinite entre regyi)tien et les dialectes semiticjues. Je re-

connais qu'on peut relever des ressemblances entre les deux,

surtout sur le terrain du vocabulaire, et il me semble presque

certain que, pour expliquer ces ressemblances, il faut recourir

a la supposition diempru)its faits de I'un a I'autre ou vice

2'ersa.
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2° J'ai deja fait remarquer fort souvent dans mes ouvrages (voir

en dernier lieu Sphinx I, p. 50-52 ; IV, 232, etc.), que

I'egyptien employait, dans son ecriture, des voyelles aussi

bien que des consonnes. L'ecole de Berlin, malgre son

assurance de I'absence de voyelles de cette ecriture—assur-

ance qui est trop categorique pour inspirer de la confiance

—

a dii, plus d'une fois, rabattre de cette theorie.

3° Quant aux systemes de transcription dont on nous a gratifie,

je n'hesite point d'admettre toujours celui de la Zeitschrift

(de Brugsch et Lepsius). Les modifications a introduire

dans I'arrangement quasi-definitif de Lepsius soni insignifi-

cantes, telles que i2=& 7t(^ au lieu de /, \ (quelquefuis) — ta

au lieu de Q, J}T^f = sa, au lieu de s, etc.

J'estime d'ailleurs que vous avez eu en Angleterre Thomme le

plus capable de resoudre ces questions

—

Le Page Renouf. Ce

qu'il a dit dans son memoire, " Egyptian Phonology, I " {^Proceedings

XI, pp. 107-115), sutfit a effacer completement comme prodtiit

scientifiq^^e le systeme de transcription de Berlin. II faut seulement

regretter que les membres de l'ecole berlinoise appliquent aux

ouvrages de Le Page Renouf un peu la regie fameuse " graeca sunt,

non leguntur " (Cf. Sphinx II, p. 247; Zeitschrift, 1897, XXXV,
p. 166).

Je vous autorise, Monsieur, a imprimer ces miennes paroles, et

vous prie d'agreer I'assurance de mes meilleurs sentiments

KARL PIEHL.

Upsala, le 19 Octobre 1902.

Extract from Letter of M. Philippe Virey.

Je ne suis pas assez specia/enient applique a I'etude des systemes

de transcription pour en savoir plus a cet egard que le premier venu

des egyptologues. Cependant comme je vois que vous voulez non

seulement prendre I'avis des specialistes en ces matieres, mais aussi

provoquer un vote de la generalite de vos lecteurs, tous interesses a

lire des transcriptions autant que possible exactes et d'une usage

pratique, c'est en cette qualite de simple lecteur cjue je vote contre

I'adoption de la transcription de Berlin.
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D'abord elle est d'uii aspect un peu rebutant. Ensuite, comme
M. Legge I'avez fort bien dit, " it interposes another set of hiero-

glyphics between the reader and the word." Enfin, les principes

sur lesquels elle se fonde ne me paraissent pas jusqu'a present assez

solidement etablis.

1. Sans doule ils est permis de trouver dans la langue egyptienne

des analogies avec les langues semitiques, ne fut-ce que dans

le systeme de I'emploi des pronoms personnels. Sans doute

on peut noter dans I'egyptien des mots qui lui sont communs
avec les langues semitiques. Le contact constant des deux

races a pu amener, par suite d'emprunts reciproques, quelques

analogies entre deux langues au fond independantes I'une de

I'autre. Mais cela ne suffit pas, et je pense qu'E. de Rouge

avait raison, quand il ecrivait a Chabas dans une lettre du

16 avril, 1S52, encore inedite : "Si (dans I'egyptien) la

grammaire est plus decidement scmitiqiie que dans le copte,

celte langue (egyptienne) n'en a pas moins sa physionomie

bien tranchce ; une bonne partie des radicaux se rapproche du

type indo-germajiigue." D'autres savants ont cru reconnaitre

des affinites avec les langues berberes. Je ne suis pas sur

(ju'on doive tenir plus de compte des analogies semitiques que

des analogies indo-germaniques ou berberes ; et aprfes E. de

Rouge, je continue a conside'rer I'egyptien comme distinct du

groupe des langues semitiques.

2. Je pense qu'il y a dans I'egyptien des signes faisant office de

voyelles ; voyelles sans doute moins precises et moins definies

que les notres ; mais enfin voyelles et non consonnes.

3. La transcription copte, si recommandee par Chabas, me
parait d'un tres bon emploi pour I'egyptologue qui ne veut

negliger aucun moyen pour arriver a rintelligence aussi

parfaite que possible d'un texte egyptien. Mais cette tran-

scription, bonne pour I'etude, n'est pas pratique pour la

publication ; et a cet egard les objections de Lepsius sont

justes en grand partie. Le systeme de M. Maspero, qui

cherche a suivre autant (jue {)ossible la vocalisation copte,

me parait avoir de grand avantages, tant au point de vue

pratique (ju'au point de vue de I'exactitude, et je crois qu'il

faut prendre son parti de I'emijloi des lettres doubles.
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SOME PUNIC ANALOGUES.

Bv Joseph Offord and E. J. Pilcher.

In September last M. Philippe Berger read a paper before the

Academie des Inscriptions upon a remarkable unpublished Punic

monument preserved at Oristano, in Sardinia, by Chevalier Efisio

Pischedda,. consisting of a slab of marble 40 mm. long, 30 mm.
high, and 9 mm. thick. This slab was dug up on the site of the old

necropolis of Tharros, and bears an inscription of eleven lines.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to deal with the whole of this

inscription owing to the difficulty of the text, the mutilation of the

stone in places, and the defective nature of the cast which had been

forwarded to Paris. M. Berger, however, brought out two very

interesting points. One was that the new text proved the political

dependence of Sardinia upon Carthage, by its reference (toward the

end of the inscription) to the " suffetes in Carthage, Adonibaal, and

Hamilcath." But the Biblical student will be more interested in

the first line, containing the preamble of the dedication :
—

D^-iv^ "i!in h:^ nipS'n ^ipn a^^S ]i«^

jSI. Berger is inclined to take "^^ as the name of the city of Tyre.

As, hovvever, the word is preceded by the definite article, this is

impossible; and it must be the common noun "rock." The line

is therefore to be read as follows :
—"To the lord god, the sanctuary

of Melqarth upon the rock, and Orpath."

It is particularly noticeable that the singular form n^^ is

accompanied by the plural lI/^^. There can thus be no doubt

that D^i^ is a //. majestatis applied to an individual, like the

Hebrew Q"^nbi^- I'lis is not an isolated example, for C.I.S., i, 119

(an inscription discovered at Athens), reads :

—

hT\i ih^ Dins in nS'!j:nitr^^ ]i hiirs^

" Yathanbel, son of Eshmunsillekh, chief of the priests

of the god Nergal."

So that here the Babylonian deity Nergal is called an Elim.
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And we may also cite the remarkable Maktar Inscription *

containing the following line :

—

ij72ii> nn^^ n«^^ fi^i^pn a^«^

which j\L Berger renders "to the divinity of the sanctuary, to Sat,

sister of the heavens." The fact that a female deity is here an £/im

presents no difificulty, when we remember that i Kings x'l, 5 and 33,

style " Ashtoreth the goddess of the Zidonians " an Elohini.

It will be remembered that one peculiarity of the Tel el Amarna

tablets is the use of the plural form " Hani" in speaking of the

Pharaoh in the singular, and the light which this, and these Punic

inscriptions, throw upon the statement in Deuteronomy vi, 4, is

certainly of sufficient importance to make this summary of these

texts of special interest to the members of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology.

The riC"iy of '•I'le Tharros inscription recalls the HCli^ of

Ruth i, 4, 14 (LXX 'O/:i0«. Vii/g. Orpha), and is interesting as

tending to confirm the Massoretic text of Ruth, which has been

questioned ; Simonis, for example, proposing to read the more

frequent word n"l3i^- Until the rest of the text is published,

however, it will be difficult to tell what this Orpath refers to.

M. Berger is inclined to receive it as a geographical name, and

connect it with \\\& Arepta mentioned in a Greco-Phoenician inscrip-

tion aiscovered at Pozzuoli {Comptes Rendus de PAcad. des Iiisc,

1901, p. 196), Arefa {Not. Dign., XXXII, 39) or the Arpha of

Josephus ( Wars, III, iii, 5), but the learned Orientalist admits that

this theory must be first confirmed by a minute study of the

Tharros text.

Upon another Punic inscription M. Berger has read the

name Dl^^l^LV^l the analogue of the Obed-edom of 2 Sam. vi,

I Chron. xiii, (Sect

* " Memoire sur la grande inscription dcdicatoire . . . du temple d'llathor-

Miskar a Maktar,"/a;- Philippe Berger. Paris, 1859.

t " Les Inscriptions de Constaniine, au Musee du Louvre," par P. Berger.

Actes du Oiizicnie Coiieris des Orientalists.
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THE PARENTAGE OF QUEEN AAH-HETEP.

By Percy E. Newberry.

In the winter of 1895, I was shown by a dealer in antiquities at

Etifu,* a small gold pendant with the following inscription incised

upon it

()1I^QiZ]Af

"The Good God, Lord of the Two Lands, Antef, giving life."

"The Great Royal Wife, who is united to the Beauty of the

White Crown, Sebek-em-sai-ef."t

The pendant measured about an inch iind a-half in length by half

an inch in width, and a quarter of an inch in thickness; it was not

of holid gold, but made of t\\o thick gold plates, bent down the

edges and soldered together. The hieroglyphs upon it were punched

upon the gold by a pointed tool, and their forms bear so strong a

resemblance to those which are found on the gold " heart scarab " of

King Sebek-em-sa-ef in the British Museum (No. 7876, described and

figured below), that it is impossible to doubt its authenticity. The

coupling of the two names Antef and Sebek-em sai-ef is in itself a

matter of some interest, but this small pendant is of great historical

importance in another connection. A stela, found also by native

" The same object was afterwards shown to me by Moharb Todrus (now

German Consular Agent at Luxor), but his price was even more prohibitive than

that of the Edfu dealer.

t This form is, of course, impossible for a woman's name. My copy, how-

ever, gives the masculine suffix ^^-^ , ef, with a sic, and this, curiously enough,

is the way the name is spelt on another monument mentioning the same queen

(Brit. Mus. 23068, see below; (/. also P.S.B.A., 1887, p. 191, where there is

mentioned a ^Nlentuhetep, born of the Erpatet Sebek-em-sa-ef). The correct form

of the name for a woman is Sebek-em-sai-es, i.e., with the feminine suffix —"

—

es. " Sebek is her protection."
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diggers at Edfu, in 1886, and now in the Cairo Museum,* mentions a

1 "^ 1
"^

i
^
I C^^ ^ !St ]'

" ^""y"^ Daughter, Royal Wife,

Royal Sister, Sebek-em-sa-es," whom we can hardly avoid identifying

with the Antefs queen named on the object described above. The in-

scription on this stela records that a priest named Au-ef, son of Art-na,

was ordered by Queen Aah-hetep (the mother of Aahmes I) to restore

the as, "tomb," of "the Royal daughter Sebek-em-sa-es," which had

been found in a ruinous condition. In the upper register of the stela

the Queen Aah-hetep and Sebek-em-sa-es are figured side by side in

such a way as to lead us to believe that they were members of one

and the same family, and this seems also to be indicated by the soli-

citude displayed by Aah-hetep in having the tomb of Sebek-em-sa-es

restored. Au-ef also distinctly says that Aah-hetep had private

possessions at Edfu,t and it was here that Sebek-em-sa-es was

buried: J this also is a point to be noted in favour of their being

relatives. That these two Queens were closely related has been

agreed by M. Maspero and M. Lieblein. M. Maspero conjectured

that Sebek-em-sa-es was a daughter of Aah-hetep who died soon

after she had been married to, or at least affianced by, her [pre-

sumed] brother Aahmes,^ while M. Lieblein supposed her to belong

to the family of kings of the XIIlLh dynasty. || In the light of this

new inscription, however, another interpretation of the relationship

may be given.

From the fact that Aah-hetep restored the tomb of Sebek-em-

sai-es, which she states " had fallen into ruin," it seems clear that

Aah-hetep was a descendant^ of Sebek-em-sai-es ; but the exact

relationship between the two must be a matter of supposition

until we obtain some further evidence about these Queens. The

* The hieroglyphic text upon it has been published by M. Bouriant in the

Recueil des travaiix. Vol. IX, 93 ; and a translation of it is given, together with a

discussion of some of the historical points which it involves, by M. Maspero in

his Les Momies royales, pp. 625-628. Lieblein has also referred to it in a letter

printed in these Proceedings (1888, pp. 302-3).

t Ei'de n es ita k/iefu es nebt em dchat, " shj gave me all her possessions in

Edfu."

X That this stele found at Edfu came from the tomb of the queen is jiioved by

Au-ef speaking of restoring, " asi pen,'' tliis toml). The gold pendant also

certainly came from the same site.

§ Op. cit., p. 62S.
i
P.S.B.A., 1888, p. 303.

^ Just as we may suppose that the Xllth dynasty monarchs of El Bersheh

were descendants of those of the Vlth dynasty, whose tombs they restored.
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following points, however, are clear from the data we have already

obtained :

Sebek-em-sa-es was

—

(i) the daughter of a king,

(2) the sister of a king,

(3) the wife of a king named Antef,

(4) An ancestress of Aah-hetep.

Consequently it appears certain that Aah-hetep inherited her right

to the throne of Egypt from the Antef line of kings, and this solves

one of the most difficult problems of Egyptian history.

Now there has been some discussion of late years as to the real

position of certain of the Antef kings ; they were all originally

placed in the Xlth dynasty, but, as Steindorff has shown ^ there is

reason to believe that the greater number are post-XIlth dynasty

in date. The pendant of King Antef described above is certainly

another datum in favour of the later period, for it is much more in

accordance with probability that we should grant a post-XIIth

dynasty date for the husband of Sebek-em-sa-es than that we should

place him before the Amenemhats and Usertsens.

Steindorff himself was inclined to assign these post-XIIth

dynasty Antefs to the end of the Xlllth dynasty, but their exact

dynastic position has not as yet been proved. The Antefs concerned

are the following :

—

J^i

%?riz^ii

Regarding their precise historical position we have unfortunately

very little to guide us. Of the first two of these kings the only

monuments known are their coffins ; of the third we have his coffin,

a broken pyramidion in the British Museum, and a funeral box in

the Museum of the Louvre ; while of the fourth, several monuments

* Aegyptische Zeitschrift, Vol. XXXIII, p. 77, et seq.
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have been found in different j^arts of Upper Egypt. Now of all

these monuments the cofifins are perhaps the most distinctive, and

if we compare them with the coffin of Aq-her,* in whose tomb was

found the throw stick of Prince Thuau, son of King Seken-en-ra

Tau-aa, we cannot avoid assigning them to nearly the same ])eriod.

This, it will be seen, gives an early XVIIth dynasty date, which

agrees very well with the results obtained from the Antef pendant.

But this is not all. These Antefs were, I believe, also connected

with the Sebek-em-sa-ef group of kings. Their tombs, like those of

the Sebek-em-sa-ef 's, were built at Drah abu'l Negga, were pyra.

midal in form, and they are mentioned together in the Abhoit

l^apyrus. Their prenomens are also very pimilar. The inscription

on the pendant couples the name of Antef with that of Sebek-em-

sa-ef, and this appears to lend further support to my supposition.

Tlie similarity, in workmanship and style of the hieroglyphs, between

the gold "heart-scarab" of King Sebek-em-sa-ef and the Antef

ptndant must also be taken into account, and this is certainly

a ])oint to be noted in favour of the close connection of these two

groups of kings.

If we pursue this subject one stage further we necessarily come
to a remarkable conclusion : the Sebek-em-sa-efs are generally

admitted to be connected with the Sebek-hetep group of kings

;

and if this be really so, then the little pendant described at the

beginning of this paper enables us to bridge over the period between

the Xlllth and the XVlIIth dynasties. That many of the kings of

this "intermediate period" were contemporary with, and probably

subject to, the great Hyksos rulers, has never, I believe, been denied,

and the group of kings whom we have been discussing were un-

doubtedly petty kings whose capital was Thebes, but whose rule

did not extend much further north than Abydos. It is possible

that some of them, like Seken-en-ra, even paid tribute to the

Hyksos kings and recognised them as their suzerains, while, on

the other hand, some, like Nub-kheperu-ra Antef, were powerful

enougli to hold their own against the foreigners and to visit with

the severest punishments any of their high officials who were sus-

pected of being traitors to the native and legitimate line of kings.

f

The monument in the Ikitish Museum mentioning Queen Sebek-

em-sa-ef, to which I referred in a foot-note on page 285, is the lower

* Figured in Maiictte'.s A/oii. Divers, pi. 48.

t See Petrie, Koptos, pi. VIII.
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QW

V
c^

] f

part of a wooden head-rest, inlaid with ivory

pegs, and numbered 23068. It bears the

following inscription incised upon it :

—

" The Royal Friend, the Royal messenger

of the palace of the Great Royal AVife, who

is joined to the Beauty of the AVhite Crown,

Sebek-em-sa-ef, Rera, repeating life."

The small gold pectoral, or " heai t-

scarab " of King Sebek-em-sa-ef (Brit. Mus.

7876), referred to on page 285, has been

briefly described by the late Dr. Birch in

the ZeitschriftJiir .^Egyptische Sprache, 187O)

PP- 32> ZZ^ but, until now, no figure of it

has been published. As will be seen from the drawing it is of very

unusual shape. The body of the insect is of fine green jasper,

carved to represent a scarabseus beetle with a human head. This

jasper body is inserted into a base of gold, the legs of the beetle are

also of gold, and carved in relief. The under part of the jasjier

body cannot be seen, as it is let into the base and does not come

through. The inscription is engraved on the under side and on the

edge of the gold base. The hieroglyphs, incised in outline, are

coarse and not very legible. The formula is an abridgement of

the 64th chapter of the Book of the Dead, and it is the earliest

authority for this text known. It begins^ ^:^:^ ^ ^ I—

I

"The formula is said upon it as a charm."

\^^lk%Z.A
ll.-l

:

GOLD ' IIEART-SCAKAB ' OF KING SEBEK-EM-SA-EF.
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FRAGMENTS OF SOME EARLY GREEK MSS.

WRFFTEN ON PAPYRUS.

By F. C. Burkitt.

Dear Mk. Nash,

The eleven fragments of papyrus which you have sent me for

description formed part of two MSS., which I will call A and B.

Fragments i and 2 belong to A and the rest to B. Both INISS. are

written in a regular book-hand, such as was used for literary

documents rather than private correspondence. I regret to say that

I cannot identify the work once contained in A ; the fragments

which I have called B contain portions of the Odyssey, bk. XII,

11. 250-304.

The pieces of A contain the following words :

—

POnOAATIN . .

tOMeOAOTAN

BAILOI
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Od. XII, 287 7r,;]-,..v Frag., I. 7.

290 r i<ii)(iioi'(Ti~\ ruippairroucn Frag.^ I. lO.

294 t0f/-'Jr0f((? Frag.^ I. 14.

298 r //])'('/' -Frag., I. 18.

299 ('" /it'] // Kf Frag., I. 19.

The first variation is disappointing, for ( adscript is regularly used

in the Pa[)yrus, and it would have been interesting to see whether

the word was spelt flH or flHI. In line 294 60«^ implies the

rough breathing in Et'/x'/Xoxos. In 1. 290 the Papyrus agrees with the

MSS. against rtapa/uixri (Aristarchus) and riapixiiovnt (Eustathius).

A later hand has added accents in wk-Ccp (1. 286) and in ?) Ke -Iv

(1. 299) : the last are possibly intended to indicate that the syllables

form three separate words. The same hand has added the elided e

at the end of ^vjnAox (1. 297). The stop after ""'/M'oj'Tor (1. 287) is

by the original scribe.

The dates to be assigned to the fragments must be determined

by the handwriting. The criticism of well-formed handwritings

such as these is a very delicate business, as we have to take into

account conscious archaisms, especially in copies of classical works

like the Ihad and the Odyssey. By the general appearance of the

Odysse}' fragment I should be inclined to suggest a date not earlier

than the second century a.d. ; but several of the letters have what

are supposed to be quite early forms, e.g. "C is written I, ^ has the

form H in three separate strokes, the cross-stroke of a is horizontal,

/J and V show no tendency to go below the line. In the smaller

fragment we actually get rhe epigraphic 0, with the cross-stroke not

meeting the circle. If it be not possible to regard all these forms

as conscious archaisms, we must put the fragments into the second

century B.C., or even earlier, but the epigraphic Zeta (X) was found

by Mr. Grenfell in a MS. of the Iliad, which he was unwilling to

date earlier than the first century a.d. {cf. Grenfell and Hunt,

OP. I, p. 53 note).

The fragment of the Odyssey must have belonged to a handsome

roll. The writing was in columns of 31 lines each, each column

occupying a space of about 6^ inches square. The blank space

above KHP (1. 250) represents the whole of the upper margin.

Reckoning about i inch for the margin and allowing for a blank

space at the beginning, the twelfth book of the Odyssey would have

required about 10 or 11 feet of roll. The smaller unidentified
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fragment gives no indication of the length of the line or of tlie

column. It is one of the most beautiful specimens of Greek writing

in e.xistcnce, and it is a thousand pities that no more of it has

survived.

Believe me,

Yours sincerely,

July, 1902. F. C. BURKITT.

aye-fXio^ civ^ Orvaci), -Trefu rot fieuo^, ovre ti yit?(i

280 KdfU'ci'-' I'j jxi vv aoi fyc aiCnpea Trai'ra tctvk7(ii'

u<<'i> lTai>\JlC KA/(f(T/t'l AAHKO I ns^ j)re^ kuI vinnc

a vK €AA I C TA I H . c-n I BHM€N A,, ^vOa kc uZtI

injaljd\ €N AM<I>VJ/;THI AAPON T€T,./.o//.e^« r-o>-oi',

«\\' AYTCOC AIA ,'VKrPi ©OHN AA/K\>i<rihu av,n<''-

285 I'JyCOY AnOnAAxOci'ra<;, iv i)e/wcuei -^oi'tu:

tA' J' I K I UjN £i AiSc/toi ji(^ft\e7roi\ rtjXij^iina injioi',

'///'ON I Ar ntOC KCi' T<¥ V7rch(pi'f''/0i al~'vi> vXcOpoi',

iji> -d'C €jlAniN/y'.- ^\6ij uve/Lioto Ot'icWu,

i) uoToJ H I€vYPo/o ruaaeov^ o'l te. ^in\i<TT(i

290 fijd r^APPAICOc^^ Oeicif iieKijTt auaKTwr.

<)Xy >JtO\ NYN Mc/' TreiOio^ieOa i'vkti peXoi'mj

rdfi-ON Or\A\ao/nc(70(i Ovij Trapa ptjl /je'i'oi'TCs'

HtO0€N A ANABfU'TCv Lvtifro^iei' elp^i TToj'Tij'.

COC €<1>A0 Ei'/x'Aoxos-, eVJ ?" ipnov uWoi l-nlpot.

295 KAI XOT€ f)} '/I'l'tCfTKOl' O nj KltKl) /iijCCTO Cdl'ptCV,

KA/ /(IN ^ivjnjcrit^ cTrea TTTepoevTU Trpoffiivcivi''

€YPYAOX H MA\r/ ^7 fic ftid^eTe fiooi'ov corTO.

AAA Ar€ NYN Mo( Trai'-rrv op6(Ta(fTC hopTcpoi' upKov,

H K€ TIN H€ BOaw' a-^cXiju y mZv /it'-/ olwr

300 €YPU)M€N" MH -o/ t^v {WdfrOfiXnjni hdkfifrti'

H B'-YN H€ Tl MHXor aTroKWu')}- aXX(i i'KijXoi

€C0/(Tf BPU)M;y)' T/}i' dOdi'd-Tij TTopc K//>^.'/.

toe <'rpd)i,jr, o'l c diniK d~u>pvvoi> Cos cKcXrvov.

AYrdp
Odyssey XII, 279-304.

The words and letters preserved in the Papyrus are printed in

uncial characters.
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SOxME ASSYRIAN LETTERS.

By the Rev. C. H, W. Johns, M.A.

The appearance of Professor R. F. Harper's Vlth Volume of

Assyrian and Babylonian Letters will be hailed as a welcome instal-

ment of these important documents. Dating as they do from the

7th century B.C., written for the most part to Sargon, Sennacherib,

Esarhaddon and Asurbanipal, they contain the reports of Assyrian

officials to their king. The value of these for history is great, for

the historical inscriptions leave wide gaps in the sequence of years.

These letters, many of them, serve to fill up these gaps. Further,

while the great inscriptions are discreetly silent as to the defeats and

reverses which the various detachments of the Assyrian army

suffered at various times, these despatches inform us of them.

Thus no. 646 records the loss of no less than nine bcl pahatc, or

provincial governors, presumably with a great part of their troo])s,

during the troubles in Armenia, which may be placed in the last

part of Sargon's reign.

The great difficulty about placing the events referred to in these

tablets may be partly overcome by the dated documents published

in Assyrian Deeds and Documents, 3 vols., where many of the

writers are named. Indeed the letters themselves were probably

enclosed in dated and sealed envelopes. When these envelopes

were of clay, they were broken to get at their contents, and unfortu-

nately few scraps of such envelopes are preserved. A lew of the

letters themselves are actually dated, but while the year is some-

times recorded, more often only the month and day are given.

Still, it is already possible to fix many approximately by events

referred to or recorded elsewhere, or by the names of the officials

mentioned. Needless to say the chief part of this work can only

be done when all the letters are known.

Professor Harper, however, has very kindly said, that '• as soon

as the texts are published, they become public property, and anyone

may use them for any purpose he may wish." We may well express
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our gratitude for such a sportsmanlike attitude, remembering many

sharp hints that till an editor has himself done what he wished to

do, no one has the right to forestall him.

The present volume contains the texts of one hundred and

twelve tablets. In every case the name of the writer is no longer

preserved. Professor Harper has already published the texts of

most of those tablets whose writers are known, and he is now, so to

speak, gathering up the fragments that remain. The care and

accuracy with which he edits all his texts- are well known, but of

course he claims no infallibility as to the traces of broken characters.

Nothing but a knowledge of duplicates, or the recognition of a

well known phrase, can give certainty in such cases. But duplicates

of these letters rarely occur. Besides, in many cases the characters

are rubbed, defaced, filled with dirt and otherwise illegible. Worse

still, the impatience, or lack of skill of earlier students, led them to

scratch the characters to pieces in the attempt to clean them with a

pin or knife. Despite of all these drawbacks, the edition of these

texts leaves little to be desired. Some of them had attracted the

present writer's attention years ago, and rarely indeed do his copies

give a better reading.

There are few groups of texts in this volume which can be read

together, as could the letters of Adadi-sum-usur, Bel-ibni, Senna-

cherib, Asur-risua, etc., in former volumes, which were so interesting.

But the fragments here given will doubtlei;:} be affiliated to the

better preserved specimens, as they are more carefully studied. At

first sight some seem hopelessly disconnected.

That these seemingly unintelligible fragments will ultimately

yield valuable information, when all are available for comparison,

no one can doubt. Thus in Dr. Harper's Vol. HI, p. 275, we have

a letter clearly from the king to Nabu-ibassi. The king writes

concerning some horses which Nabii-ibassi had written about. But

now we nnvi thuu K. 176 in Vol. VI, p. 587/, contains, in 11. 8-18

of the reverse, a duphcate of the former letter, with slight variations,

introduced by uina, 'now.' The variants are of value. Thus

while in K. 578, in line 11, we have the sign usually read isda,

which is quite unintelligible, in K. 176 we have BE-//ia, or siii/i/iia,

' if.' Hence either in K. 578, isdii is an error, or the sign has the

new reading himina. In line 12 we may complete the signs before

ii'tsc as suvtt/ia ; and in line 14 restore DU before ni. So in K.

170, rev., 1. 12, the last sign is an error for ni. In K. 176, no. 15,
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the number of horses, 200, given by K. 57S, is omitted. Most

important is that while K. 578, rev., 1. 5, has ina katasunii ussihi-

lakka : K. 176, rev., 1. 15, has ina kcttasutiu na-as-su-u-iii. Hence

there can be no doubt that nasu means ' to bring.' Such variations

as u for //, ar for ar, are only graphic variants.

Nabu-ibassi, or Nabu-usabsi as liis name is often read, was

governor of Erech in the reign of Asurbanipal. He is known as

the writer of at least a dozen letters, of which Dr. Harper has

already published seven, ^p. 267-275. The king wrote four letters

to him, of which Dr. Harper has given three, pp. 275, 302, 556.

He is named in about a dozen more, e.g., K. 1012, p. 488. Whether

all these occurrences refer to the same person must remain an open

question at present. But when Nabii-ibassi refers to Erech or to

the events which we know are connected with Erech, we may safely

suppose him to be the sakii, or governor, who heads the list of

witnesses to a sale of a house there in B.C. 648 (see S. A. Smith's

Miscellaneous Texts, K. 433). It is curious that the letter to the

king from Nabu-ibassi, Harper, p. 556, is also dated, a somewhat

rare tiling. This date is B.C. 650. Further, from K. 528, Harper,

p. 272, we learn that Nabu-ibassi suffered severely from the revolt

of Bel-ikisa, the prince of Gambiilu, who died in Elam, probably

before the invasion of Babylonia by Teumman. As Teumman was

followed by Ummanigas, Tammaritu, and Indabigas, all before

B.C. 649, it is clear that Nabii-ibassi was governor in Erech in stirring

times. Samas-sum-ukin in his great rebellion against Asurbanipal

seized Erech, so that Nabu-ibassi was probably driven out, but

reinstated later. Presumably, as Babylon was already besieged in

B.C. 650, this seizure of Erech took place before then.

It is natural to suppose that the horses about which the king

wrote in K. 578 were the same as those mentioned by Nabii-ibassi

in K. 514 (Harper, p. 271), 'two white horses, with harness and

trappings of silver, with fastenings of bronze, which the king of

Elam had sent to Istar of Erech.' This was clearly meant to win

over the priesthood in Erech to friendship with Elam. Nabu-ibassi

would not hand them over to the temple, but proposed to send

them to Asurbanipal. This he seemingly was unable to carry out,

for the king says in K. 578, 'as for those horses which you were

sending me, as yet, you do not send them.' But the king evidently

saw the predicament in which Nabu-ibassi found himself, so he

sends Asur-gimil-tirra, with his forces, ' who will do what is right.'
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Further, evidently in response to a request, he sends Bel-etir and

Arbai, two rab-kisire, with two hundred horses as a reinforcement

for the anxious governor, who would have to face the king of Elam's

resentment. K. 176 is too fragmentary for us to be sure of the

result, but it appears that for some reason Nabu-ibaSsi did not get

his reinforcements. The reinforcements, bel-pahati, ' did not come.'

Indeed some other cities seem to have sent to him for help. When
he saw his position, he says, 'he had no strength, he was as dead.'

All he could say to those who applied to him was that the bel-pahati

of Lahiri and of Atabha, both cities on the borders of Elam, were

with them. For his part he says 'I do not fear,' and then he

quotes in full, as we saw at first, the king's promise to him. But

he says nothing of having sent the horses, unless indeed in the part

which has disappeared. Perhaps they were sent and intercepted by

Elamite troops.

It would lead us too far, besides being premature, till we have

all the documents before us, to attempt to make out all Nabu-ibassi's

affairs.

The letter which appears on p. 589 is interesting' from many

points of view. It appears to deal with the resettlement of the

people of Kume, a city which was prominent in the disturbances in

Armenia at the end of Sargon's reign. These have been very ably

dealt with by Mr. R. C. Thompson, in the American Journal of

Semitic Studies, Vol. XVII, April. But the Istar-duri, here a mut'ir

ffifi, in line 6, can hardly be other than the Istar-duri, mut'ir puti, on

K. 1359, col. Ill, line 21, see F.S.B.A., Vol. IX, pt. 7. That list

of officials certainly belongs to a date not earlier than Esarhaddon,

probably in Asurbanipal's reign. Hence we must assume that

Asurbanipal retained the greater part of Armenia under his control.

l)Ut thi.s letter is no less interesting for its new words. In line 4,

unkn is clearly used in the sense of a sealed order. Hut what does

illibini mean in line 7 ? It may be connected with the libini of

K. 378, Assyrian Deeds and Documents, No. 90.

So again, what is the isu zikpi of reverse, line 5 ? A stalk of a

plant, or a dagger point, seems unlikely. The kuppu may l^e a cage,

if the udini in line 6 arc 'birds.' Here perhaps also the KAR-HU-
DAAN in the same line is a bird name. In line 6, the phrase

kalikad Hi essi sa arlii Addari, means ' exactly at the new moon of

Adar.' This was pointed out to me by Professor Jensen, see Assyrian

Deeds and Documents, Vol. Ill, p. 13.
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The letter on p. 594 is clearly from Uppahhir-Bel, who wrote

S. 760 (Harper, p. 447). Not only does the name end in Bel, but

the form of address is exactly the same. There, as here, the writer

says he keeps guard in the city Harda. Hence it is very likely that

in line 7 we should restore the name Argista, of which the text shows-

traces of the final ta. But this is by no means a duplicate of S. 760,

I regard it as probably later, and that it gives the key to the situation

in Armenia at the end of the reign of Sargon. Ursa was dead, and

Argistis, who succeeded him, was a vassal king. He was now in

mortal fear of the Cimmerians, and had sent for aid from his

suzeraign. Sargon, through Upahhir-Bel, had reassured him, " we are

your safety, hold fast the fortresses." But Sargon's commanders were

not able to move up forces in time to save Argistis from a bad defeat.

This was reported to Sennacherib, acting as regent in Assyria during

his father's absence in Babylon, and by him sent on to Sargon.

The example on p. 617, K. 956, is of course a letter in so far as

that it is addressed to the king. It uses the same formula of address

as Sennacherib to his father Sargon. But it simply enumerates a

long list of presents, nahartu, or salaries, madattu, for various

members of the royal house and court. As such it has a very close

affinity with the lists of objects published in Assyrian Deeds and

Documents, Vol. U, nos. 687, 818, 1063, etc. It is not unlikely

that no. 1 1 29 is part of the missing portion. Hence I published

a first copy of the texts as no. 810. It is a great pleasure to

find that Professor Harper's practised eye confirms so many of

my readings.

The order of the personages is of importance. At the head

stands rZ';?//?/, 'the palace,' clearly a mode of indicating the King,

next the sinnistu ekalli, clearly the Queen, then the mar sarri, or

Crown Prince. The snkallu dannu, the Tartan, the sartennu, the

sukallu sanu, the Rabshakeh, the officer sa pant ekalli, the officer sa

eli bitani, the aba mdii, the niukil apdti, the salsu ; follow in an order

confirmed by the order of the Eponyms and of the witnesses to court

deeds. The list is one that is characteristic of Esarhaddon's and

Asurbanipal's times.

The allowances made to these various personages form a regular

gradation. What the items may be still remains obscure in many
cases. But we can make out some of them. Thus the madattu for

' the palace," 11. 8-10 was 2 talents of silver, 20 minas of silver in

lieu of SU-AM-SI, 50 KU-KIT-MES, 10 KU-MAT-TIN, 3 karpat
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la makarte fiihii, 20 /<?//« nihii, 1,000 fiihic. At first sight SU-AM-SI
should be masak piri, 'elephant's skin.' But a compound ideogram

does not always denote what its elements seem to indicate, and the

meaning o{pirn may be different here. Perhaps we shall not be far

wrong in taking this item ' as twenty minas of silver for leather.' The

KU-KIT \w^Y \s€i\ be read siibatii ki/u, perhaps 'wool garments.'

The kiin seems to denote the material, and, in some cases, it was

wool, but isH GAD occurs also. That suggests that perhaps

'cotton 'or 'hemp' was used also. The KU-MAT-TIN vc\^y be

subdtu mat-tin, where iiiattin is derived from teriu, a synonym of irsu^

*a couch.' If so, perhaps the KU-MAT-TIJV h a ' night-gown.'

The makartu was a vessel or measure, used for measuring fodder,

and hence probably 'a cauldron.' Here a karpCit la makartu may
mean a lesser measure, used in the place of the usual cauldron.

That HA is the ideogram for nunu, ' fish,' is rendered probable by

the amounts of fish mentioned in the next few lines. That we are

to read idt-tu, not mat-tu, or sat-tu, is rendered certain by the

variants la-at-tu which occur on the reverse. This lattu is probably

a vessel of some sort. It is less likely that the name lattu is that of

a 'fish.' The 'thousand fishes' hardly requires comment. All this

was a madattu, probably an annual contribution from some city, or

persons, due to ' the palace.' Then follows the fiamurtu, or fiahartu,

the extra present above what was due, ' the gratification.' Perhaps

this was none the less regularly expected.

The nahartu, in 11. 11-12, begins with one GIL Imrasi, perhaps

'a crown of gold.' Then 20 kappi kaspi. The kappi of silver, or

plates of silver, are continually named with minas and shekels, as if

of definite size and weight. Then we have 4 KU MAT-TIN pu-si,

' four white (bleached) night-gowns.' The above vuidattu and

nahartu were for ' the palace.'

It is unnecessary to go through the list item by item, for to each

official a number of garments and a quantity of fish are assigned. It

will be sufficient to note any fresh items. Thus, in line 12, we have

5 subdtu zamur mat Hasai. What zamar here may be is difficult to

say. Evidently, at first sight, the name of a garment, but whether

denoting purpose, colour, or material is not clear. That zamar was

the name of something used for food, follows from the pots of zamar,

or zamri offered to the gods. There was a zamru planted in gardens,

see my Assyriaii Doomsday Book. It seems to have been used to

make an intoxicating drink, BI =^ sikaru. Now it seems likely that
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the. amc/ii LUL h io be read zammeru. Hence it is not unlikely

that BI-LUL is read sakarii zajuru. Then the amelu Bl-LUL
would be one who made, or had care of, the drink called zamru.

But we may go further. In some cases BI-LUL has a phonetic

complement // added. Hence as LUL can be read LUF, wc
have the drink called sikar luppi. At once one thinks of suluppu,

the usual reading of the word for the 'date.' But this may
hQ SU luppu, perhaps read zumru luppu, where zumru would be

connected with zamru. If this be allowable, the ainelu BI-LUL was

a maker of date wine, and the frequently named high official rab

BI-L UL was the chief cellarer, probably identical in office with the

rab saki, chief of the ' drinks,' the chief cup-bearer, from another

point of view. But all this does not explain a garment called zamar.

Perhaps we should read samar. These garments came from, or were

after the pattern of those made in the land of Hasil, mentioned in

III, R. 9, 28, by Tiglath Pileser; III, R. i5-ivfi4, by Esarhaddon.

The reverse seems to repeat the same numeration, with different

quantities, and some variations in the items, probably referring to a

different occasion.

The letter K. 996, p. 620, is obviously from Ardi-Nana, as a

comparison of the form of address with the letters p. 97 ff. will show.

As in several others the great Court Physician is reporting the state

of health of one of the king's sons. The patient tells him that all

his limbs are well. What the other symptoms were can hardly be

made out in the broken state of the tablet. But the mention of

certain oils and drugs, the stone burallu amongst them, may lead to

a recognition when the medical tablets are all published.

It may be questioned whether K. 1044, published also in Assyrian

Deeds and Docuvients, Vol. II, no. 77S, is really a letter tablet;

K. 1 140 certainly is not. The latter text, p. 660, is part of a

' contract,' recording the sale of a slave, ardu suatu, by Mukinu-Asur

to Rimani-Adadi. But it is good to have a second copy of the same

text for comparison.

These few notes may serve to call attention to the importance

from all points of view of this unique collection of Assyrian texts,

which, difficult as they are to understand fully, are a veritable mine

of information.
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THE MYTHOLOGICAL TEXT FROM ^lEMPHIS AGAIN.

Bv Professor James H. Breasted.

"With respect to Mr. Read and Mr. Bryant's further remarks on

the Mythological Text from Memphis,* it is sufficient to call the

readers attention to the fact that these gentlemen first read the

inscrii)tion thus : the first four lines from right to left, the next two

from left to right, and the rest again from right to left. They pub-

lished their translation of it thus read, with defense of it in their

commentary.! Having thus accom[)lished the amazing feat of

reading an inscription in both directions alternately, they publish a

second article, a defense of their reading from right to left, which

never offers the reader the slightest hint that they have been, and

still are, obliged to read part of the inscription in the other direction.

As they themselves admit (pp. 209, 210) that the order of two lines

being once determined, " the true direction of the reading is estab-

lished," they have settled the case against themselves by the witness

of these two lines alone (59, 60, their 5, 6). The situation is

finally thus : if grammar and dictionary can be distorted into

making sense, Mr. Read and Mr. Bryant would have us read

backward ; but if not, they emend the text
; J and when this pro-

cedure is impossible, they read the other way for awhile. §

As to particular readings, I have only to add that, seeing that

the difference between two such common signs as | (whm) and

( (nm) is unknown to Mr. Read and Mr. Bryant, it is asking much

to expect Egyptologists to accept their readings. If Mr. Read and

Mr. Bryant will use a mirror and repeatedly throw light from all

directions successively on every questionable sign,
||
and if they will

also apply many years' experience in the constant reading of stones,

they will see what is to be seen on the stone in the British Museum.

* Proceedings, 1902, pp. 206 ff.

t Ibid., 1901, 181 (14). J E.g., 11. zob, 19 (their 43, 44).

§ Maspero, in his essay on the document which has just appeared [Recueil,

XXIV, 68 ff. ), of course reads from left to right, in accordance with ray numbering

of the lines, though his interpretation differs from mine.

II
The stone stands under a window against the same wall, so that very little

light fallo upon it.

This controversy must end here.—Editor.
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HAMMURABI'S CODE OF LAWS.

"THE LAMENT OF THE DAUGHTER OF SIN."

By Theophilus G. Pinches, LL.D.

In all probability but little has been found of late, in what may

be called the Babylonian East (the sphere of influence of that

ancient people), which can compare in interest with the French

excavations on the site of Susa, in Persia. From the number of

the Semitic inscriptions found there, as well as from the personal

names, it seems certain, as has been already pointed out by

Prof. Scheil, that at least a portion of the tract anciently called

Elam was Semitic, and explains how Flam could be called, in

Gen. X, 22, one of the sons of Shem, named before Asshur,

Arpakshad, Lud, and Aram. In fact, the language spoken there

at the earliest period was Semitic Babylonian, Elamite being, to all

appearance, an alien tongue, which later became the language of

the country, though the original Semitic dialect was very long

in dying out.

It is not my intention to speak of all the interesting objects

which have been found on the site of Susa, but only of one of the

most important of them, namely, the splendid stele inscribed with

the laws of Hammurabi. These remarks, also, can hardly be

otherwise than superficial, mainly on account of the limited time at

my disposal.

This exceedingly noteworthy monument measures about 7 ft. 6 in.

in height, and is made of a dark-coloured stone described as diorite.

It is covered with inscription on every side, except where the bas-

rehef representing king Hammurabi before the Sungod is, and a

portion which has been erased, making a considerable gap. This,

Prof. Scheil suggests, is due to the desire on the part of the Elamite

king, Sutruk-Nahhunte, who ruled about a thousand years later, to

place a record of his own upon the monument, as he had done on

several others found at the same place. For some reason, however,

his name was not inscribed on it, and though the probability that

Prof. Scheil is right is very great, some doubt concerning it will most

likely always exist. Whether, therefore, it is part of the spoils of
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an Elamite raid into Babylonia, or whether the monument was set

up at Susa or elsewhere in Elam by Hammurabi himself, time alone

will show. The monument itself gives no definite information as

to the site for which it was intended, and this may, by chance, be

regarded as an indication that it was for some city which Hammurabi
hoped to conquer, and would account for its presence in Elamite

territory.

The code of laws is preceded by a long introduction, in which
the king speaks of what he had done for the country which he ruled,

and for its temples, stating, at the end, that he had instituted law

and justice for the happiness (lit. "the good of the flesh") of his

people. Though this part is of considerable interest on account of

the mythological and other allusions made, it is impossible to touch

here upon the points worthy of mention. From a Biblical stand-

point, that referring to the city of Larsa, which is identified with

the Ellasar of the xivth chapter of Genesis, is probably the most
interesting. The king here speaks of himself as qarrad gamil
Larsa, " the warrior benefiting Larsa," which probably, as Prof. Scheil

notes, refers to the driving forth of the foreign (Elamite) dynasty

from that district.

The Code of Laws, which then immediately follows, Prof. Scheil

estimates as having originally consisted of about 280 sections.

These, as might be expected, are of a most diverse nature, and,

beginning with attempts to thwart the ends of justice, proceed

to speak of theft, kidnapping, fugitive slaves, housebreaking,

brigandage, laws as to the hiring and letting of fields, orchards,

etc., the borrowing of money for agricultural purposes, commercial
travellers, the duties of the women who sold drink, deposit and
distraint, the laws of marriage, adultery, inheritance, the position

of female slaves (bearing upon the story of Hagar and Sarah),

apprenticeage, adoption, violence (in the case of the higher classes

it was " an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth "), medical

treatment (the penalty for an unsuccessful operation, causing injury

to the person operated upon, was such as to discourage any but the

very boldest of them), house-building, navigation and freighting,

hiring of animals and men, pasturing, and hiring of boats and other

things. These and many other matters are treated of, and not only

is the law laid down, but the pay, for instance, of a workman, or the

amount of hire for objects required for temporary use, etc., etc., are

indicated.
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Naturally a text like this, with 3,638 lines of writing in all— it is

true that they are short—even in its somewhat defective state, cannot

be otherwise than of considerable value, not only for the laws of the

Babylonians (and probably for the neighbouring nations as well),

but also for their manners and customs. Father Scheil has

published a most praiseworthy translation of this important inscrip-

tion in the R'th Vol. of the Metnoires de la Delegation en Perse,

under the direction of the Delege General, M. de Morgan, and

every one will admit that he has done his work well, especially

when it is borne in mind that the inscription has been placed in the

hands of scholars with the least possible delay—indeed, the hearty

thanks of all the Assyriological world are his due.

It is to be noted that, in connection with this long inscription,

there is a large number of inscribed tablets which it illustrates, and
which are, in their turn, illustrated by it. The inscriptions of the

" B " collection in the British Museum, found at Tel Sifr, and a

quantity of similar texts from Sippar (Abu-Habbah) and its neigh-

bourhood, as well as some from Larsa, both in the British Museum
and other museums of Europe and America, all bear upon it, and

will be duly studied in connection with it. This code of laws,

moreover, must have formed the basis of the legal decisions of

Babylonia also in later times, of which many examples—notably

those of the reign of Nabonidus and the later kings of Babylonia

—

exist. How far the laws of the ancient Babylonians may have

filtered into the legal systems of the West will also have to be

studied.

That which strikes the student at the outset, however, is the

similarity existing in the diction between this code of the time of

Hammurabi and a number of fragments of inscriptions of the time of

Assur-bani-apli and the later kings of Babylonia, both in the British

Museum and in the museum of Berlin. The latter has been

published by Peiser in his thesis : Jurisprudentia; BabyloniccB

quce. supersunt, 1890, with illustrations from contracts and law-docu-

ments of the period of the late Babylonian empire. The frag-

ments in the British Museum, as far as they were known, were

published by Meissner in Beitrdge sur Assyrioiogie, Vol. HI,

pp. 493-523. Another similar code of laws, probably derived from

or based upon that of Hammurabi, is preserved upon the tablet

82-7-14, 864, found by Mr. Rassam at Abu-Habbah, and has

been published by Peiser in the Siiszungsberichte der Akademie zu
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^1?^////,* and will form a valuable basis, when complete, not only for

a comparison of the two codes, but also for the changes in legal pro

cedure and in the manners and customs of the people of Babylonia

which had come about between the time of Hammurabi and the later

kings. The period to which the laws of the more ancient code

belonged had already been accurately stated by Meissner, who attri-

buted them to the time of the first dynasty of Babylon—that to which

Hammurabi belongs. Prof. Fried. Delitzsch, however, in his paper

upon the fragments published by Meissner, goes, with great acuteness,

a step farther, and conjectures that their codification was due to no

other than Hammurabi himself. The monument published by

Father Scheil would seem to have placed this beyond a doubt.

But all the time there has existed in the British Museum absolute

proof as to this last theory, and the inscription proving it has been

in the hands of scholars since the latter half of last year. The

publication in w^hich it appeared is Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian

Tablets, etc., in the British Musei/fu, Part XHI, plates 46 and 47

(Bu. 91-5-9, 221), under the heading "Legends of Early Kings.

[Mention of Hammurabi, king of Babylon.] "f Portions of seven

columns are preserved—four on the obverse, and three on the reverse.

From the colophon, we see that this was the last of a series

consisting of 5, 15, or 25 tablets, and that they were called dhidni,

" the laws," probably (as the Babylonian duplicate preserved at

Berlin suggests) with the additional title iV/«« Vii sirum, "When
El the supreme," the first line of Hammurabi's introduction on the

stele published by Prof. Scheil. To the lower part of the first

column which is preserved of this tablet, moreover, there is

hardly any doubt that the British Museum fragment K. 11571

belongs, as the inscription which it bears not only adds several

lines to that part, but also completes a couple of lines of the next

column.

This text, Bu. 91-5-9, 221, added to K. 11571, has, therefore,

the portions of four laws of the code of Hammurabi, corresponding

with sections 277-280 of Prof. Scheil, and between 70 and 80 lines

of Hammurabi's concluding peroration. The translation of the

* For a specimen of these, see the pajier " Babylonian Legal Documents,"

etc., in the Transactions of i/ic Society of Biblical Arctufolos^y, Vol. VIII, Part 2,

(1884), p. 273.

t It is likewise described in the catalogue as a legend.
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laws which are inscribed thereon, as far as they are preserved, will

serve as specimens of texts of this class :

—

Sum - ma a - we - lum If a man
arda amta male slave, female slave

i - sa - am - ma purchase and
aralj.-su la -am im-ta-la* his mo)ith has not fulfilled, {and)

bi - in - nit e - li - su aji infir7nity upon him

im - ta - ku - ut falls,

a - na na - di - na - ni - ma X to the seller then

u - ta - ar § he shall return {liim),

sa - a - a-ma - nu - um the buyer

kaspa is-ku-lu i-la-ki|| the silver he has paid shall take

back.

If a man has bought a male or female slave, and before the

end of a month an infirmity fall upon him, then he shall be returned

to the seller, and the buyer shall receive his money back.

Sum -ma - a we - lum If a man
arda amta 7}iale slave, female slave

i - sa - am - ma purchase and

ba - aq - ri ir - ta - si there is a re-demand,

na - di - na - an - su his seller

ba - aq - ri - su U his re-detjiand

i - ip - pa - il shall respond to.

If a man has bought a male or female slave, and there is a claim

upon him, he shall respond to the claim.

In a fragment of a tablet whicli probably preceded the above,

and which Prof. Scheil places in the gap where the Elamite king is

supposed to have polished out the inscription in order to insert his

own, Hammurabi's Code has enabled him to improve greatly the

rendering as hitherto given, and I see from some notes of a paper

recently read at Cambridge by the Rev. C. H. W. Johns, which I

have had the privilege of reading, that he practically agrees with

* The text published by Prof. Scheil has la iiii-la-iiia.

t Scheil's text : bi-en-ni [beiiiii).

X Scheil's text has Su.

§ Scheil's text here adds 7na (" and").

II
Do. i-H-ki.

^ Scheil's text omits Su.
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that restoration. The number of the tablet in the British Museum is

Rm. 277, and the text as restored by Prof. Sheil reads as follows:

—

[Sum - ma a - we - lum

kaspu it - ti tamkari

il - ki - ma
kira suluppi]

a - na tamkari [id - di - in]

suluppa [ma - la]

i - na kiri [ - ia]

ib - ba - as - su - u

a - na kaspi - ka ta - ba - al

iq
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remarkable text, my principal design in writing these notes having

been mainly to bring it to the notice of the members of the Society.

It is an inscription which appeals to a wide circle of students, and

as such cannot fail to be valued by all thinking men, whether

interested in the history and antiquities of the Semitic East or not.

The laws of Hammurabi, who must henceforth be regarded as one

of the foremost names in history, are the production of a people

boasting of a long existence as a nation, with experience of the

world, as it then was, and of society, going back into the dim

and uncertain ages of pre-historic man. Wider in extent, it is less

detailed than are the laws of the ancient Hebrews, from which it

differs in many noteworthy ways. Nevertheless a comparison of

the two systems cannot fail to be in the highest degree instructive,

and may even throw light on points in both at present obscure.

If one can at the present time express an opinion, the laws of

the Babylonians would seem not only to have been more just, but

also less severe in their penalties.

"The Lament of the Daughter of Sin."

A number of very valuable inscriptions have been published in

Part XV of the British Museum publication, Ciineifoi-m Texts frofn

Babyloniaii Tablets, some of them being of considerable interest and

importance. Among them are several so-called Sumerian addresses

to deities—MuUil or Ellil (the god Bel), Nergal, Mer (Addu or

Hadad), Enzu (Sin), Dumu-zi(da) (Tammuz), the goddess Bau, and

Nin-gir-gilu. Of these the addresses to Dumuzi(da)—-Tumu-zi(da)

would be better, and nearer the Hebrew form—are noteworthy, one

of them. No. 15,795, being similar to the hymns to Tammuz pub-

lished in the fourth volume of the Cuneiform Inscriptio7is of Western

Asia, plates 27 (No. i), 30 (No. 2), and Additions and Corrections,

p. 7 (the addition to plate 27), in each of which six lines agree with

lines 4-9 of the obverse of the newly-published text.

More interesting still, however, is No. 23,1 17 (plates 24 and 25),

which turns out to be a duplicate of the poetical composition which

I have provisionally called "The Lament of the Daughter of Sin,"

and of which I published a fragment in the Proceedings for February,

1895. The text of this new version differs in part, and seems to be

much longer—the variants, too, will probably turn out to be of value.

A similar inscription, and seemingly one of the same series, is

that which Prof. Haupt published (from my transciption) in his
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Akkadische Snmerisdie Keilschrifttexte, pp. 126-132, and the text in

Reisner's Sumerisch-Bal'vIo/nsche Hyi)inen^ pi. 60, seems to be very

similar in style. I hope to return to this inscription in a future

communication, but at present it is only needful to notice that,

though the goddess speaks of "my father Sin" {Proceedings for

Feb., 1895, p. 71), in the inscription published by Prof. Haupt she

calls herself "daughter of Bel." My provisional title may, therefore,

require modification.

NOTES.

An Egyptian four-wheeled Chariot. Since the publication

of my note upon the Antiquity of the four-wheeled Chariot

{Proceedifigs, XXIV, p. 130), I have been able to secure a repre-

sentation of an actual specimen of an Egyptian four-wheeled vehicle

of about 1600 B.C. This is a wagon or "chassis" of wood, made as

a transport for a model of a boat, and formed part of the collection

of jewellery and other objects discovered in the coffin of queen

Aah-hetep. The axles and the wheels, which like those of all early

Egyptian chariots have four spokes, are of bronze.

In one of the versions of the Creation legend, translated from

the Babylonian by Dr. Pinches, a Constellation is mentioned called

Marzida, i.e., " the long chariot." This was probably the term for

a " four-wheeler," and Mr. Robert Brown, junior, says he is certain

it stands for the seven Wain stars, whose configuration shows two sets

of wheels.

J. Offord.

From Petrie's Hist, of Egypt. Vol. II.
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An Egyptian representation of the Camel. Among the

Egyptian Antiquities presented to the Harrow School Museum

by the late Sir G. Wilkinson, is a steatite seal or stamp engraved

with fifrures of two camels standing
"^^

"j opposite to each other, and having,

jff' .Ji^ ' apparently, a sack or net of forage be-

tween them. In Sir G. Wilkinson's MS.
"^ catalogue (now in the Vaughan Library,

Harrow) this sral is described as the only known Egyptian repre-

sentation of the camel, and is said to have come from Taphis, in

Nubia. I give a full size illustration of it, as none has, I believe,

ever before been published.

W. L. Nash.

A Ring of Nefer-ti-ti. This ring with the Aien name

of the wife of Amenhotep IV, was found at Tell el-

Amarna, and bought at Luxor last year by Mr. Cole.

It is made of very hard yellow coloured stone, perhaps

** ^1; chosen as representing gold. Rings with Nefer-ti-ti's

name are somewhat rare, and this is a very fine

specimen.

W. L. Nash.
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ERRATUM.

I wish to make a correction to one of my Notes in " Extracts

from my Note Book, V" {Proc, XXIV, 248). Under 32 b. I

described a lapis lazuli bead in Mr. McGregor's collection as being

inscribed with the name of Takeloth 11. I should have written

Nes-ba-ne-dedet ; the Smendes of Manetho's list. This king's full

protocol has been published by M. Daressy in M. Maspero's
'' Recueil des travaux" Vol. X, page 135.

Percy E. Newberry.

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at
-^ly,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., on Wednesday,

December 10, 1902, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper

will be read :

—

Stanley A. Cook, 3f.A. : "A Hebrew Papyrus with a

pre-Massoretic Version of the Decalogue."
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

Members having duplicate copies, 'Mill C07ifer a favoitr by presenting them to the

Society.

Amelineau, Histoire du Patriarche Copte Isaac.

Contes de I'Egypte Chretienne.

La Morale Egyptienne quinze siecles avant notre ere.

Amiaud, a., and L. Mechineau, Tableau Compare des Ecritures Babyloniennes

et Assyriennes.

Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. 2 parts.

Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semitischen Religionsgeshichte. Der Gott Israels und

die Gotter der Heiden.

BissiNG, Baron von, " Metalgefasse " (Cat. Gen. dn Mitsee die Caire).

Blass, A. F., Eudoxi ars Astronomica qualis in Charta Aegyptiaca superest.

BOTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Brugsch-Bey, Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler. Vols.

I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et publics par

II. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and the text by Dumichen
of vols. 3 and 4.

)

Budge, E. A. Wallis, Litt. D., "The Mummy."
Catalogue of the Egyptian Collection in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

BuRCKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Cassel, Paulus, Zophnet Paneach Aegyptische Deutungen.

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. Series I, III. 1862-1873.

Crum, W. E., "Coptic Monuments" {Cat. Gen. du Mtisee du Caire).

Daressy, G., "Ostraca' {Cat. Cairo Museum).
" Fouilles de la Vallee des Rois" {Cat. Cairo Museu/ii).

Dumichen, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1886.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

Ebers, G., Papyrus Ebers.

Erman, Papyrus Westcar.

I^tudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Golenischeff, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1S77.

Vingt-qualre Tablettes Cappadociennes de la Collection de.

Grant-Bey, Dr., The Ancient Egyptian Religion and the Influence it exerted

on the Religions that came in contact with it.
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Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

HOMMEL, Dr., Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyrians. 1892.

Jastrow, M., a Fragment of the Babylonian " Dibbarra " Epic.

Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Babylonier.

Jeremias, Tyrus bis zur Zeit Nubukaunezar's Geschichtliche Skizze mit beson-

derer Berucksichtigung der Keilschriftlichen Quellen.

Joachim, H., Papyros Ebers, das Alteste Buch Uber Heilkunde.

Lederer, Die Biblische Zeitrechnung vom Auszuge aus Aegypten bis zum

Beginne der Babylonische Gefangenschaft mit Berlicksichtigung der Re-

ultate der Assyriologie und der Aegyptologie.

Ledrain, Les Monuments Egj'ptiens de la Bibliotheque Nationale.

LEFfeBURE, Le Mythe Osirien. 2'"^ partie. "Osiris."

LegRAIN, G., Le Livre des Transformations. Papyrus demotique du Louvre.

Lehmann, Samassumukin Konig von Babylonien 668 v. Chr., p. xiv, 173;

47 plates.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880,

Mariette, "Monuments divers."

" Dendera."

Maruchi, Monumenta Papyracea Aegyptia.

Maspero, G., " Annales du service des Antiquites de I'Egypte."

MuLLER, D. H., Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien.

PoGNON, Les Inscriptions Babyloniennes du Wadi Brissa.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th Ancient Monarchy.

RoBiou, Croyances de I'Egypte a I'epoque des Pyramides.

Recherches sur la Calendrier en Egypte et sur le chronologie des Lagides.

Sainte Marie, Mission a Carthage.

Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee.

ScHAEFFER, Coinmentationes de papyro medicinali Lipsiensi.

Scnouw, Charta papyracea graece scripta Musei Borgiani Velitris.

ScHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Strauss and Torney, Der Alfagj'ptische Gotterglaube.

VissER, I., Hebreeuwsche Archaeologie. Utrecht, 1891.

Walther, J., Les Decouvertes de Nineve et de Babylone au point de vue

biblique. Lausanne, 1890.

WiLCKEN, M., Actenstiicke aus der Konigl. Bank zu Theben.

WiLTZKE, Der Biblische Simson der Agyptische Horus-Ra.

Winckler, Hugo, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna. Vols. I and II.

Textbuch-Keilinschriftliches zum Alten Testament.

Wesseley, C, Die Pariser Papyri des Fundes von El Fajum.

Zeitsch. der Deutschen Morgenl. Gesellsch., Vol. XX to Vol. XXXII, 1866

to 1878.

Zimmern, H., Die Assyriologie als Hlilfswissenschaft fiir das Stadium des Alten

Testaments.
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OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

THIRTY-SECOND SESSION, 1902.

SeventJi Meeting, loth December, 1902.

F. D. MOCATTA, KS.A., Vice-President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^-.&-

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From F. Legge :—L'aile nerd du pyl6ne d'Amenophis III a

Karnak, par MM. Georges Legrain et Edmond Naville. 4to.

Paris, 1902. An7i. die Musee Guimet.

From the Author :—Wilham J. Furnival. Researches on leadless

glazes. Stone. Staff. Svo. 1898.

From the Author :—Rev. C. A. de Cara, S.J. Di alcuni criterii

incerti nella Paletnologia Archeologia e storia antica. Civilta

Caitolica, Nov., 1902.

j
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From the Author :—Rev. C. Boutflower. Tiglath Pileser, king

of Babylon. The key to Isaiah xiii, i to xiv, 27. Parts

I and 2. The Churchiua?i, October, November, 1902.

From the Author :—Prof. Valdemar Schmidt. Les Cercueils

Egyptiens de la Societe de Geographic de Lisbonne. 8vo.

Lisbon, 1902. Bol. da Soc. de Geogr. de Lisboa.

From Lady Renouf :—The Life-work of Sir P. Le Page Renouf.

Vol. L 8vo. Paris, 1902.

From W. L. Nash, F.S.A. :—Congres Provincial des Orientalistes

Frangais, premiere session, 1875. 8vo. Paris, 1878.

From E. Perowne :—Actes du premier Congres International

d'histoire des Religions. 8vo. Paris, 1900.

The following Candidates were elected Members of the

Society :

—

J. Rendel Harris, 5, Park Terrace Cambridge.

Mrs. Stovin, 17, Connaught Square, Hyde Park, W.

G. E. F. Pollard, 70, South Audley Street, W.

Messrs. Loescher and Co. Rome,

The following Paper was read :

—

Stanley A. Cook, M.A.: "A Hebrew Papyrus with a pre-

Massoretic Version of the Decalogue."

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Burkitt, Dr. Gaster,

Sir H. Howorth, Mr. Belelli, Mr. Rouse, Mr. Pilcher, the

Rev. H. Laurence, and the Chairman took part.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD.

By Prof. Edouard Naville, LL.D.

( Continuedfrom page 271.)

CHAPTER CXLVni.

Givifig sustenance {i) to the deceased ifi the Netherworld^ and

delivering him from all evil tlwtgs. (2)

Hail to thee who shinest as Hving soul, and who appearest on

the horizon, N. who is in the boat knows thee ; he knows thy name,

he knows the names of the seven cows and of their bull ; they give

bread and drink to the glorified soul. You who give sustenance to

the inhabitants of the West, give bread and drink to the soul of N.,

grant that he may be your follower, and be between your thighs. (3)..

(Then follow the names of the seven cows.)

The house of the ka, of the inviolate god,

The storm of the sky, which raises the gods,

The hidden one in her dwelling,

Chebt the mummified form of the god,

The greatly beloved, with red hair.

The abundant in life, the veiled one.

She who is powerful in her works, or on her pedestal.

The bull of the Netherworld.

(Then the deceased calls on the four rudders of the sky, the four

cardinal points.)

Hail ! divine form, the good one, the good rudder of the

Northern sky.

Hail ! thou who goest round and pilotest the double earth, the

good rudder of the Western sky.
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Hail ! the shining one, who dwellest in the house of the

devouring monsters, the good rudder of the Eastern sky.

Hail ! the inner one who dwelleth in the house of the red ones,

the good rudder of the Southern sky.

Give bread and drink, oxen, geese, all things cood and pure to

N. Give him sustenance, give him joy, may lie rest on the earth,

and may he be victorious on the horizon of Annu, in the Tuat, in

the sky, and on the earth, eternally.

Ye fathers and mothers, gods of the sky, and of the Netherworld,

deliver iV; from all things pernicious and evil, from all harm and evil,

from the cruel huntsman and his swords, and from all evil things

;

and order what is to be done to him by the men, the glorious ones,

and the dead, in this day, in this night, in this month, and in this

year.

Said (4) by a man, when Ra is put before these gods, painted in

green, and standing on a wooden board, and when they give him

the offerings, and the sustenance which is before them, bread and

drink, geese, and frankincense, and when they present mortuary

gifts to the deceased before Ra.

(The book called) giving sustenance to a deceased in the

Netherworld, delivers a man from all evil things. Thou shalt not

read to any other man than thyself the book of Unnefer. He to

whom this has been read, Ra is his steersman and his protecting

power, he will not be attacked by his enemies in the Netherworld,

in the sky, on the earth, and in every place he goes, for (the book)

giving sustenance to the deceased has its effect regularly.

Notes.

This chapter in the Turin text begins with a long title which is

found by itself in the papyrus of A^u. Dr. Budge considers it as a

s[)ecial chapter, to which he has given No. 190. But the proof that

it is not a chapter, is that the whole of it is written in red, which

means that it is a title ; besides this title is that of one of the hymns

which constitute chapter 15, the hymn to the setting sun (15 n, 3).

The chapter itself b'-gins with the last word in line 7 of the Turin

text. We have a nearly complete version of it in the tomb of

Scnmut, the architect of queen Hatshepsu. The text from which I

translate is compiled from several Thcban pnpyri.
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1. Renouf translates the word in various ways :
" sustenance,

nutriment, dainties, delicacies."

2. Note the connection between these two ideas which occurs

throughout the chapter : the giving nourishment to the deceased

delivers him from all evil.

3. To be suckled by the divine cows, like Katshepsu at Der el

Bahari, by Hathor.

4. Several papyri have here the rubric of 30B, with the name of

Mycerinus. The rubric which is here translated is taken from the

papyrus of Aht. Lepsius calls 148c the vignettes belonging to this

chapter. In a columned hall stands Osiris, and behind him the

cows, the rudders, and the four gods of the cardinal points. Osiris

is sometimes left out. In the papyrus of Ani the god has his hair

painted green, and he stands on a green basement.

CHAPTER CXLIX.

The first domain. O this domain of the Amenta, where they

live upon bread of the plant tep sent. Take off your head dress in

my presence, for I am the great one among you, he who joins his

bones and establishes firmly his limbs. Ahi, the lord of hearts,

came to me, he joined my bones, and as he fixed the diadem of

Tmu, he fastened on me the head of Nehebkau, and established my
balance. I am lord among the gods, I am Amsi the builder.

The second domain, (i) I am the great proprietor in the garden

of Aarru. O this garden of Aarru, the walls of which are of steel

;

the height of its wheat is seven cubits, the ears are two cubits, and

the stalks five cubits. The glorified ones, each of whom is seven

cubits in height, reap them in presence of Harmachis.

I know the inner gate of the garden of Aarru, out of which

cometh Ra, in the East of the sky ; the South of it is by the lake of

Cha-ru, and the North of it by the stream of Reu ; thence Ra saileth

with favouring gales.

I am the Teller in the divine ship; I am the unresting navi-

gator in the Bark of Ra.

I know those two sycamores of emerald, between which Ra
cometh forth, as he advanceth over what Tmu hath lifted up (the

firmament) to the Eastern gates of the sky, through which he

proceedeth.
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I know this garden of Aarru of Ra, the height of its wheat is

seven cubits, the ears are two cubits, the stalks five cubits ; the

barley is seven cubits. It is the glorified ones, each of whom is nine

cubits in height, who reap them in presence of the powers of the

East.

The third domain. (2) O this domain of the glorious ones

through which nobody can sail, which contains glorious ones, and

the flame of which is a consuming fire. O this domain of the

glorious ones, your faces are looking down ; make straight your

ways, and purify your abodes as it was ordered to you by Osiris the

eternal one.

I am the lord of the red crown which is on the head of the

shining one, (3) he who gives life to mankind from the heat of his

mouth, and who delivers Ra from Apepi.

(To be continued.)
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NOTES ON THE XIXth DYNASTY.

By Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Some fresh results from studying the reign of Ramessu II are

noted here in brief for students, pending a fuller account to be given

on another occasion.

The battle of Qedesh has not been fully interpreted in any

publication. The geographical directions are enough to define

the whole affair, when compiled from the official report and from

the poem. The Kheta went out of Qedesh to the north-west ; and

evidently the town must have been in the lake, probably at the

present island. They heard that the Egyptians were advancing in

straggling column, so they gave way to Ramessu, and wheeled

round the north-east end of the lake, and along the south-east side,

until they cut across the army of Ra on the west of the Orontes.

A messenger fetched the king back from the army head, where he

had gone on and sat down north of Qedesh to besiege it ; turning

back, he came up with the Kheta scattered in pursuit of the army

of Ra, and easily wrecked chariot after chariot with his compact

body-guard. The rest of the army rallying, he threw the Kheta

chariots back to the east of the Orontes, on to their infantry, and

then chased the whole to the junction of roads at Ifoms, where the

allies scattered, and no main body was left to be attacked.

The four divisions of the army belonged to different regions.

The army of Amen from the Thebaid always went with the king

;

the army of Ptah was from Memphis and middle Egypt ; the army of

Ra from Heliopolis and the Delta ; and the army of Sutekh, being

from the north-east frontier, could not be trusted to fight Syrians,

and were used on lines of communication.

The alliance of the Kheta has been supposed to extend to the

west of Asia Minor, Mysia, Dardania, and Ilion. But as this was a

body of chariots, it is unlikely to have been drawn from such a

distance.
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The names are all found much nearer together in North Syria.

(The Egyptian names are printed in capitals, the classical in roman,

the modern in italic, type.)

Aretu Arvad.

Mausu Gebel Musa, north of Orontes.

Keshkesh Kash (cuneif.), Mount Kasios, south of

Orontes.

Dardeny Diirdun, mountains by Issus (Haigh).

PiDASA Pidias, river, Cyprus.

Arwena Oroanda, Arivafi, north-west Cilicia.

LuKA Lykia.

Qarkish Kirkesion, on Euphrates.

Qarqamasha Karkemish, on Euphrates.

Qataua-dana Kataonia.

Khil ba Halcb, Aleppo.

Akaret Ugarit (cuneif.), Gebel Okrad.

Qedesh Bahr Kede.s.

Qedi Phoenicia.

Anaugasa Near Tyre.

MusHENA Masna, 40 miles east of Kedesh.

These are paired in our list as Aretu and Mausu, Arwena and

Luka, Dardeny and Keshkesh, Karkemish and Qarkish ; such pairs

are close neighbours in the above identifications, but widely

separated according to previous writers. We may add the name
of a slain chief of

Tanusa Tonosa, Tanuz, in north of Kataonia.

Beside the list of allies, there is a valuable list of the cities where

Sutekh and other gods were worshipped, recited at the end of the

well-known treaty. These are

Arenna Arana, 39" 5' N., 37° 35' E.

Tapu-aronta Daphne Orontem }

PiRQA Pergli (Lynch), 38!' N., 39" E.

Khissapa Kasaba (Lynch), 39^° N., 40^° E.

Sarisu Serastere, Shiros, 38" 20' N., 39° 10' E.

Khilp Ifaleb, Aleppo.

Rekhasna Eragiza, on Euphrates, East of Aleppo.

(3 names lost)
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E.MKHi-PAiXA Amki (plain) of Panias ; or a similar name

in the plain of Antioch, noticed by-

Mr. Boscawen.

Zaita-tekerra . . . Tihai, stream word in Armenia.

Takoran, 38f N., 40^° E.

Karzaita Karsates, Gersut, 39! N., 40^° E.

Terpant-arysa Eriza, Erzingian, 39^° N., 39^° E.

(6 names lost)

Qitaua-dana Kataonia.

The names with Zai-, of which there are four, seem to have the

same root as the modern Tchai, usual for a tributary stream. These

nanies altogether are mostly in the Armenian region, on the Upper

Euphrates ; and Karzaita even—over on the Black Sea slope,—is an

important junction of roads. The whole group centres 100 or 150

miles north of the centre of the alliance, and shows the ancestral site

of the Kheta, the cities and god of which were venerated after the

people had moved down into Syria at the end of the XVIIIth

dynasty.

A matter which has occasioned some difficulty is the dating of

the Star diagrams on the roofs of the Ramesseum and tombs. The

epochs of these, as worked out by Mahler, could not be reconciled

with the Sothis dates. But the discrepancy was due to assuming

that the epoch was that of construction, whereas these diagrams cr

horoscopes are rather those of the nativities of the kings, and when

so accepted they agree perfectly with the other fixed points that are

known.

The above are merely notes of results ; the publication of the

whole details I hope to give elsewhere before long.
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THE HIERATIC TEXT IN MARIETTE'S KARNAK, Pl. 46

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE VEZIERS OF

THE NEW EMPIRE.

By Wilhelm Spiegelberg.

In preparing a corrected and enlarged edition of what I gave

some years ago* as a first attempt of a list of the Veziers of the New
Empire, I have made a careful examination of the hieratic text

published on Plate 46 of Mariette's Karnak, with the help of a

squeeze which I took in 1895 of this inscription. Though this has

been for some passages of great use. 1 must state that Mariette's

publication has proved in general remarkably trustworthy. The
whole text—as far as I know—has never been studied by any

scholar except Brugsch, who has tried! to draw up the genealogy

of the owner of this inscription, but—as it will be shown—not

always correctly. Even the principal point of that genealogy, which

makes it so valuable for the history of the vizierate, has escaped

Brugsch's notice. The following transcription of the whole text

and some short commentary remarks will be at least justified.

1111 rq °] r
[' Ml QT^] liiipipil In:.

-/4;^^ij; ?
*~

—

-^
^y.:'/4<-

* P.S.B.A., XV, p. 522 ff. Important new suggestions have been since made
by Wiedemann, Jieciieil, XVII, p. 9 ff. ; Newberry, " Extracts from my Note-

books," P.S.B.A., XXI, XXII; and quite lately by Duringe, Sphinx, VI,

p. 21 iT.

t Thesaurus inscriptionuvi, p. 1238.
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^ ^

^^vW^A I
^& <=Z> C^ III III

o
/wwvs-J^ LD C^ '^Zi:^ 1

3. ^M^'>^^-''

i<i o I

J\

(^ 1
err] 1

'^

^=1^-1 (^ o II I ©

',^\'''^.^.•r''^.V'.^w^ /\AAAAA

I—

1

.

\? v:;,-;:

--^V^CE^'L^^^IV
I /s/WN/sA I \

/vv/wsA T>., .-/| l llilllll \/ si Pytyy 1 Ci ilcUdJ ® I a /vvww /v,awv\ /vvwvn T i

—

I

inin in i-cz^l Jl

Li 1 I ^AA/^/V

7J
53* 1W yVVA/•A^

iCii I 1 I VJ AV\^yv\

[TD it^^

AV\'W\ [ .^ /-vVVVsA AAAAAA V^ JJ | 1 | | /

^

t^^"^ k u
i^ \ I I I -/J /VM lAAA

/^^/WS ^ 1 [«avswa]
I I I I ) I

n I

L J I /V\AAAA

X4'/>':-^^/X4'/y-^ri}y'--'-'': n I

* So quite clear in the squeeze. For the verb An/>5 ("approach"?), cf.

Recueil de travanx, XXII, p. 52, 1. 7.
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k u
\ I I I AAA/Wv ^ rz\—c|

I I 1 I 1 <-/v^A^

^ ^ u
c^ —»i

ni^rn- n I AO
2^|'':-/^/>^-/^^'-/|i^.-i:^^^^^

Hii^i^
9. 5^Q(lW 5?^ ® le^§5i5^

^/sA/V\A ^ I /WVSAA ^•- >^ /VSAAAA T /"^ i ^V\AAA^ ^-^ --^ j

A ^ aaaaaa /<^ _ a 1 \> \ At ^v-ka^wa - I

^i A/V\AAA ^ 1 A's/VnAA I A /WNAAA >VvVs/V\ | / T ^ O ^^>^ \J U ^-J I—
' -1 '

i:^ \ I I I /V/V/v\ (c. J AA/\/\AA I ,VAAAJ\ ^ > i^ 1 III^ D

I ^^°^-IS^

I i^

This reading from the squeeze.
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1

i^-*^^^ I a
Cl I/wvNAA L J I A^/w^A 1

(2

€EE3

*^>i A/^AAA

(3 I I I I e I I I IJ I Will 'iCi^CC^

©
(^ o

:i

•1

14.

(S ju^^ jLLiniXj ^^_^ -|
-^ VQ (S ^w^

Pr^
\> I /V\/WV\ '^^^^> AAA/W\

15-
AAAA/V\ I

CD

U
I -

1
1 n '"''^

/W^vV\ I AWVNA

16. r 1K^© c^J\

The destruction of the beginning of the inscription makes it very

difficult to recognise the real character of the text, and I must

confess that I cannot give much more tlian a pure guess. As in

line 13 the celebrated wise man Amenophis is addressed, one may
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presume that it is he who is referred to with the pronouns of the

2nd person in what remains of the beginning hnes. So Amenophis

may be invoked in the first lines to give his favour to the High

Priest of Amon Hr-byt, who traces his genealogy through eighteen

generations. With line 11 we come to well-known personages of

the time of the XlXth dynasty.

The vezier Pl-sr [Pe-synir) lived under Seti I and Rameses II. He
was, according to our list, the father of the vezier ''nui-m-pt {Amen-

em-opet), and the son of the vezier 'vui-msj {A>nefi-mose). From this

we can now establish the succession of three veziers, thus

:

Amen-tnose

I

Fe-syur

I

Ameti-em-opei.

Further investigation will show the results of this statement for

the succession of the veziers.

In line 13, as I have before mentioned, the learned Amenophis

is addressed: "By thy great venerable name, who know^eth the

splendours in the old writings ... at the time of the ancestors." As

our inscription by its palaeography certainly belongs to the inter-

mediate period between dynasties XXII-XXVI, the above mention

of Amenophis proves that already at this period the great official

under Amenophis III was venerated like a Muhammedan sheikh.

It may even be possible, though our inscription does not exactly

prove it, that he had already at this period his cult, a long time

before the Ptolemaic period.*

The inscription ends with a speech of the Theban Amon,

threatening with ruin the destroyer of this text and blessing its

preserver.!

* The Ptolemaic origin of the cult of Amenhotep has been lately put forward

by Sethe in Aegyptiaca-Ebers, p. 107 ff.

+ Observe sfn "to scratch out." It is the I

^"^"^
of Lepsius, Denktndler^

II, 138 c, where it is a technical term for stone breaking.
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INSCRIPTIONS RELATING TO THE JEWISH WAR
OF VESPASIAN AND TITUS.

By Joseph Offord, MemberJapan Society.

A few years since I had the honor of presenting to the Society

a Paper upon ^ " Inscriptions relating to Hadrian's Jewish War,"

which was practically an amplification of the collection given by

M. Arsene Darmesteter, and a more complete history of, and

commentary upon, the subject than he had been able to present

;

because of the additional matter accumulated since, or that had

escaped his notice when he wrote his monograph." At that time I

had also intended enumerating and studying the similar sources of

information for the Jewish War of Vespasian and Titus, but I was

unable until recently to devote the necessary time to complete the

researches requisite, nor had the amount of new material reached

sufficient dimensions to render a renewed essay upon the subject

necessary.

The time has now, however, arrived when no adequate history

of the final destruction of the Jewish nation can be written without

a thorough knowledge of the Greek and Latin inscriptions connected

with the heroes and statesmen who took part in the struggle, and

with the hope that the following imperfect study of the subject may
lead to corrections and additions being generously added to my
small collection of memoranda, and also that it may prove useful to

the future historian, I offer it to the Society, with humble apologies

for errors and omissions.^

^ Proceedings, February and May, 189S.

' " Notes Epigraphiques touchant quelques points de I'Histoire des Juifs sous

I'Empire Romain," Revue des Etudes Juives, I, 32.

' See Cagnat, " L'Armee Romaine au Siege de Jerusalem," Revue des Etudes

Juives, XXIV, 1891, p. xxxi, etc., for an account of the troops employed and
their uniforms and equipment, etc.
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The right to extend the boundary of the city of Rome was only

permitted to those who had augmented the extent of the Roman
Empire. This grant, called the "pomerium," was specially awarded

to Vespasian and Titus, by an inscription known as the Lex Regia,

in the year a.d. 71^

" Utique ei (Vespasiano) fines pomerii proferre, promovere,

cum ex re-publica censibit esse, liceat, ita uti licuit Ti. Claudio

Caesari Aug. Germanico ....

This compares Claudius' conquest of Britain with Vespasian's

vanquishing of Judea.

That the Emperors proceeded to act upon the authority thus

granted to them is evidenced by two inscriptions of the year a.d. 75,

which are preserved upon the boundary stones erected to maik the

city's extension.

^ Imp(erator) Cae(sar) (Vespasi)anus Aug(ustus) pont(ifcx

]\Iax(imus) tri(bunicia) pot(estate) VI imp(erator) XIV pater

patriae Censor consul VI designatus VII T(itus) Caesar Augusti

f(ilius) Vespasianus Imp(erator) VI(II) pont(ifex trib(unicia)

pot(estate) IV Censor, consul IV desig(natus) V auctis p(opuli)

R(omani) finisbus (pomerium ampliaverunt terminaveruntque).

M. Darmsteter gave another example of this text as preserved

on a similar stone, and recorded in the Corpus Ins. Laf., VI, 1232.

It gives the last two lines complete. The text reads

—

(M)ax(imus) trib. pot. VI im. p. p. Censor, Cos. VI, desig.

V{II) T. Caesar, Aug. f. Vespasianus, Imp. VI(II), pont. trib.

pot. IV, Censor, Cos. IV, desig. V Auctis, p. R. finibus

pomerium ampliaverunt terminaveruntq.

The statement here regarding Vespasian and Titus, that they,

" after having enlarged the limits of the Roman people, had extended

the pomerium," can only refer to the Jewish campaign.

The most important epigraphical evidence for the Jewish war is

the well known text copied from the arch of Titus, which, with the

usual expansions of the inscription, reads thus S'

Senatus populusque Romanus imperatori Tito Caesari, divi

Vespasiani filio Vespasiano Augusto pontifici Maximo, tribunicia

potestate X, imperatori XVII consuli VIII patri patriae, principi

•* Cor. Ins. Lat., VI, 930. ^ BitUeliiw Com., 1S99, p. 272.

'' Cor. Ins. Lat., VI, 944.
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suo quod praeceptis patriis consiliisque et auspiciis gentem

Judaeorum domuit et urbem Hierusolymam omnibus ante se

ducibus regibus gentibus aut frustra petitam aut omnino
intcmptatam delevit,

Proceeding now to direct epigraphical material relating to the

Jewish war, it is much to be regretted that at present no military

diploma has been discovered enumerating many of the troops and
auxiliaries engaged, as has fortunately been the case for the later

campaign under Hadrian. On the other hand, it will be seen that

there are quite a number of texts relating to officers and soldiers who
served in the war, which deserve to be grouped together for the

assistance of the historian.

One of the most perfect of these refers to A Larcius Lepidus,

whom Josephus mentions as Legate of the X Legion.7 The text,

which is much mutilated, was restored by M. Leon Renier, and
further amplified, reads :

—

Aulol I-arcio Auli filio Lepido Seviro equiti Romano tribuno-

militum legionis primae Adjutricis decemviro stlitibus judicandis

quaestori pro consule provinciae Cretae et Cyrenarum legato.

Imperatoris Vespasiani Caesaris August! legionis decimae

Fretensis donato donis militaribus ab Imperatore Vespasiano

Caesare Augusto et Tito Caesare Augusti filio bello Judaico

corona murali vallari aurea hastis puris duabus vexillis duobus

tribuno plebis legato provinciae Ponti et Bithyniae Caecinia

Auli filia Larga uxor^ et Larcia Auli filia Priscilla filia fecerunt.'-*

' Bella Jitd., VI, 4, 3.

^ The death of Lepidus may not have been unwelcome to the warrior, if

Juvenal is correct when he tells us of the frailties of Caecina Larga, and how
Larcia Priscilla followed the frivolous conduct of her mother.

' Cor. Ins. Lat., X, 6659. The three legions completely employed in the war
were the V Macedonica, X Eretensis, XV Apollinaris, also the XXII Deiotariana

partly, and 1,000 men of the XII Fulminata, Jos., Bell. Jiul., V, 1-6, and 1,000

men of III Cyrenaica, Bell. Jud., VI, 4, 3.

The presence of the III Cyrenaica in Palestine in Hadrian's time was proved
from inscriptions in my paper on " Hadrian's Jewish War." But two texts relating

to it have since come to my notice, one from Gerash (Gerasa) :
" diis manibvs

CAii jVLii ZENOPHILI MiLiTis LEGIONIS III Cyrenaicae," Revtie Biblique,

^§95) P- 391 : the other from Bosra :
" Conservatorum leg. Ill Cyr. pro salute

dominorum nostrorum Flavius Basilides Thessalonica primus pilus, votum solvit."

The first probably refers to a soldier of Vespasian's war ; but with the second

another text relating to the IV .Sythica was found, and as that was employed by
Hadrian, Basilides most likely fought against Bar Cochba.
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A second text of another veteran runs as follows

:

L Lepidio L f Au. Proculo mil. leg V Macedon(ica) cen-

turion! leg eiusd, centurioni leg XV Apollinar. prim leg XII

Gemin donis donato ab Im Vespasiano Aug bello ludaico

torquib armillis. phaleris corona vallari, salinatores civitatis

Menapiorum ob mer eius Septimia f reponend. curavit.!*^

A third :

M Blossio Q f. Ani Pudenti centuroni leg V Macedonic

donis militaribus donato ab Imp Vespasiano Aug torquib. armillis

phaler corona aurea vix an XLIX sanctissime, et prope diem

consummationis primi pili sui debitum naturae persolvit* M
Blossius Olympicus patrono optumo fecit, item sibi et libertis et

libertatus, suis posteris que eorum, &c.ii

These two inscriptions are placed together because both mention

the V Macedonica Legion, and it is evidently as a centurion of it

that Blossius Pudens took such an honorable part in' the war.

There are two other texts relating to soldiers of this legion

actually found upon Jewish soil at Amwas, the ancient Nicopolis.

The first is probably to be dated a.d. 68-70, it reads as follows ;!-

C. Vibius Firmus miles legionis quintae INIacedonicae cen-

turiae Pollionis Beneficiarius, militavit annis duodeviginti, vixit

annis quadriginta, hie situs est. Saccia Primigenia coniugi suo

faciendum curavit.

The other is

:

Lucius Sabinius Amasio, miles legionis V Macedonicae,

centuria stimini annorum XXV militavit. ^^

There is one inscription of a Roman officer who appears to have

served only in the first year's hostilities, when the war was confined

to Galilee, because he only seems to have been under Vespasian and

had not remained under Titus. It was found at Taurini in Liguria,

and relates to a certain C. Valerius Clemens.

'" Orelli, 749.
» Cor. Ins. Lat., 3580, VI.
'* Kevue Bibli(]ue, 1897, p. 131. For soldiers of the V Mac. at Amwas, see

Cor. Ins. Int., 3, 6647, Bull, des Antiq. dc France, 1 896, 263.

'' Revue Btblique, 1898, April, 270.

(7b be continued.)
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A BILINGUAL CHARM.

By W. E. Crum.

M. Casanova's new revision of the well-known Cambridge Arabic

fragment in Coptic transcription, ^ may give interest to the following

unique bilingual charm which, with Mr. Jenkinson's kind permission, I

lately copied from the Taylor-Schechter Collection in the Cambridge

University Library,- where it is numbered T.S. 12,207. It is written

upon a strip of paper in a very unskilled, often ambiguous hand,

which I cannot venture to date. The Coptic is sufficiently faulty to

indicate a late period. The text is no longer complete. The paper

was formeily several times folded and the exterior surface thus

exposed was covered with signs, since faded, consisting mostly, it

seems, of crosses.

I have placed dots below doubtful letters.

(i) necAJLeXXe eXp^-^^JULert eXp^.^ijUL ^^.k^-T

(2) XicHit ^t^.KIJUL ^^-pm nen cix (3) eX^o'^'X Xh
iHCT.LT"i^ mT"iHXHX (4) -Xgjul eX^nXeJUL ^^.]<^.^-

XiceitoT (5) ^^-it oIX^.p nern- cexe ne^^.j< (6) ^kxi
XecjuLH ^^.TXHI Hjutm.

Here intervene two or three irregular lines of ill-written signs,

some resembling disconnected Coptic or Arabic letters, while a few

are of that type, with small rings at all their extremities, which is

familiar from various documents of this class.^

(7) 4>'f ^H eT-<LqjuLOTp T-4>e ^^^ (8) -JULOTp nK^.^i

eqejULOTp c|)poq ^eJL«.<^X^.c (9) H^A.pm ncynpi cit
eX^uoX "itneq (10) -ecyxeJULKiJULKiJUL Itneqcc^oT-oT

(11) nTeqxo) AJLc^.XI eq^aooT itctuneKojc^HOTx

^ Bulletin de PInst. fran^. d^archcol. I, I.

^ The similar Genizah collection in the British Museum also includes a Coptic
amulet.

^ E.g., Kenyon, Cat. of Greek Pap. I, 123, pi. 59, Hyvernat, Album, pi. XIV.
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(12) ^TCtJHpI T^CJOKI GHXIp (13) n^,C JjLWeJDLBO

it^^-pm ncijHpi rtcjT eX^^^ (14) 4>i~ 4>h e-r^-q-

ajcoajT nuipH ^eitneq (15) -JUL^Lrt^ooxn ^.qc^JCJDcy'T-

IXniio^ ^.qajcjoajX (16) itrticioT ^^qcycjoajT- nrtioHOT

(17) [^ertJojuLK'f nT4>e noc <^'f cKe (18) -ojcoajT

GKeJULotp npoq rteJULcVX^.c (19) rt^^pin ncynpi

rtciT eky^uoX nneq (20) -ajxeixojUL exuo noYc^.xi

(21) eq^cooT nc(joeix^.p Tojapi (22) itceTH 'fcupK

epoK 'f^-^-pKo rt'fcjuLH (23) eTA'^TrHic c^-ircij^^

AjLTiioje cy^,^ (24) -T-o'rcJ)^:^ e^oX UTOTq Ttxe i"f

(25) nxe^c rt^»T"£.a3X eE^oX 'fuopK puo (26) -Ten

'f^-^.pKo juLJUKJOTert n[T"e]TH (27) 6^ q eT^e[n5||

g|K^.ne||| The rest is lost.

The opening lines, so far as I can recognize the Arabic they

represent, may be transcribed as follows :

—

7^.^ "^ ^,U (2) ^JJU ^K^J\ ^,^.^J\
^^\ ^ (i)

^,. (5) lu s^. JLC!^ (4) ^Co ^I^: ^J J^!l (3) ^-^ ^..

^._^<^ ''^^Jjji ^[^1\ i'Ai (6) ^^3^ ^JL: c:-Jo ^>5^

" In the name of God etc. The tying of the tongue of (?) Gharib,

* The words in ]. 12 are unevenly written and were perhaps filled in later.

After T^OJKI is a p, apparently not connected with it.

* Mr. A. G. Ellis, to whom I submitted my transcription, prefers this form to

the imperative JkJLsl •

** Some form of this root seems inevitable here, if my reading is correct. The

final letter, however, could be H.

^ Xo such name as v_^' j>- is found. The next might, but for the use of

[)Q subsequently, be jj».^'. All the names here may indeed, as Mr. Ellis

suggests, well be fictitious. In the circumstances, Hebrew names might perhaps

be looked for. Can those familiar with the parallel Egyptian-Hebrew documents,

recognize any such here ?

^ Perhaps from the root^-^*^ , with reference to the annoyance suffered from

Gharib.

' The five preceding words are projiosed by Mr. Ellis as possible, notwith-

standing the redundant pronouns. I had intended lo suggest a form of <_>.: y

perhaps «_<*,a«*jJ^.
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son of Sitt el-Kull ; the speaker (?) shall not be able to speak.

The tying of his tongue as against Thijar, daughter of my lady (?),

by virtue of these names here. Amen." {The following magical

signs would stand for the ' na>nes.'') " God, who hath bound the

heaven and bound the earth, He shall {or may He) bind the mouth
and the tongue of Gharib, son of Sitt el-Kull, that he be not able to

move his lips and speak an evil word against Thy . . . (?),^° the (? Thy)

daughter, the (? Thy) servant Thejir {sic\ to her (?) in the presence

of Gharib, son of Sitt el-Kull. God, who hath confined the sun^i in

the place of his setting, and confined the moon and confined the

stars and confined the winds in the midst of heaven, Lord God, do

Thou confine and bind the mouth and the tongue of Gh., son of S.,

that he be not able to have power to speak an evil word against

Thijar, daughter of my lady (?). I adjure thee, I conjure (you?) by

the voice which went up from the cross i~ (//'/, the wood), until the

7 unbroken seals,^^ depart from him. I adjure you, I conjure you,

that ye .... "

Of the assumed phonetic equations between the two alphabets

illustrated by 11. 1-6, the following are the more remarkable^^

:

^. = -1^, J^; e = ^1^, f, ~, c (uert) ; k = \ accented,

±_1, _^ (in 4 read probably XlCHHOV) ; I = ^, -^ ; IK = j

(in 3 read probably IK^"^.^eXXeJUL) ; O in OT = X and tJ^

{XP^\ ^f-
ii^ Copt. X^>^) ; T in ^.T = (?) ji ;

K = j ;

w = ^; T- = c^', -N i
; yi = CJ ; .6 = ^; & = ^ ^> ^ ;

X = (?) — . The J of the article is not assimilated.

This charm may be compared with the phraseology of the amulet

published by Erman,i^ wherein incantations are prescribed for the

"binding," i.e., silencing, a watch-dog.

'" I do not know the word cyc{)HOnfT.

" Cf. the phrases in the charms nos. 3, 1. 26, and 7, 1. 13, of Berlin Ae^. Urk.

(Kopt. Arab.) Bd. I.

'- The only distinctly Christian element in the charm. The 'voice' is

presumably either 'EAcoi, 'EAcoi /c.t.A. or ria-ep ei's x^~^P^^ ""o" (^'- Ileim in

Fleckeisen'syrt//;'!^/^, Supplem. XIX, 521 )•

'' Revel. V, 1-4. The pronominal suffixes seem confused in this sentence ;

nor is the writer's intention clear to me. Perhaps the seals imply an endless

duration of silence.

" Several of these will be seen to correspond with, others to differ from, those

ascertained by M. Casanova, I.e. 8 ff.

1^ Aeg. Z. XXXIII, 132.
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SOME UNCONVENTIONAL VIEWS ON THE TEXT OF
THE BIBLE.

IV.

The Septua^^int Text of the Book of Neheniiah.

Bv Sir Henry H. Howorth, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., etc.

I am glad that the view for which \Miiston fought long ago,

which was partially revived by Pohlmann, and which I arrived at

independently and claim to have pressed home by abundant proof;

the view, namely, that Esdras A in the Greek Uncials is the

Septuagint text of the book of which the Canonical Ezra is Theo-

dotion's edition, is making rapid headway. Dr. Cheyne speaks of

the former in his latest work on Jewish religious life, as " the true

Septuagint text of Ezra." He does this as a matter of course,

and without any hint that it has been or is, anything but the accepted

view. Similarly the very last and most judicial German commentator

on Ezra and Nehemiah, Bertholet, after referring to the views I

published on this subject many years ago in the Academy and

elsewhere, says :
" Dieser Meinung schliesse ich niich in Wesent-

lichen an." {^Die Biicher Esra und Neheniia. Kurz. Handcomni.

zum alie?i Testament, 1902. Einleitung IV, p. xvii.) Professor

Bertholet has since written to me, and says in his letter, " I think

there can be no doubt any more that the apocryphal book Esdras A
contains the LXX text." Lastly, several other distinguished Biblical

authorities, including Dr. Ginsburg, have written to mc to say the

conclusion in question is inevitable.*

* I ought to state that in putting together my evidence in my first article, I

overlooked quoting Dr. Nestle's masterly and conclusive proof that Esdras A is

not a richauffce of the Greek Canonical Ezra, but is an independent translation.

This he has given in his I\Iai\^inalien, 23-29. I was misled by its not being

mentioned by Mr. Thackeray in traversing the same ground, otherwise the

bibliography is very fairly given in Ilasting's Bil>/e Dictionary (Vol. I, p. 760,

etc.). Dr. Nestle's work was published in 1893. It seems a pity that in the

article "Septuagint" in the same dictionary no notice should be taken by Dr.

Nestle of the discovery about the true Septuagint text of Ezra, ard its conse-

quences, which was not made yesterday, and that the article should pro tanto be

obsolete.
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I must now say a word or two ancillary to the views main-

tained in Paper II of this series, in support of the chronology

of Esdras A and the order of events reported by it. I have little

to add to what I said about the impossibility, with our present

lights, of identifying Sanabassar and Zerubbabel. That they were

different people is a view which is now held, I believe, by every

critic of standing, including the latest, Bertholet, who suggests

that Sanabassar may have been the uncle of Zerubbabel {op. cit.,

XVIII, line 5 and p. 3). This however is quite arbitrary. What
is more to the point is the fact he emphasizes, that both Sanabassar

and Zerubbabel are well known Babylonian names. Zer-babili

occurs in Strassmaier, Ifisc. von Nabonid., number 113, 1. 13, and

Insc. von Dari2(s, 138, 2. 297. 2. Sanabassar or Sheshbassar are

names of Babylonian etymology, viz., Sin bal ushur, the Moon God
protects his son, and Shamas bal ushur, the Sun God protects his

son (Bertholet, p. 3). Bertholet argues as I did that the possession

of two distinct Babylonian names by the same Jew is a most im-

probable thing.

In regard to the view of some who have arbitrarily converted

the Artaxerxes of both the Canonical Ezra and Esdras A into

Smerdis or Cambyses, I should like to add one or two arguments

used by Dr. Davidson, and which I had overlooked. He says " the

language in Ezra iv, 12, 'the Jews which came up frofn thee to

us are come unto Jerusalem,' can only refer to the colony that

came under Ezra in the time of Artaxerxes, ... it would have been

useless to write to Smerdis (or may I say to Cambyses) in that

strain, understanding the expedition under Zerubbabel in the time

of Cyrus. Besides, the adversaries write to the king to have search

made ' in the book of the record of thy fathers,' whereas at the time

of Smerdis they had been no more than fifteen years under the

Persian dominion. Thus Artachschaschtha cannot mean Smerdis,

with whom the name does not agree, but Artaxerxes .... The Old

Testament never speaks of Cambyses and Smerdis, why should they

be introduced here, especially as their mention would create greater

difficulty than the more probable names Xerxes and Artaxerxes."

(Davidson, Introdiufion II, p. 128.)

I have been reminded by my friend Mr. Burkitt, whose learning

is so inspiring and so generously dispensed, that one view I main-

tained in Part II of these papers seems inconsistent with Zechariah

i, 12 and vii, 5. In the former the angel recalls to the Almighty
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that he had had indignation against Jerusalem and the cities of

Judah for threescore years and ten ; while in the latter, Zechariah

is inspired to remind the Jews of their having fasted in the fifth

and seventh month during seventy years. It is urged that these

seventy years were calculated up to the time of the building of

the Temple, and that this precludes our putting it in the reign of

Darius the Ilnd instead of Darius the 1st. As the marginator of

the English Bible reminds us, however, the seventy years here spoken

of are the seventy years of Captivity referred to in Jeremiah xxv,

I [ and 12, and the seventy years of desolation of Daniel ix, 2. The
revisers of the English Bible have in one of the passages in question

from Zechariah, i.e., vii, 5, as it seems to me unnecessarily, altered

the pronoun from those to these, and thus confused the sense.

Davidson says of the passage in question from Jeremiah that

"it stands as a round indefinite number, meaning a long lime

generally," and he adds, "Zechariah also speaks of seventy years

during which the Lord showed his indignation against Jerusalem

and the cities of Judah, using that as a round number; for in vii,

1-5, two years later, he still speaks of seventy years," vide Intro-

-ductiou, 149. The seventy years in question again refer to the

generally adopted length of the captivity and not to the time the

temple was in ruins. It was apparently so understood by Josephus,

-when in his Antiquities, XI, i, i, he speaks of the first year of

Cyrus " as the seventieth from the day that our people were re-

moved out of their own land into Babylon."

At all events, it seems quite clear to me that the passages from

Zechariah referred to are quite irrelevant to the issue before us,

and it is satisfactory to me that this is the only substantial objec-

tion as yet raised to the scheme I have propounded, which removes

so many difficulties from the path of the serious Bible student.

To the names of those scholars given in my second memoir,

pp. 15 and 16, who have identified Darius, the patron of Zerubbabel,

with Darius the 2nd, as I have done, and not with Darius the iFt,

must be added Elhorst, Th. T., 1895, p. 94; and Marquart, Fund,

israel undjiid. Gesch., 68.

In regard to whether the episode about Darius and the young

men (which I have argued was originally written in Aramaic or

Hebrew) is an integral part of the original work, I find myself

supported in part by Mr. Torrey, a most competent Orientalist, in

some passages which I had overlooked. He says emphatically,
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"The story of the three pages, which is a secondary addition to the

book, was wi-itten in Aramaic:''' {The Composition and Historical.

Value ofEzra-Nehemiah, page 4. note.) Again, he says, ''our

canonical book {i.e., the book of Ezra) is a mutilated version in

which the Aramaic story of the three pages, which was interpolated

at an early date, has been cut out again, together with a part of the

original narrative, leaving a very noticeable gaj; between ch. i and ii
"

{id.., 50). I agree most completely in the description of the story in

cjuestion as an Aramaic story, and in believing the book of Ezra at

this point to be mutilated as Mr. Torrey says, a conclusion I fought

for years ago, but I know of no evidence for making the story

an interpolation at an early date. It seems to me most plainly a

part of the original narrative ; Ezra, ch. i, was, in my view, originally

immediately followed, as in Esdras A, by the narrative beginning

with what is now Ezra iv, 7, and went on to the end of ch. iv in

the same book. It was after what is now ch, iv in Ezra that the

story in question of the three pages once stood, exactly in the place

in the narrative where it occurs in Esdras A, and where it follows

on quite logically.

After the story in question there followed, as in Esdras A, the

narrative ch. v, 1-6 inclusive, of the latter book, which is really an

appendix to the story in question, and which is necessary to com-

plete the sense and to make the story continuous. This portion has

also been left out in Ezra, and for the obvious reason tliat it refers

to the cancelled narrative ; thus, in verses 5 and 6 of Esdras A
we read : " Zerubbabel who spake wise sentences before

Darius, the king of Persia, in the second year of his reign, in the

month Nisan, which is the lirst month." In the short narrative in

question in Esdras A, v, 1-6, in verse 5 there is a palpable mistake

in all the copies, which is another proof that all the copies have

been derived from the original hexaplaric text. We there read,

" Joiakim, the son of Zerubbabel, the son of Salathiel," instead of
" Joiakim, the son of Josedech (see Neh. xii, 10) and Zerubbabel,

the son of Salathiel;" one of the names, Josedech, with the con-

necting conjunction, has dropped out.

The narrative in Esdras A, ch. iii, i to ch. v, 6 inclusive, com-

pletely connects and bridges over the story as told in Ezra i and

Ezra ii, between which, at present, as Mr. Torrey says, there is a

complete hiatus and gap in the sense, clearly proving a mutilation

at this point and furnishing a very definite proof that the story of
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the three pnges, with the supplementary six verses, formed a i)art of

the original narrative.

Another proof of the same fact has occurred to me since I

wrote my former paper. The first verse of ch. iii of Ezra says,

" and when the seventh month was come and the children of Israel

were in the cities, etc." In Esdras A the corresponding narrative

is contained in ch. v, verse 47. The mention of this seventh

month without any statement as to the year is quite hapless and

meaningless in the canonical Ezra. In Esdras A it is perfectly plain,

for there it no doubt refers back to verse 6 of ch. v, above quoted,

where the month Nisan, the first month of the second year of

Darius, is expressly mentioned. This is part of the narrative which,

as I have been arguing, was cancelled in the Canonical Ezra.

Every kind of evidence therefore converges upon the con-

clusion that the story of the three pages was part of the original

narrative, and was cancelled by the editors of the Masoretic text,

and that here, as in many other places, Josephus, who has the story,

is a very wholesome guide to the original condition of the text.

The mutilation is another proof that the editors of the Masoretic

text of the book of Ezra did not scruple to mangle and disarrange

it in every way, and to incorporate extraneous passages into it,

with as little scruple as they tore Chronicles and Ezra asunder

and placed them in different parts of the Bible. It is also a proof

that the Septuagint text of the book was arranged quite differently,

and in every way more logically and in accordance with the real

course of events.

I believe the same editors who did this with the narrative of

Ezra, also laid a similarly rough hand upon the book of Nehemiah,

and so dislocated its narrative as to make it a byeword among the

critics for its corruptions, and that the Septuagint version of that

book, if we could recover it, would give us a very different work to

the one which has been the despair of so many commentators.

Before examining that issue in detail^ however, we must first turn to

Josephus, who is an important witness in the matter. Josephus, like

other men, was liable to error, nor did he hesitate, as some great

critics and historians of our own day have done, to try and make his

story consistent with the facts as they appeared to him, vide his

alteration of the Royal Persian names referred to in a previotis

paper ; but he was, so far as we can see, both a learned and an

honest historian, and he had the additional reason for being
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truthful in his polemics, in that he was much disliked by his country-

men for his subservience to the Romans.

There is one remarkable divergence between the story as told by

Josephus and that in the Canonical books of Ezra and Nehemiah

to which sufllcient attention has not been directed, namely, in tliat

he completely separates the careers of Ezra and Nehemiah, and in

fact he makes Ezra die before the career of Nehemiah commenced,

while in the Bible the careers of the two men are made to overlap.

This is a very remarkable fact. The change, if made by Josephus,

seems absolutely motiveless, and in fact dangerous to his reputation,

for it was made in regard to two of the most famous of the later

Jewish heroes, the story of whose career must have been very

difficult for him to sophisticate. The fact raises a strong presump-

tion that in the Septuagint, which was his main authority, the

careers of the two men were separated, and one was made to

precede the other. Professor Sayce says that in this and in other

matters " Josephus has been misled by some apocryphal production."

This disparaging remark hardly appreciates the learning and

erudition of Josephus, and it is in fact corrected by another phrase

in which Mr. Sayce says of Josephus that he was usually " so careful

to follow the statements of his sacred books." What motive he could

have had for forsaking them in this instance in favour of some

unknown apocryphal book is quite unknown to me, and I cannot

help emphatically urging that, as on some other occasions when

Josephus has been supposed to have been mistaken, he was literally

right, and what has happened has been the sophistication of some of

our texts since he wrote. If this be so, it becomes our plain duty to

try and recover them and to restore them as he saw and read them,

and we must not be deluded by the aggressive army of Hebraists who,

having devoted their lives to the study of the Masoretic text, are

loath to confess that the Bible they have so much cherished, and

from which they have deduced so many strange theories, is no

Hebrew verity at all, but a text edited to meet certain theories

historical and otherwise.

If Josephus was right in the view that Nehemiah's career followed

that of Ezra, there must have been a very considerable alteration

made in the Masoretic text. This was probably with the view of

bringing the two great men on to the platform together.

Was Josephus right or not in this matter ? Almost every critic

Unown to me, if not all of them, take it for granted that Josephus
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was wrong. I believe lie was right. Let us examine the position in

some detail. In the first place it is a remarkable fact that Nehe-

miah's name nowhere occurs in the Canonical book of Ezra, except

in the second chapter, which I shall show presently is no part of the

actual narrative, but an episodical passage introduced from another

source by the compiler of the whole work.

Secondly, while Nehemiah is not referred to in the book of Ezra,

Ezra is not mentioned at all in the first six chapters of Nehemiah,

which constitute the main part of the latter'i genuine memoirs. How
comes it that if he had been at Jerusalem with Nehemiah during

this time, his name does not occur in this narrative? The fact

has been noticed inter alios by Canon Rawlinson, who says it is

impossible Ezra should have been in Jerusalem during the events

narrated in Nehemiah i-vi, and have played no part in them, and

he suggests as an explanation that he was at the court of Artaxerxes

during all these twelve years. Surely this is purely arbitrary and

based on no evidence. If Josephus was right, the reason is plain

enough : he was not there, because he was dead, and I am bound to

say I think this is a perfectly adequate reason.

Let us now turn to evidence of another kind. Nehemiah in his

memoirs, />., in those parts of his book written in the first person,

styles himself Pechah [i.e.. Pasha or the Governor), and he there

bears no other title, vide op. a'/., ii, 7-9 ; iii, 7, 14, 18.

If we turn elsewhere we shall find his name otherwise qualified.

Thus in the Masoretic text of Nehemiah, chapter viii, verse 9, he is

styled " Nehemiah which was the Tirshatha." In chapter x, i of

the same work he is referred to as " Nehemiah the Tirshatha, the

son of Hacaliah." " The Tirshatha " alone is named without any

mention of Nehemiah in Ezra ii, 63, and in Nehemiah vii, 65 and 70.

It is clear that in all these cases Nehemiah is meant.

This word Tirshatha has been a difficulty to the commentators.

It occurs in no known language, nor has anything like it occurred

in the cuneiform texts. It is obviously not a Semitic word. Rawlin-

son tried to find a Persian meaning for it by a very forced etymology

in deriving it from tar sa ta, the feared one, a passive participle from

tars to fear. Lagarde, Symm., i. 60, on the other hand, derived

it from the Baktrian Antarekshatra, he who attends the person

of the king {see Bertholet, op. cit.., 7). Spiegel went further

afield, and actually suggested that it might be an Armenian com-

pound ti/sat, Lord of the Province (Sayce, Ezra, Nche7niah

;
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Esther 23). How a Jewish governor of Jerusalem acquired an

Armenian title is indeed a puzzle.

Lord Arthur Harvey says of the word, " it is of uncertain

etymology and meaning. It is a term applied only to Nehemiah,

and seems more likely to mean cupbearer than governor, though the

latter is adopted by Gesenius." Elsewhere he remarks, " if we knew

the real history of the title Tirshatha," etc. (Harvey, sitb voc Nehe-

miah, Did. of the Bible). The fact is, there is no escape from the

conclusion that the word is entirely corrupt and meaningless, and

that there is no warrant for translating it governor or anything else.

How little warrant there is, and how uncertain its meaning is, may
be gathered from the Syriac version, where the word is always given

in translation by "Prince of the Priests," while in the Arabic it is

translated by " the Judge."

It is a further curious fact showing that the word had been a

stumbling block from very early times, that in the Greek uncial

text of Nehemiah viii, 9 and x, i, we merely read " Neemias,"

and "Neemias the son of Hakhelai," Vv-ithout tlie qualifying words
" which was the Tirshatha."

All this converges upon one conclusion, namely, that whatever

the qualifying word was in the original writing of the book of

Nehemiah, if there was one, it was not Tirshatha, which is quite an

artificial and corrupt word, and ought liot to have found a place

in the Revised Version. Of this we have some very direct evidence.

Fortunately the fragment of what I claim to be the true Septua-

gint of Nehemiah which has been preserved to us intact in Greek at

the end of Esdras A, includes Nehemiah viii, 9. There, instead of

"Nehemiah which is the Tirshatha," which is the phrase in the

Canonical Nehemiah, we have merely the name Atharate (Cod. B),

or Atharates (Cod. A), without any mention of Nehemiah or the

Tirshatha whatever. This raises a strong suspicion, if it be not

a positive proof, that no such word as Tirshatha occurred in the

passage just discussed in the original Septuagint.

This is not all. We can test the case by another example. In

chapter 5 of Esdras A we have the narrative corresponding to

chapter 2 of the Canonical Ezra and chapter 7 of the Canonical

Nehemiah. In the two latter copies of the story the word Tir-

shatha occurs {see Ezra ii, 63, Nehemiah vii, 65 and 70). No such

word occurs in Esdras A, verse 40, which is the corresponding

passage. I shall revert to this later on. Here I would merely
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remark that the fact of the word Tirshatha not occurring at

all in Esdras A, while it occurs in parallel passages in Ezra, is

very strong evidence that it did not occur in the Septuagint, and

was unknown to the Seventy, and that it is another of the blemishes

introduced into the Bible text by the redactors of the Masoretic text.

This by the way.

{To be continued.)

INSTRUCTION IN EGYPTIAN.

Dear Sir,

Referring to the following sentence in Proceedings', page 281—

" The lectures on Egyptology, at Oxford and London, which

form the only continuous attempt yet made in this country to

provide oral instruction in the stiidy of the Ancient Egyptian

language,"

may I say that this language has been taught in class at University

College, Bristol, continuously since January, 1898.

Yours truly,

ERNEST SIBREE.

Dec. i)th, 1902.
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN

DRAUGHTS-BOARDS AND DRAUGHTS-MEN.

By W. L. Nash, F.S.A.

The ancient Egyptian game, which we call the game of draughts,

has been the subject of many myths and legends. Plato ^ quotes an

ancient tradition that the game was invented by Thoth. Herodotus

(II, 122) repeats the legend related to him by the Egyptian priests,

that Rhampsinitus (Rameses III) descended into the lower world,

there played at draughts with Isis, and returned, a victor, to Earth.

Plutarch (de Isis, 12), probably referring to the same legend, says,

that Hermes (Thoth) played at draughts with the moon, and won
five lunar days, which he added to the solar year.

But apart from all myth and legend, the great antiquity of the

game is shown by the draughts-boards and draughts-men found in

tombs of the earliest dynasties, and the pictures on the walls of

early tombs.

The Draughts-board (Plates I, II) was marked out into squares,

the number of which, and their arrangement, depended upon the parti-

cular game which was to be played. There seem to have been two

games played on the draughts-board, one on a board with 30 squares,

the hieroglyphic name for which, and also for the beard on which it

was played, was '•^'^^^^ sefiJ or
^^^,^^^^

I] ^^.. sena-t ; the papyrus of

Hunefer, B.M. 9901, gives the variant '^^'^^^
, The papyrus

of Nebseni, B.M. 9900, gives a figure of a draughts-board and

men t^ as a determinative of the word sen.t, thus clearly

fixing the meaning of the word. It is to this game " sen.t," that

the name of draughts is commonly applied. There was another

game called ^^ ^^ ^, tau, the game of " Robbers," which

Dr. Birch 2 suggests was played on a board having twelve squares

' Plato, Phoedr., 274D.

2 Dr. Birch, " Rhampsinitus and the game of draughts," Trans. R S.L., IX,

Part II.
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at the end, and eight others down the middle hne of the board.

The games of Vase, of Draughts, and of Robbers are mentioned

in an inscription in the XXVIth dynasty tomb of Aba, at Thebes

—

^^ fk^ (t^ U ^!
"^^Q^ '^^ " Recreation with play with Vase^

with the Draughts-board, 7vith Robbers {taken) by the hereditary

Prince and Mayor.'^ (See Champollion, ' Notices descriptives^

P- 556.)

There are several specimens of these draughts-boards existing.

The earliest known is one made of alabaster (Plate I, fig. 2), frag-

ments of which were found by Prof. Petrie in the Royal tombs of

the Mena period, at Abydos.

Prof Petrie also found a Xllth dynasty board at Kahun (Plate I,

fig. 5), which is now in the Museum at Owens College, Manchester.

I am indebted to Mr. Hoyle, Director of the Museum, for the

opportunity of examining it. This board is drawn in red paint on

the inside of the lid of a box. It is marked out into 30 squares,

of which in the upper row counting from the Riii'hf, No. 18 has a

I inscribed on it, No. 21 a x, No. 24 has I I 1, and No. 27 has I I.

Moreover, No. 18 has a curved line uniting its boundary lines, and

Nos. 24 and 27 are united by a curved line, the dividing line

between the two squares is prolonged to meet the curved line. The

direction in which the t points shows that the marked squares are in

the upper row. On No. 10, in the lower row, are traces of hieratic

writing.

A board from the Abbott Collection, found at Thebes and now in

the Museum in New York, described and drawn by Prisse-'' (Plate II,

fig. i), is cut out of a solid block of wood, about 10 inches in length by

3 inches in width. One side is marked out into 30 squares—three

rows of ten squares—while on the other side arc 20 squares, 12 at

one end and 8 others in a line down the middle of the board. It

has a drawer in which the draughts-men were kept, three of which

are shown. It would seem that this board was intended for use

in two different games, the side with 30 squares being for the

ordinary game of draughts, and the side with 20 squares for the

game of "Robbers."

* Revue Archcolos'<]tie, March, 1S46.
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Draughts-board from thk Abbott Collection.

(From a drawing by Prisse.
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At Defeneh, XXVIth dynasty, Prof. Petrie found a plate, and a

stone slab, with a draughts-board inscribed on them.

In the Leyden Museum there is a wooden board (Plate II,

fig. 2) very -similar to the Abbott board, one side of which has 20

squares, and the other 30 squares. Of the latter the squares Nos.

18, 21, 24, 27 in the lower row, counting from the Left^ have cut on

them respectively,
J J J

; ^^ ; ^ ^ ^'^ fe fe' • Here we have

marks on certain squares corresponding to those on the Kahun

board. On the edge is the following inscription, which gives the

name of the person w^ho owned the draughts-board :

===== 0> I

-^
.

^^ Jfay the King give mi offering to Amen, Lord oj the thrones of

the Two Lands, that he may give intelligence, favours, love and a long

duration in beautiful life, for the benefit of the ka of the valiatit officer

of his Lord, Baka^

In the British Museum is a wooden board from a Xllth dynasty

tomb at El Bersheh, marked out with 20 squares only. Another

board, of the XVIIIth dynasty, in the Museum, is made of ivory, the

squares being of blue-glazed porcelain. In this instance the squares

are flush with the general surface, instead of being, as is usually the

case, sunk below the surface, and separated by narrow ridges of the

material of which the board is made. There are several specimens

in the Louvre, one, which has Queen Hatshepsut's cartouche on it,

is made of faience and has in square 18 HI, in 21 ^^, in 24 /^^

in 27 ^^. In this instance the ^^^ replace on square 24 the

three seated men of the Leyden board, just as the three men on

square 24 of the Leyden board replace the 1|| of the Kahun board.

In the Cairo Museum is a limestone Ostracon (No. 25,183) on which

are roughly drawn 30 squares in three vertical rows of 10 squares

(PL I, fig. 4). Each of the uppermost three squares is surmounted

by a curved line. In the ist, 3rd and 4th squares of the right-hand

vertical row are til (PI. I, fig. 4). If this is a draughts-board, the

squares marked are not the same as those on the Kahun and other

boards. The curved lines at the upper end of the board may be
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merely ornament, and not have any connection with the curved

Hnes on the Kahun board. j\I. Daressy,^ from whose drawing the

illustration here given is copied, suggests that it may be a Calendar

that is represented, the lucky days being marked with the I signs.

The meaning of these marks on certain squares has never been

explained. Prof. Wiedemann has shown that they are the fiames of

the squares, and he gives {Das Brettspiel bd den alt. Egypt., p. 42)

the names written on the squares of a board which is drawn on the

"games" papyrus at Turin, in which 23 out of the 30 squares have

names, some of which are the names of deities. But what the

significance of these names was there is nothing to show. I'he text

of the papyrus, of which Dr. Wiedemann gives a translation which

he says must be regarded as only preliminary, is so mixed up with

mythological ideas that it reads like a description of the game of

draughts played by the deceased in the lower world. Indeed one

phrase, " They may grant that I enter into the pavilion," seems a

reference to the XVIIth chapter of the Book of the Dead. May not

the signs have had magical powers attributed to them? It may be

reasonably supposed that the signs marked on the squares of the

boards used for actual play indicated certain advantages, or the

reverse, to the player whose draughts-man entered these squares, or

perhaps that cert in moves were then allowed or prohibited, but until

the rules for playing the game are known it is impossible to say

what the marks really indicate.

The game seems to have been extremely popular. A draughts-

board of 30 squares is found cut on one of the roofing-stones of the

Temple of Chonsu at Karnak, and others are to be seen on the

pavement of the first and second courts of the Temple at Medinet

Abou.'^ These no doubt are the draughts-boards of the poor, who

were content to use pieces of brick or stone as draughts-men.

1 have a number of the bony scutcc of a crocodile (PI. IV, 6) which,

together with a draughts-board roughly scratched on a piece of

wood, were found in a Xllth dynasty tomb at Thebes and no doubt

were used as draughts-men.

The hieroglyphic name for the Draughts-men (Plates III, IV),

was [1 \\\ or more properly || A (<^^ iiba, "dancer," probably

^ Ostraca, Cat. Gen. dti niiiscc de Caiir, PI. XXXI.
* Prof. Wiedemann, Kecueil, XX, 3, p. 142.
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PLATE III.

2 3 45
Draughts-men from iHii Royal Tomks at Aijyuos.

Twice real size.

2 13 14 15

Draughts-men belonging to Prof. Petrie, D.C.L., F.R.S.
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connected with [l N^^(|4^ (^^'^ "to dance." Among the

wall-paintings in the tomb of Ra-shepses at Sakkara^ is a row of

men dancing, and the inscription (I Iflflfil) a^x^u tiefer

"beautiful dances." In the tomb of Her-khuf" at Assouan we find

\ J "^ (^ \{\^{\% ''^"''' "dances." The number

ordinarily used appears to have been twelve six for each player,

but this number is not invariable. They are made of various

materials, wood, ivory, pottery, glass, &c. The shape varies con-

siderably. The earliest draughts-men were thimble shaped, with or

without a small circular knob. Clay jar-sealings of Narmer (Plate I,

fig. i), found by Prof. Petrie, have the ;"^^ sign represented by a

draughts-board on which stand three draughts-men
[]

(R.T. II, Plate

XIII). On the inner coffin of Mentuhotep, in the Berlin Museum,

is a picture representing the door of the tomb, and on the archi-

trave are drawn two sets of nine draughts-men (Plate I, fig. 3),

each set consisting of five large and four small of this shape M
(Lep., yEItest. Text, Plate 9). At Abydos^ Prof Petrie found several

draughts-men made of ivory, the earliest of these (Plate III, fig. i)

came from the tombs of the Mena period ; three others (Plate III,

figs. 2, 3, 4) came from the tomb of Zer ; one (Plate III, fig. 5)

was found in the tomb of Den. All these are of the 1st dynasty.

Another (Plate III, fig. 6) is from the tomb of Khasekhemui, of

the Ilnd dynasty. There is an ivory draughts-man of this shape, in

the Harrow School Museum. A draughts-man of the Ilird dynasty,

made of alabaster, is shown in Plate III, fig. 7. The later pieces are

more or less conical in shape, some have a small knob (Plate IV,

figs. 7, 8, 9), others are flat-headed (Plate IV, fig. 12), and others

again are mushroom-shaped (Plate IV, 10, 11). Two examples (from

Prof. Petrie's collection) are given of draughts-men in the form of

discs, with the upper surface convex, made of dark-coloured faience,

and having in the one case a recumbent jackal, and in the other

a seated jackal, in a lighter coloured paste on the convex surface

(Plate III, figs. 10, 11). In addition to these simple conical or flat

" Lepsius, Denk))iaL, II, 61.

' Erman, A.Z., XXXI, p. 66.

*• Royal Tombs of the Eat licst Dynasties, II, Pis. XXXII, XXXV, XLI, XLV.
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pieces, others, of various shapes, are found ; some have the heads

of deities, others human heads, others the heads of animals.

Draughts-men representing captives with their arms bound behind

their backs are shown on Plate IV. They are admirably modelled,

no one can fail to recognize the Jew (fig. 4) or the Nubians

(figs. I, 2). In the British Museum is a nearly complete set of

pottery draughts-men with the head of Bes. Another Bes-headed

draughts-man (Plate III, fig. 8) is in Prof. Petrie's collection. Mr.

Whyte {Proc, XXIV, p. 261, I'l. II, fig. 17) has given an illustration

of one wiih the head of the funerary god Qebhsenuf, and there is

a similar one in the British Museum. The recumbent jackal and

the jackal's head (Plate IV, figs. 3, 5) are other examples. Three

on Plate III representing the Cynocephalus (figs. 9, 12, 16), one

with a cat's head (fig. 15), and two with the head of a jackal

(figs. 13, 14), are in Prof. Petrie's collection. But none of these

draughts-men which represent deities or men or animals seem to

be depicted on the monuments. They are of all periods, from the

XVIIIth to the XXVIth dynasty. Those with the heads of deities

or of their emblems, as Bes, Anubis, Qebsenuf, etc., were purely

funerary, and their being placed in the tomb perhaps had some

relation with the mystical game of draughts to be played by the

deceased in the lower world. Those in the form of a lion's

head, one of which is figured by Mr. Whyte, and of which other

examples belonging to the same set are in the British Tvluseum, are

no doubt of the XVIIIth dynasty, and are often said to have

belonged to Queen Hatshepsut, but nothing is known about where

they were found. They were concealed by the Arab who found

them, at Der el-Bahri, and in the same storehouse he kept a

number of other objects of various dates. A chair, now in the

British Museum, was among them, and is of Roman date ; there

were also some Greek papyri. The whole of the contents of the

Arab's storehouse was bought by the late Mr. Greville Chester.

Mr. Hilton Price, has a lion-head draughts-man, engraved with the

name of Hatshepsut. A drawing of this is given by Mr. Whyte.

In the story of Setni''* in a Ptolemaic papyrus, it is related that he

is challenged to play a game of "Fifty-two," and that a "draughts-

board with its dogs '^^^^ ^^3^ ^" '^ brought. This name "dog"

^ Prof. Maspero, "Le Conic de Satni-Khamois," in Lcs Cotites populaires

dc VEgyfte ancienne.
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does not seem to be applied to draughts-men earlier than the time

of the Greeks in Egypt. The draughts-men in the shape of a Jackal

shown on PI. IV may belong to that period. The Greeks them-

selves gave the same name A.i''i'69 to their draughts-men. In Egypt

in the present day, the lower class of Arabs are never tired of playing

a game they call '^se^a,"^^m some respects resembling our game

of draughts, and they call the draughts-men k(3, "dog" (plural

ki/dd).

The game of draughts is frequently represented on the monu-

ments.

In the Vth dynasty tomb of Ra-shepses, at Sakkarah,^^ is a picture

of two men squatted on the ground playing at draughts (PI. V,

fig. i). The pawns are alternately pi and jj . Each player has

six pieces, one of which he holds in his hand. Over them is written,

v\ r^/w- , f//aa sen.t, "seeing the draughts-board."

In the Xlth dynasty tomb of Baqt, No. 15, at Beni Hasan, ^2 ^re

two painted Reliefs in each of which two men are represented as

seated playing draughts (PL V, fig. 3). The draughts-men are

10 in number, of this shape H. Over one of the boards is written

III ^— o

I
9, "to play with five," signifying, according to Dr. Birch,

the name of the game being played. Over the other board is
J

' (J >

translated by Dr. Birch " consumed," meaning that the game was

finished. These two pictures, which are close together, may be

intended to show two stages of the same game.

In a papyrus in the British Museum are caricature drawings

of animals acting as human beings. Among them is a repre-

sentation of a lion playing draughts with a she-goat; each has

four pieces only on the board, and holds a fifth in the fore-paws

(PI. V, fig. 4). There are two sets of draughts-men shown in the

drawing, one set has pointed, and the other set has flat heads.

In the palace of Rameses III, at INIedinet Abou, there is a wall-

painting representing the king playing at draughts with one of his

wives (PI. V, fig. 7). There appear to be ten pieces on the

board, and each player has a piece in hand.

'" For an excellent account of this game, see Lane, Jl/oaern Egyptiajis^ II, 53.

11 Lepsius, Denkm., Abth. II, Bl. 61 A.

'- BeJii Hasan, by Percy E. Newberry {E. E. Fund), Part II, PL VII.
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It is unfortunate that although the illustrations of the game are

so numerous, the texts give no clue whatever to the rules for

playing it.

The religious or mythological meaning attached to the game

is exemplified by the reference to it in the Book of the Dead,

Chapter XVII, the title of wliich varies, but in the Turin Papyrus

reads, "7%^ Chapter of raising up the illuminated of going

forth from day, of making ail transformations which a man {lit. he)

wishes to fnake, of playing with the draughts-hoard and of being in

t/ie pavilion as a living soul;" ^'-^ and among the vignettes belonging

to this chapter is a picture of the deceased, seated in a hall or

chamber with a draughts-board before him. In the Papyrus of

Hunefer, B.M. 9901, is a vignette (PI. V, fig. 2) showing the

deceased with a table before him on which are four draughts-men.

In the papyrus of Ani w^e see the deceased with his wife, seated

with a draughts-board in front of him (PI. V, fig. 6). The Dublin

Papyrus (PI. V, fig. 5) and the Leyden Papyrus T2 (PI; V, fig. 8)

have each a vignette of the same scene. The Hall mentioned

in the Title to the Chapter XVII is in each instance represented by

the arched canopy under which the deceased sits.

The deceased in every instance has apparently no opponent, but

seems to be playing alone. Dr. Birch '^^ asks, '" Did the deceased,

or his shade, play for his soul against any god or accuser ? or did the

spirits of the departed play against one another, or alone?". Prof.

Wiedemann ^'^ quotes from the stele (now in Vienna) of Ap-uat-mes,

" His soul is in his grave, she plays draughts with him."

AVho shall say what esoteric meaning the Egyptian priests may
have attached to the game of draughts ?

I am indebted to Prof. Petrie for allowing me to photograph his

draughts-men and to reproduce his drawings in " Royal Tombs "

;

to Dr. Pleyte, Director of the Leyden Museum, who kindly sent me
a drawing of the draughts-board there and a copy of the inscription

on it ; and to Mr. W. H. Rylands, F.S.A., for a great deal of

assistance throughout.

'•' Lepsius, "/Elteste Texte," p. 26.

" Op. cit., p. 266.

'^ Actes liii X Con. Int. dcs Orient., 1894, IV, iv, P.3S.
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THE WORD |\ a IN THE INSCRIPTION OF

AND

A NOTE ON THE MILLINGEN PAPYRUS I. 3-4.

By Alan H. Gardiner.

In four passages of the inscription of -^^[1 a word ^^ — fl

(with suffix ^^\ I occurs, which has been a source of difficulty

to commentators. Prof. Erman {A.Z., XX [1882], p. 6) regarded

it, though not without hesitation, as a particle equivalent to the

German ^' denn'' or '^ also." Prof. Piehl {F.S.B.A., XIII, pp.

562-3) preferred to treat ^i. - Q ^I'^d v\ , in three of the

four examples, as new forms of the "conjugation of
, k\ ," i.e., as

analogous to such forms as ^^\ § M+i , etc. One grave objection

to both views is, that no examples from other inscriptions can be

adduced to support them. The attempt will here be made to show

that in reality the word 5^ is nothing else than the compound
. a

preposition M^ We will take the examples in the order of
- a

tneir occurrence.

^^^^P~-^^^^ The text .hen con-

tinues, " His majesty caused the Hc^^^ to cross (the river) . . .

to bring for me this sarcophagus from Troja."

* The first sign /wwvs is a little uncertain. The v—^ following it should

not be read, as previously, " ^ . This is clear from the photograph, Grebaut,

Musk Eg., PI. XXVn.
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Prof. Piehl {loc. cif.) pointed to what I believe to be the true

rendering of this passage, by comparing a passage from Der el

Gebrawi.
(] ^^ J | ^ [1 lg]'^<^y. k-J^

ment* prie la Saintete de mon Seigneur, le roi Ra-nofer-ka, de

fabriquer un cercueil " Following this we should restore a word of

asking, begging, or the like, in the lacuna ; ^^^iz^ would be the ending

of ist sing, pseudo-participle {cf. 1. 9, ; 1. 21, 1} v ^ |,

and 5^ the preposition {cf.\. 2\, " take away .... from I V\ a I

any people "). The translation would then be " [I begged] from

the majesty of my lord to bring for me a sarcophagus of white stone

from Troja. His majesty caused," etc. The accepted translation f

has hitherto been, " The majesty of my lord gave command to

bring," etc. That indicated by Prof. Piehl, besides explaining

^, D simply, has the advantage of giving a good sequence of

events—first the request, and then the according of the same
;

whereas in the other translation the first sentence does little more

than say what is sufficiently stated by the second.

{h) L. 6 \ [the immediate continuation of («)].— (l V\

* For I[q1 *K\ y, cf. letter of the king to IIarkhuk, A.Z., XXXI

(.S,3).P.6S. I]^|----^f1^^<=-^g^
-c^^^v ^>\ V^ ^ V'"^^'^ majesty will perform thy requirements {^)

many and excellent," i.e , in abundance and excellently. The meaning of the word

is, I believe, unknown. May it not be connected with I [q] ^\ ^ ^fe=*
'

which, from its determinative, is something evil ? It might thus signify " require,"

" need," or the like.

t Ekman, loc. cit., and Griffith, Arch. Report, E.E.F., 1893-4, p. 15.

X The reading ^ is certain. Prof. Erman was placed at a

disadvantage in explaining this jjassage by the wrong reading ^\ . n ^
which

stood in the text before him.
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= ^^ M> ^^ __ ^ ^

. With this must
J iiiiiiiir

be considered

—

(<r) LI. 40, 41.—" His majesty sent me to Elephantine to bring

the granite stele (,_-^^ _W> [Q] ) ^vith its base, and the granite

doors and jambs," etc. ® ^ |\ ^ <_> fo''^^ aa/wvs1

Mr. Griffith * translated, " He returned with it " and " I came
down the river with them," in (/;) and (c) respectively : he therefore

recognised the presence of the preposition f\ - a in both

passages. A passage in a stele of the British Museum (No. loi.
Sharpe, I, 6) suggests a slightly different interpretation, though with

^, _— still as a preposition. It runs as follows :— r?ffi^

"^^^^
^C^

SIC ^;^-

up-stream in the hand of (or 'with' ^^^ A u) the chief lector when

the priests of the temple came to see the king in his goodly, eternal

feast." For a verb of motion with an inanimate thing for its subject,

see in ^(], 1.43. P m^ ^ ™ ^ ° ^ O H
""

:^~-Jv: V\ I -i^ ,"I caused /<? descend for him this

offering table in seventeen days after it had been hewn t in Het-nub.

I caused // to proceed dotvn-stream in this broad-boat." From what
precedes it seems natural to translate {b), " It {i.e., the sarcophagus)

came in his hand (or 'with him' fc\
'^~"°) in the great transport

boat of the Court, together with its lid." (c) is more difficult, since

we require a subject to ^ ^^ > if we are to translate in the same

Loc. cit. t Pseudo-participle, lit., " it had been hewn."
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way as (/'). On the whole, perhaps we are justified in assuming

either an eUipse of the subject 1' , or el^e its erroneous omission

])y the sculptor.* We should then translate, " They {i.e., the stela,

its base, etc.) came down-stream in my hand
|
^N q 1 to the

Pyramid of Merenre in si.x broad-boats," etc. A similar mode of

e.xpression occurs in the letter to Harkhuf, which has been quoted

in a footnote above. Here, however, that which ''comes in the hand

[ ^\ Qj of" Ha?-khuf, is not a sarcophagus, but the dancing

dwarf. The expressions are:—/. 18, (1 <rr> [~[] ^^- ^^^^

^^^ "if he descends in thy hand into the ship":

'' If thou arrivest, etc., and this De7ig is in thy hand."

( - 45-— ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^>^ - fl g ^ Q
-WAAA

y ^
Jw^. Similar phrase?, which render the general sense

plain, occur in 11. 42, 45. The phrase w ^ occurs, meaning " to

be done by the hand of someone," in various passages collected by

Prof. Erman {Lebensmudc, p. 21). "To be done" is perhaps a better

rendering for 7^ <ir> in this expression than "happen"; cf. the

-<s>- 6L rn I

^
1 ... tq

expressions K\ Hrii , "to put m writmg, and wo JiK^ I y I I I <r:

\ "to be put in writing," where W acts directly as the
I I I

passive of ''^^-^
. The example (c/) should accordingly be trans-

lated, " The entirety was done by my hand according to the manner

which the majesty of my lord commanded."

Thus all four examples yield a good sense if V\ a is taken

to be the preposition : we need therefore assume no different

meaning for that word.

* It should be noiiced that the same difficulty occurs if we translate, " I sailed

<l(J<.vn jyith them." ^ - n for ^.^ o j /wvw\ is unparalleled.
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Note on AIillixgen Papyrus, I, 3, 4,

The following passage from the Millingen papyrus has not as

yet been satisfactorily explained.

P^^^ V=^

Mr. Griffith (whose transcription [A.Z., XXXIV, (1896),

p. 39] I follow) translated, " Let one be armoured against his

subordinates as a whole— it happens that mankind turn their hearts

to him who inspires them with fear." The first clause seems to be

well rendered, though I should prefer to take o ^ as " thee " and

emend ^ to K_^t instead of ^̂ ^ . The second clause ends

with the suffix 1 , which is not convincingly accounted for in

the above translation: "them" would rather be I or 1^.
I I I I I

Nor is it easy to parallel ^^ <=:i> as an auxiliary verb.

Accordingly I propose to render thus :

—" Armour thyself against

thy (?) subordinates, all of them—that cometh to pass, to whose

terrors no thought has been given." For ^^ fT^ '' "terrors,"

^:/. I, 7. Q is the correct form after s^^ , cf. Sethe, Verbian, II,

S '038- X V\ V\ is an interesting form. It must be the

perfect participle passive, the only form in which the gemination

has been found, cf. Sethe, i.e., §927, 5. The feminine is naturally

employed in the sense of a neuter : the determinative .

'^ -i , though

it >nay be borrowed from the word v ^|X preceding, is not

ill

unusual after ^rT -n- 1 "to be not," in the N. K. For the construction

of the whole phrase, cf. Sethe, I.e., % 1006. A similar case (also

ustrating tm/n) is there quoted, namely :— pf ^ <> I v. ^^
Ml (I AAAA/vN V—X) ^o ^ I , "ways which had not been

trodden by others." Nav., D. el B., Ill, 76, 4 = D., H.I., II, 14.
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This is confirmed by an instance bearing a close resemblance to

it :
— " I have given to thee .... and |

the divine land which has not been trodden, and the incense terrace

which people know not." Nav., ibid., 84, 10: here the object-

suffix 'Cc:^ shows that hnd is infitiitive, and therefore the predicative

form must at this time have been obsolete or obsolescent : cf.

Sethe, I.e., % 1007.

If the translation proposed above is accurate, we have yet another

nstance in favour of Mr. Griffith's thesis, that "the Millingen

papyrus may fairly be excepted from Professor Erman's statement,

that all our materials (for the instructions) are corrupt school copies

of the New Kingdom." The reading ^ ^^ ^t\ of the* " ^^n=iE_^ _S^ ,_^^

Millins:en papyrus is correct as against v V\ ^ '^ M^i JlJ
1

"^i' " Hv?^ .K^ ^1 ill I

in the other texts.
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THE TRANSLITERATION OF EGYPTIAN.

The following letters oh this subject have been 7-eceived.

Extract from Letter of Prof. Dr. Kurt Sethe.

My answer to your questions is this :

—

I. The affinity between the Egyptian language and the different

dialects of the Semitic language can hardly be doubtful to anyone

who knows the two languages well. It is proved not only by

the primitive words or forms common to both of them, but by the

strikingly evident general likeness of their construction, and by the two

facts : (yd) that the Egyptian language had only consonantal "radices,"

and used the vowels only for distinguishing the different forms of

words, like the Semitic {eg., CCJOXJUL "to hear," COTJUiq "to hear

him," COT"JUL "he is heard," ceXJULOq "he hears," CT"JULHT~

"obediens"; COH "brother," CUOIte "sister," CltK'T "brother,"

QWlSt "two," citTe "two"; nipe "to come out," "to rise,"

nope "he has come out," nppiCOOT "splendid," cJ)iH "fruit,"

npCJO "winter" (time of growing), etc., etc.

(/'') that the Egyptian script, like the Semitic, therefore, could only

be used for writing consonants and not vowels. So in Egyptian

the image of the human face <^ hor (Copt, ^o), Jp-a = (with

suffixes ^p<LC!|) became a sign for the consonantal combina-

tion h + r in many other words: ^ her (Copt. ^I- , i.e., *hej)

"upon," ^ ^^^ Jp\j)t, "road," "^hrejet (Copt. ^\\K, i.e., hje

instead of *//;(?), ^ hrj, "the upper part," *//;-<?/' (^pZ^lV

^ ^^^^^ ///-/-/, " flower," "^Jircret (^pHpe), ? '^ ^ Hr

(early writing for ^^^jj *Hur, "god Horus " (^Ujp, in early

Greek transcriptions iy^, i.e., /////', in the construct form ^<5.p-).
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Vou will see from these examples that the vowels o and J of the

word " face " have not been respected in the application of the

image as a phonetic sign. In the same way the image i^^^ i.s used

as well in fuun "to remain" (jULOIflt infinitive), as in //k'/i "he is

remaining" (jULHIt pseudo participle), in '*' emnof "he remains"

Isdmf-iorm), in smJnet "to establish " (jULirte infinitive), \x\* smontej

"she is established" (cJULOriT pseudo-participle), in "^oimod

"mamma" (jULItOT"), in mdn'et "nurse (jULOOIte), \\-\* Jwsmen

"natron" (£,OCJUl), in Monfeic "god Montu " (jULOrtT"), in

*'eiinfin "god Amon" (^JULO'Jflt), and in some other words which

contain the consonantal group ni + n, either following each other

immediately, or separated some vowel or another. The same usage

is to be followed with all the other phonetic signs of the Egyptian

script.

II. That'v\> Ij. D' y> (and the secondary v^ and (Iq,

which are only later surrogates for (I 1 must be consonants, has been

sufificiently shown by Steindorff in the Ztschr. der D. Morgejd. Ges."

(which paper Legge has quoted), and by Erman in A.Z., 34, 51 fif.

Let me shortly repeat the proofs. You have in Coptic the following

forms :

—

Verbs of two consonants.

Infinitive.

tom tomef

TOJJUL TOJULq

Qualitative.

tern

THJUL

Verbs of three consonants. sotem sotmef

ccjoxJUL coTJULeq

sotem

COXJUL

Verbs of four consonants. solsel selsolef ! selsol

CoXcX cXcCJoXq CACCUX

Now you have in the same manner

—

Two conso7iantforms. (JOIT, ORCj, KIT, from \\ 'ip ;LJ15X
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OAq, from -^~ J\ 'r; OlfCOIt, OTOItq, OTKIt, from ^^^ .

wn; lOJC, IHC, from [1 "TT" y>.

Three consonantforms. COTU, OTHCf, OXR, from nRv Ma

\tp ; OJrt^, on^. from ^ ';///
; tJOpK, OpKq, opK, from

V-X' ; O-VCJOT^,, OTOT-^^q, OTOX^, from %\ c-^ ?
^

Four consonantforms. crOCTit, OTeCTOJItq, OTeCTOJIt,

from v\ s=> ^ 7\ 7vsln. In these verbal examples the first con-
,

/

/

yVNAAAA

sonants of the above paradigms, TCOJUL, CCOXJUL, coXcX,

are replaced by the consonants, aleph |(l, ^v ? hi (JOTT, tWXn),

ajin ( fl in (JuX, COH^, UJpJ<), waw (^^ in onfCJOIt, OTCOX^,

OTOCTIt), jod ([1 in lUOC). Many other examples can be added

to these; you find the best ones in the papers of Erman and

Steindorff. If the letters ^v j(Jj ^, which here denote con-

sonants, should in some terminations denote vowels,—which at

present there is no reason to believe—they must nevertheless, even

in such cases, be regarded as consonantal signs like the Semitic

aleph, waw, jod, sometimes used for the vowels a, ?/, /.

III. These facts being established, a scientific transcription of

Egyptian writing must resemble that of the so-called " Berlin

School," which transcribes only the sounds really written, i.e., the

consonants. For the general reader a system may be adopted like

that proposed by Prof. Erman in A.Z., 34, 61.

Let me remark that Steindorff in his " Baedeker " has not used,

as is said in Legge's paper, the transliteration without vowels, but

Chafre, Chephren, Thutmosis, Wehebre (Uapliris, Hophra).

GOTTINGEN,

5M November, 1902.
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Extract from Letter of M. G. Benedite,

Conservateur adjoint des Anliquites egypliennes du Louvre, etc.

Je considere la question des transcriptions comme insohible

;

jamais on ne pourra obliger une ecole egyptologique ou meme un

simple egyptologue a renoncer a son systeme de transcription : il

faut done laisser a chacun sa liberte jusqu'a ce qu'une doctrine

s'impose par la predominance de I'usage. Quel sera le procede

qui s'imposera dans I'avenir ? Sera cela celui de I'ecole de Berlin,

celui de Rouge, celui de Maspero, celui de Chabas qui ne resoud

pas toutes les difficultes ? Je ne sais ; mais je reconnais que le

systeme d'Erman est en train de gagner du terrain. En attendant, je

suis d'avis que les Proceedings adoptent Veclecticisme le plus complet,

et que chacun y reste libre de sa transcription. Voila pour la

methode. Pour ce qui est de la nature de la langue egyptienne,

je ne crois pas qu'elle rentre completement dans le cadre des

langues semitiques, et je crois meme que ce qui la distingue

du groupe de ces langues—ou lui fait une place tres a part dans

ce groupe si on veut I'y faire entrer—c'est qu'elle n'a pas ignore,

comme les langues propreraent semitiques, I'usage des voyelles dans

I'ecriture ; mais cependant je ne vais pas jusqu'a dire que lesanciens

egyptiens aient eu la notion tres nette du veritable role des voyelles

comme nous le voyons dans les ecritures des langues du groupe

indo-europeen. Mon opinion pent se resumer ainsi : ies Egyptiens

avaient une langue dans laquei/e les phhiomhies de la vocalisation me

semblent plus marques que dans les hmgues proprement semitiques,

et leur ecriture, siisceptible d'une si grande indecision orthographique,

temoigne de Vembarras oil les pla^a le se7itijnent de cette vocalisation et

des efforts qu'ils ont fait pour le retidre. Developper cette these

m'entrainerait a tout un volume qui ne ferait probablement que

enfoncer une portc ouverte.

Extract from Letter of M. ;6douard Montet, D.D.,

Doyen de r Universitc de Genive.

J'ai lu avec un grand interet, en y apportant tout le soin qu'elle

meritait, votre etude sur "The History of the Transliteration of

Egyptian." Selon votre desir, je viens vous soumettre mes obser-

vations ; mais je tiens a declarer que je n'ai pas de competence
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speciale en egyptologie. Mon domaine est celui des langues

semitiques, que j'enseigne a VUniversite de Geneve, et a I'etude

desquelles je me suis voue depuis de nombreuses annees.

Comme systeme de transcription des hieroglyphes j'ai adopte

celui de Maspero, soit a cause de sa valeur en lui-meme, soit par le

fait qu'il correspond a la notion que je me forme de I'Egyptien par

rapport aux langues se'mitiques.

A mon avis, et cette opinion repose sur les recherches que j'ai

faites sur cette importante question, il n'y a pas d'affinite reelle ni

profonde entre I'Egyptien et aucune des langues semitiques. Les
relations qu'on a cru pouvoir etablir entre ces deux classes des

langues, foncierement diffe'rentes, sont superficielles ou accidentelles.

Le seul rapport etroit et reel existant entre elles concerne I'alphabet

semitique derive, par le phenicien, des hieroglyphes.

Je ne suis done pas enclin a admettre que les hieroglyphes

ne repre'sentent que des consonnes, comme I'alphabet semitique.

Extract from Letter of Dr. J. H. Breasted,

Professor of Egyptology in the University of Chicago.

In answer to the first of your three questions, in my opinion

there is but one answer : an unqualified aftirmative. But in support

of such a reply I could only repeat the evidence already made public

in the publications of the Berlin School, such as Erman's Grammars,

Sethe's Verlnuii, and Steindorff's Koptische Gravunatik. The evidence

is so conclusive, that the next generation will most certainly wonder

how the question could ever have been discussed at all after the

publication of the evidence. It is unfortunately all, or nearly all,

in the German language, and ought by all means sometime to be put

into English.

Your second question concerns two classes of Egyptian forms :

I. The class admittedly without vowels. No one would maintain, e.g,

that ^ i grg, " lie," contains any written vowels. 2. The

class containing the disputed signs ^, i| , ^ a, and _g>. Now
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admitting for the moment that these four si^ns are all vowels, what

shall we say of a system of transliteration which renders three of

them by "a" (a, a, a), and the fourth by "u"? A remarkable

vowel system, which contains three "a's" and one "u"! But con-

cerning these signs I should like to ask some questions. Does any

one who knows Coptic doubt that ancient Egyptian possessed and

wrote the consonants " w " and " y " ? If so, where are they in the

older language, and beware they written in hieroglyphic? Again,

can any one who has examined the numerous transliterations into

hieroglyphic of Palestinian and other Semitic words, common in the

XlXth dynasty, doubt for a moment that the ancient Egyptian

possessed and wrote the consonants ^^ and 2^ ? In view of these

facts, shall we continue to transliterate the hieroglyphic ij o "father"

by the form "at," although we know from the Coptic that it was

pronounced "Yot," showing clearly that t] is "y" and o is "t," and

that the long " o " was unwritten ?

Your third question is fully answered by an article by Erman in

the Zeitschrift (XXXIV, 51-62), which sets forth clearly the whole

subject brought up in your letter. This article is overlooked in your

Paper in the Proceedings, p. 281. Two methods of transliteration are

carefully discussed in Erman's article : one for the scholar and one

for the general reader, both methods being given separate treatment.

This article would have made it clear that the Berlin School has

never advocated the use of exclusively consonantal transliteration in

works intended for the general public. The instances you refer to

as existing in Steindorff's Egyptian Baedeker are found only in the

section on the language where the absence of written vowels in the

hieroglyphic is explained to the traveller. No such transliterations

will be found elsewhere in the book. Mr. Crum's use of unvocalised

proper names in an article in a Bible dictionary, is something for

which he is personally responsible : it cannot be laid at the door of

the Berlin School, as any one familiar with their writings know.

This brings uj) another statement in your Paper, viz., that the

unvocalised system of transliteration is compulsory in the publica-

tions controlled by the Berlin School. I cannot imagine who can

be your authority for such a statement, which should be well

supported before being made, as it is calculated to produce serious

prejudice
;
you are completely misinformed on this point ; such is

not and never has been the case. Anyone is at liberty to use the
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old system now in use in the Proceedings,'^ or any other system of

transHteration, in the Zeitschrift. If you find nothing else in the

Zettschrift, it is because its contributors themselves use the unvocalised

system, as did even the veteran Brugsch before his death, after a

lifetime of the old system.

No question like this can be settled by a majority, but I must

refer also to the statement in your article, that you know of no

scholar of other than German or English nationality who adheres to

the unvocalised system. We have a number of such in America :

Dr. Reisner, of the University of California, Ur. Johnston, of the

Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Schmidt (Swedish), of Cornell

University, Dr. Gillett, of Union Theological Seminary, New York

City, Dr. Schmidt (Swedish), late Fellow of the University of Chicago,

and the present writer, of the University of Chicago.

* The system of Traiisliteration '' in use in the Proceedings " is

whatever system an author chooses to employ.—^Editor.
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ERRATUM.

In the third foot-note to Prof. Breasted's Paper on page 300

;

Recueil, XXIV, 68 ff. should read Recueil, XXIV, 168 ff.

The Anniversary Meeting of the Society will be held at

37, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, on Wednesday,

January 14th, 1903, at 4.30 p.m., when the following Paper

will be read :

—

T. G. Pinches, LL.D. :

—"Gilgames and the Hero of the Flood

—the New Version."
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